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PREFACE

Vaeious circumstances took me to Kashmir in the

spring of 1891. I did not see much of the Happy
Valley itself

;
but for the greater part of a year I was

travelling among those desolate mountain-tracts that

lie to the north of it, where the ranges of the Hindoo
Koosh and Karakoram form the boundary between the

dominions of the Maharajah and that somewhat vaguely
defined region which we call Central Asia.

Great changes are now being effected in Kashmir :

we are actively interfering in the administration of the

country, and introducing much-needed reforms, which
will produce important results in the immediate future.

The affairs of this State are likely soon to attract a good
deal of attention, and therefore a description of the

country as it is to-day, and some account of the rela-

tions which exist between the Indian Empire and her

tributary, and of the steps that are being taken to safe-

guard Imperial interests on that portion of our frontier

may not be inopportune.

I have, so far as is possible, confined myself to a

narrative of my own experiences, to a plain statement

ofwhat I myselfsaw, without attempting to theorise as to

what ought to be done or left undone on the frontier. The
IndianGovernment canbe trusted to do everything for the

best, as heretofore
;
and while it is foolish for people at

home, to airily criticise the policy of those highly-trained

Anglo-Indian experts who have made the complicated

problems of our Asiatic rule the study of a lifetime, it is

still more foolish for one to do so who has spent but a

year in the East, and who, therefore, has just had time
to realise what a vast amount he has yet to learn.
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In the course of my journey I was luckily enabled

to accompany my friend, Mr. Walter Lawrence, the

Settlement Officer who has been appointed to the Kash-
mir State, on one of his official tours, and saw some-

thing of his interesting and successful work
; I visited

the mystic land of Ladak with Captain Bower, the ex-

plorer of Tibet
;
reached Gilgit in time to take part in

Colonel Durand’s expedition against the raiding Hunza-
Nagars; and fell in with other exceptional opportunities

for observing how things are managed on the frontier,

both in peace and war.

My thanks are due to the editors of the 4 Times,’ the
‘ Graphic,’ and 4 Black and White ’ for the permission

they have kindly given me to reproduce in this book
portions of articles which I wrote for those papers.

The illustration of the Devil Dance at Himis is a
reproduction of a drawing (by Mr. J. Finnemore, from
my photographs) which appeared in 4 Black and White.’

The whole region included in the sketch-map which
accompanies this volume is an intricate mass of mighty
mountains cloven by innumerable ravines. In order

to avoid confusion superfluous detail has been avoided ;

the principal valleys alone have been indicated, while

the two great parallel watersheds of the Hindoo Koosli

and the Western Himalayas have been purposely em-
phasised, at the expense of the no less lofty subordinate

branches of either chain.

Kashmir has been called the northern bastion of

India. Gilgit can be described as her farther outpost.

And hard by Gilgit it is that, in an undefined way, on
the high Roof of the World—what more fitting a

place !—the three greatest Empires of the Earth meet

—

Great Britain, Russia, and China. Hence the title I

have given to this book. E. F. K.
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CHAPTER I

SNOW—THE ROAD INTO KASHMIR—A KASHMIR CUSTOM-HOUSE—THE
JHELAM—DOMEL—URI—THE RESIDENT’S RECEPTION.

On February 26, 1891, leaving the then very dense

fogs of London, I embarked on the good ship 4 Rome,’

of the Peninsular and Oriental Company, bound for

Bombay. The winter had been a notoriously severe

one, and a great portion of the northern half of our

globe was still under snow. Whenever we sighted

high land between England and Port Said we had
proofs of this. On doubling Gibraltar we saw the

Sierra Nevada, on the Spanish coast, gleaming white

from the jagged summits almost down to the base,

while on the African shore Mount Atlas supported the

misty heaven on cold, pale shoulders. Farther on we
beheld the hills of Candia and Cephalonia, the moun-
tains of Albania and the Morea all robed in snow

;

and, a sight of wonderful beauty visible far away .one

dawn as we steamed towards the Straits of Messina,

the dome of Etna, pale pink and unsubstantial looking,

floating in mid-air
;

for all the lower portion being

uncovered with snow could not be seen for the distance,

and blue sky seemed to intervene between the sea-

horizon and the splendid summit hanging above like

some fairy island carved out of delicate pearl.

Mr. Charles Spedding, C.E., who was my fellow-

b
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traveller to Kashmir, in which country he is con-

structing the strategical roads concerning which I shall

have a good deal to say, feared that we might find it

impossible to penetrate the Himalayan region to our

destination for some time after our arrival in India, as

the passes would probably be closed until a much later

season than usual after a winter of such unexampled

severity. The announcement by the Indian meteor-

ologists, which we read in the papers, to the effect that

the snowfall on the Himalayas had averaged forty feet

during the winter, did not tend to reassure us.

I was destined to have a considerable experience of

snow for the next twelve months. With the exception

of the few days occupied in travelling from Bombay to

Rawal Pindi and back, I believe that I was never out

of sight of snow the whole while I was in India, hot

season and cold, and I was very often wading through

it for days. This visit to the burning East was, there-

fore, rather a unique one, frostbite and not sunstroke

being the danger to be apprehended most.

On March 23 we arrived at Bombay. From here

to our immediate destination, Rawal Pindi, is little

more than a three days’ journey by express train
;
but

we traversed India in leisurely fashion, remaining a day

or two at Bombay to see the Caves of Elephanta and

the Towers of Silence, enjoying the while the hospitality

of the luxurious Yacht Club; halting another day at

Agra to visit that surely fairest building ever raised by

man, the magical Taj
;
and two or three days more at

Lahore, so that it was not until the morning of April 5

that we alighted from our train at Rawal Pindi station,

and saw before us to the north the snow-covered ranges

of the Outer Himalayas.

We had come to the barrier of those seemingly

interminable dusty plains of India which we had been
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traversing for days, and already found ourselves in a

different climate. The fresh hill-breeze was deliciously

cool and invigorating, and the clear blue sky was of a

different tint and pleasanter to look at than the heaven
of the sultry South. Eawal Pindi is one of the most
important cantonments of troops we have in the world,

and military works on a vast scale are now in progress

there
;
but I can say nothing about these from personal

observation, for Spedding, into whose hands I had
implicitly confided myself, would allow of no halt

;
he

issued his marching-orders before we left the train, and
we were to start on the road to Kashmir at once.

We therefore drove straight from the station to the

house of Mr. Dhanjibhoy, a courteous Parsee gentleman
who contracts to carry mails, passengers, and baggage
between Pawal Pindi and Srinagur, the capital of

Kashmir. He informed us that there were still eight

feet of snow on parts of the road, and that landslips

and avalanches had destroyed it in places and carried

away bridges, but that it was now more or less passable,

and that he was running the mail to Srinagur, a dis-

tance of 225 miles, in forty-eight hours. Passengers

with baggage, however, could not travel nearly so fast

as this.

By the time we had breakfasted Mr. Dhanjibhoy
had all ready for us, and our caravan started. Pour
or five of those clumsy, slow, and altogether unscienti-

fically constructed little vehicles known as ekkas, and
which, I suppose, have been in use in India ever since

wheels were invented, carried our native servants and
our baggage, while we ourselves got into a tonga, a

handy little two-horse trap for bad roads, in whose
favour a good deal could be said. A Punjabi coach-

man drove us with true Mussulman fatalist recklessness

at a good twelve miles an hour towards the hills, a lad
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hanging on behind anyhow lie could, blowing a horn
to give warning of our wild approach whenever we
were about to turn a corner. We changed horses

every five miles or so, and in less than an hour and a

half we reached the outposts of the mountains, and had
to somewhat moderate our pace. The road now wound
along the sides of pleasant valleys with wooded slopes

and cultivated bottoms vivid with the green of young
rice. We gradually ascended, the air getting per-

ceptibly cooler, till we reached the dak bungalow or

post-house—it is scarcely necessary to translate the

word in these days of Kudyard Kipling—of Tret, which
is twenty-five miles from Kawal Pindi. The ekkas came
in long after us

;
our progress along the road had, of

course, to be regulated by that of our baggage, and as

the ekka horses are not changed at the stages, but have
to go right through, our rate of travelling was not

rapid.

The next day, having allowed the tardy ekkas to get

a good start, we were off again. We only accomplished

fourteen miles this day, to Murree
;
but the road zig-

zagged up the hills by a steady incline all the way, and
was trying for horses.

At first the country we passed through reminded one

of the fair valleys on the Italian slope of the Alps in

spring. We drove through woods of fragrant deodars

and firs
;
the fruit-trees, the violets and other flowers were

all in blossom, while clear cool water ran merrily down
every hollow. But when we got higher the air was
cold and the scenery had a wintry aspect. The road

was in very bad condition, and in places was being

repaired by large gangs of coolies. When we were a

little distance from Murree we came into deep snow,

and it was impossible to take tongas or ekkas farther.

Bu t some twenty coolies were at hand to help us here

;
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they carried our baggage on tlieir heads, and we
tramped up to Eowbury’s Hotel. Murree, once the

seat of the Punjab Government, is a favourite hill-

station and sanatorium in the hot season, and streets

of charming little bungalows wind along the well-

wooded hillsides, commanding fine views over the

Himalayan ranges far away to the north
;
while from

the high points one looks over the great plain of India

stretching like a vast blue sea to the south. But
Murree is 7,600 feet above the sea, and all the bunga-

lows were deserted at this season; many of them,

indeed, were quite snowed up to their roofs still, and
the snow was lying eight feet deep in the streets.

Ekkas were not to be procured beyond Murree, and
all our heavy baggage had to be carried on the backs

of coolies for the rest of the way. But it was arranged

that tongas should be sent from Srinagur to meet us at

the point where the road again became practicable for

horses, to carry ourselves and our light baggage. So
as to give the coolies a good start, Spedding halted us

for three days at this cheerless but bracing spot.

On April 9 we were off again. We had to walk a

few miles to the point where the road was open
;
here

we found the tongas awaiting us, and we rattled away
down the hills. The journey for the next few days-

was one calculated to try the nerves a bit. The road
was in very bad condition : landslips had been frequent

rickety temporary bridges took the place of those that

had been swept away
;
where the road had fallen bodily

into the abyss, a track only just sufficiently broad
to allow the tonga to pass had been cleared by the

navvies. Once one of our horses and a wheel of the

tonga did slip over the side, on which we promptly
jumped out. Luckily, there were some navvies by who
rescued carriage and animals, pulling them back before
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they rolled over the precipice. Our reckless coach-
man, too, had an unpleasant fashion of driving at full

gallop along these dangerous places and round the

sharp turns where no parapet existed at the edge of the

cliff.

The relays were frequent, and, without exception,

when the fresh horses were put in at a stage they jibbed

and plunged madly for a few minutes, the sore backs
which had been inflicted on the poor animals by native

negligence being obviously the cause. It is lucky that

the post-houses where the changes are made are always
at an easy part of the road with no precipice very near,

else serious accidents would be the rule and not the

rare exception on this road.

We passed gangs of navvies working on the wrecked
road at frequent intervals. They were of various hill

races, Kashmiris, Baltis, and Pathans, good-natured
fellows, ready to laugh and interchange a joke, and also

to help us by pushing on the tonga over a bad bit, or

clearing fallen boulders from our path.

After driving some way we entered the valley of

the river Jhelam, the classical Hydaspes, which formed
the Eastern limit of the conquests of Alexander the

Great. It is said that he embarked on it to descend to

the Indus. He must have had a rough and anxious

voyage if it was then the foaming, rushing, rock-encum-
bered torrent it is now. This portion of the river is

not navigable for a craft of any description, but quan-

tities of small logs—to be used as railway-sleepers in

India—are cut in the forests of Kashmir and thrown
into it. These are washed down to the Punjab, where
the agents of the Maharajah collect as many as are not

dashed into matchwood. When we first caught sight

of the Jhelam it was running far beneath us, but we
quickly descended to its bank, which we followed for
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tlie remainder of this day’s journey, once more in an

agreeable spring climate, having left winter behind at

Murree.

The Jhelam here forms the frontier between British

India and the territories of the Maharajah of Kashmir,

and when we reached the village of Kohala we crossed

the river by a suspension bridge and were in the native

State, a fact which was unpleasantly, though somewhat
amusingly, brought to our notice by the presence of a

very curious and thoroughly Oriental Custom-house.

This was quite a new institution, ordinary travellers

between India and Kashmir not having been worried by
this civilised nuisance hitherto. It seems that the Dur-
bar had suddenly bethought itself to make an attempt

at taxing the sahibs who now throng into Kashmir every

hot season, so the hukm was issued that a Custom-house
should be established at this place

;
but how it was to

be organised and managed was, of course, left to chance,

and not considered in the least.

On crossing the river we found ourselves in a dirty

little bazaar, where we were confronted by the ominous
inscription, ‘ Custom House,’ in English and Persian,

painted on a board which hung outside one of the huts.

Then came out to us the Kashmir Customs official, in a

long gown, with nothing official in his appearance—

a

polite man who spoke no English and only a few words
of Hindustani, with whom, therefore, it was difficult to

carry on the abstruse financial argument that ensued.

After some search he found and brought to us the

Customs regulations, written in Persian, which we could
make nothing of, and which evidently puzzled him too

;

so he tried to simplify matters by quietly suggesting that

we should pay 6 per cent, duty on the value of all our
property. We asked him how he proposed to assess

us, but he easily got over that difficulty; he assured us
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with a charming smile that he had full confidence in

the honour of the sahibs, and would accept our own
valuation without question. We then explained to him
that we had not the slightest idea as to what our be-

longings were worth, but wished to clearly understand
from him what articles were liable to duty. To this he
replied that his instructions were not very definite, but
he was under the impression that there was a tax of

10 per cent, on guns and of six rupees a gallon on wine
and spirits.

Then the argument took another direction. He said

he thought that sportsmen and other bond fide travellers

were exempt from duty, but that merchants were not

so
;
that he considered contractors were merchants, and

that, consequently, Spedding was liable to full dues,

whereas I possibly was not. This led to a discussion

on the definition of terms, and to subtle questions of

philology, till this pundit, finding that he was like to

lose himself in dim metaphysical labyrinths, shifted his

ground to a very practical standpoint, and discovered

that there was one thing at least of which he was quite

certain—his orders were that nothing should be allowed

to pass his hut until the duty had been paid, and he
proudly pointed to a pile of bales and boxes which he
had impounded from the carriers, and among which,

to our consternation, we recognised the heavy baggage
which had been sent on with the coolies, and which we
imagined to be far ahead.

After this interesting argument had continued for

some time in the centre of a crowd of amiable-looking

natives, we wearied of the amusement, and then the

Kashmiri had to yield before the stubbornness of the

sahib. It ended in his allowing us to go by with all

our property, the heavy articles being again sent on
with coolies, in consideration of a written agreement
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on our part, to the effect that we would pay the dues at

some future time when the claim against us had been

definitely made out, subject to our right of appeal to

the higher authorities. I never heard any more of this

business. I believe that the impossibility of carrying

on a Custom-house on these principles, at any rate at

the expense of the sahib, was so obvious that it was
decided to allow English travellers to go through free

as of old, and to only raise duty, as heretofore, on
merchandise entering the country.

So, having won the day, we proceeded to drive on
into Kashmir territory. The road from Kohala on-

wards, which completes the connection between Rawal
Pindi and Srinagur, was constructed by the Kashmir
State in accordance with an arrangement we have with

our tributary, whereby the Maharajah is bound to make
strategical roads within his frontier for the purposes of

Imperial defence. This is the only road practicable

for wheels in the whole of this country. It was com-
menced in the reign of the late Maharajah. The pro-

gress of the work, however, was very slow for a time,

only thirty miles of it having been finished, after several

years’ labour, when Mr. Spedding contracted to com-
plete the remaining portion without delay. He brought
his work to a satisfactory conclusion in 1890, having
overcome all the extraordinary natural difficulties

which this mountainous district opposes to the engi-

neer. It is spoken of by competent judges as being
one of the finest mountain roads in the world. It is

needless to speak in this place of its strategical impor-
tance, and I shall have plenty to say later on concern-

ing its prolongation, on which Mr. Spedding is still

working—a military road connecting Srinagur with
Gilgit, the extreme northern outpost of Kashmir, and,

therefore, of the regions under British influence.
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The scenery through which we now drove was very
pleasing. The steep slopes of the mountains were well

cultivated to a considerable height. The laboriously

built-up terraces of soil were irrigated by little artificial

canals carrying the water from tributary nullahs for

miles along the hillsides
;

the groves of peach, wal-

nut, apricot, almond, and other fruit-trees, mostly
now in full blossom, the vines trained up the poplars

as in Italy, and the scattered patches of various grain,

showing the existence of a considerable and industrious

peasantry. The whole of the Kashmir State is practi-

cally independent of rain. A fairly hard winter, storing

a sufficiency of snow on the mountain tops, so that the

gradual thaw through the summer keeps the irrigation

canals constantly brimming, is all that is wanted to

ensure an abundant harvest. Every great famine that

has occurred in Kashmir has been caused, not by
summer drought, but by a too mild winter, or by
heavy rains in the hot season, which have flooded the

plains and destroyed the crops.

Above this terraced cultivation were the pine-

forests and the pastures on which numbers of sheep

and goats were feeding
;
while, far above, seen through

gaps of the lower ranges, rose the great snowy peaks.

The road now followed the precipitous left bank of

the Jhelam, passing sometimes over galleries that had
been carried along the face of perpendicular cliffs,

sometimes under tunnels that had been driven through

rocky buttresses. Here, too, the avalanches and land-

slips that had followed the enormous snowfall of the

winter had damaged the road in many places, destroy-

ing parapets and bridges.

This night’s halting-place was the dak bungalow
of Dulai, forty miles from Murree. This is a comfort-

able post-house, as are all those on the Kashmir section
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of the road, dak bungalows being, I believe, a hobby
of the present ruler. Among the official notices posted

on the walls in the name of the Maharajah of Kashmir
and Jummoo, I read an abstract of the new game laws

for the State, forbidding the employment of dogs for

driving, the killing of the females of ibex and other

animals, and the selling of heads by natives. It is to

be hoped that these much-needed regulations will be
observed, for in recent years an indiscriminate slaughter

has threatened to exterminate the wild creatures of

these hills.

On the following day we only travelled one stage to

Domel, and put up in what is the prettiest dak bunga-
low in Kashmir, situated at a beautifully verdant spot

at a bend of the foaming river, and commanding a

delightful view both up and down the valley.

A walk through the little bazaar after breakfast

brought me to the fine iron bridge, built for the State

by Mr. A. Atkinson, which here spans the river. It is

constructed on the cantilever principle, and the stone

piers that support it are Oriental in their shape and
elaborate decoration. This is a good example of the

admirable manner in which our Anglo-Indian architects

adapt Eastern form and art to our utilitarian public

works. This bridge also serves the purpose of a sacred

building, for Hindoo idols have been placed in the

niches of the stonework, the offerings of maize that lie

in their open palms showing that they do not want for

devotees. Close by, the Kishengunga Kiver joins the

Jhelam, and is spanned by a light suspension bridge

which surmounts an old native wooden cantilever

bridge, now broken-backed and falling in. Wherever
anything more permanent and solid than a rope bridge

is required in Kashmir it has been customary, from
time immemorial, to build it on the cantilever principle,
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generally of one arch, the supporting timbers projecting

one over another from the bank, their shore ends being
weighted down with masonry. These Kashmir bridges

are strongly constructed, and some still in use are of

great antiquity. It is said that one of them first sug-

gested the idea of the Forth Bridge.

At Domel, Spedding met General de Bourbel, the

Engineer in-Chief to the State, and certain of his own
staff. As he had business to discuss with them, we

halted here for a few days, and a pleasanter spot could
not have been chosen for the purpose.

On crossing the bridge on the morning after our
arrival, I found a picturesque encampment which
served to remind me that I was now well on my way
to Central Asia. This was a large caravan from
Yarkund that was bringing a considerable freight of

carpets and tea across the mountains to India. The
men, warmly clad in clumsy robes and sheepskins,

were natives of Chinese Turkestan, big, jovial-looking,

rosy-cheeked fellows of Tartar type.
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There is a considerable Sikh colony in the neigh-

bourhood of Domel, and as one of the most important

Sikh religious festivals commences on April 12, all the

people of that faith—men, women, and children—were
gathered here from far and wide, clad in their festal

raiment. They bathed in the sacred Jhelam, feasted or

fasted according to the law, and made merry. It was
interesting to see these cheery, simple, fine people en-

joying their holiday, a people for whom the English-

man cannot but have much sympathy, remembering
how bravely they fought against us first of all, how
well they fought for us later on in the Mutiny days,

and are fighting for us still when occasion demands.
But everything at this festival was not beautiful to

see. Two or three opium -sodden, fantastically skipping,

howling, naked fakirs had found their way here,

covered with filth, hideous, evil-featured, with insane

fanatical malice glittering in their eyes—our greatest

enemies in all India these.

It was while we were here that the news.of the

Manipur disaster reached us. I noticed that there

appeared to be an impression abroad that there were
troubles ahead on the frontier

;
vague rumours were in

the air of coming disturbances in the North-West. The
Black Mountain fanatics were again preparing for war
just beyond the mountains to the west of us, and within

sight of the Murree hills. We heard that the Chins

had risen, that a general outbreak of the Miranzais

had taken place, and that our troops would be attacked

by a force of nearly 10,000 Afridis, Akhils, and Mishtis.

Spedding remarked, ‘ I should not be surprised if we
see some fighting before we leave this country ’—

a

surmise which proved correct.

Another guest arrived at the bungalow during our
stay. This was Captain Bower, of the 17th Bengal
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Cavalry, well known as a traveller and explorer in

Central Asia, but who has since this made his name
still more famous by his extraordinary journey across

Tibet from Ladak to Shanghai. He was now on his

way to Srinagur to organise his caravan, and intended

to set out for Ladak as soon as the passes between
Kashmir and the Tibetan frontier were open. I had
some interesting conversations with him concerning

those desolate regions, and he pointed out to me on the

map a long blank space stretching across the north of

India. ‘ I hope to do away with a good deal of that

blank,’ he said, ‘ when I return.’ He suggested that I

should accompany him as far as the Chinese frontier,

and see the curious Buddhist country of Ladak. I was
very glad to seize the opportunity of visiting that

region in the company of one who knew it so well, and
agreed to join him. As will be seen, I had no cause to

regret my decision.

On April 1 3, leaving Spedding and the other engi-

neers to complete their business, I drove off with Mr.
Millais, one of Spedding’s staff, to Uri, where Sped-

ding has built himself a bungalow, there to await him.

It was a forty-eight miles’ drive through a lovely coun-

try, the reckless tonga-drivers, as usual, to all appearance,

trying how nearly they could break our necks. Turn-

ing round a sharp corner at full gallop we collided with

another tonga coming in our direction, neither driver

having heard or heeded the other’s horn. Having
nearly been precipitated over the cliff on this occasion,

our next adventure was to drive through a cascade and
knock down a pundit. At this particular spot, a water-

course on the hillside having broken away from its

proper channel, was pouring from a height above on to

the road, forming a powerful shower-bath for whoso-

ever should pass beneath. The pundit in question was
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availing himself of so splendid an opportunity for per

forming his ablutions. He had stripped all his clothes

off, and was standing in the middle of this cascade as

we turned the corner and drove into him. He had his

eyes shut, and the falling water drowned the noise of

our approach. The collision did not injure the pundit,

but our startled horses once more nearly sent us over

the cliff. We had only two more narrow escapes on

this day. First, we met a marriage procession of such

exceedingly gaudy colouring that our horses were, not

unnaturally, dazzled and alarmed at this rainbow appa-

rition, and with their usual stupidity attempted to

escape from it over the road edge to the certain perdi-

tion of the rocks below.

Our last escape was the most serious of all
;
for this

time it was not the mere risk of breaking one’s neck
that was incurred, but of committing sacrilege in the

worst degree and making oneself liable to imprisonment
for life in the gloomy dungeons of Hari Parbat, the

Bastille of Srinagur. We ran over a sleeping cow,
most luckily without doing it serious harm. I suppose
every schoolboy is aware that the population of

Kashmir is for the most part Mahomedan, while the

royal family and ruling caste are Hindoos. It is a

long time since I was a schoolboy, and they did not

teach us these things then, so I must confess that I

myself was ignorant of the above fact until within a

few months of my departure for Kashmir. The majority

here have to submit to the religious prejudices of the

small minority. Until recently the killing of that

sacred animal, the cow, was punishable with death.

Imprisonment for life is now the penalty, and many an
unfortunate Mahomedan, I believe, is lying immured
in Hari Parbat because that in time of famine he has
ventured to kill his own ox to save himself and family
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from starvation. English travellers are naturally bound
to observe the laws of this State while travelling

in it, and though in their case imprisonment cannot,

of course, be enforced, an immediate banishment from
the realms of the Maharajah would follow the crime
of wilful sacrilege. The Englishman must forswear

his national diet while he is a dweller in Kashmir
;
so

for the next nine months—that is, until I crossed the

frontier into the Kanjut valleys—I never tasted beef.

Millais and myself passed a few days in Spedding’s

bungalow at Uri. We had plenty of society, for the

summer visitors were beginning to throng into Kashmir,
and as many of these were Spedding’s friends, he had
invited them to put up at his bungalow on their way
through. Mothers, accompanied by their daughters,

were among our guests, travelling up to Srinagur with-

out male escort. Every summer English ladies wander
about Kashmir alone, taking their caravans of native

servants, baggage animals, and coolies, pitching their

tents at night, and riding the stages in the same
independent fashion as their brothers and husbands
would.

Kashmir is one of the few countries in which it is

possible for a lady to travel about in this unconventional

manner. This is, indeed, the safest land I have ever

seen or heard of. The firm rule of the Mussulman and
Hindoo conquerors, who have successively oppressed

this peaceable, not to say cowardly, race, the terrible

penalties that used to be inflicted for any offence against

the person or property of travellers, the excellent

Oriental custom by which a whole district is made
liable for crimes committed within its boundaries, have

produced this result. The natives dare not be dis-

honest, at any rate on a big scale or in an open manner,

and a traveller of the dominant British race, man,
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woman, or child, is treated with a servile civility which

no doubt proceeds rather from fear than from any

natural tendency to be kind to strangers.

After a few days Spedding arrived at Uri, and on

April 21 we saw a rather interesting function. Our
newly-appointed Resident in Kashmir, Colonel Prideaux,

of Abyssinian fame, accompanied by Mrs. Prideaux,

came through Uri on his way to Srinagur, and halted for

tiffin at our bungalow. The natives prepared to receive

the representative of the Empress with due honour. A
large crowd of men gathered in front of the bungalow,

and in the Oriental fashion brought their dalis or

presents, which they solemnly placed on the ground

—

baskets of dried fruit, potatoes, offerings of odorous

onions, fish, too, from the river, a goodly show of

comestibles.

There is a little fort here, and the 'garrison, about a

dozen in number, turned out to present arms when the

great Sahib should arrive. The uniform of these sepoys

of the Maharajah was very gay—bright red stockings,

blue tunic faced with red, yellow pyjamas and red and
blue turban.

All the native gentlemen of the neighbourhood were,

of course, present, both Hindoos and Mussulmans. The
most noticeable among these was the JSTawab of Uri,

an old Mahomedan, who is the titular ruler of this dis-

trict, but who, of course, does not enjoy the power his

ancestors possessed before the Dogras took the land. He
was a fine-looking old man

;
his bent form was robed

in snowy white, and from under his voluminous white

turban peered a lean, handsome, eagle face. He was
accompanied, as befitted his position, b}^ some twenty
followers. I observed that though he spoke freely to

the Englishmen and Mahomedans present, he had not

a word to say to the Kashmiri pundits, whom he ap-

c
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peared to look upon with, great contempt. The Hindoo
Hogra rulers of this country belong to a manly, warlike

race, which one can respect and admire
;
but the native

Hindoo is a despicable being. These Kashmiri Hindoos
are always known as pundits—why I am unable to say,

for it is an utter misuse of that term, which is supposed
to imply learning, a quality very scarce among these

people.

At last we heard the tonga horns sounding far up the

gorge, and soon after the Resident and his retinue drove

up. He received the salaams of the gathered people,

and his servants collected their vegetable offerings.

The Colonel was entering on the Residentship of

Kashmir at a most critical time, when a clever and
tactful man was needed to undertake the responsibility

of safeguarding our interests at Srinagur without caus-

ing unnecessary friction. That we have got such a

Resident in the person of Colonel Prideaux appears to

be the general opinion.
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CHAPTER II

BARAMOULA—KASHMIRI BOATMEN—ACROSS THE WOOLAR LAKE—THE VALE
OF KASHMIR—SALE OF THE STATE TO GOLAB SINGH—REFORMS IN-

ADMINISTRATION—A STORM ON THE LAKE.

On April 24 we started for Baramoula, where we were
to leave the cart road and take to boats. This, our last

day’s journey on the road, carried us through the fairest

country we had yet seen. We drove through pleasant

groves of chestnuts, walnuts, peaches, pears, cherries,

mulberries, and apples, all of which are indigenous to

this favoured land, while the wild vines hung in festoons

from the branches. The fresh grass beneath the trees

was spangled with various flowers—great terra-cotta

coloured lilies, iris of several shades, and others—while

hawthorn bushes in full blossom emulated the whiteness

of the snows above. The mountains, too, were craggy
and grander in outline than any we had yet seen.

Highest of all were the dreary, snow-streaked wastes,

lower down forests of deodar crowned the cliffs, which
in their turn often fell sheer a thousand feet to the

green, lawn-like expanses below. Sparkling cascades

dashed over many a high precipice. It was a land of

running water, of fruit, and flowers, and birds, and
sweet odours, that made one think that the beauties of

far-famed Kashmir had not been exaggerated by the

Oriental poets.

But though in the territory of the Maharajah, we
were not really yet in Kashmir proper

;
the term now.

c 2
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as of old, before new conquests had so far extended the

State, being restricted to the Yale, or rather great

alluvial plain, of Kashmir, together with the valleys

running into it. It was not till we reached the town
of Baramoula that we emerged from the defile that

forms the gateway of Kashmir, and saw before us the

commencement of that fair oasis which is so curiously

embedded in the midst of the rugged Himalayan sj^stem.

By Baramoula the hills recede on either side of the

Jhelam Valley, cultivated plains border the river, and
the raving Jhelam itself broadens into a slowty-flowing

stream. Just beyond Baramoula the last spurs of the

hills slope gently into the vast plain which stretches

to the far-away, dim, snowy ranges. After having been
shut in for days within the narrow horizons of the

Jhelam gorges, with the loud tumult of foaming tor-

rents ever in one’s ears, it seemed pleasant and strangely

soothing to thus suddenly open out this extensive land-

scape, and come to the banks of this calm, broad water,

which did not raise a murmur to break the stillness of a

glorious evening.

The distance from Baramoula to Srinagur by land

is thirty-two miles
;
but the usual method of proceeding

to the capital is by boat, up the sinuous Jhelam and
across the Woolar Lake, a twenty hours’ journey. By
the banks of the river we found our servants awaiting

us amidst the piles of baggage. A number of doongahs,

as the Kashmiri travelling boats are called, were drawn
up along the shore hard by, and the rival crews cla-

moured round in their usual persistent way for our

custom. We engaged as many boats as were necessary

for our party, which had now been increased by several

of Spedding’s staff, and embarked.

A doongah is a sort of large punt, fifty feet long or

more, partly roofed over with matting, supported by a
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wooden framework. The two ends of the boat are left

open, and here the men, women, and children forming
the crew steer, work their short paddles, or quant.
Most of the roofed-in portion is placed at the service of

the traveller who engages the doongah, and here he puts
up his bed and impedimenta

;
but a small space in the

stern is cut off by a mat and reserved for the crew,

generally consisting of one man, his wives and progeny,

who live and do their cooking there.

The Hanjis, or boatmen, form a separate class in

Kashmir. They are fine-looking men, athletic, hard-

working, and extremely courteous, if they are not

allowed to go too far and become a nuisance, which
they readily do. Their women when young are often

beautiful, and the children, of whom they appear to be
very fond, are the prettiest little creatures imaginable

;
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but the Hanji is often a great scoundrel, though if kept
well in hand he is too great a coward to display his

bad qualities. The Hanjis are Mahomedans of a very
lax sect

;
they assert that they are the descendants of

Hindoos who were forcibly converted under the old Raj,

so cannot be expected to be very orthodox. As they
still entertain a regard for the religion of their ancestors,

they compromise matters by neglecting the observances

of either creed. They are naturally considered a de-

graded class, and other Mussulmans will not marry into

their families.

Our servants occupied one doongali, in which they

could prepare our meals, while we Englishmen had
a doongah each to live in. There is not much privacy

in one of these craft, and while travelling at night light

sleepers must not expect repose, unless they kick the

captain at intervals to explain their wishes
;
for while

towing along the bank, or paddling, the men sing wild

choruses and the women chatter unceasingly
;
but even

kicking the captain cannot suppress the squalls of the

numerous babies.

Before we got under weigh I had time to look round
Baramoula. The town is on the right bank of the

Jhelam, which is here traversed by a long cantilever

log bridge of several arches. Close to the bridge stand

the ruins of a fort which was destroyed by the earth-

quake of 1885, one of the most violent ever recorded

in this often-convulsed region, and which here caused

great loss of life.

Baramoula is a typical little Kashmiri town, with

narrow dirty streets, thronged by a dirtier and not

particularly picturesque population. The houses are

built of sun-dried brick, with the woodwork of eaves,

doors, and lattices more or less artistically carved. The
gabled mud roofs are densely overgrown with long
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grass, interspersed with bright flowers. I had often

read of the roof-gardens of Kashmir, and now knew
what was meant. On looking down from above on a

Kashmir town this almost universal custom produces a

pleasing effect, even the tops of the mosques and Hindoo
temples being thus converted into gardens and tiny

fields, over which, in the summer days, the birds and
butterflies hover in numbers.

We were towed and paddled through the greater

part of the night, but when I awoke at dawn I found

all quiet—even the babies were still, and our crews were
sleeping. Our little fleet was brought up alongside the

bank where the Woolar Lake flows into the Jhelam,

close ' to the village of Sopor. I now saw around me
the Yale of Kashmir in its entirety; a vast green plain

with lakes and many winding streams, surrounded by a

distant circle of great mountains, shutting it in on all

sides with a seemingly impassable barrier of rock and
snow, rising in peaks of immense height, some of the

highest in the world indeed, gleaming dimly in the

morning light. It is not strange that the invaders who
came upon this sweet oasis after months of travelling

among the fearful and arid mountain regions that lie

beyond waxed enthusiastic over its fertile beauty and
hailed it as the first paradise.

The Yale of Kashmir is about 5,200 feet above the

sea
;

it is oval in shape, being, roughly, one hundred
miles long and twenty miles broad

;
while the Woolar

Lake is ten miles in length and six in breadth, but its

waters, flooding the extensive swamps and low pastures,

often extend over a far greater area. At some remote
period the whole plain was submerged, forming a great

inland sea, of which many native traditions speak. Then
the waters broke through the mountain dam at Bara-
moula, deepening and broadening the channel of the
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Jhelam, the only outlet, with the result that the Woolar
has shrunk to its present dimensions

;
while the greater

portion of the old lake bed is now a rich alluvial plain,

cloven by numerous streams and some rivers of con-

siderable size, such as the Jhelam and the Sind, which,

rushing down the mountain gorges from the glaciers

and perpetual snows, pour themselves into the lake,

and so ultimately into the Jhelam, near Sopor. Before

the breaking away of the barrier at Baramoula, the

level of the lake was some 600 feet higher than it is

now. The liberated waters washed away vast quanti-

ties of the softer soil, so that the plain of Kashmir is

much lower than the bed of the old lake. But there

still remain isolated portions of this ancient bed that

were left by the subsiding waters
;
these are the Kare-

wahs, as they are called, flat-topped hills, with steep

cliff sides rising some hundreds of feet above the plain,

which form a striking feature in the scenery of the Yale.

Soon everyone in our fleet was up and about, but
we did not get under weigh, as we had to await Sped-

ding’s house-boat, which was to join us here. A house-

boat is no uncommon sight now on the Jhelam and the

canals of Srinagur, the rich natives having followed

this fashion so well adapted to Oriental tastes, and on
some of the reaches of the classical Hydaspes one could

almost imagine oneself to be at Henley.

While we waited, our boatmen lay about lazily,

and the dirty, pretty children commenced to play at

that most ancient of games, tipcat, with their also dirty,

pretty child-mothers. There was a dak bungalow on
the shore close to us, a favourite resort of English

fishermen, and we found the walls of the house worth
inspecting

;
for here were recorded, with more or less

artistic skill in charcoal and pencil, the stories of the

sahibs’ sport. I saw pictures of fifty-pound mahseers,
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with descriptions of how and when the monsters were

caught. The artists had allowed their imaginations to

run riot in some cases, and each successive sportsman

attempted to describe a bigger record than his prede-

cessor. One wag had parodied these fishermen’s tales,

by drawing on the wall a gigantic creature which he
represented himself to have caught while in bed in the

bungalow, accompanied by a graphic description of the

spirited play it had given. The picture was easily to

be recognised as of a creature we also have in England,

but on a much smaller scale, remarkable for its agility

and troublesome bite.

Inflamed possibly by these drawings of the veracious

sahibs, all our servants settled themselves down to a

serious morning’s fishing, but with no result. The boat-

men slept for some time and they awoke in a depressed

frame of mind, for, though hungry, they dared not eat,

as the great religious fast of the Mahomedans was now
in progress. Not being able to satisfy the appetite of

hunger, they bethought themselves to attempt instead

the gratification of what appears to be as strong an
appetite with the Kashmiri—the greed of money, and
in a mild way they struck for rassad, or extra pay for

rations, in consequence of the delay here. They de-

manded two annas a day each, on which it was pointed

out to them that half that sum was the daily rassad

according to the State tariff. ‘ But,’ urged the chief

spokesman of the strikers, argumentative and fond of

hearing himself talk like all his race, ‘this, sahib, is

the Ramazan, and for us good Mussulmans no food must
pass the lips to-day

;
but at night we may eat, and we

feel already that our hunger will be very keen. We
will then eat twice as much as usual, so should have
double rassad.’ When we refused to yield to this plau-

sible argument the men commenced to groan and weep
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bitterly, as they will on the smallest provocation,

especially when they have failed to extract an extra

pice, for of such stuff is the native of the Happy
Valley.

As a rule, an Englishman coming for the first time

to this country takes a great fancy to these plausible,

handsome Kashmiris, finding them clever, cheery, and
civil, and it is not until he has been some time in the

country that he discovers that these are among the

most despicable creatures on earth, incorrigible cheats

and liars, and cowardly to an inconceivable degree.

The Kashmiri is clad in a long woollen gown like a

woman’s, called the pheran, which it is said the con-

queror Akbar by edict compelled the men of this race

to wear, with the avowed intention of destroying what
manliness they may have had and turning them into

women. It appears that his method has proved emi-

nently successful. It is true that the Kashmiri has

several useful qualities. He is a clever artisan and
an industrious farmer, he has great physical strength

and endurance, he can be very courteous when in hope
of gain or inspired by fear

;
he is distinctly a man of

peace and easy to rule, but he is not admirable save to

that school which affects to despise courage as a relic

of barbarism.

He is in many respects a difficult, paradoxical

creature to describe. To dislike him one must know
him, one must have seen, for instance, a great, strong,

bearded man submitting to having his ears boxed a

dozen times in succession by a Punjabi half his size,

and whom he could crush with one hand, weeping and
raising piercing shrieks like a naughty child that is

being whipped, and finally rolling on the ground and
howling at the feet of this lad of a more plucky race.

On the other hand, one must have observed his covert.
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insolence to some griffin globe-trotter, wlio does not

understand the rascal yet and treats him too leniently.

He will presume on any kindness that is shown him
until, at last, going too far, he is brought to reason by
the thrashing he has long been asking for. I believe ao o o
Kashmiri likes a beating and the consequent luxury of

a good howl
;
for he certainly neglects all warning, and

persists in some offensiveness until what he knows will

be the inevitable chastisement comes.

A Kashmiri will unresistingly take a blow from
anyone, even from a Kashmiri, I should imagine, should

one be found to strike—a very rare occurrence, for

though these people wrangle among each other like the

proverbial washerwoman, they never.come to blows by
any chance, having attained such a depth of cowardice
that they actually fear one another. I had been a good
deal among Mahomedans in other countries, and had
always associated dignity and courage with the profes-

sion of that creed, so was disagreeably surprised to

discover this cowardly, cringing, cackling race among
the followers of the Prophet.

Tartars, Tibetans, Moguls, Afghans and Sikhs have
all in turn overrun the Happy Valley, whose inhabitants

have always quietly submitted to each new tyranny.

Their very abjectness has been their salvation
;
for their

conquerors, not having to fear them, did not attempt to

exterminate them or to dispossess them of their lands,

but left them to cultivate the rich soil and carry on
their industries—like the bees, to work for the advan-
tage of others, their enslavers appropriating the results

of their labour. They still cultivate the best lands, and
are likely to prosper under the beneficent regime which
the Indian Government is introducing. It is to be
hoped that the greater liberties they will now enjoy will

tend to make something like men of them
; but it
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will take long to raise them from the degradation into

which they have been sunk by so many ages of oppres-
sion.

In order to obtain a clear understanding of what is

now taking place in Kashmir, and of the object of our
present interference in the management of that country,

a few facts connected with its more recent history

should be borne in mind, and these I may as well briefly

set out here.

Kashmir, having been wrested from the Pathans by
the Sikhs in 1819, was attached to the Punjab until the

termination of the Sutlej campaign and our occupation

of Lahore, when it fell into the hands of the British.

Instead of retaining this country, whose immense
value to us was not realised at the time, we at once
assigned it by treaty, dated March 16, 1846, to Golab
Singh, the Maharajah of Jummoo, in consideration of the

valuable services he had rendered us. In exchange for

the independent sovereignty over this extensive region,

he was to pay us the very inadequate sum of 75 lacs

of rupees, and engaged to come to our assistance with

the whole of his army whenever we were at war with

any people near his "frontier. He also acknowledged
our supremacy, and agreed to pay a nominal annual

tribute—consisting chiefly of Kashmir shawls—to our

Government. Not only the Yale of Kashmir, but all

the hill countries beyond which had been recently sub-

jugated by the Sikhs, including Ladak, Baltistan, and
the Astor and Gilgit districts, by this treaty became the

appanage of the Maharajahs of Jummoo.
During the reign of the present ruler, Pertab Singh,

the Indian Government has lent to the Kashmir State

several selected officers, both civil and military, to

superintend the much-needed reforms in the administra-

tion of the country. Without this interference on our
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part Kashmir would have been quite unable to carry

out her treaty obligations. She was threatened by
bankruptcy and general disorganisation, while her un-

paid and discontented army was in no condition to

protect the frontier.

I shall describe in the proper place what I saw of

the work of these British officials
;
but I may state here

that our present active policy in Kashmir, while having

for its object the safeguarding of our Imperial interests,

will bring about a. great amelioration in the condition

of the population. This is not a benefit, moreover, that

is being forced upon a people against its will. The
natives would much like to see yet more interference

on our part. The only class that does object—and with

good reason— to our supervision of the affairs of the

State during the present critical time is that small body
of Hindoos from which the officials are selected—cor-

rupt even for Oriental officials—who grind down the

unfortunate Mussulman peasantry with their outrageous

rapacity and with the
.
forced labour which they exact.

These do not at all relish our newly-introduced revenue

reforms, which, while they enrich the treasury and bring

a secure prosperity to the people, deprive these ruffianly

pundits of their loot. The members of the ruling

family, including the president of the State Council,

Rajah Amar Singh, are quite alive to the necessity of

these reforms, and have loyally backed up the efforts of

our officers to set things right.

The Mahomedan cultivators, who form the vast

majority of the population, being a peaceful, clever,

unfanatical, money-loving people, appreciate the enor-

mous advantages they gain under the new order of

things, and for purely selfish reasons heartily welcome,
the reforming sahib.

It was late in the < afternoon before the house-boat
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arrived and our fleet got under weigh again. The
crews, famished as they were, paddled along lustily to

a not unmusical though monotonous chorus.

We were soon well away from the land on the broad
inland sea. The air was still and sultry, and there came
a stormy sunset with magnificent colouring. The un-

interrupted wall of mountains which surrounded us,

many of whose peaks out-topped Mont Blanc by thou-

sands of feet, presented a very fine appearance in the

distance, the vast snowy wastes being lit here with a

pale yellow light, here glowing like molten gold, and
here gleaming purest white

;
while the deep, shadowed

defiles that clove the hills were purple black. But on
the lake itself night was already falling, and by the dim
light all that we could distinguish round us was the

dark water and the high summits of those Himalayan
deserts of rock, ice and snow, which the sun’s rays had
not yet left. There was something unearthly in the

colouring and in the desolation of the scene as well as

in the immensity of the distances. It might have been
some landscape of the ruined moon, so lifeless and
strange it seemed.

The storm signs were not deceptive. One of the

violent squalls the*., are frequent here swept down on
the lake, and loud thunder rolled over the mountains,

while quite a rough sea at once got up on the broad
waters. The matting was blown off the roofs of the

doongalis quicker than it could be taken in by the crew

to prevent capsizing. The water tumbled on board

each craft, and forthwith a tremendous commotion
arose among the boatmen. Such a noise I never heard

before—men, women, and children were lamenting,

weeping, and howling to their prophets in one terrified

chorus. It was vain to attempt to paddle ' the heavy

boats against so strong a wind, so the whole fleet had
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to scud back before the storm towards the mainland on
our lee, wdiere stood a small village. In their terror

the men tumbled over each other in hopeless confusion,

each one giving orders and cursing his fellows instead

of lending a hand. We had almost reached the shore

when, with a heavy downpour of rain, the wind suddenly

shifted and threatened to drive us out into the broadest

part of the lake
;
whereupon the panic became worse

than ever among these great, bearded cowards. Luckily

the wind soon shifted again to a quarter that was fair

for us, and the scared mariners struggled hard with

their paddles to attain the safety of the dry land as

quickly as possible.

During the storm the surrounding mountains ap-

peared more fantastic than ever
;
rainbows spanned the

peaks
;
and for some time after the sun was set one far-

off, snowy plateau shone out with an uncanny yellow

light when all else was dark.

The howlings of our gallant fleet had awakened
the village

;
so all the inhabitants were gathered

together on the shore to shout instructions to us as we
approached, while all the village dogs wmre standing

there too, with energetic barking contributing their

share to the fearful din.

All the boats were at last successfully beached, the

howlings and barkings gradually subsided, and our
boatmen proceeded to break their long fast and gorge
themselves with food.

The season of the Ramazan is not a good time for

travelling in a Mahomedan country : the people get

quite stupid with their alternate starving and guzzling.

The orders wTere that after a four hours’ rest we should
start again and prosecute our journey by moonlight

;

but at the appointed time the admiral of our fleet came
to us to complain that several of his men were sleeping
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so soundly after their heavy supper that he was quite

unable to wake them. He was afraid, I suppose, to kick

them up himself, and wished us to perform the opera-

tion for him. He was informed that it was not our

business to rule and kick his men
;
that was his pro-

vince, while it was ours to rule and stir him should

he fail in enforcing obedience to his orders.

On this he succeeded somehow in bustling up his

replete followers and we paddled off again, the wind
having dropped and all being quiet save for the snoring

of those of the men off duty, the night-long jabbering

of the women—what on earth can these Hanji ladies

find to talk so much about P—and the crying of babies.
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CHAPTER III

CLIMATE—SRINAGTJR—THE EUROPEAN QUARTER—SRINAGUR MERCHANTS—
PROGRESS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE—RESOURCES OF KASHMIR
PROPOSED RAILWAY—THE TAKHT-I-SULIEMAN.

On waking on the morning of April 26 we found that

we had left the lake and were ascending the Jhelam

once more—not, as after it has passed Baramoula, a

torrent raging down deep gorges, but a placid stream

as broad as the Thames at Kew winding sluggishly across

the fat alluvial plains. Our men had now put aside the

paddles and were tramping along the bank with the

towlines, acquiring another splendid appetite for a night

of gormandising to follow a day of religious fasting.

The sky was clear, the air cool and pure, after the

storm
;

it was veritable Kashmir spring weather, than

which it would not be easy to find any more healthy

or agreeable. The climate of this Paradise of Asia

appears to be well-adapted to the European constitu-

tion. The few English children who have been born
and brought up here are as strong and rosy-cheeked

as if they had been bred at home
;
while there is no

necessity for their leaving the country when they have
attained a certain age, the separation between parents

and children, which forms for our people the great

drawback to an Indian career, being quite avoidable

in Kashmir. Had we not sold this magnificent country,

a great military cantonment would no doubt have been
long since established here. This would not only have
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been most advantageous from a strategical point of view,

but would have avoided much of the sickness and
mortality which thins the ranks of our white army
in India.

The heavy boats were towed but slowly, so we often

disembarked and walked along the banks which have
here been artificially raised to prevent the water over-

flowing the adjacent land, much of the plain at this

season being considerably below the level of the river.

All round us was to be seen the great circle of

dazzling snowy ranges that encompasses the plain. We
traversed fine pastures, now blue with a species of

iris very common in Kashmir. We passed villages

pleasantly embowered amongst walnut, mulberry, and
other trees, while frequently the great chenars or

plane-trees, which form one of the features of the

Happy Valley, stood like giants above the others. It

was a land of birds too. Numbers of those little

Parsees, the larks, were singing a joyful morning hymn
to the rising sun, there was a cooing of doves and a

calling of cuckoos, while brightly-coloured and quaint

little hoopoes, our old friend the epops of Aristophanes,

were darting among the foliage, elevating their imper-

tinent crests as they stared at us with an expression

that plainly said, ‘ What right have you people in our

country P
’

At last we saw ahead of us the two landmarks of

Srinagur, which are visible far across the plain—the

prison and fortress of Hari Parbat topping a dome-
shaped hill, and the higher peak of Takht-i-Sulieman,

which rises precipitously 1,000 feet above the city, and

on whose rocky summit stands a temple upwards of

two thousand years old.

After several hours of slow progress up the winding

reaches of the river, we traversed the scattered suburbs
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and entered the Asiatic Venice. Srinagur, ‘The City

of the Sun,’ contains a population of something under
100,000. When approached by one of its numerous
waterways it appears a pleasing place at first sight

and worthy to be the capital of a great State, but the

traveller is somewhat disillusioned when he leaves the

waterside to penetrate the narrow streets.

Leaving our slow doongahs to follow us, we hailed

some of the gondolas of Srinagur
;
long, swift canoes

known as shikarahs, in which we reclined luxuriously

on soft cushions as we smoked and surveyed the busy
and interesting scene. Many picturesque craft of all

sorts were travelling on the river : clumsy cargo barges

laden with timber, grain, or oil
;
mat-roofed doongahs

full of passengers and their baggage
;
darting shikarahs,

in which sat smiling merchants in fine silk robes, carry-

ing samples of their wares with which to tempt the

newly-arrived sahib
;
boats, too, containing what our

Indian novelist modestly terms dainty iniquities, clad

in gauzy raiment
;
while now and then the gorgeous

galley of some noble hung with rich awnings would be
paddled swiftly past us by a crew of twenty boatmen
or so in gay uniform.

The steps of the ghauts, which afforded access to

the river from the streets, were crowded writh people

—

women who had come down with their pitchers for

water, Hindoos gravely performing their ablutions, and
naked children. On those ghauts that led down from
the lower quarters of the city the thronging Mussul-
mans were as noisy as a Saturday-night crowd of Irish

in a low part of one of our big towns
;
laughing shrilly

and chattering as a rule, but in many cases volubly

quarrelling, women as well as men, in true Irish style,

cursing each other, shrieking, the neighbours taking

part in the slum row
;
but with all their furious excite-
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ment never daring to come to blows, in wliicli last re-

spect Paddy’s behaviour would no doubt have been very
different.

The houses on the banks are of many storeys, most
of them richly ornamented with carved wood, and with
something of medieval Europe in their appearance,

while the sloping roofs of nearly all are overgrown with
verdure. The dome of one Hindoo temple was very
characteristic : it was covered with long grass thickly

studded with scarlet poppies and yellow mustard.

Mulberry-trees, with vines winding about them, find

room to grow between the houses, producing a pretty

effect. The temples of the Hindoos and the mosques
of the Mussulmans, some very handsome, are scattered

among the other buildings. On all sides, too, are to be
seen the remains of the ancient temples and palaces,

testifying to what a magnificent city Srinagur must
have been before the iconoclastic Mahomedan invaders

destroyed, so far as they could, all the monuments of

the idolaters. The embankments of the river present

these relics of the remote past at almost every step.

Many of the ghauts were obviously once the stairs of

ancient temples. Carved friezes, columns, and great

blocks of stone form the foundations of the modern
rickety houses of mud and wood. The Hindoos once

more rule the land, but they can no more build like

the men of their faith in those old days, who raised

such massive and beautiful edifices to their gods.

Our boatmen paddled us on, past the mansions of

the merchants and the somewhat ugly palace of the

Maharajah, under numerous bridges built on stacks of

logs on the cantilever principle
;
and my first impres-

sions of the capital on this fine afternoon were distinctly'

favourable, for there is a quaint beauty in these city

waterways, and the charm is enhanced by the ranges
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of snowy mountains and the flashing glaciers which as

a rule form a background to the view.

No European is permitted to take up his quarters

in any portion of the native town, and he is forbidden

even to enter it by night. There is a certain district

set aside for his use, and to this we now repaired.

This is outside the city, on the banks of the river, and
extends for some distance, forming a pleasant little

colony. Here are the Kesidencjq the British church,

the English library, the hospital, and of course the

inevitable polo and cricket ground, golf links, race-

course, and rowing club.

A European is not allowed to own property on
Kashmir soil. If he builds himself a house—which
until quite recently would have been forbidden, and is

now only winked at in a few instances—he does so at

his own risk
;
he can be evicted at a moment’s notice,

the house as well as the land it is built on being the

property of the Maharajah. Of old, before such free

access as now was granted to Europeans, the few who
entered Kashmir were received in princely style as

guests of the Maharajah, and even now the British

traveller stands in somewhat the same position, being

treated with exceeding courtesy and liberality
;

the

present ruler, for instance, has built several bungalows
in the Munshi Bagh and other orchards on the river

bank, which he places at the disposal of visitors at a

very nominal rent. But as some 300 of our fellow-

countrymen now visit Kashmir in the hot season, this

accommodation is quite insufficient, and the great

majority either live in boats on the river or in tents on
the bank. The Jhelam, where it flows through the

European quarter, presents quite a lively appearance.

Gay house-boats and capacious family doongahs line the

shore, and when the heat of the day has passed the
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water is covered witli rowing-boats, whose occupants
are men in flannels and girls in Thames-side summer
dress.

Along one of the prettiest reaches of the river

stretches the Cheiiar Bagh, or Garden of Plane Trees, so

called from the magnificent chenars which here shade
the grassy lawns that descend to the water. This Bagh

THE CHENAR BAGH

is sacred to the bachelors. Here the subalterns on
leave and other young men pitch their tents beneath
the trees or occupy doongahs moored to the bank. It

is indeed a lovely spot, the groups of grand trees, the
fresh sward and broad water, presenting the appearance
of some fine old park at home, and as one looks up the
reach, the rocky pinnacle of the Takht-i-Sulieman, with
its crowning temple, forms a noble background to the
scene*
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In this place, too, one can well study the ways of

the Hanji class, for the women and children of the

doongah boatmen are always at work under the trees,

where they pound the maize in great wooden mortars,

are busy over their cooking-pots, or arrange each other’s

back hair—a complicated process, I should imagine, for

the Mahomedan women wear their hair after the old

Kashmir style, plaited behind into a long pigtail, which
forms a broad mat at the top and is interwoven with

threads
;
not an ugly fashion, but if one may judge

from the mutual shikaring which one generally sees in

progress in one of these feminine groups, apt to afford

cover to wild creatures. A Hanji woman is clad in a

long loose robe like a nightgown, which, it is to be
supposed, was once of some bright hue, but which is of

about the same colour as her own dirty if often hand-
some face. Living is cheap here, and the young sub-

alterns have an enjoyable time in their free Chenar
Bagh

;
merry smoking-concerts frequently occur in

camp, and the tinkling of the banjo is almost un-

ceasing. The Chenar Bagh has rather a wicked repu-

tation, but it is the recognised Bohemia of Srinagur,

from which married couples are rigidly excluded—for

have they not their own respectable Munshi Bagh
allotted to them ?

The Chenar Bagh was somewhat empty when I first

saw it, in consequence of the Miranzai, the Black Moun-
tain, and other little expeditions, and some officers who
had obtained leave and had travelled all the way to

Srinagur were immediately recalled. But when I re-

turned here in the autumn, some of these expeditions

having come to an end, I found the bachelor quarter

crowded with young warriors taking their rest after

the wars.

We moored our fleet along the bank and dined this
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night with Mr. Lawrence, the Settlement Officer ap-

pointed to this State, who kindly asked me to join him
on one of his official tours in the Valley, an invitation

of which I was very glad to avail myself.

On turning out of bed on the morning after our
arrival, I was pestered, as a new comer—not that one
is exempt after a summer’s sojourn here—by the per-

sistent merchants of Srinagur, who are very trouble-

some until one learns how to deal with them. They
thronged around me in multitudes, hungry for my
rupees. There were men bearing liot-water pots eager

to shave me and cut my hair, whether I would or no
;

tradesmen who wished to sell me Kashmir shawls,

carpets, silver or copper work, papier mache articles

and carved wood
;
there were tailors, too, with speci-

mens of cloth, shoemakers, makers of cooking pots, of

chairs, of portmanteaus, of saddlery, of plum-cakes, of

guns, of beds, of every conceivable necessary and
luxury

;
and there were plenty of kindly capitalists

anxious to lend me as much money as I chose to ask

for. These, with the exception of some of the tailors

—who were pundits—were Mussulmans, fine-looking,

bearded men in white robes, some having quite the

features of Hibernian Celts, some of Jewish cast of

countenance, while many were something between the

two types, and might have passed as samples of that

rather anomalous creature, the Irish Jew.

They were all adepts at blarney, and with a jovial

persuasive volubility extolled their own wares and
cried down those of their neighbours in more or less

broken English. Their pertinacity was extraordinary.

The sweetly-smiling, long-robed ruffians would not take

no for an answer. ‘ I do not want you to buy, sir,’ would
say one in a gentle, deprecating way, after some em-
phatic refusal on my part to have any dealings with
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him. ‘ Please to quite understand, sir, that I do not

wish to sell. I only ask you to do me the honour of

looking at some of this excellent workmanship. It

will not fail to interest you.’ Then, if I should order

him to be gone, and explain that I was busy, ‘ In that

case I would not on any account interrupt you,’ he
would urge, ‘ but I have nothing myself to do, sir, so I

will sit down here and wait until you are quite un-

occupied
;
then I will show you some beautiful things.’

And thereupon he would squat down on the grass in

front of the boat, surrounded by his merchandise, to re-

main there silent and motionless, contemplating me
with a smile of patient amiability.

But some of these merchants will go to great

lengths. They will step from the shore on to the

overhanging prow of one’s doongah, intrude into one’s

cabin, press their wares on one, and absolutely decline

to move until they are forcibly ejected.

All this may be amusing at first, but one soon
wearies of it. One discovers that to enjoy any peace
one must be a trifle brutal. Some sahibs obtain com-
parative privacy with a stick. A hawker of the lower
class here will understand nothing less than this as a

hint that he must take himself off. Then he departs

smiling
;

it is all in the day’s work
;
to cheat a sahib

out of one anna will recompense him for many blows.

The wares thus spread out before the traveller by
these irrepressible touts are often of great beauty, so that

it is difficult to look at them and resist the temptation to

buy. The artistic metal-work of Kashmir is too well

known in England to need description here, but I may,
however, mention that an English firm, Messrs. Mitchell

& Hadow, is now competing with the native merchants.

This firm employs a quantity of the most skilful work-
men, and produces carpets, silver, and copper-work of
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the best quality, together with other specialties of

Kashmir art. Those who find no pleasure in bargain-

ing with a keen Oriental, who is certain to outwit and
cheat them to a greater or less extent, and wish to

obtain undoubtedly good articles at a fair price, can be
recommended to this firm.

I had not been long in Srinagur before I realised

that I was in no sleepy Oriental State that had been
allowed to go on in the same way from time immemorial,

and would continue doing so. Kashmir is in a transi-

tional state, and reforms of the most radical description

are taking place. It will be deeply interesting to watch
the progress of affairs.

Until quite recently permission to enter Kashmir
was only granted to a very limited number of Euro-

peans each year, and even now a passport from the

Resident is necessary for every civilian visitor
;

but,

practically, this once exclusive State has been com-
pletely thrown open to travellers. That Englishmen
should be allowed to own property and engage in

manufacturing industries, or establish agricultural

colonies, is often spoken of as the probable outcome of

the opening out of this country. But such a step will

not be taken without serious consideration. At present

the British Resident tries all cases that may arise

between Englishmen and natives in his own Court, and
can arbitrarily expel from the State an offending fellow-

countryman. This system, of course, amply satisfies the

small need that now exists for such jurisdiction
; but

should Kashmir be opened, as is suggested, to British

enterprise, litigation between our countrymen and
natives would obviously become more frequent, and
some properly-constituted British or mixed tribunal

would have to be introduced, entailing further heavy
responsibilities on the Imperial Government.
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Another more serious objection might have been
hitherto raised to the proposed schemes for the de-

velopment of Kashmir. It would have been imprudent

to have permitted the formation of a considerable

colony here unless proper precautions were taken for

its protection. The disorganisation of the State had
spread to the large army of mercenaries which the

Maharajah maintains. Arrears of pay for months, in

some cases for years, became due to the sepoys
;
they

did not even receive their proper rations
;
an intense

dissatisfaction naturally grew up, and insubordination

was general. Evilly-disposed officials would not have
been slow to argue that this state of things was due to

the interference of the Indian Grovernment in Kashmir
affairs and to the consequent depletion of the Treasury.

Such a ' feeling might have easily led to a military

mutiny, an attack on the white residents, and a fright-

ful disaster. There have been times, too, when the

price of grain has risen to famine rate in the city, and
bread riots have been imminent. Indeed, the handful
of British men and women who encamp on the banks
of the Jhelam outside that teeming city, enjoying their

summer holidajq are not altogether unlike the thought-

less population that lived under Vesuvius of old. Here,
too, the treacherous fires slumber below. Few of these

laughing sahibs who despise this cowardly, cringing

people, suspect the secrets of those crowded bazaars so

near, the scheming, the raging discontent, the hatred
of that Hindoo official class whose privileges to rob
and oppress the people are now being curtailed.

But these sources of danger will soon cease to exist.

The revenue reforms, as I shall presently show, will

increase the prosperity of the State and enable it to

pay its way. British officers have been appointed to

organise the Kashmir army. Colonel Neville Chamber-
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lain, tlie Military Secretary to the State, has set himself

energetically at work to convert these levies into disci'

plined and serviceable troops, and insists that they

shall be fed, paid, and clothed as they should be
;
while

the Imperial Service Regiments that are now employed
for the frontier defence, and which I saw fight gallantly

a few months later, have been brought to a state of

high efficiency by the officers of the Gilgit Agency.
The causes of discontent have been removed, and mili-

tary mutiny is now probably as remote a contingency

in Kashmir as it is in India.

Should British enterprise be admitted into this

country there will undoubtedly be ample scope for it.

The resources of Kashmir have never been exploited.

According to some authorities, only one-third of the

available land is under cultivation, and even that does

not produce nearly what it might. It is probable, there-

fore, that should the long-talked-of, more-than-once

surveyed railway be made, Kashmir will become an
exporter of grain, ghee, and other agricultural produce

;

she is so, indeed, on a small scale, at the present

moment, despite the heavy expenses of transport by
road. The railway will also bring prices to more or

less of a level with those in the Punjab, and put a stop

to those violent fluctuations that now occur, superfluous

plenty and famine alternating. In the great famine of

1878, for instance, when enormous numbers of the

cultivators perished, the seed corn was eaten by the

famishing people, and the fields could not be sown
;

while, on the other hand, the absence of facilities for

transport has led to enormous waste after an excep-

tionally plenteous harvest. Short-sighted dealers and
others have then hoarded the grain in expectation of

better prices, until it has rotted away in their ill-con-

structed godowns.
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This proposed railway, connecting Srinagur with

the lines of India, should prove an unmixed benefit to

the Kashmir State and people. Negotiations on the

subject have long been in progress between the Indian

Government and the Kashmir Durbar. Some time since

it was understood that its construction had been de-

finitely settled, and that ,as soon as the rate of the

guaranteed interest on the capital, and some other

details had been arranged, this important work would
be put in hand.

I believe that valuable minerals exist in some parts

of this country, but they will never be utilised until

European capital is introduced. There should be a

large export, too, of the delicious fruits of Kashmir. At
present all the industrial enterprise of the country is

practically centred in the Maharajah. His, for in-

stance, are the sawmills
;
his the monopoly of manufac-

turing wine and brandy. Erench specialists conduct
this last business for him, and the wine, both red and
white, which they produce, is of excellent quality. I

do not think it is too much to say that the vineyards

of Kashmir should some day make India independent
of France, for claret of the ordinary description at least.

While on the subject of wine, I may mention that I

have never tasted better cider than that which Mr.

Lawrence makes for his own use from the apples of the

country. This gentleman, as befits his post as Settle-

ment Officer, takes the greatest interest in all the agri-

cultural possibilities of Kashmir, has tried many in-

teresting experiments in his own garden at Srinagur

with foreign fruits and vegetables—most of which thrive

very well when imported here—and supplies valuable

cuttings free to such farmers as have sufficient intelli-

gence to appreciate and ask for them.

Of the various sights of Srinagur itself, its mosques,
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its ruined temples, I shall say nothing; for these have
been often written about, and there are at least two
guide-books fully describing the city. One is written

by Dr. Neve, of the English Mission Hospital in

Srinagur—an excellent institution, by the way, and
though the attempt to convert Mahomedans and
Hindoos may not have been very successful, and may
possibly not be even advisable, the noble charity that

cures these people of their bodily ills deserves every
encouragement. The other guide-book is by Dr. Duke,
the Residency physician. Both these are well written

and full of information as to Srinagur and the State

generally.

But I must speak of the view which I enjoyed

one morning from the Takht-i-Sulieman, or Throne of

Solomon, the isolated peak which, rising precipitously

from the edge of the river opposite the European
quarter, towers a thousand feet above the plain. It is

a view that no traveller should miss. I looked down
on the many windings of the river and the numerous
canals traversing the Asiatic Venice, with its temples,

and glittering mosques, and garden-roofed houses, all

lying extended beneath me like a plan. Beyond spread

the irrigated plain with its flooded rice fields. In the

distance was the great gleaming sheet of the Woolar,

and still nearer, at the foot of the hill on which I stood,

the smaller, but most beautiful Dal Lake. The Maha-
rajah’s vineyards are on the sloping shores of the Dal

;

so, too, are the exquisite baghs or pleasure-gardens of the

kings of old—beautiful lawns descending to the pellucid

water, well planted with magnificent trees, and having

shady groves, among which are winding walks and
retired pavilions. Here was the Versailles of the

Mogul Emperors, where, in the summer evenings, the

luxurious feasts were given, when the branches of the
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chenars were hung with thousands of coloured lamps,

while nautches and musicians entertained the gathered

guests. I have made a promise that this should be in

one respect a unique book on Kashmir—I would refrain

from quoting 4 Lalla Rookh ’—else this would have been

my opportunity. And last, looking beyond the lakes, I

saw around me, far off, the grand and mysterious wall

of mighty mountains, encompassing the plain with

wastes of perpetual snow, on this particular morning
looking even more imposing than usual

;
for the purple

crags and the snows merged into similarly coloured

clouds with which the sky was overcast, so that one

could not distinguish where mountain ended and cloud

commenced. A wonderful effect, as if the encircling

Himalayas were the limit of this lower world, and
that over yonder were the gigantic steps into the

heavens.
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CHAPTER IV

NATIVE SERVANTS—‘ DASTUR ’—PREPARATIONS FOR JOURNEY—BY RIVER TO
ISLAMABAD—THE SETTLEMENT OFFICER’S COURT—SUPPLIANTS—SYSTEM
OF LAND-TENURE—REVENUE—OFFICIAL EXTORTION—FORCED LABOUR.

After a short and very pleasant stay in Srinagnr, in

the course of which I made the acquaintance of the

different British officials who have been selected to

assist the Native Government in the administration of

this disordered State, I set out on my travels, not at all

sorry to have some hundreds of miles of rough march-
ing, after the luxurious laziness of steamers, trains,

tongas, and doongahs.

I had already provided myself with an old Ma-
liomedan servant at Bombay, one Babu Khan, of

whom I have not yet spoken, a knowing old rascal, who
spoke a little English and hung about the seaport

when out of work so as to secure the fresh-landed, in-

nocent griffin as a master. How respectful he was

!

How attentive ! What unbounded devotion he pro-

fessed for the ‘noble Sir,’ who was to him ‘both as

father and mother !
’ How skilled in subtle and un-

answerable excuse for every fault ! How sleeplessly

watchful for an opportunity of cheating me out of a

few annas—but never allowing anyone else to do so

!

Yet, on the other hand, as so many of these men are,

what an excellent servant on the road he really was

!

A cook who could produce a dinner for a gourmet out

of the simplest materials at the end of a hard day’s
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march
;

willing, and clever at making a bandobast.

Wliat a useful and expressive word, by the way, that

word bandobast is ! The dictionary gives 4 manage-
ment, arrangement,’ as the English equivalents for it,

but what a lot more it really signifies !

On being asked whether he would go to Leh with

me—a chilly and disagreeable journey for a native of

India—Babu Khan replied, with a profound bow :

4 1

will go wheresoever my sahib goes
;
to the wars, if he

wishes it,’ and forthwith took the keenest interest in

the preparations for the journey
;
for every purchase

I made, whether effected through his instrumentality

or not, brought to him the usual present from the

vendor, according to dcistur—another comprehensive

word, the dictionary translation of which is
4 commis-

sion,’ or 4 custom.’

It not only covers customary commission, but
customary anything else. It is a word that one soon
comes to hate. Vain is it to try to have things done
after your own ideas. You point out how some piece

of work can be accomplished in a more expeditious or

satisfactory way, and the Oriental to whom you address

your remarks listens patiently, quite agrees with all you
have said, and then politely but doggedly replies, 4

Sir,

that is not the dastur ’

;
that ends the argument. Who

ever succeeded in persuading an Asiatic to break
through the old traditional method, the sacred dastur ?

It is a fetich to him. Some sahibs, I believe, com-
mence their Indian career by making a rule of beating

a servant who dares utter the objectionable word. But
this has not the slightest effect

;
one might as well tr}r

to knock the Himalayas down. The passive resistance

that the immemorial custom offers to the sacrilegious

innovating spirit of the foreigner wins the day at last

;

and the fretful sahib, for his liver’s and sanity’s sake,
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struggles no more, and prudently submits to the in-

evitable.

Thus my servant, after explaining to me what it

was the dastur to carry on the road, passed several

days in the bazaar making the necessary purchases. It

was the dastur, I discovered, to travel with what, after

my experience of other countries, appeared to be an
extraordinary quantity of pots and pans. But I should

never have got a dinner out of the old ruffian with less

;

it would have been against dastur, an unholy meal.

It was also dastur, as I afterwards found out, to

poison me regularly once a month. I had to put up
with it. For all the pots and pans had then to be
taken to a bazaar, if one was near, to be re-tinned.

Now the tin employed for this purpose in Kashmir, and
often in India, is an amalgam containing little tin and
a good deal of lead, as may be demonstrated by rubbing

a freshly tinned article with a handkerchief, which is

at once blackened. I had a solid tin canteen among
my cooking things, and Babu Khan on one occasion

stretched dastur to the absurdity of having even this

covered with the above impure compound. This

monthly poisoning of his ‘ father and mother ’ brought

Babu Khan a profit of about twopence as commission

from the tinker on each occasion. I should define

dastur as an Asiatic custom, rendered sacred and invio-

lable by age, and always favourable to the Asiatic as

against the European. I never heard of an unpatriotic

dastur that worked the other way. Dastur is, indeed,

the Guardian Angel of the East.

For an English reader purposing a journey into

these regions, the following particulars may be of use.

1 will commence by pointing out that it is quite un-

necessary to provide oneself with any special outfit

before leaving England, as everything needful for the
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march can be procured at a much less cost in Srinagur

than at home. Ten coolie-loads of baggage and stores

should suffice for the single traveller. The regulation

coolie-load is fifty pounds, so one’s impedimenta must
be distributed accordingly. As mules, ponies, and yaks

are employed for carriage where possible instead of

coolies, the baggage should be so stowed as to adapt

itself to all these modes of transport. Small yakdans,

or mule-trunks, are excellent for containing one’s

clothes and valuables
;
these leather-covered trunks are

sold in pairs, and whereas one trunk makes an average

coolie-load, the two, connected by a couple of strong

straps, can be swung on to the back of any sort of bag-

gage animal. When in camp, the two yakdans form
one’s bed, two poles, with a canvas bed laced between
them, being extended from one yakdan to the other, iron

sockets being attached to the yakdans to receive the

pole ends. Kiltas, or leather-covered baskets, which,

as Duke says in his guide, are shaped like Ali Baba’s

jars, are useful to hold one’s cooking things and stores,

of which last a considerable quantity will be required

for a long journey. Tor though one can generally

obtain sheep, fowls, and eggs in all parts of the State,

it is only in the bazaars of a few towns and villages,

which can be counted on the fingers of one hand, that

stores of any description can be procured. Hence a

sufficiency of tea, candles, sugar, flour, ghee, rice and
tobacco must be carried, while each traveller must please

himself as to what he will take in the way of luxuries,

such as tinned soups, jams, spirits, and the like-.

A folding chair and table, a portable leathern bath,

a rifle, and a photographic camera also formed portion

of my collection of necessaries, which, when gathered

together, appeared an appalling mass to me, accustomed
as I was to the simplicity of travel in wild parts of
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North and South America and the Colonies. But if

one must do in Borne as Borne does, still more must one
do in the East as the East does

;
one is not permitted

to be simple : one must have servants, and luxuries, and
dignity. In short, one must do as dastur enjoins.

Bough clothing for the road can be. procured at

Srinagur at an extraordinarily cheap rate. For instance,

my pundit tailor turned me out a suit (a Norfolk jacket

and knickerbockers) ofputtoo
,
or native cloth, for about

seven shillings. In anticipation of the extreme cold

which I knew I was to encounter later on, I also got

him to make me an overcoat lined with sheepskin and
high Yarkand boots of cloth and felt.

I had supplied myself with ammunition-boots, which
I used to consider the best foot-covering for rough
walking

;
but, like many Englishmen who visit Kash-

mir, I soon became converted to the native grass shoes

and chaplies. The former are roughly-made sandals of

rice grass, a loop passing inside the big toe to keep the

shoe in its place. On dangerous hillsides, where it

would be impossible to walk in boots, one steps with

firm confidence when shod with this supple sandal,

which allows the foot to grasp all the irregularities of

the rock.

The summer heat is intense in the gorges of Kash-
mir, and then the leather chaplies are much to be
preferred to boots

;
while to cross a pass late in the

season in the latter is to court almost certain frost-bite.

In that extreme cold the circulation in the feet must in

no way be impeded
;
they must move freely in grass

shoes and thick leather socks, or, better still, in several

loose socks or mocassins of sheepskin. It was by
taking these precautions that later on a large party of

us crossed the Himalayas in mid-winter without mishap.

I have now abandoned my old opinion that heavy
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boots are the best to march in. The natives in the

East are, I think, right in this matter. They certainly

know more about marching than we do. Let he who
doubts this compete with a Kashmiri.

I engaged a second servant before starting, a Kash-

miri of the bheestie or water-carrying class, one Sub-

liana, a sturdy individual, whose duty it was to keep

near me on the march with the camera, and also to

assist Babu Khan generally in camp.
Before setting out with Bower to Ladak I carried

out my promised tour with Mr. W. B. Lawrence, the

Settlement Officer to the State. He was assessing the

land revenue in the neighbourhood of Islamabad, a two
days’ journey up the Jlielam

;
so on May 4 I started

in a doongah for that place with my servants and neces-

sary impedimenta.

I fondly imagined that I had left luxury behind me
at Srinagur, and would live simply for a time

;
but I

was quite mistaken, the faithful Babu Khan would not

have it so. He proved himself to be a cook of infinite

resource, and turned out for me in some mysterious

manner a lunch and dinner of I know not how many
rich courses daily. I foresaw that a long sojourn in

Kashmir, with him as my attendant, would make an
incurable dyspeptic of me. Later on I took this deadly

chef with me into desert mountain regions, where it

was difficult to obtain supplies
;
but even there he con-

trived to put before me the same perniciously sump-
tuous repasts. Then I led him still higher into the

mountains, until the rarefied cold air became intolerable

to his Indian lungs, so that pleading pneumonia he left

me. This alone saved me
;
for it was in vain to impress

upon him that I preferred a simple diet on the march

;

he had travelled with some sahib who had been in the

custom of doing himself too well
;
thus Babu Khan, to
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his list of unalterable dasturs, liad added that of ruining
tlie liver of every master he served.

This was a very pleasant lazy two days’ journey up
the winding river, by ancient temples, crowded villages,

groves, and leagues of rich pasturage supporting nu-

merous kine. One could rest on the slowly-moving boat
or walk on the bank alongside it as the spirit moved
one. The scenery was always lovely, especially in the

evening, when indescribable effects of water, foliage,

sunset clouds and far, faint, moonlit snows would be
produced. Indeed, a land of singular beauty, not

without good reason called the Earthly Paradise, and
reputed throughout all Asia as Holy Ground.

Babu Khan, now that he was travelling alone with
me, began to wax communicative. He explained to me
that the extraordinary English which he spoke had been
picked up in England. He narrated to me some of his

English experiences, and spoke to me of the sultry

English climate, the coolie labour on English plantations,

the number of Chinamen in the country, and other

matters which had escaped my own observation when
travelling at home. I asked him in what part of

England he had seen these strange things. He replied

that he had been in Melbourne, and in a province a long

way inland from it, where they grew sugar. He was
evidently under the impression that Australia is the sea-

girt isle from which the roving Britons come.

On the morning of May 5 we appeared to have
made little if any progress since the previous evening.

There, still close by us, loomed the Takht-i-Sulieman.

We had indeed travelled many leagues by water
;
but

the Jhelam, as if loth to leave the pleasant plains for the

mountain gorges, pursues its slow course by as sinuous

a way as possible, constantly doubling back upon, itself

in long loops, like the well-known pattern on the Kashmir
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sliaw]s, which, by the way, say the natives, was first

suggested by these very windings of the river as seen

from the summit of the Takht.

This was a morning not easily to be forgotten,

cloudless, fresh as it might have been in Paradise in the

youth of the world
;
and this is the sort of figure that

naturally suggests itself to one travelling in this wonder-

ful valley. Shortly after dawn, when the dew was still

on the pastures and a thin haze was in the air, a very

curious and fairy-like scene lay before us. The whole
plain was here overgrown with the small blue iris in

full flower, presenting the appearance in the distance of

a great still blue sea. Of exactly the same tint was the

sky above us and the lower portion of the mountain
range on the far horizon, where the snow was not lying.

Thus plain and sky and hills were not distinguishable one
from another. One seemed to be looking into an infinite

pale blue space, cloven in the centre by a jagged band
of pearly white—the distant snowy uplands trembling

in mirage. But one must have seen it to realise the

unreal beauty of the picture.

There was a good deal of interesting human life to

observe on the river as we progressed up it : huge cargo
boats towed laboriously by strings of men

;
naked

fishermen in canoes drawing their nets, of whom my
servant would purchase, after much bargaining and
ample dasturi, fish for my dinner

;
wealthy pundits in

travelling doongahs with their white-robed wives, and
piles of mysterious-looking luggage. On nearing one
village I heard a great tumult, and perceived on coming
up that all the inhabitants, including the dogs, were
quarrelling over a mound of grain on the river-bank.

It was, I believe, a discussion as to the amount due to

the Maharajah as revenue.

The crew of my doongah consisted of one man, some
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women
,
and several small children. It was interesting to

watch the way the Hanji parents bring up their progeny.
The education is simple. The three E’s are neglected as

useless accomplishments, while a thorough instruction is

given in the three arts of towing, punting, and paddling.

The boatmen are kind to their children, but will

not permit them to shirk their tasks. Thus, to-day the

smallest child, a pretty little girl of three or four, had to

take her little lesson. She was too small to tow, but

she was put on the bank to trot alongside her brothers

and get accustomed to stepping out barefooted on the

rough track. She came to a place where the path, cut

in the face of the steep mud cliff, was only a few inches

broad for a short distance, and where a false step would
mean a ducking. The little maiden got frightened, and
refused to attempt the dangerous passage ;

but the boat

did not stop for her
;
her parents laughed, and left her

there weeping. Seeing that no one would return to pick

her up she philosophically wiped her eyes and tripped

across the place quite merrily. Her nervousness had
been mostly simulated

;
Kashmiris, even at four years

old, have good heads on precipices, and the little humbug
advanced without fear when she realised that malin-

gering was useless. She was then brought on board,

was much applauded and caressed, and was rewarded

with apples for having done her lessons like a good
child. One nice trait of these people is their keen

affection for their children. These half-naked boat

urchins live happy lives, and I think many English

children would like to exchange places with them and

enjoy this free outdoor existence for a time on the rivers

of the Happy Valley.

This was a night of disturbance. We were brought

up along the bank, and hardly had the side mats been

let down on either side of the cabin, and all been made
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snug for tlie night, than we were besieged by an army of

wild cats. They scampered all over the boat and
carried off' meat, fish, bread, and all the eatables they

could get at. I lit a candle and chased them out

several times, but no sooner was I in bed again than

back they came, running across my face in their search

for further loot.

On the next morning, May 6, we met two mounted
natives on the bank. They brought me a letter from

Mr. Lawrence, who had sent me a horse so that I might
ride out to his camp in time for breakfast, leaving the

doongah to follow up the winding river.

I found my friend encamped just outside Islamabad
in a pleasant orchard by the river, a resting-place of

the ancient kings, known as the Wazir Bagh. He was
sitting at his tent door, surrounded by a crowd, dis-

pensing justice like some Caliph of the Arabian Nights.

I was in time to witness a strange sight. Two sup-

pliants came up who, after the manner of Kashmiris,

had carefully got themselves up in pitiable plight with
a view of attracting sympathy for their cause. These
two big men had stripped themselves naked, save for

the loin rag, and had smeared their bodies all over with
foul wet, blue mud from the river bed. Even their hair

and faces were thickly covered with the filth, through
Which their eyes glittered comically. It was an absurd
spectacle, calculated to move one rather to laughter

than to tears. They came up and stood before the

Settlement Officer, quietly salaamed, and then suddenly
and of one accord commenced to weep, groan, and
shriek most dismally, while they wrung their hands or

clasped them imploringly, writhing their bodies as in

agony. Then they picked up dust in their hands and
poured it over their heads and- bodies, which, streaking

the layer of wet mud, rendered their appearance still
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more fantastic. After a few minutes of this buffoonery,

which, I think, Mr. Lawrence allowed to have a little

play in order that I might observe this strange feature

of the Kashmir character, he gave a peremptory word,

and they ceased their noise as simultaneously and
suddenly as they had commenced it—for a Kashmiri
can summon tears and heartbroken sobs and stop them
at will—and then both together they poured out their

grievance in an eloquent oration.

Their story was, that while they were working in

their fields an official had taken from them by force

some grass straw of the value of twopence. The said

official had moreover plucked their beards
;
in evidence

of which they each produced two or three hairs, which
they affirmed had been pulled out. Mr. Lawrence told

them that he could not listen to men who presented

themselves to him in so filthy a condition. If they ap-

peared in the evening clothed and clean he would
attend to their case. The Court was therefore ad-

journed until the plaintiffs should be washed, and we
went in to breakfast.

These queer people employ all manner of tricks

in order to attract the attention of great men. Once,

in Srinagur itself, Mr. Lawrence, on coming out of his

bungalow, found a strange object in front of his door,

surrounded by a contemplative crowd. On walking

up to it he discovered that this was an ancient naked
pundit standing on his head. This acrobatic sage had
thrown aside his garments, and was thus patiently

balancing himself while he awaited the Settlement

Sahib’s coming out. The Settlement Officer ordered

him to be turned right side up, and the case was forth-

with dealt with.

Sometimes the method adopted to excite pity is

unpleasant, as when, on one occasion, a weeping man
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appeared carrying a small bundle which, emitted a

dreadful odour. On being asked what he desired, he

cried out :
‘ Oh, Sahib ! I have come back from the Punjab

to my native village
;
but they will not give me back

my land. Lo ! here in this bundle is my dead child, and

I have not even so much as a bit of ground in which
to bury the body.’

OurBandobast Wallah, as the natives call the Settle-

ment Officer—an instance of the comprehensiveness of

that word bandobast to which I have already alluded

—

had a great task before him when he was set to put the

complicated revenue system of this State into order.

During my short tour with him, and in the course of

conversation, I gathered some information on this sub-

ject, and was enabled to partly realise what had to be
done, and what a great deal this efficient officer has

already succeeded in carrying through. Many men, I

imagine, would have despaired before the herculean

task
;
for what Augean stables of corruption there were

to clear out, what hydra-like abuses that, having ap-

parently been destroyed, would come to a head again as

soon as the officer’s back was turned ! But Mr. Lawrence
takes the keenest interest in his work, is not easily dis-

couraged, and pursues his end with untiring energy and
patience.

How very few people at home really understand of

what sort of men our Indian Civil Service is composed
;

how arduous is their work
;
what vast responsibilities

are theirs
;
how, above all suspicion themselves, they

inspire the corrupt natives with an absolute confidence

in their integrity as well as in their wisdom. India is

surely a school for administrators such as the world
has never seen

;
and when troublous times do come,

England will need the services of these highly trained

men, and learn to appreciate their merits.
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The following facts will explain the present con-

dition of this primitively governed State, and will show
the difficulties the Settlement Officer has to contend
with and the direction his labours take.

In the first place it must be understood that all the

soil is the property of the Maharajah. The assami, or

hereditary farmers, cultivate the land on a very waste-

ful sort of metayer system, under which they have to

pay, as revenue to the Maharajah, two-thirds of their

crops, he supplying seed-corn and cattle when necessary.

What this revenue amounts to is unknown, for no
Budget is issued, and the emptiness of the Treasury is

often pleaded as an excuse for the neglect to pay the

troops and carry out treaty obligations. In the autumn
of 1891 an English official was sent by the Indian

Government to inquire into the finances of the country.

His report, I believe, was confidential.

But whatever the value of the revenue, there can
be little doubt that it is not what it should be. Of the

total produce of the country a far smaller fraction than

the supposed two-thirds reaches the coffers of the State,

and a very meagre proportion remains with the culti-

vator, while the bulk is swallowed up by the grasping

official middlemen who stand between State and culti-

vator. Moreover, under the present system of robbery

and oppression much less is produced than would be
the case under a better order of things. It is no ad-

vantage to the assami to get the most he can out of the

fertile soil, for any surplus over what is sufficient to

allow him a bare subsistence is wrung from him by the

tax-farmers, who, at the same time that they plunder

the peasant, embezzle the revenue due to the State.

It is the work of our Settlement Officer to put a

stop to this official extortion, to hold forth inducements

to the assami to extend the cultivation of the land by
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giving him the fruits of his labour, to assess the revenue

that shall be paid by each district, and to see that the

State be not defrauded of its dues—in short, to largely

better the condition of the cultivators while augment-
ing the receipts of the Maharajah’s treasury and en-

abling the country to pay its way.
The revenue of Kashmir is for the most part col-

lected in kind
;

it is only in the neighbourhood of the

towns that the State receives its due in specie. Mr.

Lawrence has abolished some of the more absurd forms

of payment, and maize and rice are the only substitutes

for cash now received in the districts near the capital.

It had been the custom to exact quantities of bulky and
perishable commodities, such as apricots, the difficult

transport of which across hundreds of miles of moun-
tain tracks resulted in enormous waste. Sometimes
new and arbitrary requisitions are suddenly made, ap-

parently for the sole object of giving trouble to the

peasantry. Such poetic taxes as love-philters and
violets seem rather appropriate to the Yale of Kashmir,
and these are still levied

;
for one district has to supply

a certain weight of chob-i-Jcot, the root of a mountain
herb which is in repute as an excellent aphrodisiac,

while from another district so many maunds of violets

are required annually.

The State officials are supposed to ascertain the

yearly value of the cultivated land of each village com-
munity, and to raise a revenue proportionate to it.

This assessment is, almost without exception, irregular

and unjust. If it have any principle underlying it, it

may be said that this is the competition of thieves, for

this alone regulates the amount that is extorted from
the cultivators. Some villages are grossly over-assessed,

while others are equally under-assessed
;
and therefore

one of Mr. Lawrence’s chief duties is to have a proper
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survey and valuation of the lands of each village made,
and to then fix a definite annual revenue in place of

the present uncertain and often ruinous demand.
The State is divided for purposes of revenue into

districts called tahsils, each containing a number of

villages, and being under an official known as a tahsil-

dar. The tahsildar is an Oriental edition of a French
prefet, but is more powerful and far more irrespon-

sible. He has the -civil and criminal jurisdiction over

his district, and enjoys unequalled opportunities for

enriching himself at the expense of State and people.

Each village has its lumbadar, a personage with
whom every traveller in Kashmir has plenty of deal-

ings
;
for it is he that is sent for when one enters a

village, and he has to provide one with coolies, sheep,

fowls, and other necessaries. It is he, too, who often

receives the pay for these
;
and how much he retains

as his dastur, and how much he hands over to the un-

fortunate coolies and farmers, it is difficult to say. The
lumbadar is the hereditary tax-collector of the village.

He is responsible to the tahsildar of his district for the

revenue which he collects, and is supposed to receive

about 2 per cent, of it as the reward of his labours.

This should be an important and respectable office, but

is very far from being so if one may judge from the

appearance of the average lumbadar. He is generally

as dirty and ragged a wretch as any assami of his vil-

lage, and often represents it rather as the recipient of

kicks than halfpence. A lumbadar is, indeed, in some
parts of the country not much better than the village

scapegoat, and I have known one run away from his

home in despair as his village was unable to meet the

requisitions made upon it, and his responsible back had
to bear the whole burden.

Still, as the Settlement Officer explained to me, the
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condition of a village, in the Yale of Kashmir at any
rate, mnch depends on the character of its lumbadar,

and the post is sought after. In what way he can be a

useful man to his village is a striking instance of the

extraordinary corruptness of Kashmir administration.

It appears that if the lumbadar be an influential person,

and can hold his own with his superiors, the village

will be prosperous, and the sign of this prosperity will

be a gigantic indebtedness. The more flourishing the

village, the more hopelessly bankrupt will it be, the

greater the arrears of revenue due to the State. There
are several causes for this paradoxical state of things,

but the following will suffice as an illustration.

A powerful lumbadar never renders the State its

due. He bribes the officials above him to leave his

village in peace. He and the assamis will enter into

collusion with the tahsildar of the district. Instead of

paying the full revenue to the State, they will allow

heavy arrears of revenue to be entered against the

village, while half of this amount is secretly handed
over to the tahsildar as an honorarium for his leniency.

A weak lumbadar cannot contrive this. It seems that

under him payments will be heavier, arrears fewer, and
the assamis will groan beneath extortionate demands.
To arrive at the true arrears of a village behind all the

complicated embezzlement and falsification of accounts

would, of course, be a hopeless task, and Mr. Lawrence
has recommended to the Durbar that all arrears, with the

exception of the Musada—State advances in seed-grain

and cattle—shall be wiped off, and that the revenue
shall be paid regularly in such a way as will preclude
the continuance of these rascalities. In the districts he
has already settled, Mr. Lawrence has still to work
through these hereditary officials, but has made it diffi-

cult for them to earn many fraudulent perquisites. The
F
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lumbadar in these districts is now in a better position,

receiving o per cent, of the revenue
;
and as there is

now an appeal to the Settlement Officer, any proof of

peculation would bring instant dismissal from a lucra-

tive post. The lumbadars, so far as one can see, are

improving in their morals. Besides, when the exact

revenue to be paid by a village has been fixed, and all

irregular requisitions have been abolished, there will be
little scope for the old blackmailing and other official

tricks.

The assessment in Kashmir is for ten years, not for

thirty, as in India, for it is anticipated that the new
cart road to the Punjab and the coming railway will

greatly increase the value of land, so that an early re-

assessment has been deemed necessary in justice to the

State.

It must be understood that the bankruptcy of a

village in no way incommodes the inhabitants, save that

it prevents them from working for any surplus produce
which the State can call upon. The Kashmir cultivator

is quite reckless about the accumulation of these

arrears. He knows that the State cannot recover

them, while ejectment from his miserable home is no
great punishment. The State, indeed, rarely resorts to

ejectment, as it can gain nothing by it. When the

revenue collector arrives at a village it is curious to

observe sometimes how the farmer’s cattle, goods, even

his crops, vanish as by magic, having been taken up
into the mountains for concealment, his earthen pots

and his blanket being all that is left to him. The
assami has but two objects in life—to earn his bare

living from his fields, and to escape that curse of

Kashmir, the begar, or forced labour. He dare not

accumulate wealth, and exists from hand to mouth
The new reforms are now giving him his chance for the
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first time, and being a shrewd fellow, he is not slow to

avail himself of it, as I well perceived during my stay

in the country.

And it is, indeed, quite time that something should

be done before the State is hopelessly ruined. Any
traveller visiting Kashmir can see for himself how the

officials of the Maharajah in all parts of the country

kill for him the goose that lays the golden eggs. The
people do not seek to make money, for if the officials

heard of it, it would at once be wrung from them. For
instance, the contractors on the Murree road offered

high pay for the use of the farmers’ bullock-carts in the

winter season, when these were not required for agricul-

tural work
;
but the farmers, knowing that the profit

would not be theirs, refused to supply them. A shikaree

will often beg a sahib who has employed him to write

a paper for him, stating that his pay has been but

one-lialf of that really given, so that he may deceive

his rapacious tyrants and retain some portion of his

earnings. For the same reason Pathans and other

foreigners are employed as navvies on the road, it not

being possible to procure a sufficiency of free labour

among the native population. Numbers of the peasantry

have deserted their lands and fled to other countries

—

to the free Punjab, or even to half-savage Yagliistan

—

leaving their share of the village revenue to be paid by
their neighbours. In remote districts things are still

worse, and entire villages have been abandoned because

life under the local tyrant had become a burden too

heavy to be borne.

But a native of this State suffers from a form of

oppression far more severe than the extortion of the

tax-collectors
;
the latter at least leaves him a bare sub-

sistence, but that of which I am now speaking signifies

separation from family, and in too many cases torture
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and deatli. I have already alluded to the begar, or

forced labour. Now this in itself is a just and useful

institution, not by any means unknown in Europe.

What, for example, is an English juryman but a begar ?

It is quite right that the villages should supply men
when necessary to keep in repair the roads that traverse

their districts, or to carry letters, or even for purposes

of coolie transport. There is no hardship in a pro-

perly conducted and legitimate forced labour, and the

people themselves have no objection to it. In such a
country as Kashmir it is indispensable for the conduct

of public affairs. The short-sighted natives would never

combine for the common good unless compelled to do
so by the ruling powers.

But there is a just begar and a begar that be-

comes the most harmful instrument that can be placed

in the hands of an unscrupulous official. Many thou-

sands of villagers have been driven off every year to

toil as carriers of burdens on the Gilgit road. Gilgit

is a name of terror throughout the State. An enormous
transport service is needed, as I shall show further on,

to supply the garrisons on the northern frontier with

grain
;
and the Kashmir authorities have been utterly

careless of the comfort, and even of the lives, of the

unfortunate wretches who are dragged from their

homes and families to trudge for months over the weari-

some marches of that arid country. They fall on the

road to perish of hunger and thirst, and, thinly clad as

they are, are destroyed in hundreds at a time by the

cold on the snowy passes. When a man is seized for

this form of begar, his wives and children hang upon
him, weeping, taking it almost for granted that they

will never see him more. A gang of these poor crea-

tures, heavily laden with grain, toiling along the desert

crags between Astor and Gilgit, on a burning summer’s
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day, urged on by a sepoy guard, is perhaps as pitiable

a spectacle as any to be seen on the roads of Siberia.

But these are not convicts and criminals, they are Mus-
sulman farmers, harmless subjects of the Maharajah.

One important result of our intervention in Kashmir,
and especially of the position we have taken up at

Gilgit, will be the removal of this barbarous system.

The Gilgit road begar, already much mitigated, will

soon be a thing of the past. A properly organised

coolie corps is taking its place
;
and the military road,

which Spedding is now constructing, will allow of the

use of mules instead of men.
Such being the horrors of the transport begar

—

and the Gilgit road, though the worst, is not the only

one in the State on which the system is conducted with
cruelty—men are naturally willing to pay a good deal

to be exempt from it, and this, of course, gives our
typical official an opportunity he is not likely to miss.

Most of the begar has to be carried on in the summer
months, when the passes are open, at the very season

that the villagers are needed in their fields, the crops

suffering from their absence. It is then that the grasp-

ing official swoops down on a district, and while raising

the complement of men required by the State, levies

blackmail from all the others. It has been calcu-

lated that for one man who is taken on this forced

labour, ten purchase their immunity from the officials,

as much as one hundred rupees being paid in some in-

stances. The village is thus impoverished and rendered
incapable of paying its share of revenue to the State.

The begar and its accompanying blackmail assumes
many forms. Thus recently, when a dozen carpenters

were required for Government work in a distant region,

every carpenter in Srinagur was impressed by the

police, and had to pay for his liberty. Sometimes all
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tlie men of a trade—the bricklayers, for instance

—

getting wind that it is intended to make one of these

raids upon them, fly from the capital to the mountains
for a time, public and private building work coming to

a standstill until they return.

It is obvious that this widely-extended system of

forced labour cannot be abolished by a stroke of the

pen. It is recognised that begar must be carried on
in a modified form for some time, at any rate, if only

to avoid the famines that would necessarily result

from the absence of transport and the interruption of

communication

.

Still, our Settlement Officer has been able to entirely

do away with the system in some cases. Where this

is not possible, he is removing the grosser abuses,

making the official blackmailing a difficult matter,

and equalising begar throughout the land.

All Hindoos are exempt from forced labour, the

burden falling on Mahometan villages only. Some of

these also escape it, for it occasionally happens that a

whole village is sold by its cultivators for a nominal
sum to some influential Hindoo, on condition that he

obtains for them exemption from begar, while they

remain on the land as his tenants. So many other

more or less fraudulent methods for attaining the same
end are practised that the incidence of the begar falls

very oppressively on certain poor and unprotected

villages which cannot afford to purchase immunity.

Mr. Lawrence has now persuaded the Durbar to

abolish these exemptions, and make every cultivator

—

Brahmins only excepted—do his fair share of work.

When begar has been thus modified and equalised, it

will fall but lightly on the population, and will be
nothing like so oppressive a burden as is the military

conscription in European countries.
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CHAPTER Y
A TOUR WITH THE ‘ BANDOBAST WALLAH ’—TEMPLE OF MARTUND—BRAHMIN
• AND MUSSULMAN CULTIVATORS —RETURN OF FUGITIVE PEASANTS—THE

DISHONEST PATWARI—TEMPLE OF PAYECH—A DESERTED VILLAGE
SUCCESS OF THE SETTLEMENT—A VILLAGE OF LIARS—FRAUDULENT
OFFICIALS.

After breakfast on the morning of my arrival in camp
I rode out with Mr. Lawrence, who had some work to

complete in the neighbouring villages before holding

his Court in the evening.

First we entered the town of Islamabad, a pictur-

esque place of one thousand houses .or so. Passing the

tanks of clear water, which are crowded with sacred

fish, fed regularly by the Hindoos, we passed into a

large building, in which Mr. Lawrence holds a land-

measurement class. Here were assembled a number of

Brahmins of all ages, children and very old men, eager

to learn the use of the chain and the elements of sur-

veying, so that they might be employed on the assess-

ment work.

As we went in, a very stout old gentleman, the head-

man of the district, rose and made an eloquent speech,

in which he pointed out the great advantages which
would ensue from the proposed reforms in the tenure

of land. He exhorted the students to acquire the art

of land measurement as speedily as possible. He told

them that his sole desire was to see them get on in the

world, that he had always been deeply interested in

their welfare, for was he not to them both as father
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and mother. Many of his listeners, I observed, smiled

feebly on hearing all this. I suppose the old humbug,
when he possessed the power, had tyrannised over and
ill-used them as much as any other official.

After the Settlement Officer had inquired into the

progress of the students, examined their plans and cal-

culations, and awarded prizes, we rode to the top of

the kareewah above the town, to see the famous ruins

of Martund, the Temple of the Sun. After ascending

a steep cliff about &00 feet in height, we found our-

selves on an extensive plateau stretching to the foot of

a low range of mountains near us. This plateau was
no doubt the original bed of the great prehistoric lake,

before the breaking away of the barrier at Baramoula
had liberated the waters, and the softer alluvial soil

had been washed aAvay.

After crossing the kareewah for a few miles we
reached the temple. The site is a sublime one. These
gigantic ruins stand in the middle of a solitary waste,

commanding a magnificent view over the Vale of

Kashmir and the Himalayan ranges—an impressive

relic of the bygone days of Kashmir greatness. This

temple is supposed to have been built in the fifth cen-

tury. The stones composing it are so massive that it

has to a great extent resisted the shock of earthquakes
and Mussulman iconoclasm. The architecture is of the

Aryan order. The ruins form a great quadrangle
surrounded by a beautiful colonnade. The stately en-

trance, the fluted columns, indeed the whole character

of the structure, at once call to mind the monuments of

ancient Greece. For the relations between Greek and
Asiatic art I must refer the reader to the authorities.

There is an interesting description of this temple by
Captain Cunningham in the ‘ Asiatic Society’s Journal

’

of September 1848. We met two Brahmins close by;
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they told us that the temple was only considered holy,

and visited for devotional purposes, every third year,

the year which, according to their calendar, has an
extra month—the Brahmin leap-year.

After visiting some villages.and inspecting a class of

industrious young Brahmins, who were engaged in tak-

ing measurements of some land that was to be brought
under cultivation, we rode back to camp through a par-

ticularly fertile district. Here were orchards of mul-

berry, apricot, walnut, pear, almond, apple, and other

fruit-trees, fields of rice, maize, and the various grains

from which the alimentary and burning oils are ex-

tracted. The Kashmir Hindoos, by the way, are more
thorough-going vegetarians than their co-religionists in

India, for they do not cook their food with ghee or

clarified butter—which they export to the Punjab—but
with vegetable oils, such as the oils of mustard, of

peach-stones, and walnuts, generally employing several

together in the same dish.

Whenever we came across waste land it was covered

with the blue iris which spreads all over this country,

and is so deep-rooted that it renders the reclamation of

the soil difficult. However, it is a favourite food with
the sheep, and is dried and stacked for winter fodder.

I noticed that the willows by the wayside had been
closely pollarded, and that the upper twigs of some had
been woven together into what appeared to be large

nests. On inquiry I was told that the willow branches,

like the iris, are cut for fodder, and that the nests are

for the convenience of the small boys who are perched
up there when the crops are on the ground, to scare

away the crows and stray bears by slinging stones and
shouting. A larger variety of purple and white iris is

often seen growing in isolated clumps in the Yale, not

spreading for great distances like the commoner small.
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blue species. Each of these clumps represents a Mus-
sulman burial-place, it being the custom of the Kashmir
followers of the Prophet to plant this beautiful flower

above their dead.

When we returned to camp Mr. Lawrence sat in the

cool of the evening under the fruit-trees of the Bagli,

which was noisy with the song of birds, and- listened to

the petitions of the people.

They squatted in a patient, respectful semicircle at a

distance from him, while the baboo clerks called them up
one by one to come forward and tell their tales. There
were several complaints of over-assessment in the dis-

trict, and the cultivators threatened that they would
desert their farms unless a reduction was made. This

is a threat which is frequently carried out, for the

assamis lose nothing by going away from their homes,
as they can readily obtain employment on some Hin-

doo’s land, or migrate to the village of a wife’s relatives.

But their own village suffers by their desertion, for the

annual revenue to the State has to be made up, and the

remaining villagers, who possibly already have more
land on their hands than they can cultivate, have to

pay the share due from the abandoned farm.

On the following morning, after chota haziri, camp
was struck, and we rode off to a village ten miles from
Islamabad, where Mr. Lawrence was to hold an im-

portant settlement meeting. This place, called Wachi

—

I don’t vouch for the spelling—is prettily situated

among some fine chenar trees. It is inhabited by Mus-
sulmans

;
but just beyond the little river which flows by

it is another village of Brahmin cultivators. There

are not many of these last in the country
; the Kashmiri

Brahmin is a city man, and is not so good a farmer as

the Mahomedan. We were told that there were only

three Mussulmans in this Brahmin village, a carpen-
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ter, a barber, and another
;
but the pious three had a

primitive little mosque among the houses of the idola-

ters, at which the barber was wont to officiate as priest.

After the settlement meeting we crossed the river to

this village, and, accompanied by a crowd of Brahmins
and Mussulmans, ascended what from below appeared

to be a peaked hill, but which proved to be a flat table-

land—another kareewah—surrounded by steep cliffs,

standing out of the plain like an island. From here we
looked far over the plain, with its winding rivers, fields,

groves, and numerous villages, from which rose many
other kareewahs like the one we stood on. Mr. Law-
rence now obtained a bird’s-eye view over the scene of

his immediate labours, and proceeded to question the

assembled people as to the different village lands. They
made many complaints of the water-supply, asserting

that the farmers on the neighbouring highlands were
increasing their cultivation to the detriment of the plain,

absorbing an undue quantity of water, and leaving an
insufficient amount to find its way by the irrigation-

canals to the lower cultivation. This is, of course, a com-
mon grievance in this country, and is not easy to settle.

While we stood on this hill an ancient pundit, find-

ing that I was a stranger in the land, endeavoured to

explain to me the outward signs by which a Mahomedan
can be distinguished from a Hindoo peasant in the Yale
of Kashmir. It appears that, whenever possible, the

followers of the two religions do things in exactly

opposite ways. They wind their turbans in different

directions
;
one buttons his robe from right to left, the

other from left to right. The Mahomedan mounts his

horse from the left side, as we do
;
the Brahmin from

the right side. The distinction between the two in this

country is, indeed, generally more outward than inward.

The observers of neither faith have cause to boast of
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the religion of their forefathers. The ancestors of

most of these people were converted backwards and
forwards—Yicar-of-Bray-like—according to successive

dynasties. They are now neither good Hindoos nor

good Mussulmans. One result of this is that fanaticism

is seldom displayed, except, of course, when Shiahs

and Sunis meet—those Nonconformists and High
Churchmen of Mahomeuanism.

I walked through both these little villages with theo e
Settlement Officer, entered the houses, and began to

understand how these people live. Their houses look

picturesque from a distance, and are generally sur-

rounded with chenars, walnuts, and mulberries, but they

are not pleasant places within. They are built of un-

baked bricks, held together by a wooden framework,

have thatched gabled roofs, and are generally of two
storeys, the ground-floor being occupied by the cattle

in the winter, the upper floor by the family. The rooms
are dark, and no attempt is made to keep them clean or

comfortable, the cooking pots in many cases constitut-

ing all the household goods. There is little indeed foro ip

the tax-collector to seize on.

The peasant himself, though generally handsome
and well-proportioned, is a dirty-looking object. His

garments are of the same muddy colour as his house

and fields, and consist of a skull cap—the turban not •

being worn in the fields—pyjamas, and a long gown of

puttoo cloth or linen, according to the season. There

is little picturesqueness of costume to be observed

among the peasantry throughout all the territories of

the Maharajah. There is a disagreeable monotony of

squalid and usually ragged dress ; it is dangerous for

a cultivator to parade what wealth he may possess, so

he makes an ostentation of extreme poverty.

Mr. Lawrence told me that the total wardrobe of an
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assami is worth about five rupees, and that a suit lasts

two years. The moderate sum of four shillings a year will

therefore cover a farmer’s, tailor’s, and haberdasher’s

bills. A small income goes a long way here. A man
possessing five rupees a month can marry and maintain

a family, if not given to extravagance—a rare vice in

Kashmir—and can even support two wives on that sum.
I discovered, however, that there are some farmers even
in Kashmir whose spendthrift ways bring their families

to ruin. I inquired what form of gambling or other

dissipation is to blame for this, and was informed that

there are three expensive vices on which a foolish

peasant can waste his substance—salt, snuff, and sugar.

Luxurious dog ! The explanation of this is that all

necessaries in the way of food, as well as clothing, are

produced on a man’s farm
;
but he has to go to the

bazaar for the above three articles, and money is needed
to obtain them.

The cultivator of the plain appears to live a cheer-

less sort of life, having no distractions or amusements,
unless the game of outwitting the revenue collectors

be reckoned as such. In winter the family spin and
weave puttoo after supper. There are few merry-
makings, and the different families in a village do not
associate much with each other.

On May 8 we continued our progress and visited

several villages, two soldiers with lances riding ahead
of us to keep off the people, who crowded up anxiously

with their petitions. Each village had its eloquent

spokesman, who, when the grievance was a general and
not an individual one, pleaded the cause of all the

assamis. In one village this orator complained that

the villagers were being 4 choked by their misfortunes.’

Three years before, when the famine and cholera raged
in Kashmir, and killed or drove away one-half of the
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population of the valley, nearly all the assamis had
fled from this village, in which the pestilence had been
working exceptional havoc. Only five families had
since returned to their homesteads. ‘ Therefore we are

not enough,’ said their spokesman, ‘ to cultivate the

lands of the absentees
;
yet the whole revenue, as before,

is demanded of the village. How are we to pay it ?
’

‘Would you like other cultivators to come here, take

up your abandoned lands, and help you to pay the

revenue P
’ asked Lawrence. ‘ That is what we desire,’

was the ready reply. The Settlement Officer made a

note of the matter, and he told me that he would have
no difficulty in finding men willing to take up well-

irrigated lands such as these were.

In another village a refugee, who had returned

from the Punjab, prostrated himself on the ground and
petitioned Mr. Lawrence to restore his land to him,

which had been seized in his absence by the Patwari,

or hereditary village revenue accountant. It appeared

that this man had been appropriating all the abandoned
lands in order to sublet them. This was the very sort

of abuse of his position on the part of an official that

the Settlement Officer was most anxious to put down.
He promptly gave his decision as we walked along.

The Patwari had to surrender the land at once. This

quick Arabian Night-like justice is what is wanted here,

and impresses the Oriental mind.

On May 9 we passed by another of the famous old

temples of Kashmir, that of Pajmch, a small but beau-

tiful building, dedicated to the Sun God, which, con-

cealed as it is in a grove away from the road, has

escaped the destructive zeal of the Mahomedan, and is

in almost perfect condition.

Then we rode ofi to our next camp near the village

of Koil; the laden coolies gradually trooped in, and
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our servants, accustomed, like all Asiatics, to camp-life,

soon had our tents pitched by the apricot trees on the

windy plain, and were preparing our dinner.

The villagers, who had been patiently squatting

afar off until Mr. Lawrence was ready to receive them,

now came up. One old pundit presented himself in

tears with a wisp of straw round his neck and a lump
of hard clay in his hand. He explained that these

symbolised the treatment he had met with. He had
been choked to death by his tyrants as by the wisp of

straw, and he had been beaten to the earth and crushed

as by that bit of clay—in plain words, he wanted his rent

reduced a trifle. Mr. Lawrence happened to smile at

the metaphors of this absurd old gentleman, and then

all the natives round, who up to that moment had stood

with solemn faces seeing nothing funny in the incident,

became of one accord convulsed with merriment. They
perceived that the sahib had smiled, so they, too, would
assume a sense of the humorous if they had it not.

They probably laughed in the hope of conciliating the

Bandobast Wallah, even as junior members of the Bar
ostentatiously show their appreciation in court whenever
a judge makes what he obviously imagines to be a joke.

A neighbouring village was interesting as an ex-

ample of the good Mr. Lawrence has already effected.

This was once a considerable place, but the houses are

now in ruins, and on the waste lands the squares of

^rass-grown ridges show the borders of former paddy
fields. The whole of the inhabitants fled to India in

the fatal year of 1879. These people are now flocking

back. A year before our visit there were but seven
families in the village, we now found thirty

;
for during

the previous twelve months twenty-three families had
returned from the Punjab, where they were doing well,

the report of Mr. Lawrence’s settlement work in their
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native land, and of the security from oppression that

was already enjoyed in the settled districts, having

reached these exiles.

The Kashmiri assamis have entire confidence in the

justice and wisdom of the British officials. These
fugitives, who had been residing in the Punjab since

1879—before that year Kashmir peasants were not

permitted to leave their country—had been able to

observe the condition of the cultivators in that pro-

vince under our rule, and realised that the same happy
state of things would ultimately prevail in all Kashmir.

The lumbadar told us that several more families were
expected to return this year. These people certainly

love their country; as the Kashmir proverb puts it,

‘ Every bird is fond of its own twig ’

;
and now that

our interference has made life supportable for them in

their old homes, the fugitives will quickly re-occupy

the land where their presence is so much needed. It

is not from over-population, but from the reverse, that

the Yale of Kashmir suffers.

The next day, May 10, was the last of this tour,

and we rode to the place where we had appointed our

doongah to meet us. It was a day full of work for

Mr. Lawrence. Ahead of us rode the spear-bearing

chaukidars in gay uniforms. Several officials accom-
panied us, and behind toiled on the long train of dingy

coolies carrying our tents and baggage. We always

had a crowd about us ;
the cultivators of one district

walking with us to the frontier of their land, where they

would leave us to the cultivators of the next district,

who, in their turn, would escort us through their

territory, and so on.

We passed through a village of liars; but by thus

particularising one place I do not wish to give a false

impression as to the credibility of the Kashmiris. I
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mean that in this village the liars were even yet more
barefaced in their mendacity than any I had yet come
across. As usual, the village spokesman came up to

disparage the condition of the land and obtain a reduc-

tion of the assessed revenue. He brought with him a

lump of stone and some sand in one hand, a few mouldy
straws, some grains of diseased rice, and two rotten

walnuts in the other, which he represented as fair

samples of the soil and produce of their poor property.

We were walking between admirable crops and over a

rich loam even while this oratoi was addressing us.

As a matter of fact this village, in consequence of a

collusion between cultivators and officials, was very

much under-assessed, as Mr. Lawrence soon discovered.

He informed the spokesman that the State should no
longer be defrauded in this manner, and that while all

arrears would be wiped off, a larger revenue would be
imposed, which the village would be compelled to pay
regularly.

The Kashmiris are unblushing humbugs. While
their spokesman had been graphically describing the

misery of their condition, the assamis had ranged them-

selves before us as a melancholy chorus, and whenever
he had paused for breath they had broken in with

pitiable lamentations and weeping. But now, finding

that Mr. Lawrence could not be outwitted, and that

the game was up, they at once good-humouredly re-

signed themselves to the higher assessment, and laughed
merrily at the defeat of their representative and the

sorry figure he cut as the Settlement Officer exposed his

falsehoods. A Kashmiri, as a rule, is not at all abashed,

but merely rather amused, when he is detected in some'

barefaced attempt at fraud, and smilingly compliments
the person who finds him out on his superior cleverness.

In this particular case, as in others., the Settlement

G
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Officer had found it necessary to demand an increase of

revenue from a district. He is opposed to any over-

leniency in this respect. The cultivators, degraded as

they are, and working for mere subsistence, require a

stimulus to labour, which a just assessment, combined
with a fixity of tenure, ought to give them.

We rode on, and as we approached the limits of

each village saw before us the stolid, silent men rolled

in their blankets, squatting down in a long row, looking

in the distance like so many gorged vultures—the

assamis waiting to escort us across their land and assert

its worthlessness in specious falsehood.

They all said they could not procure a sufficiency

of water, as the farmers on the hills above had stolen

their share. This was a universal complaint, even on
the mountain farms. A man who cultivates the highest

land of all, at the edge of the eternal snows, would not

have the slightest hesitation in making the same impu-
dent excuse for avoiding a just revenue. Between
corrupt officials on the one hand, and lying peasants

on the other, it must be somewhat difficult to arrive

at the truth. The Settlement Officer’s work is no
sinecure.

We came to a village which had fallen a victim to

one of the worst abuses of the Kashmir system. Hin-

doo officials had here tyrannised over the Mussulman
cultivators, and had driven them in despair to sell their

lands to their oppressors for very nominal sums. These

fraudulent sales are, I believe, to be cancelled, a mea-
sure which, of course, will be bitterly opposed by the

Hindoo official class. Mr. Lawrence has suggested to

the Durbar that these ignorant and shortsighted culti-

vators should not be permitted, at least for the present,

to sell or mortgage their hereditary rights in the soil.

The cart-road into India, and the coming railway, are
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likely to greatly increase the value of the land in the

Valley
;
speculators in land will consequently be abroad,

from whom the cultivators should be preserved. A
free power to alienate would ruin the peasantry.

And now, the tour being over, we rode down to the

river and embarked on our doongahs, having first bid

farewell to the crowds of peasants, who had come down
to see off their benefactor, the Bandobast Wallah.

Their expressions of gratitude to him were orientally

effusive. The assamis wept because he was leaving

them, and applied to him every term of reverent adula-

tion. I imagine that even Kashmiris have some sense

of gratitude, and that a portion of this demonstration,

at any rate, represented genuine feeling. These people

undoubtedly have good reason to be thankful that the

Indian Government has taken their cause up, and has

sent so capable an officer to conduct the Settlement.

Nearly all the suggestions he has made have been
accepted by the Durbar, and these extensive reforms

are being steadily carried out.

It now remains to be seen whether the hoped-for

end will be attained, which is, I will repeat, to benefit

the State revenue and extricate Kashmir from her

present insolvent condition, and at the same time to

convert the cultivators from degraded and oppressed

paupers into well-to-do farmers, as in the Punjab.

The Sind Valley, which I twice traversed later on,

has been settled throughout by Lawrence, and the good
results are already manifest. The assamis of that Tahsil

are obviously far more prosperous and happy than

those in the unsettled districts. The farmers there

expressed themselves as perfectly contented with what
had been done; they said that Lawrence Sahib had
been their saviour

;
they had hitherto been as beasts of

the field, but now they felt that they were men.
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CHAPTER VT

A PICNIC ON THE DAL LAKE—THE FLOATING GARDENS—WE SET OUT FOR
XiEH—ON THE GREAT TRADE ROUTE—THE SIND VALLEY—CAPTAIN
BOWER’S TIBETAN EXPEDITION—GOOND—SONAMERG—CHITS.

As soon as we were settled down in our doongahs, the

boatmen paddled, towed, and punted us back to Srina-

gur with extraordinary energy, so that we reached the

city before night. They were highly delighted when
Mr. Lawrence gave the order for the homeward journey;

for the morrow was the Eed, the great Mahomedan
holiday, when feasting and merrymaking suddenly suc-

ceed to the month-long fasting and penance of the

Ramazan. During this holiday it is next to impossible

to get any work out of one’s servants. They attire

themselves in their best garments, and betake them-

selves to the bazaar to enjoy a bout of gluttony and
dissipation, and stagger home stupefied with excess in

food, opium, and preparations of Indian hemp.
My next expedition was to be to wilder regions, in

the company of Captain Bower. I found that he had
sent a number of coolies on to Leh with the bulk of the

necessaries for his long journey across the Tibetan

wilderness
;
but as he had purchased horses at Srinagur,

which he purposed to employ for the transport of his

stores beyond Leh, and as the road, still deep in snow,

was impracticable for animals in places, he was com-
pelled to postpone his own departure a little longer.

Doctor Tliorold, the only European who was to accom-
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pany him on his dangerous adventure, had gone on to

Leh with the coolies, and had written back a very un-

favourable account of the condition of the road. He
reported that there were several marches through soft

snow, and that the nullah that led up to the Zoji La
Pass was blocked by a gigantic curtain of precipitous

snow and ice, up which it would be necessary to cut a

zigzag path with ice-axes before it would be possible

for horses to effect the ascent.

So I had to pass a few days at Srinagur, where the

British summer colony had already collected, and ap-

peared to be enjoying itself thoroughly with dinner-

parties, balls, picnics, horse-racing,
.
cricket, polo, and

other amusements.
A picnic in the Nasim Bagh, on the shore of the Hal

Lake, is an event to be remembered. I was present at

one given by the Resident. The Anglo-Indians, I think,

understand picnics better than do our people at home,
having taken some hints from those luxurious inventors

of picnics, the Asiatics. No more delicious spots can
be found for open-air revelry than the fair gardens that

surround the capital of Kashmir, where sloping lawns,

beautiful groves, flashing cascades and fountains, marble
terraces and pavilions, combine to form ideal places for

the purpose. Indeed, the genius of picnic seems to

rule the whole shores of the Dal
;
the desire for careless

pleasure, feasting and flirting is inspired by the cool

breeze that blows over the broad lake through these

pleasant groves and gardens
;
and this is not to be

wondered at, for were not these planted by those grand
old picnicers, the Emperors Akbar, Jehangir, and
Aurungzebe P Often did the fair Noormehal and other

ancient queens of beauty picnic in these sweet retreats.

I should not be surprised, by the way, if the very word
picnic, whose origin, I believe, is unknown, were some
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old Kashmir name for the pleasant pastime of which this

Happy Valley was the birthplace. I am sure that some
of our ingenious etymologists could readily prove this.

We repaired to the Resident’s picnic by water, in

shikarali boats, a journey well worth taking for its own
sake. After passing from the Jhelam into the Dal, we
traversed a portion of the lake which is so densely

overgrown with aquatic plants that it is difficult to

realise one is on a lake at all. Tall rushes and reeds,

and in places groves of willows, rise from the water

;

and this vegetation is intersected by a labyrinth of

small channels, through which the boat progresses.

These water-alleys are exceedingly pretty : on either

side is the fresh, green water-jungle, while in the more
open spaces are floating fields of lilies and singliaras.

The singhara is the Kashmir water-nut, which overgrows
many of the lakes and rivers, and furnishes the chief

article of food to the fishing-population. This seemed
to be a favourite haunt of the golden orioles, which I

saw flashing all round me in the sunlight. In places one
might have imagined oneself to be on some quiet nook
of the Norfolk Broads

;
but on looking up, the far snowy

ranges and the nearer craggy heights of Solomon’s

Throne and Hari Parbat soon dispelled that illusion.

Here, too, I saw some of those floating gardens of

Kashmir, of which I had often read. One would not

observe these unless one’s attention were attracted to

them
;
for they merely look like well-cultivated banks

of earth. But the term floating garden is no misnomer.

They are rot of natural growth, but are constructed by
the peasants, who produce upon them cucumbers and
other vegetables for the Srinagur market. The follow-

ing passage from Moorcroft’s travels clearly explains

how these gardens are formed :
—

‘ The roots of aquatic

plants growing in shallow places are divided about two
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feet under the water, so that they completely lose all

connection with the bottom of the lake, but retain their

former situation in respect to each other. When thus
detached from the soil, they are pressed into somewhat
closer contact, and formed into beds of about two yards
in breadth and of an indefinite length. The heads of
the sedges, reeds, and other plants of the float are now

HAKI PABBAT.

cut off and laid upon its surface, and covered with a

thin coat of mud, which, at first intercepted in its

descent, gradually sinks into the mass of matted roots.

The bed floats, but is kept in its place by a stake of

willow driven through it at each end, which admits of

its rising or falling in accommodation to the rise or fall

of the water.’

The Nasim Bagh, or Garden of Bliss, is on the

sloping bank of the Dal, where the lake is not over-
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grown with vegetation, but forms a fine open expanse
of clear water. Here, under the shade of magnificent

plane-trees, the servants of the Eesident had pitched

the great tents for the picnic
;
the gay pavilions, the

bright costumes of the natives and of the English ladies

in their summer frocks, the numerous pleasure-boats

darting on the lake, combining to form a pretty

picture.

But I had now to put aside for some time the luxury
of picnics in the pleasant Happy Valley, for Bower was
impatient to be off into the desert lands beyond the

Himalayas
;
and though the reports from the Zoji La

were still very unfavourable, he decided to start from
Srinagur on May 17, and push on across the moun-
tains, if possible.

From Srinagur to Leh is a distance of 2G0 miles,

divided into nineteen marches, all of which are usually

practicable for baggage-animals. But the road was in

so bad a condition after the hard winter, that we knew
we should have to employ coolie labour for our baggage,
and would be lucky if we got all Bower’s horses across

the pass unladen.

This is the great trade-route between India and
Yarkand vid the Karakoram Pass, and also between
Kashmir and Lassa, and other commercial centres of

Tibet and Turkestan consequently, the road, for a

Kashmir road, is a good one
;
but this is not saying

much for it. At its best it is but a rough bridle-track,

dangerous for ponies at certain points, so that, as on
every other route in these regions, the traveller must
not be surprised to lose a baggage-animal over the

cliff. It is safer to entrust one’s valuable property to

the surer-footed coolie.

The first stage from Srinagur—to Gunderbal—is

generally accomplished by water
;
so the horses and
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baggage were sent ahead early on the morning of

May 17, while we followed later in the day in a rapid

shikarah boat. Having traversed some of the preity

channels of the Dal Lake, we entered a narrow canal

which winds through the slums of the city. It was a

dirty, odorous, but picturesque waterway, spanned by
stone bridges built of the great carved blocks, pilasters,

and friezes of the old Hindoo temples. The embank-
ments and ghauts on either side were also full of these

relics of Kashmir’s palmy days : images of deities, de-

faced by the fanatical Mussulmans, were to be seen all

round, and in the open spaces were extensive foun-

dations and massive ruins of the ancient City of the

Sun.

People were bathing at all the ghauts. The water
of these canals appears too filthy even to bathe in, and
yet the population of this great capital entirely relies

on it for drinking purposes. That cholera plays fearful

havoc here occasionally is not to be wondered at. The
prudent sahibs, who encamp in the European quarter,

send to the Dal Lake for their water
;
but a Kashmiri

would, of course, never think of taking such a precau-

tion, and is satisfied with the abominable fluid that

stagnates under the city slums. The late Eesident,

Colonel Parry Nisbet, E.E., worked out and urged the

adoption of an easy and not expensive plan for the

supply of pure water to Srinagur
;
but the Kashmir

Public Works Department—which requires some look-

ing into—put obstructions in the way of the proposed
water-supply, so that cholera still reigns supreme.

Having traversed the suburbs, we were paddled
across the weed-grown Anchar Lake, which brought us
to a flowery pasture-land, where the Sind Eiver, having
issued from its mountain gorges, divides into many
channels and hurries to the Woolar Lake. We now
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found tlie water discoloured by the glaciers and melting

snows, and icy cold.

We gradually approached the hill-country, and at

last reached the village of Gunderbal, at the very mouth
of the Sind Yalley

;
and here, by the river bank, we

found our tents pitched and our followers awaiting us.

As soon as we had disembarked, a deputation of very
obsequious people came down to us, headed by the

lumbadar of Gunderbal, who was anxious to supply us

with firewood, sheep, and all else that we might require.

We never had any trouble in obtaining coolies and
supplies on the Leh road, for Captain Bower had been
furnished with a parwana by the Kashmir Durbar, and
injunctions had been sent on to every official on the

route to render him assistance. So our journey was
like a royal progress ; and it is not unpleasant to travel

like a king for a change.

But this Leh road is not altogether an easy one for

an ordinary sahib travelling in a private capacity. The
village authorities will often boycot him, refusing car-

riage and supplies, except at exorbitant rates. This is

stated to be a temporary result of the Settlement

Officer’s reforms. It is understood by the people on
this road that he has abolished begar, that all labour

is free, and that consequently the old official tariffs

are no longer in force. The lumbadars and other

officials are profiting by this popular theory, and,

urging that they have no power to compel the villagers

to work or sell supplies, make these extravagant de-

mands. If this continues, travelling in this country

will become impossible for the British subaltern, in

these hard da}r
s of the depreciated rupee. I met two

young officers who had started to spend their leave

shooting in Ladak nullahs, but who had turned back in

disgust at the impositions they met with at every step.
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The sporting sahibs brought plenty of money into the

country, and gave employment to shikaris and others,

but now the officials who pretend to be the spokesmen
of the people kill the goose that lays the golden

egg. Free-trade will not do here. The Kashmiri, for

his own good, must be made to work and to sell at

reasonable rates. Only last autumn the peasants tried

to boycot the city of Srinagur itself, in the hopes of

enhancing the price of their hoarded grain, and nearly

brought on serious bread riots and bloodshed.

It will be a great pity if the Kashmir nullahs be-

come too expensive for our subalterns on leave from
the plains of India. This is the most extensive, and
in many ways the best, of the Himalayan holiday-

grounds. To shoot among these solitudes is a splendid

training in itself for a young subaltern, and far better

for him than to loll at Simla or other hill-stations,

where, if reports are true, too much of the soldier’s time

is occupied in gambling and flirting—excellent amuse-
ments both, but which are wrongful indulgences for the

boys, and should be reserved for officers of a certain

age, whose joints are too stiff for mountaineering.

Some middle-aged officers, indeed, hold that no leave

to the hill-stations should be granted to youngsters.

Let them go to the mountains and get hard in the

chase of the ibex and the Ovis poli, while the oldsters

enjoy the monopoly of the sedater joys of Simla.

At Gunderbal, all our followers and baggage being
collected together, we were able to apportion the loads

and ascertain how many coolies or baggage-animals we
should require on the road. I found that the belong-
ings of myself and my two servants, including two
tents and an abundance of stores, would load fourteen
coolies. Hr. Thorold had preceded Captain Bower to

Leh with the bulk of the stores for their expedition,
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but there was a goodly pile left to be carried on by us.

Bower was taking seventeen ponies with him, and in-

tended to purchase others on the road. They looked

in good enough condition now, and were to be well fed

and exempted from carrying loads until the frontier

was crossed
;
but many were destined to perish later

on among the Tibetan wastes.

The men who were to accompany Bower on his

expedition were awaiting him here—an outlandish-

looking lot : Mussulmans from Turkestan, pig-tailed

Buddhists from Ladak, of ugly but amiable Mongolian
features, and half-breed Argoons. I do not know how
many of these accomplished the long journey or how
many deserted, but there were, at any rate, two
thoroughly reliable natives with him, whose tall

figures, handsome Aryan faces, and fair complexions

distinguished them from the stunted, swarthy Tartars,

and who carried the undertaking through to the end.

One of these was a young Rajpoot of good family, a

Government surveyor keen to distinguish himself as an
explorer for the Intelligence Department

;
the other

was Bower’s orderly, who had obtained leave to accom-

pany him, a fine young Pathan, with all the pluck,

devilry, and love of fun of his race. Ours was a very

Babel of a camp, no less than six languages being

regularly spoken in it.

The Sind Valley, which we had now to ascend for

our first five marches, is considered to contain some of

the loveliest scenery in Kashmir, and though I did not

visit it at a favourable season, I could see that it de-

serves its reputation. At dawn on May 18 our camp
was struck, the pack animals which had been hired

in the village, and which were to carry our baggage

until we got into the snow, were laden, and we com-

menced our long march, which, for Bower, was to lead
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to one of the most extraordinary journeys of explora-

tion that has ever been accomplished, for it will un-

doubtedly be recognised as such when his tale is told.

He was to disappear into absolutely unknown regions,

the most inhospitable in the world, and be not heard
of until he arrived, a year afterwards, on the shores of

the Pacific Ocean at Shanghai, having succeeded in

considerably altering the aspect of that great blank
space in the map which had been such an eyesore to

him.

Asiatic servants are certainly wonderfully skilled in

striking camp, getting the caravan off, and making all

comfortable again at the end of a day’s march. On
the first day of a journey there is a little delay and
confusion, but all settles down by the second. Indian

servants, with all their faults, are in many respects

the best in the world, It is difficult to imagine an
English butler tramping along over difficult moun-
tain tracks, now baked

:
by the fierce suns of the Indus

gorges, now risking frostbite on icy passes, and then,

after each hard day’s march, setting to work to con-

struct a fireplace of a few stones, and, with the aid of

some primitive pots and pans, to turn out a capital

dinner of many courses, as my kliansamah had to do
for many months at a time.

Our two khansamahs made the following bandobast
as to how they should feed us on the road. On one
day Bower’s khansamah was to prepare our chota

haziri before starting, and our dinner when we got into

camp at night
;
while my servant was to go ahead at

dawn with a coolie-load of cooking-utensils and food,

and have our breakfast ready for us at some suitable

half-way spot on the march. The following day they
would exchange duties, and so on. Each servant, of

course, used only his own master’s sheep, fowls, stores,
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&c. There was no combining of Bower’s and mine for

a meal. One day’s dinner was entirely supplied by
him, the next day’s by me. A different system might
have been more convenient, but could not have been
permitted by our masters, the servants

;
it would have

been quite against dastur. The Oriental is in some
ways an extreme individualist. He cannot conceive it

possible that the sahibs themselves are otherwise.

That two. men travelling together should consider their

stores common property is to him opposed to the uni-

versal laws of selfish human nature. Thus, the servants

of different masters do not work together well : they

so profoundly mistrust each other’s honesty, they are

ever on the watch to outwit each other. They are

sure to quarrel if they attempt partnership. Each
identifies himself with his particular sahib

;
and though

exacting a sufficient dastur from him, he will allow no
one else to do so. Any other sahib’s servant is to him
a dangerous foe, against whom he has to protect his

own employer. Bower’s servant would have robbed
me, and my servant would have robbed Bower, for the

benefit of their respective masters. They observed

each other closely
;
they would squabble over a pinch

of salt, if one should help himself to it from the other’s

kilta. One day, when it was my turn to supply the

dinner, Babu Khan got cleverly to windward of

Bower’s man
;
he pretended not to be able, at the

moment, to find any of my jam, so that, in order not

to waste time, Bower ordered his very reluctant servant

to place on the table a half-empty jam-pot of his own.
This untimely consumption of Bower’s stores was never

forgotten or forgiven by his man
;
from that hour he

nourished a vindictive hatred against Babu Khan, and
at every dispute threw this pot of jam in his teeth.

Perhaps it is as well thus, for if two Indian ser-
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vants combined against their masters, what ruinous

proportions would dastur assume ! Another advantage

of this bitter rivalry was that each of our khansamalis

would try to turn out a better dinner than the other.

We consequently fared well, and Bower left me to

plunge into the desert beyond Leli in excellent con-

dition.

So Bower and myself set out on the morning of

May 18, alternately riding and leading two of his

horses
;
for though, like himself, they were to be kept

fit for the Tibetan hardships, it would do them no
harm to carry a .man occasionally. Our friend the

lumbadar did not encourage us. He said that the pass

was impracticable, and that on this side of Sonamerg
the road had completely fallen away. On being asked

wThen it would be repaired, he replied that he could

not say, but that nothing would be done for some time,

as the villagers had no tools to work with. And yet

this is the chief road into Central Asia !

Our road lay up the valley, winding along the

slopes at some height above the rushing torrent.

Here was particularly noticeable a phenomenon which
prevails all over Kashmir and in most portions of the

Himalayas. Whereas the mountains on our right

hand, which faced the north, were clothed with dense

forests, those on our left hand, facing the south, were
everywhere arid and treeless

;
so sharp is the demarca-

tion between the growth on one side and the barren-

ness on the other side of a mountain, that we could see

the tops of the pines forming a dark fringe along the

summits of all the bare ridges to our left, showing the

limit of the forests rising on the farther side.

This, our first day’s march, was an easy one to the

village of Kangan, near which we encamped in a grove
of clienars. On the next day, May 18, we accomplished
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another stage to Goond. This village is situated amidst

the finest scenery of the Sind Valley. The bottom of

the valley is here broad and undulating, well-cultivated

in places, with groves of fruit-trees surrounding the

comfortable-looking farmhouses. The river often

divides, enclosing pretty islands of emerald grass or

of tangled bushes. A little later in the season, when
the roses, jasmine, and honeysuckle, which grow in

wild profusion, are in flower, this must be one of the

fairest spots on earth. The mountains, which here en-

close the valley, rise in forest-clad domes, between
which are deep, shady dells, reminding one somewhat
of the Jura country.

The loveliness of the land even made Bower’s Pathan
orderly wax enthusiastic. He gazed at the fertile vale

with a keen admiration, which took a very practical

form. ‘ What pasture for goats and sheep !
’ he ex-

claimed. ‘ What corn-fields ! Why has not somebody
taken this country from the people P These miserable

Kashmiris do not deserve to have it. They could not

fight for it. Why don’t the Black Mountain men come
down on this ? I wish I was raiding here with a lot of

good Pathans ! Why don’t the English take it ? ’ And
so he went on, with wondering warmth. No doubt the

British have fallen greatly in his estimation for not hav-

ing annexed this valley. It would have been vain to

explain politics to him— to speak of treaties and

breaches of faith. His political ethics were of the

good old simple sort, which he summed up thus :

—

Those who are weak and cannot fight should not be

allowed to possess.

We had already ascended to some elevation, as was

shown by the chilliness of the night-air, and we
noticed that the snow-line on the hills was much
nearer to us than it had been lower down the valley.
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It was not possible to take laden liorses beyond
Goond, so coolies were collected for ns by the lum-

badar.

The next stage to Goond is Gagangir, but on May 20

we made a double march to Sonamerg. The path

still wound up the valley, now by the torrent, now
high above it. We soon reached our first snow, lying

in patches across the road. The vale lost its softer

beauties, and narrowed to a grand gorge with towering

crags. The difficulties of the road, such as they were,

commenced. Down every side-nullah, which clove the

precipices on either side, huge avalanches had fallen

to the river-bed, and along the very steep slopes of

these avalanches our way lay. In places great accu-

mulations of snow filled the bottom of the gorge,

through which the torrent had forced a narrow channel,

rushing between two walls of snow thirty feet in depth.

That the winter had been an exceptional one was testi-

fied to by the number of fine trees that had been swept
away by the avalanches. It was a wild scene, and
the signs of devastation were apparent everywhere.

Bower’s horses had to be led with great care across

these snow-inclines, where a false step would have
meant a fall over the cliffs into the foaming, rock-

encumbered Sind.

Sonamerg is a miserable little village situated in a

very beautiful spot. Here one is no longer in a narrow
gorge, for the hills recede and the valley opens, out, the

river flowing between broad, rolling pastures. The en-

closing mountains are of grand outline, and in the

lower pordons of their deep nullahs are fine pastures

;

higher up are dark forests of pine, while higher still,

above the tree- zone, glittering glaciers are wedged
between barren crags.

Sonamerg signifies the Golden Meadow, the yellow

1J
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crocus,' which thickly studs the pastures, no doubt hav-

ing suggested the name. Here, as on the cirques of the

Alps, the little streams that pour down from the sur-

rounding snows keep these broad pastures green and
fresh through the summer heats, and one walks knee-

deep in grass and flowers. We had been gradually

ascending since we left Gunderbal, and were now
8,650 feet above the sea, at about which ele\Tation the

pleasantest summer climate is found in Kashmir. A
great portion of the English colony at Srinagur was
wont to migrate here in the hot season

;
but for ladies

the journey is a somewhat long and rough one, and
Sonamerg has therefore been supplanted as a sanatorium

by Gulmerg, where the Resident has his headquarters

every summer.
It was difficult, when I saw these famous rolling

meadows of Sonamerg, to realise what a lovely luxuri-

ance would be theirs later on. The aspect of the

country was indescribably dreary. The pastures were
under snow, and where it had melted away in patches

there was dark mud alone visible, the young grass not

having yet pushed through
;
though here and there, in

the warmer nooks, the hardy crocus, outstripping other

vegetation, was thrusting out already its golden petals.

The little group of log huts, inhabited by herdsmen,

which composes the hamlet of Sonamerg—the highest

in the Sind Valley—looked even more filthy and
wretched than it really is, in contrast to the pure snow
surrounding it

;
and to intensify the prevailing melan-

choly of this wintry scenery, dark snow-clouds Avere

hanging on all the mountain peaks, and a steady sleet

was falling from the overcast heavens when we arrived

in camp.
We noticed that from here to the summit of the pass,

and beyond, the snow was covered with the corpses of
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locusts,, which, fortunately for the Yale of Kashmir, had
attempted a raiding expedition across the Himalayas at

too early a season. Later on I came to a dead horde

of these rash robbers at a higher altitude than that of

the summit of Mont Blanc.

We encamped on a patch of muddy ground where
the snow had melted. The wind howled down the

valley all night, driving cold rain and sleet before it. It

was certain that heavy snow was falling on the pass,

and it appeared probable that we should be delayed on
this side by bad weather—a rather serious matter, for

our following was a large one, and no supplies to speak

of are procurable here.

The lumbadar told us that Hr. Thorold had arrived

safely at Leli six days since. He said that the Thana-
dar of Dras was sending thirty coolies across the pass

to assist us, and that we should meet them at the next

stage, Baltal. He also gave us all the news concerning

the few sahibs who were travelling on this road, in

Baltistan, and in the neighbouring countries. He knew
exactly where each was, and what sport he had had.

The marvellous manner in which news, important or

trivial, is conveyed about Asia from mouth to mouth
has often been observed. An item of information will-

reach a bazaar—no one knows how—from a spot a thou-

sand miles away with incredible speed. In Kashmir
territory this is very noticeable, but there is a good
reason for it here. There are but few practicable roads

through this mighty mountain system, and each of

these becomes, as it were, a telephone of communi-
cation.

We had to change our coolies at Sonamerg. The
official in charge of them, who had accompanied us

from Gfoond, of course demanded bakshish before he
left us, and also—still more of course —required of us
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a chit, or written testimonial. Here everyone with

whom one has dealings, from one’s barber and coolies

up to the rajahs of the districts one traverses, expects

one of these chits. Even a native whom one casually

meets on the road, and with whom one enters into con-

versation for five minutes, often requests his chit. All

the importunate merchants of Srinagur, all the boatmen
when they solicit custom, produce their piles of chits,

given to them by different sahibs. The Kashmiri, sim-

ple in this matter only, sets an enormous and quite

fictitious value on the chit. He has faith in it as a sort

of talisman. If one discharges a servant for theft, he
will suffer unmurmuringly the mulcting of his pay, but
to refuse him a chit, even if it state at full all his short-

comings, is almost to break his heart.

A Kashmiri undoubtedly prefers to have an abusive

chit than no chit at all, but a chit of some sort he must
have. So indifferent is he, indeed, as to whether his

chits praise him or completely take away his character,

that he does not take the trouble to get them translated

for him by some city munshi, but presents them all,

good and bad, for your consideration. One official on
this road is the proud possessor of many chits. He
handed one to me, and gazed at me with a solemn ex-

pression of conscious merit as I read it. This chit was
from a captain sahib, and ran thus :

—
‘ This man is the

greatest thief and scoundrel generally I have ever

come across.’
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CHAPTER YII

THE WESTERN HIMALAYAN RANGE—THE ZOJI LA—CLIMATE OF LADAK

—

MATAYUN—DRAS—TIBETAN SCENERY—TASHGAM. .

There was a keen bite in the air when we set out on

the next morning, May 21, from our encampment on

the wind-swept plateau. The guide-book describes

this, the march to the foot of the Zoji La, as a beautiful

one over ‘ rolling meadows ’
;
but for us it was rather

over rolling snow. We floundered through undulating

fields of deep, soft snow
;
we crossed avalanche slopes of

snow and debris, and had occasionally to wade in the icy

river under a snow cliff thirty feet high, which formed the

base of some great avalanche too steep to travel over.

This was a short but fatiguing march of ten miles

to the halting-place of Baltal. There are no inhabi-

tants at Baltal, but three or four rough stone huts are

clustered together, which serve as refuges for the dak
icallahs and coolies crossing the pass. Here we found

the thirty coolies that had been sent from the other

side by the Thanadar of Eras to assist our men in

getting the baggage over. These fresh coolies were
natives of the Eras district, stunted, ugly, and of the

Mongolian type—very different-looking people from
the handsome Kashmiris, the limit of whose country

we had now reached. They were warmly wrapped in

shapeless filthy garments, and wore warm mocassins of

skins on their feet to preserve them against frostbite.

Their head-man, a weather-wise person, said the
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pass was now difficult, but not dangerous, provided
the weather was favourable. It was snowing hard
when we reached the huts, but he was of opinion that

it would clear up later on, and, if it did so, he recom-
mended that we should start at three in the morning, so

as to get across the worst part of the pass before the

sun should soften the snow. Ho explained that it

would be quite impossible to proceed so long as the

snow fell. He informed us that an Afghan horse-dealer,

on his way from Turkestan to Kashmir, was now
weather-bound at Dras. He had attempted the pass two
days before, but had to give it up and return, though
not before he had lost several of his horses. No horses

had yet crossed the pass this year. We heard that a

shikaring sahib had got over with coolies one moon-
light night, when the snow was frozen hard, some weeks
earlier

;
but that a wind had overtaken them, so that

they had to leave all the baggage on the summit of the

pass and hurry to Matayun for their lives, he and
several of the coolies being badly frostbitten.

One has to pick one’s weather carefully to cross a

Himalayan pass in winter and spring, and when one
does get a slant—as they say at sea

—

one must hurry

over quickly
;
for the sudden, fierce winds that often

spring up are then very formidable, and sometimes

destroy whole caravans of travellers with their deadly

cold. A few months before this 300 mules and their

drivers were thus overtaken and lost on the Gilgit road.

The Zoji La has a bad reputation for the icy gales that

sweep across its exposed snow-downs.

The Western Himalayas traverse the territories of

the Maharajah from north-west to south-east, from the

Indus Valley on the Chilas frontier to the Chinese

frontier near Spiti
;
and the Zoji La (La is Tibetan for

pass) is the lowest depression in the range, being only
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11,500 feet above the sea
;
consequent!y, the wind con-

centrates itself in this deep gap of the great mountain
wall, and rushes through it with high velocity.

This range, whose average height must be over

17,000 feet, and which contains, among other peaks,

the mighty Nanga Parbat (26,620 feet), divides the

Kashmir State into two nearly equal portions, and thus

forms a stupendous natural barrier, not only between
regions widely differing in climate and in other physical

respects, but between peoples as far as possible apart

in race and religion.

To the south of the range is the land of the Aryans
;

to the north the people—save in the Dard districts near

Gilgit—are of Mongolian stock. In Ladak, the country

we were now to enter, the inhabitants are Buddhists,

and though subject to Kashmir, they still look upon
the Grand Lama as their real lord. When one is in

Ladak one is practically in Tibet
;
the same strange

scenery and climate, the same language, dress, and cus-

toms of the queer pigtailed inhabitants are found in

both countries.

The Sikh and Dogra rulers of Kashmir crossed this

range, which formed the old natural frontier, and in

turn subdued all the countries to the north of it as far

as the great watershed of the Karakoram and Hindoo
Koosh mountains. They effected the conquest of Ladak
between 1834 and 1842. It was then ruled by a native

rajah who acknowledged China as his paramount Power,
and the Grand Lama at Lassa as his spiritual chief.

There is no natural division between Ladak and Chinese

Tibet : the highlands of one are continued into the other,

and the same rivers flow through both countries. The
frontier between Western Tibet (as Ladak is sometimes
called) and Chinese Tibet was settled definitely some
years back.
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In Kashmir there is a regular rainfall, even if it be
inconsiderable, and the heavy winter snowfall stores the

water necessary to refresh the country in the summer
months. It is consequently a green land of woods and
pastures. But the contrast between Kashmir and the

region beyond the mountains is very remarkable. The
rainclouds from the south, which have come over India

from the distant seas, are intercepted by this lofty

range. So on crossing the ZojiLa one suddenly enters

the great bleak wastes of Central Asia, where there is

practically no rainfall, and where even the winter snow-

fall on the mountain-tops is but light, so that at 16,000

feet above the sea one often finds no snow left lying in

summer.
Ladak, like Chinese Tibet, is for the most part a

desert of bare crags and granite dust, with vast arid

table-lands of high elevation—a land where are no
forests or pastures, where in places one can march
through a long summer’s day and never see so much
as a blade of grass

;
but in which, by means of artificial

canals bringing down a little water from high
snows, small patches of the granite dust are irrigated

and carefully cultivated here and there—tiny green

oases, so sharply defined from the surrounding desola-

tion that, as Shaw in his book says, they look like bits

of some other country cut out with a pair of scissors

and dropped into a desert : a cloudless region, always
vurning or freezing under the clear blue sky

;
for so

thin and devoid of moisture is the atmosphere that the

variations of temperature are extreme, and rocks ex-

posed to the sun’s rays may be too hot to lay the hand
upon at the same time that it is freezing in the shade.

To be suffering from heat on one side of one’s body
while painfully cold on the other is no uncommon
sensation here.
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Ladak can boast of being the highest inhabited

country in the world : the average elevation must be
very great. Grain is cultivated in places at 15,000 feet.

Leh itself, the capital, is 11,500 feet above the sea,

but is considered by the highlanders of the Eupshu dis-

trict so low as to be unhealthy in summer, and they only

visit it in winter. These strange creatures complain
of suffocation when they descend to the Yale of Kashmir,

and would die if they stayed long in its dense air.

One never hears of any other pass than the Zoji La
on the Leh road—and it is, indeed, the only difficulty

one encounters, for it is here that the southerly wind
deposits its heavy burden of snow ; .

but, as a matter of

fact, a great portion of the road beyond, though left

bare of snow
.
in early spring, is at a considerably

higher elevation than the summit of the Zoji La, at one
point attaining 13,400 feet.

From the above description one would imagine this

barren region to be depressing and uninteresting in the,

extreme, but it is, on the contrary, fascinating to an
extraordinary degree. There are few countries I would
so gladly revisit as Western Tibet.

Near Baltal the road leaves the Sind Valley and
ascends a tributary nullah. The bottom of this nullah

was now entirely filled with snow, under which a rush-

ing torrent had tunnelled a way. There is a summer
and a winter route across the Zoji La, the former and
longer one zigzagging up the nullah to the ridge, the

latter and shorter one, which we were to take, being

up a precipitous gully which leads directly to the

summit of the pass, upwards of 2,000 feet above. In
this gully an enormous mass of snow accumulates every
winter, whose very steep incline it is possible to scale

without danger when the snow is firm
;
but in summer

this route is impracticable, for then the swollen torrent
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has worn away great tunnels and cavities, above which
the gradually decreasing snow-roof becomes exceed-

ingly treacherous, and anyone venturing upon it runs

considerable risk of falling through and losing his life.

This was the steep curtain of snow which Doctor
Thorold had described as extremely difficult for horses

to scale, and it certainly looked so from below.

As the head-man, to whose local knowledge we of

course submitted, had given the word that we should

start at 3 a.m. if the weather should clear, we did

not consider it worth while to pitch our tents, but took

up our quarters in one of the rest-houses, which were
crowded with our men. We selected the biggest hut,

where we found a group of coolies squatting round a
large fire in the middle of the mud floor.. The only fire-

wood procurable was that of the dwarf birch, which here

covers the hillsides
;

the smoke of this is peculiarly

suffocating and irritating to the eyes, and as there were
.few orifices in the roofs and walls to allow its escape, we
were kept weeping and coughing till bedtime.

The wind howled and the snow fell outside for

several hours
;
but at four our guide, who had been

keeping watch on the weather, woke us, and said that

we could now start. We turned out, to find the aspect

very cheerless : the moon had risen, and was feebly

gleaming on the snowy waste through a frozen haze.

The wind had dropped, but the snow was still falling

lightly. The guide explained that there had been but
little fresh snow, and that the surface of the old snow
would be now frozen hard and easy to walk on. So
horses and coolies were sent ahead, while Bower and
myself smoked a pipe over the embers of the fire,

knowing that we could travel faster than the others, and
soon overtake them.

It is a sixteen-miles march from Baltal across the
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pass to the next stage, Matayun. The mass oi snow
which during the preceding hard winter had filled up
the gully, choking the torrent, and piling high above it,

was indeed prodigious. The snow* as the: guide had
foretold, was firm at first, and even the horses did not

sink into it much. He was .also right in his weather

forecast: the day proved windless,' hot, and fine. We
luckily reached the top of the gully before the sun had
risen high and softened the snow. The scaling of that,

steep rampart would have been almost impossible a few

hours later for the horses, and we should in all pro-

bability have lost some in the deep drifts.

Whereas the ascent had been almost perpendicular,

the descent on the other side of the pass was so gradual

as to be imperceptible. Indeed, Matayun is only 500
feet lower than the Zoji La, which is like no ordinary

pass, and may rather be described as a gigantic step,

upwards of 2,000 feet in height, by which one rises

from Kashmir on to the elevated table-land of Tibet.

From the summit of the pass we proceeded along the

level bottom of a snow-covered valley, which gradually

broadened, and was bordered by rugged hills, on which
the dwarf birch-trees alone grew. The gaunt, leafless

branches of these trees, the vast undulating wastes of

snow, and the dark crags combined to form an intensely

dreary and melancholy picture.

It was a long and tedious march. As the sun

gained power the snow became very soft, so that the

ponies sank deep at every step, often fell, and reached
camp very tired. It was hard work for the laden coolies,

and even for our two unladen selves. When we came
to some rocky space bare of snow, the contrast after the

stumbling, floundering, and dragging of legs out of deep
holes in the drifts was so great that to walk on the solid

ground felt as restful as if one had been sitting down.
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The glare of the snow of course necessitated the use

of goggles. Some of the coolies wore snow-spectacles

of their own manufacture. Meshes of horsehair were

employed instead of coloured glass to fill the rough
wooden frames—a plan which seems to answer very well.

At last we came to where a clear stream babbled

along the valley over a pebbly bottom, which we

IN CAMP : LADAKI COOLIES.

frequently crossed by snow bridges. It flowed in the

direction we were going, and showed us—what we could
not otherwise have detected—that we had crossed the

great watershed and had commenced the descent. This
was the Dras Biver, whose valley the Leh road now
follows for nearly five marches.

As we toiled across the weary fields of snow the

only living things we saw were certain queer little

beasts that are very familiar to travellers on these
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highlands. Every now and again we would hear an

uncanny shrill whistling, and on looking in the direction

whence it came would observe a little marmot sitting up
on its hind legs on the top of some rock and gazing im-

pertinently at us. These marmots drive dogs frantic

with their exceedingly irritating ways. A dog seldom

succeeds in catching a marmot. The marmot stands

still, lures him on with jeering whistles, and then, but

not until the infuriated dog is just on him, drops into his

hole between the rocks
;
when the disappointed dog has

retired to a safe distance, he pops out again like a jack-

in-the-box and resumes his tantalising jibes.

There is something quite fiendish in the behaviour

of this little imp. The Ladak Buddhists say that it is

possessed of a man’s soul, a malicious person being on
death re-incarnated as a marmot

;
and they would not

kill one on any . account. Bower’s two spaniel pups,

Benjamin and Joseph, had never seen marmots before,

and seemed to be rather afraid of them, not venturing

very near, but barking weakly in response to the

marmots’ whistling, and then beating a rapid retreat.

But though not daring to tackle marmots, the two
puppies had splendid sport with some Kashmiri coolies

they met near Matayun, and of whom, of course, they

were not in the least afraid. On the other hand, the

average Kashmiri, who is afraid of everything, exhibits

abject terror if a sahib’s dog, be it only a toothless

little puppy, approaches him. Benjamin and Joseph
had discovered this, and used to have great fun. When-
ever they saw a Kashmiri they would run up to him
barking, whereupon, in almost every instance, that fine-

looking, athletic, bearded disgrace to the human race

would behave as a five-year-old English child would be
ashamed to do, howling, weeping, and throwing himself

down in the snow in deadly fear.
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This day the puppies had also the luck to 4 stick-up
’

the Maharaj ah’s mail. Encountering the dak wallah, they

of course badgered him with their playful barkings.

The poor wretch threw down his mail-bag, rolled him-

self in his blanket, and cast himself, screaming for pro-

tection, at Bower’s feet. We called the dogs off, and left

the postman lying on the snow weeping bitterly, his

nerves completely upset by this unprovoked attack.

The puppies were highly amused, and decided that

Kaslimiri-baiting altogether beat marmot-hunting as a

sport, and was, besides, so very much safer.

All our men at last straggled into Matayun, most of

the coolies having occupied ten hours on the road.

Here amidst desolate scenery we found a house of refuge'

rising from the snow. This was one of the usual serais

of this country, consisting of a square of low, flat-roofed

buildings enclosing a central courtyard. There was
room for all of us in the dark little chambers, on the

floors of which we soon had our fires burning and the

welcome tea was got ready by our servants.

Here we found the Afghan merchant who had failed

to cross the pass, with some members of his caravan.

He told us that he had left Kashgar in the preceding

autumn, and had wintered at Leh
;
so he did not appear

to be in any hurry. These people do not believe that
4 time is money.’ They like to get a high profit on their

venture, and care little how long they may have to wait

for it. To turn over money quickly and enrich oneself

by frequent small profits is not the Oriental’s way of con-

ducting a business
;

it is, among other things, too lacking

in dignity for an Asiatic. This Afghan was wearing
over his clothes a choga, or robe of Russian chintz.

Bower asked him why he did not purchase English

chintz. ‘ It is not of nearly such good material,’ lie

replied, 4 as the Russian
;
besides, the English do not
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make striped chintz sucli as we like, but of strange and

displeasing designs.’ It seems that our manufacturers

do not study the tastes of their Asiatic customers so

much as they might. Some of the chintzes sent out

here are indeed remarkable. A short time since all the

notables in Chitral were arrayed in gay robes covered

with representations of a pirouetting ballet-girl, a large

consignment of cotton stuff with this elegant design

having arrived from England.

The next day, May 23, we had another fifteen-miles

tramp through snow to Eras, a scattered little village

containing a capacious serai, in which the Thanadar had
ordered a chamber to be swept and garnished for us.

The inhabitants of Dras are of various'races, and, limited

as is the population, no less than four languages are in

constant use here—Kashmiri, Tibetan, Balti, and Brokpa,

the last being the tongue of a sliepherd-race inhabiting

tiie high valleys.

The Dras people are Mussulmans
;
for we had not

quite got into the Buddhist country yet, though we saw
here large stones on which idols were carved, showing

that the Buddhist creed had once prevailed in this dis-

trict, as it also did formerly in all the countries between
the mountains we had crossed and the Hindoo Koosh
range, Baltistan having only adopted Maliomedanism in

comparatively modern times.

Dras is situated amidst just the sort of desert

scenery the Buddhists seem to love : treeless, craggy
mountains, with great couloirs of ruddy gravel sloping

from them to an unfertile plain. But, according to the

Tibetan standard, this would be considered a rather

rich land, for short grass was growing here and there

among the rocks, while round the village stood some dis-

consolate-looking poplars, struggling for existence. By
means of irrigation, a little barley is cultivated here.
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Beyond Dras there was but little snow lying, though
occasionally, on the next two inarches, we came to

avalanche-slopes, and had to pick our way across loose

moraines of mixed snow and debris
;
but there were no

real difficulties, and we were able to discharge our
coolies at Dras and engage horses for our baggage.

On May 24 we descended the valley to the next

stage, Tashgam. The scenery was becoming more
Tibetan as we advanced. The mountains wrere flatter

at the top than in Kashmir. The high desert-plateaus,

so characteristic of Tibet, were already extending above
us, instead of the serrated and pinnacled ranges we had
seen on the other side of the Zoji La. The mountain-

sides, too, were of Tibetan ugliness, not clothed with

forests or pastures, but formed of piled-up rocks and
loose gravel. The only plant-life visible on the barren

heights were a few scattered and stunted pencil cedars

(,Juniperus excelsa ). There was no grass in the stony

valley-bottom; but rose and gooseberry bushes grew
on the river brink in places.

Here and there, even on the most arid spots, clumps
of a small slate-coloured plant, something like fennel in

appearance, were growing. Bower at once recognised

this as an old, familiar friend, and explained to me its

great merits. This was Boortsa, or Eurotia, a most
invaluable plant to travellers on the high desert-valleys

and plateaus of Tibet, and without which vast regions

would be quite impassable for man and beast. It is full

of an aromatic oil that smells something like camphor.

It burns the better the greener it is, as Bower demon-
strated by applying a match to a growing clump, which
blazed up readily. On those wind-swept, bitterty cold

wastes, where there is no wood or grass, the boortsa is

the only fuel save cattle-dung, and is often the only

fodder procurable for one’s animals. It was not grow-
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ing very luxuriantly in this comparatively low-lying

and fertile valley. It flourishes best, it seems, in ex-

tremely arid regions, and at a much higher elevation

—

for we were now at little more than twice the height

of Ben Nevis above the sea.

We saw a fair amount of animal-life this day—larks,

choughs, and snow-pigeons flying round us, marmots
whistling on the rocks, and lizards darting among the

sun-heated stones. The villages we passed were dirty

but snug little rabbit-warrens of places, all the huts

standing on a common foundation—a rocky height or an

artificial stone embankment—and huddled close up to

each other, as if for warmth.
We were certainly marching through a very change-

able climate, for summer and winter alternated several

times this day. At one moment the heat would be
tropical, the next moment a bitter blast would rush

down the mountain-side from the snowy wastes and
glaciers ten thousand feet above, bringing with it snow
and icy rain

;
for we had not yet quite reached the rain-

less regions. Some of the moisture-laden clouds from the

south are driven across the mountain-range to reach as

far as this.

When sitting down this day to tiffin, with the sun

blazing on one cheek and the other cheek in the freezing

shade, one almost felt, as was remarked at the time, that it

was a question bywhich onewould be attacked first—sun-

stroke on one side of one’s head, or frostbite on the other.

We put up for the night in the serai of the little

village of Tashgam. One need not pitch the tents at

any stage between Matayun and Leli, as there are State

rest-houses for the accommodation of travellers, for the

use of which no charge is made.
On arriving, Bower announced that he wished to

purchase some horses, and a good part of the evening

I
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was passed in chaffering with the natives. Like men
all the world round who deal in horseflesh, these were
pretty sharp customers and plausibly mendacious, but
Bower, after much bargaining, bought some animals at

a reasonable rate. One of these men was a striking

example of the miserly spirit with which the Asiatic

will regard the most insignificant article of property,

when compared with the small value he sets on time

and labour. The price of a horse having been agreed

upon, this man refused to throw into the bargain a bit

of old home-made rope which served as a halter, the

value of which was infinitesimal. He did not yield the

point until the next morning, some time after our cara-

van had started, when, our own men being far ahead,

he expressed his readiness to lead the horses for Bower
all the way to the next stage, eighteen miles away, and
return home on foot, without remuneration.

There are no such things as unconsidered trifles for

the ordinary Asiatic
;
he eagerly clings to his every

possession. I caught my servant, for instance, hoard-

ing on the march all sorts of odds and ends—empty
bottles, meat-tins and jam-pots, sheepskins and feathers

—

the whole lot worth, say, one shilling, but for the car-

riage of which all over the Maharajah’s dominions by
some seventy marches Babu Khan would have quietly

left me to pay some thirty times as much. I had a

great emptying-out of kiltas at Leli, and threw away a

coolie-load of rubbish, to the unutterable grief of the

poor old man, bereft thus of his hoarded treasures.

At Tashgam we were still among Maliomedans, but
these were converted, or perverted, Ladaki Buddhists,

and spoke the Tibetan tongue. Instead of the greeting

of ‘ salaam,’ the word with which we were welcomed
here, and on all the road beyond, was the Tibetan

equivalent, jooly.
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CHAPTER VIII

KARGIL—OASIS CULTIVATION—TIBETaN TABLE-LANDS—SHERGGL—A BUDDH-
IST COUNTRY—THE LAMASERY—RED LAMAS - SKOOSHOKS—THEORY OF

RE-INCARNATION.

On May 25 we travelled two stages to the village of

Kargil, a distance of twenty-four miles. This is the

capital of the extensive district of the same name.
The Thanadar of Dras, who had met us at Matayun,
was still with us

;
but at Kargil he handed us over to

the thanadar of that district, who in his turn escorted

us to the next district
;
and so on. For such are the

marks of honour with which one travelling like Bower,
on Imperial service, is received in Kashmir

;
his march

is like a royal progress.

This day the place selected for our midday halt and
meal was near the hamlet of Chanegund. There was a

characteristic bit of Ladaki scenery on the other side

of the river, of which I decided to. take a photograph.

I was perched on a rock, and was about to withdraw
the cap from the lens, when a most unexpected gust of

wind—for it was a calm day—struck the apparatus,

and sent it rolling down the rocks. When I picked it

up I found the camera seemingly beyond any possi-

bility of repair in this wild country, where skilled

mechanics there were none. My dismay at this cata-

strophe can be imagined. I was deprived of the means
of taking pictures now that I was at the very threshold

of one of the most interesting countries in the world to
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delineate. I gathered the fragments together and
marched on, in no good temper with things in general.

My foolish Babu Khan tried to sympathise with me.
‘ It must have cost so many rupees,’ he lamented. The
waste of hard cash, and not the irreparable loss of my
pictures, was all lie could realise.

The scene I was about to photograph would have
made a good illustration of the method of irrigation by
which small patches of this desert are reclaimed. The
mountains that sloped to the torrent-bed on the other

side of the valley were perfectly bare and very steep

;

but nearly half-way up this dreary wall of rock, some
thousands of feet above the river, one long, thin, green,

horizontal line extended both up and down the valley

as far as one could see, following for leagues every

inequality of the mountain-side, round projecting bluffs

and retreating hollows. This was an irrigation-canal,

that brought water from the glacier-fed stream of some
distant nullah—a stream which had probably to be
tapped high up, before it was swallowed and lost in

the great slopes of debris that form the bases of the

mountains.

Some of the cliffs, along whose face this little canal

had been carried, appeared from where we were to be
quite inaccessible, and a great deal of patient labour

must be needed to construct and keep in repair such a

work as this. The line of these canals is always easily

distinguished by the narrow belt of wild vegetation

which the water nourishes on its course, the green
band standing out brightly against the everywhere else

naked hillside.

Nearly opposite Chanegund was a small hamlet with

a curious little bit of cultivation round it, which was
to have been the central object of my photograph. A
fan-shaped slope of debris here issued from the mouth
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of a dry nullah, and to this some of the water from

the canal high above had been carried down, convert-

ing it into a triangle of vivid green.

From Clianegund our way led through a desert

ravine with mighty cliffs towering on either side. The
narrow bridle-path was generally high above the

torrent, carried along the face of precipices, or winding

over great landslips of brown rocks. The road had.

been broken away a good deal in places, but our sure-

footed little liill-ponies bore us across with perfect

safety.

Not far from Clianegund the' Dras stream flows into

the Suru Kiver, the united waters joining the Indus

some twelve miles farther on. To follow these valleys

would seem to be the natural route to Leh; but the

Indus, for some twenty-five miles below its junction

with the Suru, is hemmed in by such lofty and per-

pendicular precipices, rising for many thousands of feet

on either side above the raging torrent, that the natives,

adepts as they are at opening out hill-tracks, throwing
frail wooden scaffoldings and ladders from ledge to

ledge across the face of cliffs, have here not found it

possible to make a coolie-road of the roughest descrip-

tion—and what is called a rough road in this country

is calculated to make one’s hair stand on end. The
road to Leh, therefore, at this point diverges up a

tributary nullah of the Suru, as a reference to the map
will show, and after crossing two passes descends to

the Indus Valley near Khalsi, five marches from Chane-
gund, and above the impracticable gorges.

In order to avoid the same difficulties, the road
from Leh to Skardu, by which I travelled later on,

instead of following the Indus all the way, leaves it at

Hanu, and pushes into the highlands, to cross a pass

nearly 17,QUO feet abore the sea.
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In tlie course of my journey I marched through the

whole Indus Valley—this one bad bit, which defies the

native roadmaker, excepted—from Leli, to where the

river flows across the frontier into the unexplored

region of Chilas. Such a long series of stupendous

gorges exists, I should imagine, in no other portion of

the globe. On the so-called roads which penetrate

these ravines one has to scale cliff-sides by means of

small wooden pegs let into the rock, or swarm up a

tree-trunk leading from one narrow ledge to another

twenty feet above it. In places one creeps along the

face of a perpendicular wall of rock, holding on to the

slight crevices with fingers and toes, a fall of hundreds

of feet being the consequence of a false step. These

tracks are very fatiguing as well as difficult, for there

is a terrible lot of going up and down stairs on nearly

every day’s march. Every now and again, in order to

circumvent some impassable precipice overhanging the

river, the road abruptly ascends some six thousand feet

or so, to descend again as steeply on the farther side of

the obstacle. In comparison to such ways as these the

Leh road is an exceedingly easy one.

Near the junction of the Dras and Suru we rode

through a tj’pical Tibetan oasis. It was as a bit of

Devonshire in springtime dropped down in the midst

of sands and crags arid as those round Aden. This

little plot of cultivation was about two hundred yards

square, and was intersected like a chessboard with tiny

irrigation-ditches, through which the cold, clear, moun-
tain water babbled merrily. It was the greenest and
freshest garden imaginable, and all the birds and
butterflies for miles around appeared to have found
this out, and were collected in this pleasant place.

Here were patches of young corn and deep grass full

of flowers, among which the currant, gooseberry, and
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rose bushes grew luxuriantly, while willows and fruit-

trees afforded a grateful shade. The narrow fringe of

uncultivated, partly-watered land which divided the

oasis from the surrounding wilderness was blue with

iris blossoms. It amazes one to discover that by j udici-

ously scattering a little water over granite dust such

exuberant fertility can be brought about.

For the greater part of the way to Leh the traveller

fiuds himself winding along deep and narrow gorges,

where the scenery is often extremely grand, but also

gloomy and somewhat depressing, in consequence of

the absence of vegetation. At intervals these gorges sud-

denly open out, the mountains on either side retreating,

and leaving a broad, flat valley-bottom between them

;

it is in these openings only that cultivation is prac-

ticable, and here what, if left to Nature, would be a

stony and sandy desert, is converted by the industry of

man into a fertile oasis. After marching for hours

down some barren and sunless defile, it is pleasant to

suddenly emerge on one of these open, sunlit spaces,

green with waving corn and groves of fruit-trees.

Kargil, our this day’s destination, is the most exten-

sive oasis in this part of the country. It fills a broad
and beautiful vale, which the Suru River enters, and
out of which it flows, by narrow gorges. Though sur-

rounded by bare mountains, this green valley has a

very pleasing appearance after the desolate country
that is traversed to approach it. The natives of Ladak
think a great deal of the Yale of Kargil, and consider

it to be one of the most fertile districts in the universe.

It is, indeed, a sort of paradise for Tibet, which after

all is not very high praise.

As we neared the serai, the Thanadar of Kargil,

accompanied by several gaily-attired notables, rode out
to meet us. They brought us the usual dalis, or pre-
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sents, as tokens of tlieir respect : large metal dislies of

dried currants and apricots, and a basket of sugar

candy. They also held out rupees to us in their open
hands, a generosity which, like the courteous Spaniard’s

gifts, must, of course, not be understood too literally.

The proper thing is to touch the proffered coins with

one’s finger, in polite signification of acceptance, but
not to take up the rupees. These offerings of money
are always made to the honoured visitor, and the sum
varies in proportion to the wealth and position of the

two parties. Thus, a rajah will send one a large bowl
of rupees, which have to be gratefully acknowledged,

and then returned. As one marches along these roads,

one is continually met by natives who step forward to

present their little offerings : two lumps of sugar, or

three dried apricots, or what not. One can often tell a

man’s trade by his dali. Each brings of wliat he has

or produces. Thus, the miller comes out of his mill

with a little saucer of flour
;
the farmer with a handful

of corn; the very poor man with a bunch of wild

roses, to show' that he has no possessions save those

things that Nature gives to all men freely
;
and the tax-

collector, or other official, quite as appropriately, makes
his sham gift of the rupees he has extorted from .liis

neighbours. I need scarcely say that in many cases

these kind attentions are intended as gentle hints that

bakshish would not be unacceptable.

As soon as we were settled in the rest-house, on an

open whitewashed verandah, where we put up our

beds and table, and made ourselves generally at home
in full view of the admiring population, which crowded
round to gaze at us, I bethought myself of my
wrecked camera, and after an examination was in-

clined to think that I could patch it up sufficiently for

use if I had the necessary tools. I consulted the
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lumbadar, who told me that there was a very clever

carpenter in the village, for whom he would at once

send.

This skilful artificer soon arrived : a go’od-natured

Ladaki, with a stolid face like that of a Chinese idol,

puckered up into an inscrutable and perpetual smile.

He spoke little, considered the ruins of the camera,

nodded his head as if perfectly satisfied with his

capacity for dealing with the job, went off, and came
back with all his tools, consisting of a hatchet, a sledge-

hammer, a large coarse saw, and a drill three-quarters

of an inch in diameter. What he proposed to do with

the camera I know not
;
but I rescued it from his

hands just as he was about to attack it with the saw,

and peremptorily bade him begone.

The wooden framework of the camera had been
broken in several places, and the bellows were torn

away. It was not an easy business to tackle without
tools, but I set to work, so anxious was I not to be
deprived of my means of taking pictures. I procured
some native glue, and employed this where possible

;

then I extracted a few superfluous screws from the

apparatus, and with them screwed together the broken
portions. The only tool at my disposal for boring the

preliminary holes for these screws was a large needle,

which I made red-hot with a candle-flame and an im-

provised paper blowpipe, a tedious but successful

process, which surprised and delighted the crowd of

spectators. Then I replaced the broken focus-glass

with a half-plate, from which I had washed off the

chemicals, and on which I had pasted a bit of tissue-

paper
;
and at last, to my own astonishment and great-

satisfaction, the camera was mended and apparently
solid enough. For all practical purposes it indeed
proved as good as ever. The good-natured people
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round seemed as pleased as myself at my success, and
a chorus of some Tibetan equivalent for bravo greeted

the result of my labours. While I was thus employed
Bower was liorse-dealing again, and succeeded in

adding a few more animals to his troop of baggage-
ponies.

Our next march—May 26—took us through scenery

of true Tibetan aspect. Close to Kargil the road

leaves the valleys for a time, and after ascending the

bare mountain-side, we found ourselves on a stony

table-land of considerable elevation. From here we
perceived many similar plateaus all round us. The
prospect was grand and interesting, and the immen-
sity of the landscape gave a pleasant sense of freedom
after the contracted views in the narrow gorges we had
been traversing. Between these high table-lands we
could see the profound defiles of the different rivers

winding in and out, and here and there the green patch

of an oasis, far beneath, relieving the prevailing barren-

ness. We also saw the summits of the surrounding

mountains, which had been invisible from the valleys

below—dreary masses of rock, bare of forest or pas-

ture, and streaked with snow. The sky was cloudless,

and of the beautiful transparent pale blue character-

istic of the Tibetan regions. The wind, too, up here

was of Tibetan keenness, absolutely dry, and de-

liciously bracing. As Euripides said of the Athenians,

so, too, the Ladakis are ‘ ever delicately treading

through most pellucid air.’ One feels as if one could

never get tired in such a climate.

In this thin, dry air, far-off objects appear quite

near
;
mountains sixty miles away might be heaps of

stones forty yards off, and vice versa. There is no atmo-

spheric effect to give any idea of distance. All the

details of a landscape seem equally distant, and one
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looks out upon the world almost as did the boy cured

of blindness, quoted by Bishop Berkeley, to whom all

at first was like a picture painted on the eye. It is im-

possible here to judge the distance of even familiar

objects whose size one knows, for the air has a curious

magnifying effect, due to a form of mirage. Black yaks

or sheep on far hillsides appear monstrously big
;

a

solitary tree, plainly visible, may be - two days’ journey

off. We saw a woman walking in the valley below us
;

she looked like a giantess. There was a lack of propor-

tion and perspective that produced a strangely unreal

effect. It was like a land in a dream.

After crossing this table-land we descended to tlie

valley of the Wakka, a small tributary of the Sum.
We passed the village and fair oasis of Paskil, and rode
into a strange gorge, with rock pinnacles on either

side, shaped like castle towers and cathedral spires.

The scenery was becoming more uncanny as we ad-

vanced, which was as it should be
;
for we were now

entering the country of those uncanny people, the

Tibetan Buddhists. We followed this wild defile for

many miles, the road crossing the torrent several times,

and often zigzagging high up the cliff-side in order to

avoid projecting spurs. At last, after a rather long

day’s march, and being utterly weary of these imprison-

ing crags, we suddenly opened out another of those

jfieasant cultivated vales that are so grateful to the

traveller, and perceived our welcome destination, the

village of Shergol, ahead of us.

This is the first Buddhist village on the road. It is

a labyrinth of rather well-built mud houses, with narrow
alleys between. The curious, calm people were sitting

on the flat roofs as we approached, and appeared to be
silently meditating on Nirvana, or other far-off, solemn
things, but their minds were most probably vacant of
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any idea. Towering above the houses were gigantic

chortens
,
or sarcophagi, of dried mud, gaily painted,

containing the ashes of pious lamas.

On the mountain-side, near the village, is a gompa,
or monastery of lamas, to which I hastened with my
camera as soon as we had established ourselves in the

serai. The illustration will show what this extraordi-

nary place is like. The Buddhist of Tibet, while he

SHERGOL GOMPA.

despises the beautiful, has a love for the horrible and
grotesque in Nature. He builds his monastery on what
to ordinary men would appear to be the most unde-
sirable spot possible : he perches it on the summit of

some almost inaccessible pinnacle, or burrows into the

face of some frightful precipice. Like the solitaries of

the ‘ Thebaid,’ lie seeks scenes of desolation, and in this

dcseri country he has no difficulty in finding what he
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requires. The Lamasery, or Gompa, of Shergol, is

carved out of a honeycombed did, forming with some
other cliffs of the same description a giant flight of

stairs on the slope of a bleak mountain of loose stones.

The gompa itself is painted white, with bands of bright

colour on the projecting wooden gallery, so that it

stands out distinctly against the darker rocks. There
is not a sign of vegetation near

;
all round is a dreary

waste of stones alone.

From this lamas’ retreat the view of the mountains
on the other side of the broad valley is in itself par-

ticularly fantastic. I shall often have to employ this

last adjective when writing of Ladak. It expresses the

-genius of the land. The country itself is fantastic, and
the fantastic race who dwell in it do all they can to

assist Nature, and make their surroundings still more
fantastic than they are. These mountains which face

the monastery are of considerable height, and their

slopes, though possibly formed of rugged debris, from
this distance appear perfectly smooth, falling to the

bed of the river in regular furrows and in waves over-

lapping each other, like those one often sees on a stream
of lava that has cooled. These undulations are of

various vivid colours—great streaks, a mile long, of

pink, ochre, white, green, blue, brick-red, and here
and there of coal-black. The effect is very curious.

It looks as if some Brobdingnagian child had been
making experiments with its first box of paints, and
had daubed the mountain-side with one colour after

the other. This must form a delightful scene to the

meditating lamas of the Gompa. They would have
painted all the mountains just like this had they been
able. I daresay they would tell one that some pious

incarnation with miraculous powers had come from
Lassa and executed this work of art. I wonder, by the
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way, what these people would do in the way of im-

proving, to their ideas, the appearance of the clear

blue heaven that hangs above their country, were they

able to get at it.

We were at last well in the land of the pigtails.

All the men in Shergol wore these appendages in the

Chinese fashion, and had features of the pure Tibetan

type, there being little, if any, admixture of Aryan blood

here. I soon realised that I had reached a very strange

land, a country of topsy-turveydom, where polyandry
prevails instead of polygamy, where praying is all con-

ducted by machinery, and where, in short, the traveller

fresh from beyond the mountains is bewildered by the

quaint sights, the strange beliefs, superstitions, and cus-

toms he comes across every day.

For some time I was greatly puzzled while wander-
ing through this region. It all, in a way, seemed so

familiar to me. Surely I had somewhere, long ago,

lived amid this curious people and in such a weird land

as this—but when and where F Was I myself a Ladaki
re-incarnated in England by mistake? was I a de-

graded Mahatma, now recognising feebly once more
the long-lost country of my origin ? The idea was not

a pleasant one, and I felt quite relieved, at last, when
the explanation of this mysterious feeling flashed across

me. Yes
;
I had lived before among these people. I

remembered that when a small boy I had read ‘ Gul-

liver’s Travels,’ and that the voyage to the flying island

of Laputa had made a great impression on my imagina-

tion. I had conjured up that kingdom to my mind
just such a perspectiveless, artificial, unreal-looking

land as this; and just such a people as these queer

Ladakis had those no more queer people, the Laputans
and the sages of Balnibarri, appeared to my fancy.

Thev are fantastic in the same wav. Both are as in-
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genious in grotesque and objectless invention as they

are stupid and clumsy in the ordinary avocations of

life. The Ladakis, like the Luggnaggians, have their

immortals, the ancient and dreamy skooshoks, whose
acquaintance I was to make later on. How pleased,

too, would these lamas, who love to have their homes
as near the sky as possible, be if they could separate

them from the mountain and dwell in gompas floating-

in mid-air like Laputa, far above the world of ordinary

men, which to them is so vain and uninteresting.

I did not visit the interior of Shergol Monastery,

but walked across the stony desert to the foot of it,

and saw for the first time the lamas I had so often

heard of, who passed by me as if not observing me,

evincing no curiosity, not even saluting me with a jooly,

but apparently wrapped in their own thoughts.

These were Eed lamas, who alone are found in

Ladak
;
whereas the Yellow lamas, who are in many

respects more ascetic and strict than the Eed, are the

prevalent sect in Chinese Tibet. The Eed lamas are,

for the most part, as dirty and ragged as the itinerant

beggar-monks of Southern Europe, whom they much
resemble in appearance. One could not fail at once to

recognise these men as monks. There is a remarkable
likeness, so far only, of course, as form and outward
appearance is concerned, between the Buddhist Church
in Tibet and the Church of Eome

;
and anyone who

has seen the religious ceremonies at Himis, for example,

cannot but conclude that this likeness is too complete

to be due to mere coincidence.

The Eed larna wears a red petticoat, and throws

over his shoulders a large red shawl, which leaves his

left arm bare. His head is close-shaven, and when out

of doors he dons a little red cap with ear-flaps, of the

same shape as that worn by the laity. He always
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carries about with him a praying-wlieel, a rosary, and
a bottle of holy water.

Ladak is still almost as theocratic a country as

Chinese Tibet, despite its conquest by the Kashmir
State half a century ago. The lamas, who, as I have
already said, recognise as their spiritual, and in some
respects temporal, ruler, the Delai Lama, or Grand
Lama of Tibet, at Lassa, are too powerful to have suf-

fered much from the interference of the Dogra Govern-
ment. No less than one-sixth of the population of

Ladak a v,e in the Church, either as monks or nuns

;

and as almost each family, wealthy or poor, contributes

one or more of its members to the priesthood, the

Church is a popular institution, and any interference

with its privileges is bitterly resented. Unwarlike and
timid as the Ladakis are, they are ready to fight in

defence of their lamas, and a few years since, when it

was proposed to increase the revenue paid by the

monasteries, the country was on the brink of revolution,

and artillery had to be brought out to overawe the

rioters in the bazaar at Leh. The lamas of Lassa are

always intriguing and fostering sedition in Ladak.

The Kashmir Government now forbids any communica-
tion by letter on secular business between the lamas

of Ladak and those of Chinese Tibet
;
but a good deal

of correspondence is smuggled across the frontier.

Some letters that have been intercepted have been

found to contain very compromising matter.

The Church of Ladak is very well endowed. Its

extensive estates comprise much of the most fertile

land in the country, and on this the State exacts as

revenue only one-sixth of the amount per acre that

has to be paid in the case of private land. It is also

said that the monasteries own pastures and cultivated

land in remote valleys, the existence of which is un-
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known to, or ignored by, the authorities, so that no
revenue at all is levied on them. A rich monastery,

too, has no difficulty in obtaining leniency of assess-

ment by the bribery of the tax-collectors. When
Lawrence extends his Land Settlement to Ladak he will

certainly have some difficult problems to deal with.

These lamaseries appear to be organised in a very

business-like way. There are two classes of monks in

each. There are, in the first place, the working monks,
who attend to the temporal interests of the community.
These cultivate the land, collect the rents of the monas-
tery tenants, travel through the villages to beg alms

for the brotherhood, and advance coin and grain to

farmers at a usurious rate of interest. Among this

class is the steward, who keeps the monastery accounts.

The second class is composed of the spiritual monks,
who have nothing to do with worldly matters, but
devote their time to dreaming and religious exercises,

and to whom, to judge from their abstracted expression

and general appearance, the bladder-flappers of the

Laputan sages would be useful attendants, to wake
them up when it was time to wash. Their sole duties

are to mumble and intone words they do not under-

stand, and to dance the complicated figures of the

sacred dances. From this class the abbot is chosen,

and in a few cases a monastery has as its spiritual head
a very holy person indeed, no less than a skooshok, or

incarnation. When Lord Roberts visited Srinagur, the

Skooshok of Spitak Gompa was presented to him.

This personage is supposed to have been re-incarnated

seventeen times, and in his first stage to have been a

contemporary of Buddha.
Mr. Ramsey, late Assistant-Commissioner (as our

Resident in Ladak is called), has put his researches

into the form of an excellent dictionary of Western
K
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Tibet, in which he gives a complete account of these

skooslioks. It seems that after a man has attained a

high pitch of virtue, and has thus escaped liability to

re-birth in any of the six ordinary spheres, he can,

when he dies, either enter the Nirvana he has earned,

or return to the earth as an incarnation, or skooshok.

Only four monasteries in all Ladak now have resident

skooshoks as their spiritual heads—saints who have
rejected the desirable Nirvana in order that they may
live again to do good to their fellow-men.

When one of these is about to die, he calls around
him his disciples, and tells them where he will be re-

born and all the circumstances of the re-birth. As
soon as he is dead the disciples repair to the place he
has indicated and search for a newly-born child which
bears the sacred marks, and is for other reasons the

most probable incarnation of the departed saint.

Having found the child, they leave him with his

mother till he is four years old, when they return,

bringing with them a quantity of praying-books,

rosaries, praying-wheels, bells, and other priestly arti-

cles, among which are those that belonged to the late

incarnation. Then the child has to prove that he is

the new incarnation by recognising the property that

was his in his previous existence, and by relating

reminiscences of his past. If he is successful in this,

as is nearly always the case, he is acknowledged as the

skooshok, and is carried off for ever from his home
and family, to be educated in the sacred mysteries,

first in the gompa of which he is to be the head, and
afterwards, for some years, in the sacred city of Lassa.

He then returns to his own gompa, therein to take up
his residence in a separate building, not busying him-

self with the worldly affairs of the brotherhood, but

dreaming away the long, quiet years until, the time
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comes for him again to die, and be re-born in another

earthly body. All those who know this country best

affirm that skooshoks and lamas, as well as the people,

have an absolute belief in this strange theory of

metempsychosis, and that even the selection of the

property of the late skooshok by the child is not due

to collusion or trickery—at any rate, of a conscious

sort. But the Ladakis have a magnificent capacity for

belief. One of their articles of faith is an exceedingly

convenient one in a country where morals are so lax

as in Tibet. It appears that in some districts, when
an unmarried girl gives birth to a child the father

_
is

presumed to have been a god, and the child is devoted,

as a sacred creature, to the priesthood.

It is strange, by the way, that one never hears of

Mahatmas in Ladak or in Tibet proper. The lamas

know nothing of the mysterious beings who are sup-

posed to dwell in their midst, and who, while dis-

daining to manifest themselves to their own people,

apparently delight in carrying on a telepathic com-
munication of a trivial, if miraculous, kind with their

alien disciples in England and America. The nearest

approach to a Mahatma that one comes across in these

regions is the skooshok
;
but I much doubt whether a

European esoteric Buddhist would accept one of these

incarnations as his spiritual master. Bower traversed

Chinese Tibet from end to end, but found no signs of a

Mahatma.
No one can treat with ridicule the beautiful teach-

ings of Prince Siddhartha, and it is not altogether

strange that among the enlightened -peoples of Europe
he now has followers as well as admirers

;
but these

inhabitants of the Himalayan highlands have corrupted
almost beyond recognition his pure and wise doctrines,

and have buried with absurdities all that was eternally
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true in them. A visit to Tibet is apt to destroy many
illusions. It is better to read of Buddhism in the

glowing pages of ‘ The Light of Asia ’ than to contem-
plate it from too near. As it exists in these regions,

Buddhism is fantastic, and most interesting to study;

but it is as degraded a system of idolatry as has ever

been practised by a people outside savagery. The
priests themselves have long-since forgotten the signi-

fication of the many complicated ceremonies, forms,

and symbols of their religion, and all that remains is

an unmeaning superstition.

The laity take a conveniently lax view of their re-

ligious duties. ‘ I know nothing about my religion
’

the Ladaki peasant will tell one. 4
It is not my affair.

It is the business of the lamas. We pay them to pray
for us and see that all is right with our souls.’ The
bulk of the praying is, as everyone knows, carried on
by machinery in Ladak. For instance, wheels contain-

ing rolls of prayers are turned by water-power
;
and

every time a wheel revolves it is working out the

salvation of the man who put it up : every turn

exempts him from some infinitesimal portion of time

which would otherwise be passed in one of the six

inferior spheres. If he have a big enough wheel and
sufficient water-power, he may hope to close one after

another the gates of these spheres, and attain the
4 perfect peace ’ on death. Ramsey, in his book, de-

scribes these six spheres, which come thus in order ot

merit :

—

Hla
,
or gods

;
demigods

;
man

;
animals

;
eedak,

a fabulous animal always suffering hunger or thirst,

having a large belly and a long, thin neck, through

which enough food can never pass
;
temporary hell.

In order to escape these existences it is only necessary,

according to Tibetan belief, to twist round a wheel so

many millions of times. Piety here appears to have
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nothing to do with moral conduct
;

it is but a question

of the multitudinous turning of wheels, waving of flags,

and mumbling of syllables that have no sense.

But, after all, this Tibetan belief is not so far more
foolish and corrupt than some forms of so-called

Christianity we come across in Europe. The tenets of

some of our own sects gone a little madder than they

already are would not be unlike those of Ladak, a

land, indeed, which, even as Laputa, is a living satire

on the civilisation of the world.
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CHAPTER IX

CHARACTER OF THE LADAKIS—THEIR DRESS—THE PEYRAK—POLYANDRY

—

LAW OF ENTAIL—MAGPA WEDLOCK—PRAYER BY MACHINERY—MANIS AND
CHORTENS—MULBEK —THE NAMIKA LA—KHARBU—PRAYING-WHEELS.

Having photographed the gompa, I returned to the

serai, in front of which I found a crowd of natives

assembled, Bower in the midst of them, bargaining over

some horses that had been brought for his inspection.

These men did not jabber and lie, fawn and smile falsely,

after the manner of a Kashmiri who is trying to sell

something, but argued the point out in a quiet, frank,

good-humoured way that impressed one favourably.

One comes to like these amiable Ladaki Buddhists

;

they are highly spoken of by all who have travelled in

their country, as being truthful, honest, hospitable, and
straightforward. They are a harmless, simple race,

with none of the narrow bigotry and caste prejudices

which draw so impassable a chasm between the peoples

of India holding other creeds and ourselves. A Ladaki

Buddhist has no objection to eating food with a Chris-

tian, or to drinking out of a cup that has been used by
him. He does not look upon us as unclean beasts. He
does not hide his women from our gaze, and these un-

comely creatures wander about openly and unveiled,

stare the Englishman boldly in the face, and greet him
with a cheerful smile. All this makes Ladak a far

pleasanter land to travel in than either a Hindoo or a

Mahomedan country, with their barriers of reserve and
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seclusion, which make it so extremely difficult for the

stranger to acquire any but the most superficial know-
ledge of the natives. The Ladaki, on the other hand,

will welcome one to his house, admit one into his most

sacred buildings, and allow one to be present at any of

his religious ceremonies, concealing nothing, and ready

to give any explanation that is required of him.

Following a religion that never persecutes, he is

very tolerant to other creeds, though he adheres firmly

to his own. He seeks to make no converts, but treats

the unbeliever with a good-natured pity. He knows in

his heart that his European friend is doomed, on death,

not to enjoy Nirvana and be absorbed into Deity like

himself, but to be re-born in lower and vile forms, or to

be hunted through space by demons into the abyss of

dark nothingness
;
but he is too polite to allude to this.

He is sorry in his mild fashion for the unfortunate man,
but sees no reason to treat him uncharitably in this

world on account of his coming misfortunes in the next.

In Ladak both men and women are warmly clothed,

even in summer. The male costume consists of a thick

woollen frock reaching to the ankles, girded in the

middle with a cloth band
;
on the head is a little cloth

cap with two ear-flaps, which are generally turned up,

so that from a distance a man appears to be provided

with a pair of long ears like a satyr. The women, too,

are so well rolled up in clothes that they display figures

of about the elegance of a beer barrel
;
they wear shape-

less frocks reaching to their ankles, thick cloaks of sheep-

skin, and boots as clumsy as those of the men. The
very limited charms with which they have been favoured
by Nature are not heightened by any artifice. Their

coiffure is peculiarly unbecoming to their coarse Tartar

features. On either cheek hangs a great bunch of

coarse black hair, while the ornament known as the
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peyrak, which is peculiar to ladies of Tibet, covers the

top of the head and falls some way down the back.

The peyrak is a piece of leather studded with flat

turquoises
;

it is about two feet in length and about

eight inches broad. The turquoises vary in size from
that of a two-shilling piece downwards

;
they are found

in Chinese Tibet, are of a greenish colour, and of infe-

rior quality. However, a good peyrak may be worth
as much as twenty-five pounds. All the personal pro-

LiDAKI WOMEN, WEARING THE PEYRAK.

perty of a Ladaki woman is invested in the turquoises

of her peyrak, so that while walking behind her it is

easy for a fortune-hunting swain to estimate at a glance

the value of an heiress.

The men wear a long pigtail like the Chinese, and

their Mongolian physiognomies, with small Tartar eyes

and flattish nose, give them a decidedly Chinese appear-

ance. But a jolly Ladaki is a man one can understand

and get on with, and his character is entirely different

to that of the inscrutable, and, to the European idea,

scarcely human, inhabitant of the Celestial Empire.
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One of the first things that strikes the traveller ir,

Ladak, especially if he comes from the poverty-stricken

adjoining country of Baltistan, is the extremely well-

to-do appearance of all the people. The houses are

well-built, and there is often an attempt at comfort and
ornament that seems quite luxurious after the miserable

huts and the squalor of the other mountain races. It

must be allowed that the Ladakis are a very dirty

people indeed
;
but this is from choice, and not from

poverty, for it is rare to see a man or woman who is not

well clad and well nourished. Beggars and very poor
people are but rarely met with here

;
and it is easy to see

that the cultivators are fairly prosperous, and exempt
from the hard hand-to-mouth struggle for bare subsist-

ence which is the lot of their Mahomedan neighbours.

This happy condition of the Ladakis is due to the

curious, and, to our ideas, unpleasant custom of poly-

andry, to which the merit must be allowed of keeping

the population within reasonable limits in an unfertile

region. Polyandry appears to be singularly well suited

to the country and to the character of this people.

Europeans who have resided here say that, so far as

they can observe, the system is attended with no pecu-

liar evil results of its own.

The improvident Mussulman Baltis, with their plu-

rality of wives and large families, are miserably poor,

and drag along a pitiable existence on the verge of

starvation. But it is far more necessary to keep down
the population in Ladak than in Baltistan. A great

portion of the Baltis inhabit valleys at a comparatively

low elevation above the sea, where the summer heats

are often as intense as in the Punjab. Inured to ex-

tremes of climate, they are consequently fitted to

emigrate, which they do in great numbers, engaging
themselves as coolies and navvies,
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But the Ladakis, accustomed to high elevations only,

succumb to bilious fever when they reach the plains,

and soon die when taken from their highlands. Again,

their religion, language, and strange ways generally,

differing so vastly from those of all neighbouring coun-

tries, necessarily isolate them
;
they are naturally un-

willing to leave their mountains to live among aliens

prejudiced against them, and not likely to receive them
in too friendly a manner. For this race emigration is

not a feasible relief to over-population, so polyandry

has been devised as a substitute.

The custom of polyandry is intimately connected

with the law of entail which prevails in Ladak. This

ancient Tibetan civilisation has developed a system of

land-tenure almost as complicated as our own, and which
is admirably adapted to maintain the prosperity of the

cultivator, despite the natural poverty of the country.

The first curious point to notice in this system is

that the eldest married son of a family is placed in a

better position than his own father, and is practically

the head of the family. For as soon as the eldest son

marries he enters into possession of the family estate, a

small portion only being retained by his parents for the

support of themselves and their unmarried daughters

;

and that portion also becomes the property of the eldest

son on the death of the parents and marriage of the

daughters. But the eldest son, when thus marrying

and taking possession of the family estate, is obliged to

support the two sons next to himself in age
;
and these

two are not allowed to contract independent marriages,

but share the wife of their' eldest brother, becoming

the minor husbands of that lady. The children of

this strange union recognise all three husbands as

father, but pay more respect to the eldest, as the head

of the family. If there are more brothers than two,
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the others do not share the family wife, but have to

leave the estate and seek their fortunes outside, becom-
ing lamas, or earning their living by working as coolies,

or, if they be fortunate, as magpas
;
and what the pro-

fession of magpa is I shall presently explain.

The two younger brothers, though minor husbands
to the wife, are always in an inferior position, and are

often little better than servants to the eldest brother,

who is looked upon as the sole owner of the property by
the Kashmir State, and as such is alone made responsi-

ble for the revenue and contribution of forced labour.

If the eldest brother dies, the wife, provided she

has no children, can rid herself of his brothers, who are

her minor husbands, by a simple ceremony. One of

her fingers is attached with a thread to a finger of her

dead husband. The thread is then broken, and by this

action she is divorced from the corpse, and conse-

quently from the two surviving brothers at the same
time.

This is a country where women’s rights are tho-

roughly understood and respected. The ladies of

Ladak labour under no legal disabilities, and, far from
being treated as inferiors, after the usual Oriental

fashion, in many respects are in a better position than
the men. If there be no son, the eldest daughter in-

herits the land, and in this case the Ladak heiress enjoys

a delightfully independent condition, which, I imagine,

would satisfy the most exacting of those ladies at home
who are shrieking against the restrictions and obliga-

tions of our old-fashioned matrimonial law. The happy
heiress of Ladak does not, unless she wish it, marry an
eldest son and his two younger brothers with him
according to the system I have just described, but if

she prefers it—and she generally does prefer it—she

enters into another kind of marriage contract, with one
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man at a time, a contract which, so far as she is con-

cerned, binds with no strong ties, but which is recog-

nised as being quite respectable, and for which the

lamas have arranged a special religious ceremony. The
lady selects some—according to Tibetan standard

—

well-favoured younger brother of a large family, who,
therefore, has no interest in the lands of his family or

share in his eldest brother’s wife, and she makes this

person her magpa, as this sort of husband is called.

The magpa husband of an heiress has to behave himself

if he wishes to retain his position. He is the property

of his wife, and cannot leave her, except in the case of

gross misconduct on her part. But if she is displeased

with him, she can turn him out of doors, and be rid of

him, without any excuse or form of divorce. Bamsey
says she generally gives him a sheep or a few rupees

when thus discharging him. She is then quite free to

take unto herself another magpa.
A Ladaki rarely divorces his wife. He is a very

practical-minded and complaisant husband
;
his jealousy

takes no violent form
;
he is, as a rule, willing to dis-

passionately discuss his dishonour with a detected lover,

assess the damages his wife’s indiscretion has inflicted

on him, and compound the matter for a sheep or a few

rupees.

Polyandry has a tendency, as is well known, to keep
down the population in more than one way, and a

noticeable feature of this country is the paucity of

children : though one sees women everywhere, the chil-

dren are few and far between, and those one does meet
appear to be rather silent and sedate little creatures,

mildly happy, as Buddhists should be, but not much
given to childish games. In Mahomedan Baltistan, on
the other hand, the women scurry away into the houses

as the unbelieving sahib approaches—one scarcely ever
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sees them. But a Balti village rings with the merry-

noise of playing children, and one comes across shoals

of the dirty, ragged, or naked little creatures, full of

fun, though half-starved, tumbling about in every lane

and field.

Shergol is the farthest outpost of Western Buddh-
ism

;
and beyond this we were constantly encountering

by the wayside some signs of the creed of the lamas

—

altars, images, and monuments of various sorts. If one
judged from the multitude of these, one would conclude

this to be the most religious country in the world. This

is what one would expect in a land where religion takes

outward and visible forms only, which the traveller can

see for himself as he goes along
;
where all the praying

of the inhabitants is performed for them by the idols of

their own making, devotion and doctrine taking mate-
rial form in stocks and stones. Each day’s journey now
brought us into a more religious region, until, in the

vicinity of Lamayuru and Leh praying flags, altars,

mani
,
and -chortens were to be seen scattered over the

whole face of the country, every prominent pinnacle of

rock being fashioned into a prayer or idol.

On May 27 we had an interesting march of eighteen

miles to Kharbu. Outside Shergol we saw the first

mani, or wall of praying-stones. The illustration re-

presents a typical mani. This is a massive stone wall

or embankment about eight feet in height, its top

sloping from the centre to either side, like the roof of a

house. Every one of the large flat stones that form this

roof is elaborately carved in the pictorial characters of

Tibet with prayers, generally with the inscription, ‘ Om
mani patmi Om ,’ a prayer that is repeated in a variety

of ways man}’- millions of times each day in this coun-
try, and which is, perhaps, the most largely employed
prayer in the universe. The translation of these mystic
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syllables is merely, ‘ 0 1 thou jewel in the Lotus
,
0

!

’ If a

native be asked what this phrase signifies, he will reply

that he does not know, but that the words are very

holy, and that the repetition of them is a sacred duty.

Ramsey says one explanation is that each of the six

syllables of the prayer represents one of the six spheres

in which a soul can be re-born, and that by constant

UAXI AND CHORTENS.

repetition of them the doors of each of these spheres

may be closed, and hence Nirvana be obtained on death.

Thus, Om, repeated often enough, will close the gate of

the Fairy sphere, ma that of the Demigod sphere, and

so on.

These walls of stone, some a mile in length, are

found everywhere in Ladak, generally at the entrance
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of villages, but sometimes far away from any habitation.

The thousands of stones composing a mani will all pray

for one of the faithful, or, rather, by their magic power
lessen the periods of purgatory for him and bring him by
some space of time nearer Nirvana, whenever he walks

by them, provided he take care to leave the mani on his

right hand. Thus it is that a road always divides on ap-

proaching a mani, a path running on each side, so as to

accommodate a traveller coming from either direction.

The stones forming a mani vary in size from a few

inches to four or five feet in diameter. The carvings

are often artistic and beautiful. Images of Buddha and
designs of mystic figures are represented upon them, as

well as prayers. The carving is done by pious lamas,

generally from Lassa, who travel through Buddhist
countries in order to perform this holy duty, and hasten

thereby for miserable mankind the release from the

evils of existence. To wander over the face of the earth

through all one’s life and chisel holy symbols on every

crag one passes on the wayside is, according to this

people, the noblest pursuit to which an earthly saint

can devote himself.

At either end of the mani in the illustration is a

large cliorten, of the shape most frequently met with in

Ladak. After the corpse of a Buddhist has been burnt

by the lamas, some of the ashes of the dead man are

mixed with clay and moulded into a little idol, which,

if the deceased was a man of wealth, is placed by itsell

in the middle of a chorten built expressly for it
;

if he
was a poor man, his idol is placed in some old chorten,

with other idols of the poor. I have found the cavities

of ancient chortens filled with these little images.

About three miles from Shergol we passed the village

of Mulbek, a curious place, with many manis and
chortens. and a monastery perched on the rocks above.
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By the roadside near the village is a colossal idol of the

god Chamba, carved on the face of an isolated rock.

At the foot of this I found Subhana, who had gone
ahead with the camera, awaiting me with a broad smile

on his face. He had come to the conclusion that this

idol was just the sort of thing I should like to photo-

graph, and he was evidently highly pleased with himself

when I proceeded to take a picture of it. Subhana
prided himself on knowing what was worth photo-

graphing and what was not
;

and this intelligent

Kashmiri, after a little experience of my ways, hit the

mark as a rule. Sometimes, it is true, I found him
patiently waiting for me, with camera ready, before some
object so entirely devoid of any sort of interest that it

W'as puzzling to conjecture by what strange workings
of his mind he had come to consider it pictorially

valuable.

The idols of Ladak were, of course, regarded by
Subhana and our other Mussulman followers with a con-

temptuous amusement. Those who had not visited the

land before seemed to think that we had brought them
into the midst of the most wicked idolaters on earth.

When we entered the village of Mulbek the male
population was sitting in groups, silent and motionless,

on the flat house-tops. As we passed each house, the

dingy-faced, pigtailed men on the roof would rise to

their feet of one accord, make an obeisance, utter the

word of greeting—jooly—in solemn chorus, squat down
again simultaneously, and then in a moment become
apparently quite oblivious of us, and lapse into silent

meditation. There was something very weird in this

performance
;
but it was quite in accord with the spirit

of this enchanted land. There were many little black

cattle in the alleys of the village, and the tiniest and
tamest goats I have ever seen came out of the houses to
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make friends with us. The Ladaki goats are the

prettiest creatures of their kind, with long, soft hair
;

but they are very perky and conceited. They look

more like nice little clean toy goats out of the Lowther

Arcade than anything else. All domestic animals are

remarkably tame in Ladak
;
for good Buddhists treat

with kindness those lower forms of life into which it

may be their bad lot to be re-incarnated some day.

Not only man, but also all creatures under his domina-

tion—horses, sheep, goats, fowls—are diminutive here

;

whereas the wild animals on the high mountains are of

gigantic size—the Ovis poli for example, that Brob-

dingnagian among sheep.

Near Mulbek the road passes through one of those

weird ravines so frequent in this country, where the

crags of concrete and sandstone are worn away into

fantastic shapes simulating cathedral spires, great

terraces and turrets of castles, vast organs, and other

forms. Here the Buddhist has his sacred place on
many a pinnacle and in hollows of the cliffs. There
are numbers of curious little buildings carved out of

the soft rock and decorated outside with paint, not

now inhabited, the homes of Lamas long-since dead.

On some of the peaks, too, are cairns of stones—altars

whereon the natives place the horns of beasts and
other offerings for the gods. The traveller, too, who
penetrates this defile is protected by sacred writings on
the face of the cliff, which frighten away the evil spirits

of the air. An enchanted land indeed, where signs of

magic rites meet one at every step
;
a strange world,

such as one has seen before in dreams alone, and which
on this day looked more unearthly even than usual.

The sky above was of the blue of the Tibetan turquoise.

There was an absence of perspective, and one could

form no idea of distance. As one marched on, far

L 2
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mountains appeared to advance to meet one, and all

the stony waste was trembling with mirage.

In the course of this march we ascended a side-

nullah to the summit of a ridge forming the watershed

between the Wakka and another small tributary of the

Indus. On this pass—the Namika La—we were
13,000 feet above the sea, that is, 1,500 feet above the

Zoji La. But there was no snow, and here we found

‘the easiest bit of road we had experienced since leaving

Srinagur. The ridge is a plateau of earth, white with

a deposit of nitre or other salt. We then descended

into a broad valley hemmed in between bare mountains.

We passed two or three villages, and in every case

the Buddhists, as usual, avoiding the easy plain, had
gone out of their way to build their monastery and
dwelling-houses on isolated and precipitous rocks. One
of these villages presents a very strange appearance.

At the entrance of an extremely desolate side-valley

stands a steep hill, topped by a dome of soft rock. This

dome is capped by a monastery, and its sides all round
are honeycombed with the dwellings and tombs of the

village, the whole looking like a gigantic wedding-cake

that had been nibbled by mice. A very holy lama
dwells here.

After passing long rows of .chortens and manis, we
reached our destination, Kharbu. Above this village

towers a great precipice, on whose serrated summit are

the ruins of what must once have been an extensive

town and a strong castle—-just the sort of grotesque

mountain-stronghold Dore would have loved to draw
when illustrating some mediaeval legend.

As we neared the village strange music greeted us,

and we saw four men with pipes and metal drums
squatting on a house-top, who had been sent to do us

honour with their wild and barbaric, but not unimpres-
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sive, strains. Often, as we rode into one of these silent

villages of Ladak, we would be startled by the sudden
braying of a trumpet above us, and on looking up
would see on the walls of a lamasery hanging over

some dizzy height, a red-draped lama blowing a long

brass shawm to welcome us.

From the serai at Kharbu we looked over the mud-
houses of the village, on whose flat roofs the people

were sitting under the numerous praying-flags which
fluttered in the evening breeze. The sacred syllables

are painted on these flags, and, as the wind shakes

them, they produce the same result as the manis and
the praying-wheels. Nearly everyone we saw here

was carrying a hand praying-wheel. This is a little

cylinder containing rolls of the usual prayers. It is

held in the hand, and turned by the action of the wrist,

after the manner of a child’s rattle. One sees the

Ladaki men unceasingly twisting these little instru-

ments while walking on the road, or chatting and bar-

gaining in the bazaar
;
for to concentrate the attention

on the revolution, or even to be conscious of it, is quite

unnecessary—one can attain the Perfect Peace by auto-

matic muscular action.

Bower and myself strolled outside the village until

we found ourselves in a field of chortens, where an
intelligent native met us, whose hut was built amidst

the crowded tombs of departed saints. He spoke a

little Hindostani, and was pleased to reply to our
questions. We asked him what he knew of the ruined
town extending along the crags above us.

4 That,’ he
said, 4

is Old Kharbu. It was a well-fortified castle

before the Dogras came. That white building was one
of the palaces of the Rajah of Ladak. In my father’s

time all the villagers lived in the castle up there
;
but

when the Maharajah’s troops came here and deposed
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our Rajah, they burnt the old town, and no one has

dwelt there since.’

A very unhandsome lady, who also lived among the

tombs, but who, to judge from the number of turquoises

on her peyrak, must have been a person of some con-

sequence, now came up, and was ready to take part in

the conversation, our first friend acting as interpreter.

She told us she had three husbands, but that all were
now away getting wool. She explained to us that

when her eldest, or principal husband, was at home the

other two had to keep out of the way. Thus, if he
happened to return first from his wool-gathering, he
would place his stick or winter boots outside the house-

door, to intimate to his juniors that he had taken up
his residence in the family mansion, and that their pre-

sence there was undesirable until he should go away
again.
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CHAPTER X
THE FOTU LA—LAMAYURU—ITS LAMASERY—LAMAS’ MUSIC — MERCHANTS

FROM LASSA—TRADE WITH TURKESTAN—NEED FOR A CONSULATE AT
YARKAND— THE INDUS NURLA — SASPUL—NIMU — BAZGO PRAY NG-

WATERWHEELS.

On May 28 we marched to the next stage, Lamayuru.
It was one of the usual cloudless Ladaki days : the sun’s

rays, passing through the thin air, which lessened little

of their power, fell upon us with scorching fierceness,

while the wind at this elevation was keen. All this

part of the country is higher than the Zoji La, the

valley of Kharbu being nearly 12,000 feet above the

sea, and Lamayuru 11,520.

When we reached the village of Hinniscoot, which
is built on the steep slope of a hill, with a ruined castle

above it, we found some sepoys of the Maharajah’s army
awaiting us, who had been sent from Leh to escort

Bower for the last six marches into that city.

Shortly beyond this village we crossed a ridge, the

Eotu La, the highest point of the Leh road, being
13,400 feet above the sea. Here, though we were
2,000 feet higher than the top of the Zoji La, we found
no snow lying

;
but the higher mountains on eithei

side were deeply covered. On the summit of this ridge

stands a great chorten, under the lee of which we took
shelter until a sudden and violent mountain-storm had
passed by us. The wind blew with great force, howling
like a gale at sea as it swept down upon us from the
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snow-filled gullies high above, driving snow and hail

before it.

The scene from here was very wild. On either side

of us towered rocky peaks wrapt in clouds, and we
looked through this gap in the mountains over an im-

mense sea of high, upheaved plateaus, snowy domes, and
profound ravines, the whole appearing to be completely

waste, as if this had been some landscape on the dead

moon—crags, accumulations of stones, stretches of

bare yellow earth and snow, but not a tree, nor a blade

of grass, nor any sign of life, the scattered nestling oases

in the valley depths not being visible from here.

We descended from the ridge and passed into a

dreary defile, which was a good preparation for the

extraordinary spectacle that was to meet our eyes as

we emerged from it. The defile was narrow, with a

flat bottom, where was a dry watercourse
;
on either

side the sandstone crags rose perpendicularly, cloven

into the usual fantastic shapes of towers and organs.

It was an uncanny place, and opened out suddenly at

its farther end on a broad, barren valley with wastes of

pebbles, dry earth, and boulders, through which a little

river ran. At the farther end of the valley, just before

it narrowed again into a gorge, we saw the village of

Lamayuru on a steep, bare hillside, with its gompa
crowning the crags above.

But what made this view so very striking, and
elicited exclamations of astonishment even from our
followers, was the enormous number of monuments of

Buddhist worship that were crowded up on either side

of the road for the two or three miles that lay between
us and the village. Thousands of chortens, standing

in rows and in groups, long manis of carved prayers,

and cairns, covered the desert ground, and the effect

was indescribably weird.
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We walked to the village through this silent city

of tombs and altars, all of which appeared to be of

great age. The outskirts of Lamayuru itself were still

more densely crowded with lofty chortens, some bril-

liantly painted and elaborately carved. We wound in

and out through a labyrinth of these, and the road
occasionally passed under a chorten by a gateway lofty

enough to allow of a man on horseback riding beneath.

The quaint houses of the little town, many of which
were in ruins, were perched on pinnacles of rock and
on other as uncomfortable positions as could be selected.

A very dirty but polite group of the principal citizens,

with long gowns and pigtails, most of whom were twirl-

ing their prayer-wheels, came out to welcome us, and
with soft footsteps walked before us to the serai

through narrow alleys, the mild-eyed Buddhists gazing
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at us from the roof-tops as we passed. In the ‘Arabian
Nights ’ there is a description of a Mussulman prince

who comes to a strange city of idolaters, terrifying to

the imagination, where dwell magicians. Were I illus-

trating the old tale I should draw just such a place as

is this weird Lamayuru.
This is far the most picturesque spot on the Leh

road, and I was very disappointed in not being able to

take some photographs here, for the camera-bearer

loitered this day, and never came in until after sunset.

Bower and myself paid a visit to the lamasery,

which is a large and interesting one. To reach it we
had to walk through the heart of the town, or, to speak
more accurately, climb up it ; for one ascends the

narrow streets by flights of rough and steep steps hewn
out of the rock, crossing deep chasms by log bridges

;

and so precipitous in places is the face of the cliff, that

to get from one house to another on a ledge above it a

ladder is necessary. It is the most perpendicular,

rambling, and generally most eccentric human settle-

ment that it is possible to imagine. The irregular little

windows of the houses are, as a rule, in the upper storeys

only, so that one walks up a street between two bare,

leaning mud walls. Dirty people and clean goats

seemed to be all living together within these buildings
;

for the heads of both appeared at the windows and on
the house-tops, peering down upon us. Sometimes the

houses met above our heads, or the street was roofed

over with beams and mud, so that only a dim light

penetrated below to show us the way as we crept up
these tunnel-like thoroughfares. It was as some sub-

terranean city in a nightmare.

When we had nearly scaled the town, some of the

lamas—those ugliest, dirtiest, and gentlest of human
beings—came down to meet us, attired in flowing robes
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that had once been red, but which had been toned

down by years of dirt to a darker and more artistic

shade.

The monastery is perched on the very summit of

the rugged crags, and is about two hundred feet above

the lower portion of the town. The buildings compos-
ing it fit themselves into the crevices and irregularities

of the precipices, being in places supported on wooden
scaffoldings and overhanging the abyss—an insecure-

looking habitation, but strongly and skilfully con-

structed. On the sides of the gate by which we entered

some large praying-wheels were fixed. These were
cylinders some two feet in diameter, containing rolls of

prayers, and turning on pivots projecting from the

wall. Each of the monks, as he entered, gave one of

these wheels a push with his hand and so made it

whirl round for a few seconds, vainly imagining that

by a constant repetition of revolutions he could at last

effect his escape from the trammels of earthly existence

;

like some silly captive squirrel that perpetually runs

up the treadmill of its turning cage in the fond belief

that it is hurrying to liberty.

A French traveller in these regions describes an
amusing scene of which he was a witness. A lama on
passing one of these prayer-wheels piously turned it.

Before it had ceased revolving another lama, coming
the other way, put his hand on it and set it travelling

in a reverse direction, to his own credit account, and
thus deprived the first lama of the full advantage of his

own spin. A fierce argument forthwith ensued between
the two, which at last led to blows. The peaceful

Buddhist never resorts to violence unless it be over
some very serious question, such as the above, when
his unkind brother was postponing Nirvana for him.

Passing through the gompa gates we were taken
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into a dimly-lighted hall, in which the air was odorous
with incense. The walls and roof were draped with

richly-coloured hangings of Chinese silk and paper, on
which were dreadful designs of fiends and dragons.

Strange ornaments of paper and feathers, and several

glass bowls of incantation water, were arranged on the

platforms under the walls. There were some rather

well-executed images of Buddha, and of many hideous

deities of good and evil.

The abbot, who had been muttering Om mani padmi
Oms in a low voice all the time he was with us, now
inquired whether we would like to hear the musicians

of the lamasery play. We replied in the affirmative,

and five lamas, provided with long shawms, gongs, and
cymbals, sat on the floor in the middle of the chamber
and executed for us the sacred music of the Tibetan

Buddhists, fantastic as everything else Tibetan, with

abrupt changes and strange discords
;
while now and

again the music would suddenly cease, and with sub-

dued voices the monks would engage in a wild and
melancholy chant in the minor key. It was music such

as I had never heard before in the East—barbaric, but

in a way singularly impressive, well fitted to the mystic

Buddhist faith—music that was older than the creeds of

Europe, and seemed to awaken vague reminiscences of

a far barbaric ancestry, or of the former existences

through which, according to the Buddhist doctrine, the

soul has passed. As competent judges have assured

me, this Tibetan music is composed with more real

science, and is of far higher merit, than the average

European listener would be aware of. But there are

delicate distinctions in it almost inappreciable, modu-
lations of quarter notes which, to our ears, produce an

effect of flatness and sameness.

The music over, the lamas took us to the idol-
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chamber. They showed us an image of Buddha, and

many other idols of brightly-coloured demons and fear-

ful, fabulous monsters, which they said had been made
for the monastery by a great lama from Lassa. At
one end of the room was a large disk, or shield, on
which was carved, with some artistic skill, the image of

a God with a number of hands radiating to the cir-

cumference of the shield. Any European conversant

with Buddhism would have been able to name without

hesitation the deity thus represented
;
but on question-

ing the lamas, they replied that they did not know what
God this was, but that it was a very holy and potent

idol, which the learned lama from Lassa had brought to

them to worship.

On May 29 we marched about eighteen miles to

Nuria. Below Lamayuru the valley again contracts,

and we travelled several miles down a narrow gorge,

the road zigzagging among the crags, in places being

carried along the cliffs, and often crossing the torrent

by wooden bridges.

In this ravine we met a caravan of Tibetans who
were on their way from Lassa to Kashmir with a

number of horses laden with brick tea. We entered

into conversation with the chief, who spoke Hindostani.

He said they had left Lassa in the preceding autumn,
and had wintered at Leh to await the opening of the

Zoji La. This brick tea is not very palatable to

Europeans, but is held in high estimation by the Kash-
miris, for it fetches two rupees or so a pound in the

bazaar at Srinagur
;
whereas Indian tea of inferior

quality can be purchased there for a few annas a

pound. The Chinese levy a duty on Indian tea. It is,

however, often smuggled across the frontier, fifty horse-

loads at a time.

Our commercial arrangements with China in this
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part of the world are, by the way, in a somewhat un-

satisfactory condition, and the presence of a British

Consul at Yarkand is much needed. I believe that a

bit of red-tapeism at home stands in the way of our

having a representative in Chinese Turkestan. It is

asserted that, as Consul in Chinese territory, he would
necessarily be under the control of our Minister at

Pekin, to whom he would have to forward all his

reports. This would entail such delay and confusion

as to render the Consulate practically useless. The
remote province of Turkestan is almost a terra incognita

at Pekin, and is in some respects outside the jurisdic-

tion of the Celestial Government. To be of any avail

the Yarkand Consulate should be placed directly under
the Indian Government, which understands the condi-

tions and requirements of our relations wTith Chinese

Turkestan as our Embassy at Pekin and our depart-

ments in England cannot do. But to have it thus

would not be according to Cocker, and we have there-

fore no Consul at all. The result is that the Russians,

who maintain a Consulate at Yarkand, have things their

own way there, and the trade between India and Turke-

stan is crippled, as far as possible, to the advantage of

the Russian traders. For instance, merchants who are

Indian subjects of ours pay dues on entering and on
leaving any city in Chinese Turkestan

;
while, on the

other hand, the Russian merchants pass free of toll.

This partiality is a direct violation of Lord Elgin’s

Tientsin Treaty, by which it was stipulated that England
should not be debarred from any commercial favour

that was granted by China to any other nation. It is

high time that there should be someone at Yarkand to

guard the interests of our subjects who trade there.

Every English traveller in Turkestan is met by the

resident Indian merchants with bitter complaints of the
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treatment they receive. It is a clever bit of Kussian

policy to make the fact of being a British subject an

obstruction to one’s business and a serious pecuniary

loss in Central Asia.

Since the commercial treaty that was entered into

between the Governments of India and Kashmir in

1870 we have a representative, known as the British

Joint-Commissioner, at Leh, which town is the centre of

the trade with Eastern Turkestan, as well as with Tibet.

His duty it is to settle all disputes between our subjects

and natives of Kashmir on the one hand, and the

Central Asian merchants who are subjects of Russia

and China on the other hand. The presence of this

officer at so important a centre has already produced
excellent results : most of the abuses that hampered the

trade on this route have been swept away, and the mer-
chants are no longer so outrageously blackmailed as

before on their, way through Kashmir territory. The
duties that were once levied on caravans passing

through Leh were abolished some years ago by the

Maharajah’s Council
;
but it is said that the officials of

that city quietly ignored the order, charged the tolls,

and pocketed them all for a year or so afterwards, be-

fore they were detected.

This day we passed another small Tibetan caravan
of donkeys laden with wool. The men told us they had
come from the Chung Tung, or Northern Plateau, by
way of Rupshu. The wool trade between Tibet and
India is now considerable, and Englishmen who have
taken up this enterprise at Darjeeling are making large

profits. The Chinese Tibetans who travel with these
caravans on this road swagger along with a somewhat
arrogant air, and, as natives of holy and free Tibet, look
down with contempt on their conquered brethren of
Ladak, are given to bullying them, and often impress
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the Ladaki coolies to carry their goods through the

country for nothing.

After descending the gorge for several miles, we
at last opened out the broad valley of the Indus, up

which our road was to he for the rest of the journey to

Leh, and I saw for the first time that mighty river,

even here of considerable volume, swollen and dis-

coloured with the melting snows of unexplored regions

of Tibet, and roaring in a series of furious rapids be-

tween its desert shores.

We crossed the river by a long cantilever bridge,

rode through a Dogra fort which defended the passage,

whose garrison turned out to salute us, and commenced

our ascent of the valley. Soon rows of manis and

ehortens indicated the approach to a village, and we
entered the extensive oasis of Khalsi, where we had our

tiffin by an artificial pond of clear water under the

shade of walnut-trees. We looked round on rich crops

of peas, barley, and lucerne
;
multitudes of apricots

;

wild lavender and iris growing among the rocks
;
and

murmuring streams of coldest, clearest water flashing

by, that had converted the desert of granite-grit and

gravel into this pleasant garden. The line of demarca-

tion between cultivation and complete barrenness was

very remarkable here. When we set out again after

our midday halt, we stepped over the outer irrigation-

ditch, about eighteen inches broad, from deep lucerne

on one side, to a ' desert of sand and pebbles on the

other, where not a plant grew.

We journeyed on through a dreary land quivering

in mirage until sunset, when we came to the long row

of tombs again—a cheering sight, as signifying the

approach of our destination and dinner—and then

entered another sweet oasis, that of Nuria, where, as

usual, we partook of our meals and slept coram populo
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—all the village coming out to stare at us—on the

verandah of the serai.

The next day’s journey (May 30) was of seventeen

miles, in the course of which, as the guide-book justly

remarks, there is but one small patch of vegetation.

At this patch, accordingly, we halted for breakfast. An
heiress—for such she must have been, to judge from the

way she bullied her husband when he came up, a mere

magpa he, no doubt—was working in the fields, and on

turning one of her numerous little irrigation canals on

to a plot of barley, released a quantity of water, which

poured down in our direction as we were enjoying our

fowls and tea, and threatened to irrigate us out. Our
servants and sepoys on this set up cries of consterna-

tion and indignation, and the woman, terrified at the

danger into which she had inadvertently placed the two
great sahibs, hurried up with her spade, and promptly

dammed the canal up again and saved us.

It was then that her miserable slave and magpa
slouched up, and she proceeded to heap abuse on him
in a shrill voice all the while we were at breakfast, as

if the accident had been his fault, poor wretch. He
wisely replied nothing to the scold who ruled him.

He looked like a man whose spirit had been completely

broken by much ill-usage. If I were he, I should try

and summon up sufficient courage to beg her—since

she evidently no longer loved her poor magpa—to give

me the customary parting rupee or sheep, and discharge

me. It was a sad sight, and set one thinking to what
depths women’s rights, as advanced by some extreme
ladies at home, would drag down the hapless male.

Unless we look to it we shall all be as magpas some
day.

After breakfast we were off again over heated crags

and sands and slopes of gravel, while dust-devils rose

M
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up mysteriously all round us, soaring like great columns
of white smoke into the blue sky, in a few moments
to burst and scatter into clouds. Then once more we
came to the outlying manis and tombs, and saw
before us the orchards of the oasis of Saspul, behind
which, in striking contrast, were wastes of yellow sand
and reddish gravel glowing in the sunshine, and still

farther off was a great range of dark mountains with

snow-covered peaks—Devonshire, the Sahara, and the

Alps seeming to combine to form this incongruous
landscape.

We traversed one of the usual dishevelled suburbs
of old tombs, broken walls, and ruined, deserted huts

which surround a Ladak village, and passed through
the irrigated land, grateful to the eyes after the glare

of rocks and sands, with a noise of babbling water and
singing birds in our ears, and the smell of lavender and
many flowers in our nostrils, to the serai.

The description of one day’s march on this road is

very like another, tomb- surrounded oases alternating

with desert ravines and plateaus
;
the scenery, however,

is not really monotonous, but is always varying and
interesting.

On May 31 we travelled to Nimu. As the Indus
for some miles rushes down a precipitous gorge, our

road left the valley and ascended to the stony plateaus

above. It was a windless and oppressively hot day.

The sky above was no longer of the Tibetan blue, but

of a yellowish tint, and instead of the marvellous

Tibetan clearness of atmosphere, a haze hung over the

country, rendering distant objects indistinct. This was
the typical climate of the steppes of Turkestan, as dis-

tinguished from that of Tibet. The copper sky and the

haze were due, not to the presence of any moisture in

the air, but to the finest dust held in suspension, which.
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having been carried up into the higher strata of the

atmosphere by storms on far distant deserts, was float-

ing over Ladak.

The extreme dryness of the air was becoming more
noticeable as we left the Himalayan range farther

behind us. Here mouth, throat, and nostrils feel un-

comfortably parched, and the skin is chapped and
cracked. I remember that three of us once tried to

whistle to one of Bower’s dogs, but found it impossible

to do so with our dried-up lips.

We met this day a band of poor Mussulman Baltis

on their way to seek work in Kashmir or India—simple,

ugly, good-natured people, with long elf-locks curling

down their cheeks, clothed in filthy and scanty rags,

and of a half-starved appearance. Several of them had
suffered from frostbite while crossing a pass leading

from their country, and had lost fingers and toes. The
Ladakis look very comfortable and well-fed by the side

of these poor creatures. The Baltis are an unfortunate

and oppressed race
;
but, as the result of our inter-

ference, things will be better with them for the future.

In consequence of the proximity of their country to

the Gilgit road, it is these men chiefly who are im-

pressed to carry loads on that deadly track, while thou-

sands of them have been captured and sold as slaves in

Turkestan by their neighbours, the Kanjut robbers.

Our midday halting-place was in a bagh of blossom-

ing apricot-trees outside Bazgo. This village covers

the side of a rocky hill. High above it, on the crags,

are the ruins of an ancient fortress, which once resisted

a very long siege, and two large lamaseries. I

ascended the cliffs and explored the strange wilderness

of great rocks, riven as by earthquakes, on which these

buildings stand. The gompas, surrounded by precipices

and pinnacles, command extensive views, but over
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stony desolation only, not so much as a blade of grass

being within sight to remind the lamas of the despised

life of earth.

At Bazgo 1 saw a praying-waterwheel for the first

time, a cylinder full of rolls of prayers fixed across a

stream upon an axle, and turned by the running water.

It is indeed strange, if these people really believe in

the efficacy of their praying-machinery, as they are

said to do, that they put up so few of these water-

wheels. The traveller in Ladak seldom comes across

them, and yet, revolving day and night as they do
unceasingly, it stands to reason that they must perform
more work than the praying-flags and hand-wheels.

An enormous amount of praying power is wasted in

the rushing Indus, which, properly utilised, might be
made to insure Nirvana on death to every soul in the

country. Good missionaries from Lassa should see to

this.
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CHAPTER XI

THE HUNTING OF DAD MAHOMED— LEH FEVER— CITY OF LEH — THE
BAZAARS— CARAVAN TRADE— POPULATION OF LEH MORAVIAN AND
ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSIONS—DR. REDSLOP—BOWER’S PREPARATIONS—
POLO.

On June 1, our sixteenth day out from Srinagur, we
marched two stages and completed our journey to Leh.

Our route lay across a 'hot and glaring desert; but
though there were no habitations or cultivation, the

whole road was lined with chortens, manis, and cairns,

and all the big boulders of rock that were scattered

over the waste had little heaps of stones or horns of

cattle on their tops, piled up as propitiations to the

gods by pious travellers.

At a small oasis where we halted for tiffin we were
met by two mounted Dogra officers of the Maharajah’s

army who were old friends of Bower and*had travelled

with him in Central Asia, so that there was a cordial

greeting between them. One of these officers had dis-

tinguished himself by tracking down the murderer, Dad
Mahomed, for which feat he had received the large

reward that had been offered by the Government, and
had been publicly thanked in open Durbar at Srinagur.

The story of this capture is interesting. This Dad
Mahomed, a Pathan from Quetta, a notorious ruffian and
assassin, who had established himself as a merchant at

Leh, murdered the English traveller, Dalgleish, on the

Karakoram Pass, where the caravans of both happened
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to be encamped on the same night. Dalgleish’s followers

were cowardly Lakadis and Russian Turkis, who made
no attempt to defend him. After the murder Dad
Mahomed cut the Ladakis’ pigtails off, and amused him-
self by firing at the wretches as they fled down the

pass. He made the Mussulman Turkis take an oath

on the Koran not to reveal what he had done. He
then escaped into Turkestan with his Pathan followers.

The Indian Government was soon apprised of this

murder, and Captain Bower, who was then setting out

to travel in these regions, was instructed to discover

and arrest the assassin if possible. All Bower was told

as to the whereabouts of the fugitive was to the effect

that he was somewhere in Central Asia, which, I need
scarcely say, is a geographical term comprising a ver}^

large slice of the earth’s surface, so that the mission

must have appeared a somewhat vague and hopeless

one.

Bower crossed the mountains into Chinese Turkestan,

where our fellow-subjects, the Hindoo merchants settled

there, as is their custom, welcomed the English traveller

and gave him every assistance in their power. The
Chinese authorities refused to take any steps in the

matter, but the Hindoos soon obtained for Bower all

the information he required, and he was put upon the

track of Dad Mahomed. That gentleman got wind of

Bower’s intentions, and evidently did not consider him-

self to be safe in any part of Central Asia, for he
commenced to travel backwards and forwards over

enormous distances, often under an assumed name and
in disguise, so that all trace of him should be lost, and
he was heard of in Bokhara and Balkh, as well as in the

cities of China. The trade-routes, the only practicable

roads over the thinly-populated regions of Central Asia,

are limited in number, and form, as I have before
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remarked, telephones, as it were, of news. It is difficult

to keep one’s goings and comings secret in suck a

country, so that while this exciting chase was being

carried on Bower was never for long off Dad Mahomed’s
tracks, and Dad Mahomed was always still better

informed as to the movements of so conspicuous a per-

sonage as a European traveller.

The fugitive never ventured within Bower’s reach,

and invariably kept a few hundred miles between him-
self and his pursuer

;
so Bower soon realised that this

was a difficult game to stalk, and that he might pass the

rest of his life rushing up and down the wastes of Asia,

and fail to catch this wily and rapidly-moving Pathan.

Bower thereupon changed his tactics
;
driving, and not

stalking, was obviously the proper way of conducting
- this sort of chase, and he made his plans to drive Dad
Mahomed into a previously-laid trap. Pirst he sent the

Dogra officer I have mentioned and another reliable man
of his party, both well disguised, to Samarcand with

definite instructions, which they carried out with great

intelligence. Then Bower, with the rest of his men,
proceeded to energetically follow up the Pathan, allowing

him no rest, and at last, by turning his line of flight,

compelled him to escape in the direction of Samarcand.
Dad Mahomed unconsciously fell into the trap : he
entered Samarcand, and was promptly recognised by
Bower’s two men. While one of these shadowed him,

the other went off to the Russian general, produced
Bower’s letter, and told the story. The general at once
sent some Cossacks with the man, the murderer was
seized and carried to the prison. Bower was anxious to

march the prisoner into India through Kashgaria and
Kashmir, as a good example to any other ruffians there

might be in those parts
;
but Dad Mahomed could not,

of course, be delivered over to him until an extradition
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warrant had been obtained from the Russian Govern-
ment. There was a considerable delay in receiving a

reply to Bower’s request, and difficulties might have
been raised had not the prisoner, before any decision

on the subject was come to, been good enough to solve

the knotty problem by hanging himself in his cell.

Some Pathans of Dad Mahomed’s tribe were in

Samarcand at the time, who threatened Bower’s followers,

and told them that neither they nor their master would
ever reach Kashmir alive. No one, however, ventured

to interfere with Bower on his return journey, and the

story of this successful drive spread through all the

bazaars of Central Asia and caused a great impression.
‘ How far-reaching,’ men would say to each other, ‘ is

the arm of the Indian Sarkar ? It can even stretch

across Kashmir to seize and destroy in the depths of

Asia the man who has had the temerity to slay a

sahib.’

The Dogra officers informed us that there was an

epidemic of Russian influenza in Ladak, to which Dr.

Marx, the Moravian missionary, had fallen a victim.

This disease had been raging for some time in Central

Asia, and Bower told me that eighty Chinese soldiers

had died of it while he was in Kashgar. The epidemic

in Leh, however, turned out to be, not influenza, but

a fever peculiar to this province, somewhat resembling

typhus, but of a milder nature
;

its symptoms are fever

and very high temperature lasting for twelve days,

intense headache, a slight rash, and disordered mental

faculties, followed by extreme prostration for several

weeks. It breaks out regularly in Ladak every spring,

and is probably due to the filthy habits of the people

when confined within their dark, unwholesome huts,

during the intense cold of the winter, through which

they practically hybernate; so that in early spring,
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when they come forth debilitated by the poisonous air

they have been breathing for months, the fierce sun has

plenty of material out of which to engender a pestilence.

The Buddhists attribute its origin to the Mahomedans in

Leh, for they argue that it always follows the exhausting-

fast of the Ramazan. This fever is rarely fatal
;
but the

Moravian missionaries, who had devoted themselves to

the care of the sick natives, were attacked without one

exception, and two died of the sequelce.

We rode on after our tiffin, with our escort, across

the burning sands and pebbly wastes of the Indus Valley

till we came to the isolated rock of Pitak, rising from

the river-bank, with an ancient gompa and fort at its

summit. Here two spurs of the mountain-range to the

north of the Indus open out, leaving a great sand plain

between them. At the head of this plain, about five

miles from the Indus, and at the point where the hills

approach again to form a narrow valley, stands the city

of Leh, surrounded by cultivated fields, groves of lofty

poplars and other trees. The streams that flow down
from the nullahs behind it and water this oasis are

afterwards sucked up by the arid sands, and never reach

the Indus. The Indus at Pitak is 10,500 feet above the

sea, Leh is 11,500 feet, so that one gradually ascends

1,000 feet in the course of the five miles’ journey across

the sands.

As one approaches this important city, the capital

of Western Tibet and of Western Buddhism, it presents

a really imposing appearance. Towering above all the

groves and houses stands the massive palace of the

deposed Gialpos, or Rajahs of Ladak, with many
irregular storeys and lofty, inleaning walls, and with

giant chortens containing the ashes of kings surrounding

it. Higher up, on the crags behind, is the gompa, and
behind ' all rises a mighty snow-covered mountain-
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range, across which lead the roads into Turkestan and
Tibet.

Ourlate Joint-Commissioner, Mr. Ramsey, has greatly

improved the road between Leh and Dras, and for the

last five miles has carried it in a perfectly straight line

from Pitak to the gates of the city. But the Ladakis,

fantastic as usual, loving zigzagging and tortuous

ways and abhorring regularity, often avoid this easy

route to take a longer and rougher one. There is, how-
ever, some reason for this eccentric conduct : there are

no manis by the side of the new road, so that to walk
these five miles, though saving in time, is an unprofitable

and absolutely wasted effort so far as preparation for

the next world is concerned
;

it is, therefore, more ad-

vantageous to follow the rugged old winding native

road, well-provided as it is with rows of praying-stones,

and far superior to the new one from a theological point

of view.

Mr. Ramsey, by the way, was anxious to improve

the road from Leh across the Karakoram Pass, the

principal trade-route into Central Asia. He called

together the merchants of Leh, pointed out the ad-

vantages of his scheme, and asked if they would con-

tribute a trifling sum each towards the cost of the work.

Their spokesman, who happened to be the same Dad
Mahomed whom Bower subsequently hunted to the.

death, was a political economist of the true Oriental

school. 4 No,’ said he, 4 we are better without a road.

It would, as you say, save much time in the journey

and lives of baggage-animals, and men; but a good

road would bring more merchants here, goods would

become cheaper, and our profits would consequently

be less.’

We rode up to the city, passed through the walls by

a small wicket-gate, and found ourselves at the head of
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tlie bazaar, wliicli has been built since the Dogra con-

quest—a long, broad street, such as Srinagur cannot

boast, bordered by the shops of the merchants, and with

the great White palace rising conspicuously at the

farther end. The passing through this wicket into the

bazaar is a sudden burst from the wilds into civilisation.

The merchants, many of whom are white-robed Hindoos

from Kashmir, were sitting cross-kneed among their

wares at the entrance of their shops. Several of the

leading men met us, to salaam and proffer their dalis of

dried fruits, sugar, and vegetables. But the bazaar was
comparatively deserted at this early season. I was in-

formed that later on, when the passes into Central Asia

are open, this place would be full of life, and be
exceedingly picturesque and interesting for a stranger

to behold.

Leh, conveniently situated as it is about half-way

between the markets of India and those of Central Asia,

has become the terminus for the caravans from both

regions. In the summer, traders arrive at Leh from
every part of India, and from Turkestan, Tibet, Siberia,

and the remotest districts of Central Asia. Here the

goods and produce of the south are exchanged for

those of the north. It is seldom that a caravan from
India goes north of Leh, or that one from Central Asia

proceeds south of it. The merchants, who have been
travelling for months along the difficult roads from
either direction, meet here and dispose of their loads,

to a great extent by barter
;
but before they commence

the long, weary homeward journey, they rest here for

a month or two, so that the bazaar and the environs of

the city are thronged with the camels, yaks, and other

beasts of burden, as well as with men from all corners

of Asia. At this time there is such a motley collection

of types and various costumes, and such a babel of
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different languages, as it would not be easy to find else-

where. Savage Tartars in sheepskins, and other out-

landish men, jostle with the elegant Hindoo merchant

from the cities of Central India, and the turbulent

Mussulman Patlian scowls at the imperturbable idol-

aters from the Celestial Empire. Leh in September is,

indeed, one of the busiest and most crowded of cities,

and the storekeepers and farmers who have to supply

this multitude must make a very good profit for the

time.

Leh is therefore a very cosmopolitan city, even in

the dead season
;
for there are resident merchants and

others of various races and creeds. Small as is the

permanent population, at least four languages are in

common use here—Hindostani, Tibetan, Turki, and

Kashmiri—while several others are spoken. Six re-

ligions have their followers in Leh: there are Buddh-

ists, Mahomedans of three sects (Sunis, Shiahs, and

Maulais), Hindoos, and Sikhs. The people are fairly

tolerant to each other’s beliefs, and intermarriages in

families of rival creeds are not infrequent. There is a

mongrel race here of Arghons, as they are called—the

lialf-caste offspring of Mussulman Turki caravan-drivers,

who enter into temporary (Nikah) marriages withLadak

Buddhist women. These Arghons adopt the religion

of their wandering, and often unknown, fathers, and

are Mahomedans of a lax sort. The result of all this

intermarriage is that the Buddhists and Mahomedans

have mutually modified each other’s peculiar customs,

and have yielded to each other’s prejudices. The

Mussulman women at. Leh, as a rule, go about freely

and unveiled, like their Buddhist sisters, and are only

to be distinguished from the latter by the fillets and

coin ornaments they wear on their heads. The idea

of polyandry is loathsome to a Maliomedan, while a
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Ladak lady is averse to sharing her husband with other

wives
;
so one finds here that a Mussulman has seldom

more than one wife, and that a Buddhist woman has

generally but one husband, the contact of the two ex-

tremes, polygamy and polyandry, having developed the

intermediate custom of monogamy.
We were put-up in the British Joint-Commissioner’s

residence, a bungalow outside the town surrounded by
a grove and garden. This is the centre of the European
quarter, such as it is, consisting only of the Moravian
mission-house, the European cemetery, and a dak bun-

galow containing a library of books left behind by travel-

ling sahibs, and under the charge of the native postman.

There are only four graves in the European ceme-
tery. One is that of the murdered Dalgleish, and two
of the others are of English travellers who died of the

effects of thin air and the difficulty of breathing at high

altitudes.

The present Joint-Commissioner in Ladak is Captain

Evans Gordon, an energetic and able officer, as are

most of those appointed by the Indian Government to

this unsettled and peculiarly-situated State. He had
not yet arrived at Leh, as his presence had been re-

quired at Srinagur
;
so we were unfortunate in not

meeting him here.

We found at the Besidency Dr. Thorold, who was
to accompany Bower on his adventurous journey, and
who had preceded him with the stores. It was lucky
he had done so, for there was not even so much as a

native doctor in Leh, and Dr. Thorold had been of great

service in attending on . the Moravian missionaries, all

of whom had been attacked by the fever. After talk-

ing the matter over with him, Bower decided not to

proceed on his journey until they were out of all danger,

and stood in no further need of medical assistance.
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The only European residents in Leh were the mem-

bers of the two missions, the Moravian and the Soman

Catholic. The latter mission had but recently been

established, and consisted of only two Fathers, an Eng-

lishman and a Dutchman, who had just arrived in the

country, and had not yet acquired the vernacular or

commenced their labours. The Moravian mission is

an old institution. Shortly before our arrival there

were three missionaries attached to it, two of whom

had their wives with them. All European travellers

to Leh have carried away pleasant and grateful recol-

lections of this happy, simple, harmonious little com-

munity, which was now being so sorely tried. Dr. Marx

had already succumbed to the fever, while the two

others, Dr. Redslop and Mr. Shaw, were both laid

up with it. Dr. Redslop died while I was in Leh.

The ladies were also attacked by the fever, and one

of the little children died at this time from other

causes.

The Moravians have not, I believe, made any active

attempts at converting the natives to Christianity, in

which they have acted rightly and wisely. An ill-

judged and tactless precipitancy in dealing with these

strange people would have ruined all their chances of

success. I do not think they entertain any hopes of

proselytising for a long time to come. Those who send

out the Moravians do not expect of them sensational

reports of so-called conversions. But these mission-

aries have tended the people in their sickness, have fed

the poor, and have, in short, by the example of their

own devoted lives—ever doing their duty towards their

neighbour's—given an excellent demonstration of what

the religion of the true Christian is. The Ladak Buddh-

ists are a somewhat uncharitable people, callous to

the sufferings of others, while the religion they profess
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is degraded, selfish, and in nowise resembling the doc-

trine that Siddartha taught
;
but from what I saw, I

think many of them entertain an honest and grateful

appreciation of the work of the Moravians and an ad-

miration of their virtues. It is possible that from ad-

miration some may be led to imitation, and to the

adoption of a higher standard of ethics than is their

present one.

The Moravians maintain a little hospital at Leh.

The perpetual dustiness of the air, and the manner of

their life in winter, makes the natives of Ladak par-

ticularly subject to ophthalmia and other diseases of

the eye, for the treatment of which they flock to the

hospital in great numbers. In one year Dr. Marx per-

formed thirty operations for cataract alone.

Dr. Eedslop was a man who had acquired a com-
plete mastery of the Tibetan dialects, and no European
knew so much as he of the Tibetan people. He was
wont to meet and discourse with the lamas and others

who came from Chinese Tibet, and acquired a mass of

information, most of which, I fear, will be lost with his

death. He had many friends at Lassa, and his inten-

tion was to visit that great centre of Buddhism when
all his arrangements were complete

;
it is certain that,

if any man could have overcome the prejudices of the

lamas and have obtained permission to visit that mys-
terious closed city, it was he.

The province of Ladak is governed by a Wazir;
but this official remains in Jummoo, while his lieu-

tenant, the Naib Wazir, has his residence in Leh.
This gentleman treated Bower and myself with the

greatest kindness, and did all that was in his power to

assist us.

Bower’s destination had necessarily to be kept
secret at this time, for, had the native Buddhists sus-
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pected it, they would have communicated with the

lamas of Tibet, who would have thrown every obsta-

cle in his way, and most probably, by intimidating his

followers, have compelled them to desert at an early

stage of the journey, or would have resorted to force

to drive the expedition back into Kashmir territory.

It was therefore Bower’s intention, when nearing the

Chinese frontier by Changchemno, to turn suddenly

off from the more frequented routes, and plunge into

a part of the country so desert and uninhabited

that the lamas would be unaware of his whereabouts

until he was far in the heart of Tibet. Then the

desertion of his followers would be improbable, as

being a more perilous course than to follow him faith-

fully onwards; while it would be too late for the

lamas, should they discover him, to attempt to send

him back by the way he had come.

The Naib Wazir was alone taken into Bower’s

confidence at Leh, and the natives, though they must
have marvelled at the scale of his caravan, probably

supposed that he was merely bound on a sporting-

expedition to the high valleys of Ladak.

Bower soon had his caravan ready. He purchased

a quantity of grain at Leh, some more horses, and a

number of sheep, which were to serve as beasts of

burden as well as for meat, for each was to carry two

little sacks of grain on its back. He had an order on

the Treasury of Ladak for a considerable sum he was

to take with him for the purposes of his journey. It

occupied some time to count this out, for it was paid

in antique gold and silver coins of various countries,

and also in the impure gold-dust which the Ladakis

obtain from the sands of the Indus, and with which

they pay their revenue to the State.

The Naib Wazir carefully selected the explorer’s
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Ladak followers for him, and cautiously made in-

quiries as to the character and resources of the

country into which Bower was first to penetrate on
crossing the frontier. Little information could be ob-

tained concerning it, save that it was unpopulated,

desert, and considered impassable. It was a terra

incognita even to the nomads.
The previous winter had been so severe that the

difficulties attending such a journey would doubtless

be greater than in ordinary years, and natives re-

ported that even the comparatively easy passes on the

earlier and well-known stages were still quite imprac-

ticable for laden animals.

Here I began to realise better what an adventure-

some expedition this was of Bower and Thorold. They
were now about to plunge into an absolutely unex-
plored region, a region of the most elevated table-lands

in the world, where even the very valley-bottoms are

higher above the sea than the summit of Mont Blanc
;

to discover their own passes across huge mountain-
ranges

;
probably for weeks, if not for months, at a

time to depend entirely on the supplies they were
carrying with them, finding neither fuel nor grass by
the way

;
possibly, after long, arduous -journeys across

the mountain solitudes, to arrive at insuperable natural

barriers, compelling them to retrace their steps and
commence again in some other direction

;
to be boy-

cotted by the natives, or to meet with still more active

hostility
;
to encounter the deadly cold of the Tibetan

tempests
;
to lose most of their animals on the road

;

and to run no inconsiderable risk of perishing, with all

their following, on the inhospitable deserts. But Bower
was resolved to clear up the geographical problems of

this mysterious and unknown land. With his dis-

coveries he would fill up that great blank space on the
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map of Asia. As the world now knows, he accom-
plished his task

;
after a year’s wanderings, unheard of,

their fate altogether unknown, the two Englishmen at

last re-appeared at Shanghai, to the relief of all their

friends.

For one reason and another Bower remained at

Leh for two weeks before he commenced his onward
march.

My own programme was, after seeing the interest-

ing Buddhist festival at Himis, to march across-

country to Gilgit, at the farther extremity of the

Kashmir State, where I had arranged to meet Sped-

ding. I had also to await at Leh a reply from our

Resident at Srinagur, to whom I had applied for per-

mission to travel on the Gilgit road.

I have already explained that no Europeans, save

officers of Her Majesty’s Service, are allowed to travel

in Kashmir territory without a passport from the Resi-

dency. But this passport does not extend to the road

between Gilgit and Kashmir, which is closed to private

travellers. So great is the difficulty of sending up a

sufficiency of necessaries to the Gilgit garrison during

the four months that the passes are open, so limited

are the supplies procurable on that barren route, and

so great is the drain on the scanty population for

coolie labour, that this prohibition is a very necessary

one. Eor the last two years Europeans, whether

officers or civilians, who have applied for permission

to travel to Gilgit or to shoot in the nullahs of that

district—a favourite one for Himalayan sportsmen

—

have done so in vain. With two or three exceptions

only, the officers of the Gilgit Agency, and Spedding,

with his staff, who are constructing the new military

road, are the only Englishmen who have been admitted

into the country. However, as I did not require large
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trains of coolies to carry my loads, was not bound for

sporting purposes, and had shown good reasons for my
wish to visit Gilgit, I was in hopes that my application

would not be refused.

I passed my time very pleasantly at Leh for a few

days, wandering about the environs and taking photo-

graphs. The Naib Wazir also got up some amuse-

ments for us, notably polo, the indigenous game of all

the highland country between Tibet and Chitral, as

well as of Manipur. At Leh it is the custom to play

in the bazaar, all business being suspended for the

purpose. The Faib Wazir issued the order, all the

shops were closed, and the strains of a native band, in

which kettle-drums, trumpets, and surnais—the sound
of which last is like that of bagpipes without the

drone—were the principal instruments, gave notice to

the citizens that the play was about to commence.
The players were all Ladakis, mounted on capital little

ponies. There can be no doubt that, though this game
is native to the country, we have much improved upon
it, and polo as played by British officers in India is a

far superior sport. We sat on the flat roof of the

Court House, with the Naib Wazir and other notables,

to view the curious spectacle, while the populace
crowded all the other roofs on either side of the

ground. The band played without pause, the air always
becoming more rapid and noisy when either side was
approaching a goal, and subsiding to low and queru-

lous notes if the chance were lost. When a goal was
won there would be a triumphant and discordant out-

burst of music. In some parts of Baltistan it is the

custom for the beaten side to dance for the amusement
of the spectators.

I was surprised one day, while walking down the

bazaar, to see some small Ladaki boys playing at a
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game that was undoubtedly cricket, with two wickets,
polo-sticks for bats, and wooden polo-balls. They
made runs, caught each other out, and, so far as I
could see, observed the orthodox rules. I shall not
attempt to prove that cricket, which we flatter our-

rajah’s palace, leh.

selves to be a pre-eminently British pastime, is in

reality an ancient Tibetan game introduced into

Europe by the Jesuit Xavier, or some other traveller

of old, who had visited these parts. I think it more
probable that the Moravians have played the game
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here among themselves, or with any sahibs who might

have been passing through Leli, and that the Ladaki
urchins, having been employed as fielding fags, have
taken it np in their usual imitative manner. Later on
I was instrumental in introducing golf into Hunza and
other regions, where it had certainly never been seen

before. We used to impress little boys as caddies, and
I afterwards frequently saw them practising the great

game of North Britain on their own account, with their

fathers’ polo sticks and balls.

On June 5 a sahib arrived at Leh, the first we had
seen for some time ; this was Mr. Hunter, the well-

known sportsman, who has shot big game in all parts

of the world, and had just arrived from Changchemno
with a collection of fine heads as trophies of his success.

So we were four sahibs at dinner this night, and Hunter
produced from his stores a much-travelled bottle of

port, which had been carried by him across Africa to

Kilimanjaro and back. I was once taken to task by
some critics, and accused of gloating t£>o much, in a

book of travels, over the good things I came across at

rare intervals in the way of eating and drinking. It

is all very well for a possibly dyspeptic or sedentar}^

person in London to find fault thus
;
but when one has

been on the march for months, and living constantly in

the open air, one comes to consider eating and drinking

anything but unimportant matters, and the way we en-

joyed that unwonted luxury—the bottle of port—this

night is a thing I cannot forget, and feel myself bound
to gratefully record.
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CHAPTER xn
IBEX-STALKING—TIBETAN BEER—HIMIS FESTIVAL—THE GIALPO’S ESTATE—

THE PILGRIMAGE—A LADAKI NACH—MONASTERY LANDS—THE LAMASERY

OF HIMIS.

On June 6, having some ambition to slay an ibex, I set

forth with a native shikari whose home was in the

Snemu Drokpo, the particular nullah in which I intended

to try my luck, and which runs into the Indus Valley

near Nimu. lamps, a hamlet at the head of this nullah,

is two days’ march from Leh.

The first day we marched to Tharu, and encamped

in a willow-plantation by the side of the Leh road.

The country round this spot is particularly dreary—

a

howling wilderness of granite boulders, where the dust

devils are nearly always to be seen, springing up from

the plain silently and mysteriously, even on a windless

day.

My tent was pitched on a patch of grass by the

brink of the stream, recommended as a camping-ground

by our careless shikari, who should have known better

;

for shortly after dinner a distant murmur, ever- in-

creasing in volume, was heard, which was soon recog-

nised as the sound of rushing water, and of a sudden

down came a foaming wave, and the tiny stream had

swollen to an impetuous torrent. There was a tremen-

dous scurrying in the camp : the servants and coolies

attempted to perform wonderful engineering feats by

damming a channel here and digging a trench there

;
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but all in vain, so the tent and scattered cooking-pots

and other impedimenta had to be carried hurriedly to

higher ground. As this phenomenon happens every

night in summer, it might have been foreseen. All day
long the hot sun melts the snows on the high mountains

above, and the nullahs carry off the liberated water

;

but as the distance to the snow-fields is considerable,

it is night before the water has descended to this level.

In the night it freezes hard on the mountains, and no
water finds its way into the nullahs, so that the streams

in the daytime are shrunken for the lower portion of

their course.

On June 7 we ascended the Snemu nullah, a cheer-

less ravine with only a little boorts'a growing on its

slopes, and halted for breakfast at a hamlet called

Rapsta. Here came out of a house to greet us the two
brothers of my shikari, together with the wife common
to the three, a young woman with rather pleasing

features, carrying a baby in her arms. They
brought me yellow and red roses

;
for these people,

like most Asiatics, are fond of flowers, and in summer
generally go about with wild blossoms in their caps.

Here, for the first time, I tasted the Lakadi beer, or

chung, which is made from grim, a species of barley

that ripens at high altitudes. This beer has the muddy
appearance of Thames water below bridge, and tastes

rather like inferior cider
;
it is not unpalatable, however,

and is refreshing on a hot day. The wife brought me
a bowl of this beverage, having first thrown a handful

of flour into it and stirred it up well with a stick, a

mixture which is certainly sustaining.

The three husbands and their lady chattered away
in a friendly manner over another large bowl of beer

and flour. I discovered that my shikari was the eldest

brother, consequently the owner of the family estate,
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and lord over liis two younger brothers. He took

both away with him when we resumed our march, and
employed them as coolies to carry our baggage, the

lady being left at home alone.

As eldest brother, my shikari was the best dressed

and cleanest of the family. The minor husbands, the

wife and child, were astonishingly dirty, and looked as

if they had never been washed in their lives. The
natives of Chinese Tibet are reputed to be the dirtiest

people in the whole world, even more dirty than the

Ladakis. I do not see how this can be, unless there

are indeed Mahatmas in that country, and it is these

who are spoken of
;
for Mahatmas, of course, could

have accumulated an immortality of dirt, and would
have an advantage in this respect over the mere mortal

Ladakis.

We reached lamps, a place high up the nullah,

where two or three families occupy some miserable

huts. There is a little grazing here for the cattle, but it

is difficult to understand how even these few people

can extract their subsistence out of so barren a spot.

Here my tent was pitched for the next four days,

during which I clambered about the mountains after

the shy ibex
;
but I was not in luck, and after some of

the hardest and most fatiguing work I have ever ex-

perienced, I abandoned this monotonously unsuccessful

pursuit.

June 8 was my first day on the hillside. We had
a terrific climb up and down the parallel spurs above
the nullah, over high gaps, often in deep snow, some-

times 16,000 feet or more above the sea, and nearly

alwaj^s on difficult ground, for fourteen hours—and all

in vain. We only saw female ibex, and these, accord-

ing to the Maharajah’s game laws, must not be shot.

The view from these heights was splendid, and enabled
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one to form a good idea of the character of the country.

One realised, as one could not from the valleys along

which the road is taken, what an elevated and extremely

desolate region Ladak is, and what a large proportion

of its surface is above the line of perpetual snow and

the zone of vegetable life.

Each day we toiled along the high ridges, sometimes

overlooking the Bazgo nullah and seeing the oases of

the Indus Valley spread out like maps far beneath us
;

and always with the same immense panorama of snowy
uplands, cloven by labyrinths of profound ravines,

stretching before us, reaching to the mountains of ice

and snow that bar the way to China. We clambered

over the crags and slopes of loose debris, to see plenty

of female ibex, it is true, for these appeared to be per-

fectly aware of the law which protected them
;
but the

few males we stalked down were small. I only shot

one, whose horns proved to be of inconsiderable size,

not the sort of trophy to exhibit to Himalayan sports-

men. My shikari was very disappointed
;
he said

there was scarcely enough grass for the males yet, but

that in ten days it would have grown up, and that then

there would be good sport in this nullah. He knew
that he was to receive extra pay in the event of my
securing a good head, so he was uncomfortably ener-

getic and keen, and would allow me no rest, even after

tiffin, but would insist' on my toiling on over crumbling
landslips and hazardous cliff-faces until I began to

entertain an intense loathing for him. and ibex-stalking

generally. So on June 11 I rose against my tyrant,

and insisted on striking camp and returning to Leh.

I sent the baggage on by road, while the shikari

and myself travelled across the mountain-tops to Nimu,
on the chance of being rewarded for all this toil at last.

But this day we saw no ibex at all. We ultimately
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descended from the heights to JSTimu by way of a steep

side-nnllah with crags fashioned into all manner of odd

shapes—a fantastic spot even for Ladak. The cliffs at

the mouth of this gorge were of a sort of concrete

of mud and pebbles, in which were embedded many
large boulders. As the cliff had disintegrated, the

concrete had fallen away all round these boulders, but

had not been completely eaten through underneath, so

that they were left standing on thin, isolated columns,

twenty feet or more in height. Some of these curious

natural monuments were to be seen in course of forma-

tion on the cliff-side, not having been yet separated by

the disintegration. On all sides of us these columns

stood up in their hundreds, supporting their top-heavy

boulders, so that we seemed to be walking through a

great plantation of Brobdingnagian yellow mushrooms.

I am astonished that no lamas have perched their dwel-

lings on these perilously-poised rocks, for they are just

the sort of sites that these lovers of the grotesque in

Nature would select as eligible building-land.

This day we encamped at Nimu, which felt oppres-

sively hot after the greater elevation of lamps, where it

freezes every night, even in summer. On June 12 I

reached Leh. Bower’s preparations were now complete,

and he and Thorold were to start in two days. The

Doctor’s services were no longer needed at Leh, for

during my absence poor Dr. Bedslop had died, and

Shaw, the only remaining Moravian missionary, was in

a fair way of recovery, and did not require medical

assistance.

Bower’s and Thorold’s enforced delay at Leh en-

abled us to be spectators together of wliat is certainly

one of the strangest religious festivals in the world, the

far-famed fair of Himis Gompa, which I should have

been very sorry to have missed.
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This large monastery is two marches from Leh up
the Indus Yalley, close to the point where Bower’s route

was to diverge from the Indus to cross the mountains
by the Chang La It was therefore settled that we
should travel as far as Himis together, and see what
we could of the proceedings there. Himis Grompa is

the most important and wealthy monastery in Ladak,
and, according to Duke’s Guide, contains accommo-
dation for 800 monks and nuns. The annual festival

that is held here commences at a fixed date according

to the Tibetan calendar, but on a variable date accord-

ing to ours. In this particular year the opening day
was to be on June 16, but it is often at least a week
earlier. The proceedings continue for two days, and
attract great numbers of Buddhists from Chinese Tibet

as well as from Ladak, the Yellow lamas and nuns
from Lassa mingling with their Bed brethren of Western
Tibet. This fair is naturally a great centre of intrigue

between the Buddhist subjects of the Maharajah and
the priests of Lassa, and. is therefore not looked upon
with great favour by the Kashmir authorities.

For these two days the lamas, disguised in gro-

tesque masks, richly-embroidered robes of Chinese silks,

and other masquerading garb, engage in a complicated

mummery in the large courtyard of the lamasery, with

strange symbolical ceremonies, chantings, and fantastic

dances, the meaning of which, if there be any, it is

difficult to discover.

But the Devil Dance, which is the most important

feature in the function, has at least one definite object.

It seems that after a man has died his soul, on its way
to its next sphere, is waylaid by demons with horrible

faces and forms, who endeavour to terrify the soul out

of its proper road. Should the demons succeed in this,

that belated soul will wander about space for an in-

0
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definite period, in vain seeking its proper sphere. In

order to lessen the risk of such mischance the lamas

during this festival put on masks resembling the faces

of these demons, and imitate their awful antics
;
in this

way the spectators are familiarised with these sights

and sounds of horror, and when they die their souls

will not be so readily dismayed by the apparitions.

When Ladak was conquered by the Dogras, some
fifty years ago, Himis was the one important monastery

which escaped pillage. It is rumoured that the lamas

purchased this exemption by proffering supplies to the

invading army. However this may be, the fact remains

that Himis Gompa is still in possession of great treasures,

which, however, the Kashmir Durbar does not permit

the lamas to dispose of as they please. Were it not

for this control the Buddhists would naturally feel dis-

posed to carry this wealth across the frontier into

Chinese Tibet, and found another monastery under

happier auspices in that sacred and inviolate land. The
Naib Wazir, as representative of the Durbar, is in

custody of one of the keys, without which the prin-

cipal treasure-room cannot be entered, and the lamas

are not permitted to visit it unless he be present.

Fortunate as is Himis Gompa in the possession of its

hoarded riches, it is particularly unfortunate in one

other respect : though the most important lamasery in

Ladak, it lacks the one essential thing to crown its

dignity—it can boast of no resident skooshok. Bamsey,

in his book, explains that a skooshok does belong to this

monastery, but that three or four births back he was
re-incarnated at Lassa, and refused to go to his gompa
in Ladak. Since then he has always been re-born in

Lassa, and persists in his objection to his proper home.

The present skooshok is now twenty-three years old,

and is as obstinate as ever. The holy city of Lassa,
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where lamas are supreme, is a more agreeable resi-

dence to this man than Dogra-ruled Ladak. Surely it

must be a very wicked thing to be an absentee skooshok,

and he deserves to be re-born in an inferior sphere—as

a cuckoo, for instance—and lose his skooshokship for

his desertion of his poor monks and nuns of Himis.

So on Sunday, June 14, we set out for Himis hair.

We formed quite an imposing cavalcade
;
for the Haib

Wazir, the Treasurer of Ladak, and other dignitaries

who were to be present at the festival, accompanied us.

The officers and others who had travelled with Bower
in Central Asia on his last expedition rode down with

us as far as the banks of the Indus, and there bade their

old chief farewell. Many Asiatics are undoubtedly as

faithful followers as one could desire, and often enter-

tain a genuine affection for a sahib who has led them
well, and whom they respect. These good fellows wept
as they bade Bower good-bye, and one, a Mussulman,
threw off his turban as he prostrated himself before

him. With a follower of the Prophet, to thus bare the

head is always a sign of vehement emotion, being either

intended as a gross insult and a readiness to take all

the consequences of it, or, as on this occasion, indicat-

ing a keen and reckless sorrow, and a desire to humi-
liate himself in despair before the object of his regard,

from whom he is about to separate.

Great manis and chortens bordered our road down
to the Indus, which we crossed by a wooden bridge.

In front of us, lying in a broad hollow in the moun-
tains, was an irrigated oasis with several buildings, and
one rather imposing edifice standing amid the orchards.

This is Stok, the estate of the Gialpo, or Rajah of Ladak,
the grandson of the ruler who was overthrown by the

Dogras. Here the deposed monarch sulks in state, and
looks across the Indus at the grand old palace of his
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ancestors dominating tlie city of Leli. The Gialpo is

treated with the greatest respect by the Ladakis, who
still look np to him as their prince. He enjoys a repu-

tation for great piety and erudition in Buddhist litera-

ture. He is completely priest-ridden, and passes most
of his time in solitary devotion and in theological con-

verse with learned lamas.

We rode up the left bank of the Indus, and formed
part of a great straggling crowd travelling in the same
direction as ourselves. Nearly all these people were
mounted, and were dressed in their gayest attire, mak-
ing a great display of China silks and Tibetan tur-

quoises. There were merry little family parties— a wife,

her child, and her three husbands jogging along on
small ponies, the minor husbands carrying with them
the provisions and baggage

;
or a lady and her latest

magpa astride of the same horse. There were plenty of

red-robed lamas too, who were journeying to Himis
from distant gompas, and a goodly number of stately

turbaned merchants from Leli—Hindoos, and Maliome-
dans in white robes, or brightly-coloured chogas, looking

remarkably clean and handsome by the side of the

Mongolian Buddhists. These last formed the bulk of

the crowd, and had no dignity about them. They were
bent on enjoying their three days’ holiday at Himis, and
were in the highest spirits, and ready to crack a joke

with us as we passed. The Ladakis thoroughly relish

a bit of buffoonery on occasion, and indulged in rol-

licking horseplay. It was a motley and lively pro-

cession, a sort of Tibetan version of a Canterbury

Pilgrimage.

As we neared Shushot, where we were to encamp
for the night, we saw a large crowd awaiting us, and
we were greeted by a wild music of gongs, surnais,

drums, tomtoms, and trumpets. We found that the
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authorities had got up a polo-match for our amuse-

ment. The men of Shushot are famed for their skill in

the game, and have an excellent polo-ground in the

village. Carpets and cloths had been placed on a kind

of grand stand in anticipation of our coming, and here

we sat down, with the Naib Wazir and other notables,

to view the game.

The polo was followed by a nach of Ladaki women.
The ladies, who were not possessed of any charms, wore
the usual clumsy national dress, reaching to their ankles,

sheepskin cloaks, and very large boots of felt or raw
hide, which would have done well for some gouty rajah,

but were not what one expects to see on the dainty feet

of a coryphee. There was no dancing in the strict

sense of the word, nor were there ' any of the grace-

ful undulations of the body which distinguish some
Eastern naches. These well-wrapped-up creatures

stepped in solemn figures to the strains of the band,

gesticulating queerly with their hands, turning the

palms, now up, now down, opening and shutting their

hands, and extending or closing their fingers, in concert.

They waddled about thus for some time, looking inex-

pressibly miserable, until the music suddenly stopped,

when they formed themselves into a row, salaamed us

by bowing their heads to the ground, and took them-
selves off. I can conscientiously say that by attending

this nautch we were not in the slightest degree coun-
tenancing any impropriety. It was a respectably dull

and sedate performance, that would not have raised a
blush to the cheek of the most immaculate of London
County Councillors.

Early the next morning we mounted our horses and
resumed our journey. We found the road crowded
with jovial pilgrims, as on the previous day. At last

we came to where the nullah in which the Himis
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monastery is situated debouches on the Indus Valley
;

and here, in a little orchard, the Naib Wazir had arranged

that we should have tiffin. The repast was set out in a

large tent which the lamas had sent down for our con-

venience, and which was decorated with designs of

devils, monsters, and prayers in Tibetan characters.

The steward of the gompa was also here to bid us

welcome, and escort us for the rest of our way.
Tiffin over, we set out again. At the entrance of

the Himis nullah we passed through some good land

with well-irrigated and carefully-cultivated terraces,

promising abundant crops of grain and fruit. Struck

by the prosperous appearance of this oasis, I made
inquiry of my companions, and learnt that this was,

as I had suspected, Church property, being held by
zemindars of the monastery on the Metayer system,

the tenants handing over one-half of the produce to the

lamas, and being practically exempt from taxation and
begar. We rode up the savage ravine, which formed

a fitting approach to the sacred place. The scenery

was barren for the most part
;
but the torrent was

bordered by dense groves. The signs of Buddhist

worship were everywhere around us : manis lined the

steep path, and every prominent crag was crowned

with cliorten, altar, or hermitage. At last, on turning

a corner, a most picturesque sight burst upon us. The

vast lamasery stood before us, perched high up on the

rugged rocks, with wild mountains forming a fine back-

ground to the picture. Himis is at a much greater

height above the sea than Leh, and in every shaded

hollow of the gorge the snow was still lying.

As soon as our party was seen to approach, the

monks on the battlements of the lamasery, high above,

welcomed us with their weird music from long shawms

and cymbals. We now dismounted, and ascended by
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steps liewn out of the rock to the outer precincts of

the gompa, where many tents were pitched and mer-
chants had opened booths to sell their wares to the

crowds of chattering, laughing, pigtailed pilgrims.

We reached the main gate of the gompa
;
and here

some monks took charge of us and led us to our
quarters through that great rambling edifice of weird
sights, across strange courtyards fantastically deco-
rated, where huge and ugly Tibetan mastiffs of yellow
colour, sacred creatures of the gompa, barked furiously
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at us as we passed, and strained at tlieir stout chains,

eager to fly at the intruders’ throats
;
along dim, narrow

alleys, where dripping water turned the praying-wheels,

and where hand-wheels and other facilities for devotion

met one at every turn
;
up steep, winding flights of

stairs
;
across wooden galleries overhanging abysses.

Everywhere we were surrounded by uncanny objects.

The walls were covered with frescoes of grotesque gods
and frightful demons

;
banners with monstrous designs

waved over us
;
and, not the least uncanny, the Red

lamas, with their dark rags and shaven heads, some of

them scowling and hang-dog, with not a little odium
tkeologicum and priestly hypocrisy in tlieir expression,

kept flitting by us with noiseless footsteps, whisper-

ing to one another after the peculiar manner of this

country—so low a whisper that no sound was audible

even when we were quite near
;
and it appeared as if

they were conversing by watching the silent movements
of each other’s lips, as do our own deaf and dumb.

The Abbot of Himis treated us with great hos-

pitality. Comfortable chambers were placed at our

disposal in a high turret of the gompa, commanding a

splendid view down the nullah, across the Indus Valiev,

to the snowy range beyond—a depression in which was
pointed out to me by Bower as the Chang La, by
which lay his road to China. The steward of the

gompa also kindly sent us presents of provisions

—

sheep, rice, and sugar—and did not forget the jars of

cheering chung.

From an overhanging gallery close to our quarters

we could look down on what may be described as the

chief quadrangle of the gompa, the one in which the

religious mummery was to take place. In the centre of

the flagged courtyard stood a lofty pole hung with

gaily-coloured streamers, on which dragons and mystic
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signs were delineated. Banners and beautiful silk dra-

peries, with similar quaint figures worked upon them,

depended from the walls. On that side of the quad-

rangle which faced us was the porch of the temple,

HIMIS TOWN.

with steps leading up to it, its columns and friezes
being painted in rich red, green, and brown tints. On
the side to our right the building was only one storey
high, and had a gate under it leading to the outer pre-
cincts of the monastery. Towering over this building
could be seen the houses of the little town of Himis
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perched upon the bare crags. Praying-flags were
fluttering everywhere on the roofs of the gompa and
the houses.

As an undress rehearsal of the Devil Dance was
taking place in the quadrangle when we arrived, all

the galleries, windows, and roof-tops round it were
crowded with spectators. The Ladaki women were
conspicuous in their bright holiday dress : each had
her dowry of turquoises on her head and shoulders,

and her cloak of scarlet and sage green cloth lined

with snowy fleece. Many visitors from Chinese Tibet

were present, lamas and nuns of the Yellow order,

their robes and caps of dingy yellow contrasting with

the dark red of the Ladak priesthood. The Yellow
nuns had their heads shaven like the monks, and were
not attractive-looking creatures. The lay Tibetans from

across the frontier were much like the Ladakis, but

had a wilder appearance. Many of them were wonder-
fully hideous, with great misshapen heads and stumpy
bodies. They seemed much given to clumsy buffoon-

ery. Some of the women had no peyraks, but wore
their masses of coarse black hair fastened up in a great

straggling bunch. Nearly all the spectators were twist-

ing their praying-wheels as they chatted to each other

and contemplated the rehearsal.

It was an outlandish scene, and no fitter stage could

be imagined for the strange ceremonies we were about

to witness than the quadrangle, with its buildings of

quaint architecture, the crowding people, the back-

ground of cliffs, and houses one above the other

;

and when the barbaric music arose, and the Devil

Dance commenced, it was not only a very weird, but

a really very impressive experience. Among these

surroundings, one felt very far from the Western

world and its nineteenth-century civilisation and beliefs.
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• Buddhists have few prejudices, and allow the

stranger to penetrate the arcana of their temples and

see their most sacred rites
;
but I was agreeably sur-

prised when the Treasurer of Ladak, himself a Ladaki,

and a strict Buddhist, came to me and said he knew I

would like to take photographs of the ceremonies, that

he had spoken to the Abbot on the subject, and' that

there was not the slightest objection to my using my
camera whensoever and wheresoever I pleased. I

accordingly secured a number of pictures in the course

of the festival
;
but no photograph can do justice to a

scene in which was present such an extraordinary

wealth of colour— the orange robes of the Yellow
lamas

;
the draperies of the Bed lamas, of various

shades from fiery red to purple black
;
the red, white,

and green dresses of the thronging people
;
the numerous

rich tones of the painted monastery, and the hang-
ing banners

;
the mud-coloured town and crags

behind, glaring in the sunshine
;
and lastly, above

the whole picture, the beautiful blue of the Tibetan
sky.

The undress rehearsal was itself a strange perform-
ance, and promised well for the interest of the next
day’s ceremony. When it was over, we took a stroll up
the picturesque and chorten-studded nullah of Himis,
and perceived several ibex not far from us on the crags
above. These ibex are protected by the lamas, no one
being permitted to shoot in this sacred preserve, a fact

which is evidently well-known to the timid beasts,

which are much bolder in this ravine than elsewhere,
and venture close to the habitations of the harmless
priests.
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At an early hour of the morning of June 16 we were
awoke to a realisation of where we were by the sound-

ing of the priestly shawms in different quarters of the

great monastery. We arose, and found it had been
snowing in the night, and the distant mountains were
white almost down to the level of the Indus—an
unfavourable circumstance for Bower’s start on the

morrow.
After breakfast we repaired with the Xaib Wazir, the

Treasurer, and other notables to the gallery overlook-

ing the quadrangle, where seats had been prepared for

us. The jovial Treasurer, finding that I appreciated the

national beverage, produced at intervals flowing bowls

of chung to cheer us as we gazed at the successive

whirling troops of devils and monsters that passed

before us.

The great crowd had already collected—men and
women of Ladak and Chinese Tibet, lamas and nuns
red and yellow, and a sprinkling of Hindoos and scorn-

ful Mussulmans, filling the galleries, covering the roofs,

and squatting on the floor all round the quadrangle.

Several sepoys of the irregular Ladaki levy—in the

Ladaki dress, and not in the least like soldiers—and
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lamas with, scourges in their hands, kept the spectators

in order, and prevented them from pressing on to the

space reserved for the performers. In a state-box of

the gallery opposite to us, hung with silken draperies,

sat the Gialpo, or deposed Rajah of Ladak, with his

suite and attendant lamas. Though of the same Mon-
golian stock as his people, he was of much fairer com-

plexion
;
his features were highly refined, having much

of the pure beauty of asceticism, contrasting strangely

with the ignoble faces around. One could distinguish

at once that he was of an ancient and well-bred race.

He quite looked the Buddhist mystic and devotee ab-

sorbed in the contemplation of Nirvana. His expres-

sion was sad, resigned, and dreamy. He never smiled,

and seldom spoke to those by him. His young son,

equally conspicuous among his companions for his

refined look and bearing, had been devoted by the

Gialpo to the Church, and was one of the singing-boys

who took part in the ceremony.

It is difficult to give an account of the ever-chang-

ing and very interesting mummery which was carried

on for the wrhole of this long summer’s day—a be-

wildering phantasmagoria of strange sights, a din of

unearthly music, that almost caused the reason to

waver, and make one believe that one was indeed in

the magic realm represented by the actors, a dreadful

world, affording but dismal prospects
;
being even as

these Buddhists regard this present existence of ours,

and of which, if it were thus, one would indeed be well

quit. For the principal motive of this mystery play
appeared to be the lesson that the helpless, naked soul

of man has its being in the midst of a vast and obscure
space full of malignant demons—the earth, the'air, the

water crowded with them—perpetually seeking to de-

stroy him, harassing him with tortures and terrors;
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and that against this infinite oppression of the powers
of evil he can of himself do nothing, but that occa-

sionally the exorcisms or prayers of some good lama or

incarnation may come to his assistance and shield him,

and even then only after a fierce and doubtful contest

between the saint and the devils. And only for a time,

too, can this relief from persecution endure, for all the

exorcisms of all the saints are of little avail to keep

back the advancing hordes. The shrieking demons must
soon close in upon the soul again. Such is the gloomy
prospect of human existence as depicted by the Tibetan

lamas.

The extraordinary resemblance between much of

the pageantry and forms of Tibetan Buddhism and
those of the Church of Borne has been observed by all

travellers in these regions. The lamas, who represented

the saints in this mummery, had the appearance of early-

Christian bishops : they wore mitres and copes, and

carried pastoral crooks
;
they swung censers of incense

as they walked ip procession, slowly chanting. Little

bells were rung at intervals during the ceremony
;
some

of the chanting was quite Gregorian. There was the

partaking of a sort of sacrament
;
there was a dipping

of fingers in bowls of holy water
;
the shaven monks,

who were looking on, clad almost exactly like some of

the friars in Italy, told their beads on their rosaries,

occasionally bowed their heads and laid their hands

across their breasts ;
and there was much else besides

that was startlingly similar to things one had seen and

heard in Europe.

I will only attempt the description of some of the

principal features of this two days’ complicated cere-

mony, to rehearse for which is one of the chief occupa-

tions of the lamas throughout the year. Some of the

sacred dances have intricate figures and gesticulations,
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and must need a great deal of preparation. The
musical instruments employed by the lama orchestra

on this occasion included shawms and other huge
brazen wind instruments, surnais, cymbals, gongs, tam-

bourines, and rattles made of human bones. The many-
coloured and grotesquely-designed robes worn by the

mummers were of beautiful China silk, while the masks
exhibited great powers of horrible invention on the

part of their makers.

The gongs and shawms sounded, and the mummery
commenced. First came some priests with mitres on
their heads, clad in rich robes, who swung censers,

filling the courtyard with the odour of incense. After a

stately dance to slow music these went out
;
and then

entered, with wild antics, figures in yellow robes and
peaked hoods, looking something like victims destined

for an auto da fe ;
flames and effigies of human skulls

were on their breasts and other portions of their rai-

ment. As their hoods fell back hideous features, as of

leering satyrs, were disclosed. Then the music became
fast and furious, and troop after troop of different

masks rushed on, some beating wooden tambourines,

others swelling the din with rattles and bells. All of

these masks were horrible, and the malice of infernal

beings was well expressed on some of them. As they
danced to the wild music with strange steps and ges-

tures, they howled in savage chorus. These, I believe,

were intended to represent some of the ugly forms that

meet the dead man’s soul in space while it is winging
its way from one sphere to the next.

The loud music suddenly ceased, and all the

demons scampered off, shrieking as if in fear, for a holy
thing was approaching. To solemn chanting, low
music, and swinging of censers, a stately procession

came through the porch of the temple and slowly de-
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scended the steps Under a canopy borne by attend-

ants walked a tall form in beautiful silk robes, wearing
a large mask representing a benign and peaceful face.

As he advanced, men and boys, dressed as abbots and
acolytes of the Church of Rome, prostrated themselves

before him, and adored him with intoning and pleasing

chanting. He was followed by six other masks, who
were treated with similar respect. These seven deified

beings drew themselves in a line on one side of the

quadrangle, and received the adoration of several pro-

cessions of masked figures, some of abbots, and others

beast-headed, or having the faces of devils. ‘ Those
seven masks,’ said the Treasurer to us, ‘ are representa-

tions of the Delai Lama of Lassa and his previous in-

carnations. They are being worshipped, as you see, by
lamas, kings, spirits, and others.’ A few minutes later

the steward of the gornpa came up to us and explained

that these were intended for the incarnations of Buddha,
and not of the Delai Lama

;
whereupon he and that

other erudite theologian, the Treasurer, discussed the

point at some length in their native tongue. The inci-

dent shows how little these people know of the original

meaning of their traditional ceremonial.

Throughout the day, even during the above solemn

act of worship, certain lamas masked as comic devils

performed all manner of buffoonery, hitting each other

unawares, tripping each other up, and bursting into

peals of insane laughter each time that one played some
monkey trick on another.

Again there came a change. The solemn chanting

ceased, and then rushed on the scene a crowd of wan
shapes, almost naked, with but a few dark rags about

them, which they sometimes held up by the corners,

veiling their faces, and sometimes gathered together

round them, as if they were shivering with cold. They
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wrung their hands despairingly and rushed about in a

confused way, as if lost, starting from each other in

terror when they met, sometimes feeling about them with

their outstretched hands like blind men, and all the

while whistling in long-drawn notes, which rose and fell

like a strong wind on the hills, producing an indescrib-

ably dreary effect. These I was told represented the

unfortunate souls of dead men which had been lost

in space, and were vainly seeking their proper sphere

through the darkness. On seeing these poor shadows
some lines I had read were vividly recalled to my mind.

They run, so far as I remember, thus :
—

Somewhere, in desolate, wind-swept space,

In Shadow-land, in No-Man’s land,

Two hurrying forms met face to face,

And bade each other stand.

‘ And who art thou ? ’ asked one, agape,

Shuddering in the fading light.

‘ I know not,’ cried the other shape

;

‘ I only died last night.’

The sudden onrushing of these wildly-whistling shapes

occurred at frequent intervals during the ceremony.

The change from one phase of this curious mummery
to another was always startlingly abrupt. One never

knew when some peaceful anthem and stately dance of

holy figures would be suddenly interrupted by the

clashing discord of cymbals and trumpets and the

whirling torrent of shrieking fiends.

For a time the Spirits of Evil ruled supreme in the

arena. The variously-masked figures flocked in, troop

after troop—oxen-headed and serpent-headed devils
;

three-eyed monsters with projecting fangs, their heads
crowned with tiaras of human skulls

;
lamas painted

and masked to represent skeletons
;
dragon-faced fiends,

naked save for tiger-skins about their loins
;
and many

others. Sometimes they appeared to be taunting and
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terrifying the stray souls of men— grim shapes who fled

hither and thither among their tormentors, waving their

arms and wailing miserably, souls who had not obtained

Nirvana, and yet who had no incarnation.

The demons went through complicated evolutions

—

their dancing occasionally being like what a European
ballet-step would be if performed to extremely slow

time and very clumsily—accompanied by mystical

rhythmical motions of hands and fingers. There were
solo dances, too, while the other demons stood round
beating gongs, clashing cymbals, and clapping hands.

Then the demons were repelled again by holy men
;

but no sooner did these last exorcise one hideous band
than other crowds came shrieking on. It was a hope-

less conflict.

At one period of the ceremony a holy man with an
archbishop’s mitre on his head advanced, to the beau-

tiful chanting of men and boys, the basses, trebles, and
tenors taking successive parts in solo and chorus. On
listening with shut eyes one could well imagine oneself

to be in a Christian cathedral. This holy man blessed

a goblet of water by laying his hands on it and intoning

some prayer or charm. Then he sprinkled the water in

all directions, and the defeated demons stayed their

shrieking, dancing, and infernal music, and gradually

crept out of the arena, and no sound was heard for a

time but the sweet singing of the holy choir.

But the power of the exorcism was evanescent, for

the routed soon returned in howling shoals, and then

lamas and spirits appeared to be contending with rival

magic. Strange signs were made and rites performed

on either side, all no doubt symbolical, but the mean-

ing of which none could tell me
;

it was unknown to

the people, and to the priests themselves, only the out-

ward forms remaining to them of their ancient creed,
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the inward signification lost centuries on centuries

ago.

A small black image representing a human corpse

was placed within a magic triangle designed upon the

pavement of the quadrangle. Figures painted black

and white to simulate skeletons, some in chains, others

bearing sickles or swords, engaged in a frantic dance
around the corpse. They were apparently attempting

to snatch it away or inflict some injury on it, but were
deterred by the magic of the surrounding triangle, and
by the chanting and censer-swinging of several holy

men in mitres and purple copes, who stood beneath the

temple porch. A more potent and very ngly fiend, with

great horns on his head and huge, lolling tongue, ran in,

hovered threateningly over the corpse, and with a great

sword slashed furiously about it, just failing by little

more than a hair’s breadth to touch it with each sweep
of the blade. He seemed as if he were about to over-

come the opposing enchantment, when a saint of still

greater power than he now came to the rescue. The
saint approached the corpse and threw a handful of

flour on it, making mystic signs and muttering incan-

tations. This appeared from his mask to be one of the

incarnations of Buddha. He had more control over

the evil spirits than any other who had yet contended
with them. The skeletons, and also he that bore the

great sword, grovelled before him, and with inarticulate

and beast-like cries implored mercy. He yielded to

their supplication, gave each one a little of the flour he

carried with him, which the fiends ate gratefully,

kneeling before him
;
and he also gave them to drink out

of a vessel of holy water.

And so on, hour after hour, the ever-changing

mumming proceeded, until one was dazed by gazing

at it, and began almost to believe oneself to be really
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in spirit-land. The ceremony did not come to a con-

clusion until sunset, when, after a hot day, the cold

wind sprang up, and it commenced to snow lightly—

a

not unusual occurrence, even in mid-June, at the eleva-

tion of Himis.

After the performance the Abbot took us over the

Idol Chamber and other portions of the lamasery.

We were not able to visit the great treasure-room,

which cannot be opened without permission of the

Durbar
;
but wherever we wandered we saw a consider-

able display of wealth. In the temple were quantities

of sacred vessels and ornaments of gold and silver.

There were chortens of saints solidly plated with silver

and inlaid with gold and jewels. There were also some
fine wood carvings and silk hangings of wonderful

workmanship in these strange, dimly-lighted halls. We
were shown collections of Buddhist manuscripts and
illuminated scrolls, some obviously of great antiquity,

and the study of which might throw much light on the

mysteries of the Tibetan belief.

The Idol Boom was a weird place with pictures of

aerial battles between hideous fiends and equally

hideous Gods, many-headed and many-armed ; of tor-

tures of the damned, dreadful as only the Chinese

imagination can evolve
;
of Gods and Goddesses on a

gigantic scale, with cruel, callous eyes, sitting unmoved
among the horrors, ‘ careless of mankind.’ There were
many idols in the chamber. Images of unclean and
malicious deities stood in the niches of the walls. But
among all these repulsive faces of degraded type, dis-

torted with evil passions, we saw in striking contrast

here and there an image of the contemplative Buddha,
with beautiful calm features, pure and pitiful, such as

they have been handed down by painting and sculpture

for two thousand years, and which the lamas, with all
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their perverted imagination, have never ventured to

change when designing an idol of the Great Incarnation.

This was a night of noise and revelry. From dusk
to dawn monkish music resounded through the cor-

ridors and quadrangle of the gompa, whose doors

appeared to be open to all who might choose to enter.

Nautches of Ladaki women and festivities of different

sorts were organised for the amusement of the visitors to

the sacred precincts, who became boisterously merry, but

not quarrelsome, over their copious draughts of chung.

On the following morning, June 17, Bower and
Thorold, with their following, left Himis to cross the

Chang La—which was visible from here as a gentle

dip in the distant white mountain-range—to plunge, a

few marches beyond, into the unknown world. I was
the last European they were to see until they had
crossed mysterious Tibet and had fallen in with the

Christian missionaries in China proper. It was a

doubtful thing whether we should ever hear of these two
good Englishmen again. It was upwards of a year later

that I received a letter from Bower, and was delighted

to find that not only he and Thorold, but his faithful fol-

lowers, the Rajpoot surveyor and the Pathan orderly,

had got through safely to Shanghai. Evenmy old friends

Benjamin and Joseph, the Kashmiri-baiting spaniel pups,

were still hearty after their strange experiences.

We saw them well off down the nullah, and then

the Naib Wazir, the Treasurer, and myself returned to

our gallery in the monastery to witness the second

day’s ceremony, which is supposed to be the most im-

portant of the two.

At one stage three richly-caparisoned horses were
brought into the quadrangle by some masked lamas,

robed and hatted like Chinese mandarins. The fine

cloths were taken off the horses, and the unfortunate
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beasts were tlien dragged hither and thither by the

men, who also shouted and gesticulated before them,

as if to scare and enrage them, while the whole crowd
of spectators joined in with discordant howls and cheers.

The lamas now poured buckets of red paint upon the

horses and smeared their bodies over with it. Three
large Tibetan dogs were also led in, and painted and
worried in a similar fashion, until all six creatures were
frantic with terror. I was told afterwards that these

were like the scapegoats of the ancient Jews, and that

the red paint symbolised the sin of the people, that was
being transferred to the animals. The Naib Wazir
explained to me that these creatures were now dedi-

cated to the gompa, and would henceforth be exempt
from any work and be considered as holy, the mastiffs

to be chained up in the monastery passages and fret

themselves into fury, the horses to live a life of con-

tented ease in the adjacent paddock.

The masks were still more extraordinary on this

than on the previous day, and defy description. Cere-

monies of unknown meaning succeeded each other

:

there was a blessing of little pans of corn
;
a lighting

of fires with mystic rites ; there were dances of warriors,

of savages in skins, of wild beasts, of fabulous monsters.

At one time four masks came forward and placed a

black cloth on the ground, danced round it with intri-

cate steps, then, raising it, disclosed a prone black image

of a man, like the one we had seen on the day before.

But now, after a protracted conflict between rival spirits,

the devils broke through the lamas’ magic and rent

the image to pieces with their claws
;
and, being filled

with some red paste, it bled most realistically during

the operation.

A sort of harlequinade terminated this extraordinary

two days’ pantomime, full of coarse and often obscene
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buffoonery, which hugely pleased the audience, and
was received with peals of laughter even by the on-

looking lamas. Clowns came on, and proceeded to

burlesque the preceding sacred mysteries. A comic

school was one of the chief features of this part of the

performance. The schoolmaster was a fatuous old

pantaloon. The bare-armed and bare-legged boys who
represented the scholars wore large masks of moon-
shaped, grinning faces. They fought among each other,

they chaffed their old pedagogue, pinched him from
behind and ran away, threw things at him, stole his

hat and writing materials, and played all manner of

other tricks on him
;
while he tottered after them with

his stick, trembling with rage, and unable to catch

them. But he had an usher, or assistant, who was
much more agile. Whenever the boys became over-

obstreperous he would suddenly dart across the quad-

rangle harlequin-wise, buffeting the young rascals right

and left as he went.

Last of all, the schoolmaster prostrated himself with

comical action before the bowls of consecrated corn

and the images of the Gods, and proceeded to ape the

worship of the lamas. His scholars, imitating him,

prostrated themselves in a row beside him, and engaged
in mock prayer and ridiculous gestures and antics at

the expense of their own religion. Thus, with an orgie

of indecency and blasphemous caricature of all that these

people are supposed to hold sacred the festival ended at

dusk, when once again the cold wind sprang up after

the sultry day and the snow fell lightly.

On the following morning, June 18, the large

gathering began to break up, and the pilgrims set out
by divers ways for their homes, some to Ladaki
villages and Bupshu highlands, and some to far-offLassa.

Though this festival is termed the Himis Fair, a
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very limited amount of trade was carried on, for few
Tibetan caravans had crossed the passes at so early

a season. On a small scale, however, the produce of

the two countries was being bartered—the dried apricots

of Baltistan, the saffron and sugar of India, being ex-

changed for the brick tea, the incense-sticks, the

medicinal herbs, and the turquoises of Chma.
I returned to Leh with the Naib Wazir and his

suite. He suggested that we should cross the Indus by
a wooden bridge below Himis, and travel back by the

right bank of the river. By taking this route we
should pass the large and interesting Gompa of Tikzay,

and be able to interview that nearest approach to a

Mahatma, a real live skooshok
;

for this monastery,

unlike unfortunate Himis, possesses a resident incarna-

tion. We rode along the white sands of the Indus bed,

and encamped not far from the monastery in a delight-

ful bagh of birches and great rose-bushes covered with

blossoms, where many wild flowers, too, were in bloom
amid the long grass. This garden was surrounded by
a sandy desert. In the evening, as is the rule here, a

strong wind came up the Indus Valley, and a mist of

granite dust obscured the sky and land.

On the following morning we halted at Tikzay on
our way to Leh, and paid our salaam to the skooshok.

The Monastery of Tikzay is built on the summit of an

isolated peak, and is a most picturesque place, with

the usual inleaning walls and overhanging, open galleries

that characterise the Tibetan architecture.

We clambered up the steep path to the monastery

gate, and were ushered into the presence of the

skooshok, who was sitting in a gallery at the very sum-

mit of the building. He is much looked up to by all

the lamas of Ladak as being a man of great learning.

While completing his education at Lassa he passed the
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highest examinations, and is an adept in all the

Buddhist mysteries. He appeared to be a man of

middle age, and had a gentle, intelligent face. He
spoke but little, and had a dreamy, far-off look in his

eyes. Bor most of the time that we sat with him he

was abstractedly gazing at the immense landscape that

was extended before him—deserts, oases, the far-

stretching Indus Valley, and the snowy mountain-

THE LAMASERY OF TIKZAY

ranges. He pointed out this view to us with evident

appreciation of its somewhat sterile beauties. His

incarnations have been many here. He thoroughly

believes that he was Skooshok of Tikzay at a date when
we British were naked, painted savages, and has been
gazing century after century over the same glaring

wilderness from this high monastery top. At times he
muttered prayers almost inaudibly as he sat by us,

Q
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contemplating the scene with mild, sad eyes. He
ordered a gift of sugar and dried apricots to be brought
to us, and then we bade farewell to the incarnation,

whom we left still praying and dreamily considering

the world below.

Some of the lamas now took us over the monastery,

where we saw the usual grotesque objects of Tibetan

worship, and were snarled at by the sacred mastiffs as

we passed by them. These savage brutes are securely

chained, else a gonrpa would be a very unpleasant

place to visit. We were brought to the mouth of a

dark chamber, or chasm in the rock. I peeped into

this, and could not see the limits of it
;
but perceived

dimly the images of many grovelling demons, who were
being trodden under foot by a black figure of gigantic

dimensions. All that was visible of this figure was one

huge foot, with a portion of the lower leg. The rest of

the body was. lost in the obscurity, and the likeness of

the god was left to one’s imagination
;
but the image

was on so great a scale that, were it continued upwards
in proper proportions to the foot, it would tower high

above the monastery roofs.
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On returning to Leh I took up my residence again in

the Joint-Commissioner’s house. On the night of my
arrival I was woke up by an extraordinary noise

:

gongs and tomtoms were being beaten in the city,

people were shouting, and now and again men rushed

by the European quarter shrieking words I could not

understand. I naturally concluded that a fire had
broken out, so went into the bungalow grounds to dis-

cover in what direction it might be. But I could dis-

tinguish no signs of a conflagration, and not being

able to make anything of this hubbub, I turned into

bed again. The din gradually subsided, and at last no
sound was to be heard save the usual cry and challenge

of the watchmen in the town and neighbouring villages.

These watchmen, by the way, call out at intervals, £ Look
out ! Look out ! all who do not carry lanterns are

thieves,’ and it is their duty to arrest anyone going
about after dark unprovided with a light.

On the following morning, the Naib Wazir called

upon me, and told me the story of the nocturnal dis-

turbance. Nothing less than a revolution had taken
place, a trumpery one, it is true, but it might have led

to mischief had it not been promptly put down
;
and to

some extent it was an anti-European demonstration.

q 2
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It appeared that the Mahomedans of Leh had worked
themselves up to a high pitch of indignation because
some poor men of their faith had carried the bodies of

the dead Moravian missionaries to the cemetery for

burial, and had received payment for doing so.

These angry Mussulmans, profiting by the absence

of the Naib Wazir at Himis, had proceeded to take the

law into their own hands. Their chief men had drawn
up a list of regulations for the government of the city,

to which the mullah affixed his seal. According to this

proclamation, which had been posted up in the bazaar,

no man was to eat with the outcasts who had touched

the Christian dead. Punishments for various offences

were instituted, and public floggings in the bazaar were
to be inflicted on anyone who should disobey the in-

junctions of this self-constituted tribunal. A great

meeting of Mahomedans had been convened on the

previous night, and had ended in the riot which had
disturbed my slumbers. But the Naib Wazir had now
returned to his post, so he sallied forth with the hand-

ful of Gurkha sepoys which forms part of the small

garrison at Leh, and in a very short time put an end to

this imperium in imperio. He arrested the ringleaders,

among whom were some of the leading merchants in

the town, and confined them in the fortress,-from which,

I believe, they were not liberated until they had been

handsomely fined and soundly flogged.

I was glad to find that the only other European

man in Leh, the Moravian missionary, Shaw, though

weak, was now well recovered of the fever
;
so we

foregathered, and saw a good deal of each other

during the few days I remained here awaiting my
letters.

The postman and his family are, I believe, the only

native Christians in Leh. Shaw and myself had tea
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with them one afternoon. Theirs was a regular Tibetan

home, less the Buddhist shrines and idols, with a rough

mud-stove at one end of the chamber and the cooking-

vessels strewn about the 'floor. Here we found the

host, his wife, his two grown-up, unmarried daughters,

and his other children—for, as he is a Christian, his

family is much more extensive than is usual in polyan-

dric Ladak. One of his daughters had displeased him
by marrying a Buddhist, and he seemed much perturbed

because there were no Christian young men in Leh
who could become husbands to these other two daugh-

ters, who are good-tempered, not uncomely, and well-

dowered girls. This was a happy, jolly family, and no
foolish attempts were made to ape European ways.

The meal they put before us was quite Tibetan, con-

sisting of cakes and bowls of China tea, in which clari-

fied butter had been melted. This last mixture is by
no means so unpalatable as one would imagine, and I

think the simple people were pleased that I thoroughly

appreciated and did justice to the delicacies they had
so kindly provided.

About this time the bazaar at Leh was full of

rumours of frontier troubles. It was reported that a

Russian force had invaded Afghanistan, and that Colonel

Durand, our Agent at Gilgit, was fighting the Kanjutis

who had raided into Kashmir territory. My servant

Babu Khan came to me one day with a tale he had
heard in the bazaar to the effect that a sahib had just

been murdered near Gilgit. A few days later further

particulars came in. The sahib was said to be Mr.
Lennard, who had been killed by Kanjutis on his way
from Yarkand to Kashmir. ITow the story originated I

do not know
;
but it spread through Kashmir, found its

way into the Indian papers, and thence to the English,

no doubt causing much groundless alarm to Mr. Len-
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nard’s relatives and friends. I met him alive and whole
later on, and we took part together in the campaign
which ended in the total defeat of his supposed mur-
derers, the Kanjuti tribesmen.

This and other bazaar tales chilled the courage of

Babu Khan. He took it upon himself to strongly re-

commend me not to march to Gilgit
;

it was a danger-

ous road, he said, to travel, with plenty of bad men on
it, who might slay his master

;
as for himself he was an

old man, and his life was of no value. When the poor
old gentleman found that I had no intention of chang-
ing my plans, he promptly fell ill, or pretended to do so.-

He certainly appeared to have a fever of some sort,

and, as is the habit of the Asiatic, at once threw up the

sponge and came to the conclusion he was about to die.

There was no doctor in Leh save a kind of Buddhist
physician, or magician, who would have treated the case

with incantations and charms, so that I had to physic

him myself. Despite my care he would not get well,

and I was forced to leave him behind at Leh, the Nail)

Wazir kindly undertaking to send him back to Srinagur

as soon as he was convalescent. I subsequently learnt

that two days after I had left him he arose from what
he had assured me was his deathbed and started for

home, his pockets well lined with his arrears of wages
and the extra rupees that were to have met his hospital

expenses. This rapid recovery, like that of Gil Bias,

may have been due to the departure of his medical ad-

viser
;
but my opinion is that the old humbug had

simply malingered to avoid the journey to Gilgit. Gil-

git certainly has a very bad name in this country, and
servants often refuse to accompany their masters to the

Kashmir Siberia.

On June 22 the letter from Spedding which I had
been waiting for arrived. He told me he would be on
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the Gilgit road in the middle of July, and also that

Major Cumberland was starting for the Pamirs, and was
willing that I should accompany him, could I obtain

leave to do so. This was very good news for me. To
visit the Eoof of the World with so experienced a travel-

ler was an opportunity not to be lost
; so I decided to

set out for Gilgit forthwith.

I had a long journey before me, and as there was
no place on the way at which stores could be procured,

I had to make some purchases in the bazaar at Leh. I

found that rice and sugar, the articles I was most in

need of, were very dear here. Ladak is dependent on
Kashmir for these, and it is the custom of the Leh
people to travel to Srinagur in the autumn to exchange
the produce of their own country with that of the low-

lands. I was told that in the previous autumn numbers
of these travellers had been kidnapped by pickets of

Kashmir sepoys lying in wait for them near Gunderbal,

and had been carried off for begar on the Gilgit road.

At that late season the march to Gilgit would signify

frostbite and possible death for many of these poor
creatures. So the men of Leh, terrified at the fate that

awaited them at the other end of the road, had declared

that they would not undertake the journey to Kashmir
this year to exchange their goods. Consequently rice

and other Kashmir produce had already almost risen

to famine prices in anticipation of the coming scarcity.

The distance from Leh to Gilgit by the road I decided

to follow is, roughly, 370 miles, or thirty-two marches.

On looking at the map the most obvious route would
appear to be by the Indus Valley

;
but as I have already

explained, the difficulties presented by the Indus gorges

are so great that the road diverges from the valley

twice, for several marches, to cross high snowy passes.

This road is a rough one at its best, and a very up
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and down one, varying from 4,400 to nearly 17,000
feet above the sea. As the track in many places is not

practicable even for unladen animals, I decided to walk
all the way. It was an interesting journey, in the course

of which I came across some magnificent scenery, and
traversed from end to end the province of Baltistan.

As I was leaving Babu Khan behind, my Kashmiri
follower, the camera-bearing Subhana, to his great

pride and delight, became my factotum, and for the

first time in his life was elevated to the rank of khan-

samah. Having thus far been travelling in the com-
pany of fellow-countrymen, or wfitli Babu Khan, who
spoke a little English, I had made little progress in the

acquisition of Hindostani. But now that I had to get

on as well as I could with no one b}r me who under-

stood a word of English, I of necessity rapidly picked

up a sort of language by which I was enabled to make
myself intelligible, but which, when I came across

Spedding’s staff on the Gilgit road, puzzled and amused
those young men exceedingly. To my followers and
the peoples through whose countries I was travelling

Hindostani was almost as much' a foreign tongue as it

was to myself, and those who spoke it did so but in-

differently, mixing with it a good many words of their

own dialects. I thus acquired a sort of hodge-podge,

which for a time I fondly imagined to be Hindostani,

but which, in addition to Urdu, contained Tibetan,

Kashmir, and Balti words, and also many Persian

terms
;
for the higher classes in all these regions are

acquainted with the 4 French of Asia,’ and often employ
Persian when endeavouring to make themselves under-

stood of the European traveller.

Between Subhana and myself this lingaci franca at

last developed into a regularly-organised language,

each of us knowing the particular words of the divers
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tongues with which the other was conversant
;

and
though my man never spoke a word of English, I found

him most useful at first as an interpreter.

My road lay down the Indus Valley for six marches,

the first four of which—Leh from Khalsi—I had already

traversed on my way from Kashmir. I set out on the

morning of June 27 with my little train of coolies,

having first bid farewell to weeping Babu Khan—who
gave me his dying blessing, the old ruffian—and to all

my friends, who came outside the town to see me off,

leading sheep and goats, and carrying baskets of vege-

tables for me, as parting gifts.

During these mid-summer days I found it much
hotter work tramping over the sands and gravel of the

Indus bed than it had been on our journey up
;
but the

oases were lovelier and more refreshing than ever when
we reached them after the long desert marches. The
roses were now in full blossom, as, too, were many wild

flowers familiar to a European eye—vetches, lavender,

thyme, bluebells, iris, corn-flowers, delicate columbines,

pink or pure white, while convolvulus wreathed trees

and bushes with leaves of vivid green and large petals

of various hue. At every halting-place the children

were sent out to me with bunches of roses as presents.

The apricots, too, had now formed, and were almost of

full size in the lower grounds. I watched these with
interest, for I looked forward to a great feasting on
fruit later on during every hot day’s march.

The Ladakis have a more manly bearing than the

Kashmiris
;

still, they can scarcely be termed a brave
people. When 1 reached Saspul I found a caravan
from Yarkand encamped there for the night. Among
the drivers was one Afghan—like many of his race, a

truculent and quarrelsome-fellow—who for some reason

had thrown a 'large stone at a Ladaki’s head and cut it
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open, had kicked the head-man of Nimu, and assaulted

several others. His Turki companions took no part in

the quarrel, and when I came up the Afghan, having
satisfied his wrath, was standing, dignified and scornful,

in the midst of a crowd of fifty agitated and chattering

Ladakis, eager for vengeance, anxious to arrest him,
but not one daring to lay hands on him

When I approached, the blood stained men, who had
been but slightly hurt, appealed to me, displaying their

wounds and demanding justice, while their friends stood

round lamenting, and, after the manner of the mild
Buddhists, shuddering at the sight of the blood. I saw
no reason to meddle in the matter, but when the terrified

creatures asked me to see if their injuries were serious

I did so, and recommended them to wash the wounds.
They were evidently amazed to hear of this most un-

usual method of surgical treatment, and I do not think

they carried out my instructions. Ladakis, I believe,

never wash. In the winter it is too cold to do so
;
when

summer arrives, they argue that having dispensed with

ablution for so long it is hardly worth while beginning it.

By order of a sahib a Ladaki can summon some
little courage, and had I given the word to seize and
bind the Afghan these men would no doubt have

obeyed me
;
but as I refused to act as magistrate, they

did not venture to interfere with that terrible man. It

is gratifying to observe in what extraordinary estimation

the Englishman is held throughout these regions, and
how he is always appealed to in every difficulty, and his

fiat is accepted without question. ‘ The sahib has said

it, it is enough,’ a man will declare, bowing his head in

submission to a decision given against himself. The
natives of these districts have only seen English gentle-

men—officers and Civil Servants from India for the most
part—and have acquired an absolute confidence in the
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integrity and justice of our race, a confidence which is

seldom, if ever, abused; for, happily, the mean white does

not extend his travels here. The Asiatics do not under-

stand us, neither do they love us, but they respect

Englishmen as being straight and brave, and it is only

because we have the right men in India, who maintain

this reputation, that we are able to rule the land at all.

This is all very trite, and has often been said before
;
but

it would be difficult to convince those strange people at

borne (fortunately fewer than they were some years ago),

to whom it appears to be an unpleasant reflection that

the British breed should be respected beyond the seas,

and to whom every gross misrepresentation which throws

discredit on the English in India is more acceptable than

the truth.

Those who know Eussian Turkestan tell us that even
there, should a dispute occur—over some trade transac-

tion, for instance—between two natives, these, having-

no confidence in their own magistrates, and not much
faith in Eussian incorruptibility, will ask any English

traveller who may be by to act as arbitrator in the case,

his word being of higher authority to them than the

decision of tribunals.

At midday on June 30 we reached Khalsi, and
there, leaving the Srinagur road, plunged into what was
to me a new country, following the rough cross-country

track by which the Balti traders bring down their loads

of dried apricots. This day we descended the Indus
Valley for some ten miles below Khalsi, and halted for

the night at Doomkha, a very pious village, if one may
j
udge from the amazing number of chortens, manis, and
lhato that are scattered all over the arid ground sur-

rounding the oasis. ‘ Books in the running brooks,

sermons in stones,’ may be taken literally in this land
of praying-waterwheels and praying-stones,
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Now that I had left the Srinagur road I found no
rest-houses at the stages, and so here my tent was
pitched among the roses and wild flowers under the

apricot-trees, close to a little cascade of ice-cold water.

On July 1, passing picturesque Skirbichan, with its

gompa-crowned rock, we arrived at the point where the

Indus gorges commence to become difficult. In order

SKIRBICHAN.

to avoid the terrific precipices the track is carried high

over the stony mountain-spurs. A maidan my servant

called this portion of the way ;
for any land that does not

slope at a steeper angle than forty-five degrees is considered

a plain by the Kashmir mountaineer. We encamped
this night at Acheenatang, a hamlet perched on a little

ledge of the precipitous mountain-side. Its inhabitants,

being away from the high-roads, evidently do not think

it worth while to study appearances, for they were the
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raggedest and filthiest people I met on my whole journey,

and that is saying a great deal
;
but, unlike the poor

Baltis, they had at least a sufficiency of clothing, such as

it was, and each individual was ingeniously and warmly
swathed in a multitude of foul bandages and cloths.

There was no water near our camp when wTe arrived,

but the head-man of the village, when this was pointed

GORGES OF THE INDUS.

out to him, walked into the irrigated land some fifty

yards away, and by dint of throwing up a dam here and
scraping out a hole in an embankment there with his

hands, soon sent a nice little stream of clear, cold
water babbling by my tent.

On July 2 we descended the Indus gorge through
gloomy but magnificent scenery. The stupendous cliffs

towered above us on one side of the narrow track, and
fell beneath us to the raging torrent on the other side.
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There was no vegetation, not even a blade of grass to be
seen, for a long distance

;
but at one point of the road

we came across a single rose-bush, with one solitary red
blossom on it, springing from the debris of a shat-

tered mountain—a strange sight amid the surrounding
desolation.

Then we reached the spot beyond which the Indus
Valley becomes practically impassable

;
and it certainly

looks it, narrowing to one of the most awful gorges

imaginable. It is here that the road, as a reference

to the map will show, leaves the Indus for ten marches,
crossing the high mountain-range to the north by the

Chorbat Pass, to descend to the banks of the Shayok
Eiver, a tributary of the Indus rising under the Kara-
koram Pass.

So here we turned up a side-nullah, down which the

Hanu, a torrent of clear blue water, rushes into the dis-

coloured Indus. The Hanu has its source among the

eternal snows of the Chorbat, and we now had to ascend

its steep gorge for two days before reaching the foot of

the pass. This night we encamped in a field of purple

flowers near Goma Hanu, a hamlet of miserable dwellings

honeycombing the cliff-side. This is the highest hamlet

of the nullah, and there are no habitations for three days’

journey beyond, that is, until the pass is crossed and the

banks of the Shayok are reached. This is also the last

Buddhist village. Here I was to bid farewell to the

queer land of the pigtailed Ladakis, and the next

settlement I was to enter would be in Mahomedan
Baltistan.

The inhabitants of this highland village were of a

different type to the other Ladakis I had seen. They
were of smaller stature—some might be described as

dwarfs—and they were uglier and less-intelligent looking

than the men of the Indus Valley. Several of them had
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goitres, and a few miserable creatures appeared to be
cretin idiots. I do not know what is the elevation of

Gfoma Hanu, but it must be considerable, for the wind
was bitterly cold, and it froze at night. All the villagers

who were suffering from any form of sickness came to

my tent to be healed. It was in vain I told them I was
no hakim. I was a sahib, and that in their e}-es was a

sufficient qualification for medical practice. There were
many cases of old sores and wrounds that had been
neglected and poisoned by dirt. I distributed some
Holloway’s Ointment and explained its use, and also

endeavoured to lecture on the beneficial effects of

occasional ablution. I was often consulted by sufferers

of this sort on the road, and gave away a good deal of

the Ointment, a fact, I fear, which is quite useless as an
advertisement, for I marched rapidly through the

country, never saw any of my patients again, and cannot

say what was the result of my treatment.

There were some other travellers encamped here for

the night—a body of twenty Baltis, who were on their

way to Ladak, laden with mill-stones. Their burdens
were very heavy, for when carrying their own goods
and bent on their private enterprise these little men
will tramp along merrily under quite double the regu-

lation load of the begar coolie.

At Hanu wre exchanged our coolies for others who
were to accompany us for the next three days’ journey
across the mountains. On July 3 we proceeded up the

ravine to a camping-place at the foot of the Chorbat La.

The embers of old fires under the rocks showed us that

this was much used as a halting-ground by the Baltis,

of which fact the fleas we picked up here afforded yet
another proof. It was a dreary spot, exposed to all the
winds of heaven

;
there were snowy downs all round us,

and patches of snow were lying about our camp. It
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froze hard at night, and there was a strong and biting

wind
;
but we had brought plenty of wood up with us

from Goma Hanu, and the coolies had a roaring fire to

sleep by.

It began to snow hard in the evening, and the jovial

old lumbadar of Goma Hanu, who was accompanying
us, shook his head doubtfully, and evidently did not

relish the prospect of facing the pass on the morrow.
He told us that the Chorbat La was in an exceptionally

bad condition after the preceding hard winter, and that

we should have to force our way for many hours

through soft snow.
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RAJAHS—A JOURNEY ON A SKIN RAFT—BRAGAR.

Lucktly we were not delayed here by bad weather, else

our supplies would have run short, and we should have
had to send coolies down the valley for more. When I

turned out of my tent at dawn on July 4 I found that it

was freezing hard and snowing
;
but there was no wind,

and the lumbadar said that we could cross the pass.

For the first part of the way we marched over un-
dulating downs of snow coated with ice, and conse-

quently fairly easy to walk upon : but for the last 2,000
feet or so to the summit of the pass it was very fatiguing

travelling, as here we had to ascend a slope of forty-

five degrees deeply covered in soft snow, into which we
sank at every step.

At this elevation one began to realise that the air

was considerably thinner, the atmospheric pressure, as

a matter of fact, at 17,000 feet being little more than
half what it is at the sea level, and I found that fre-

quent halts were necessary while toiling up this incline
;

the laden coolies did not reach the summit till three

hours after myself. I had my midday halt and tiffin

at the extreme top of the pass, which is 16,700 feet

above the sea.

The col is formed by a sharp ridge of rock, from
either side of which fall the steep snow-slopes. It had

E
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now ceased snowing, and the sky was clear, so that

from here I could distinguish the details of the immense
landscape that was spread before me—leagues on
leagues of snow-fields, couloirs of stones and rocky
pinnacles, range behind range of great mountains with
glaciers glittering in the hollows of them, the white

snow lying wherever the crags were not too steep—

a

weird and desolate scene, such as one imagines may
exist on the Antarctic continent.

Looking to the north across the Shayok Valley, I

perceived some stupendous mountains rising above the

lesser ranges. These must have been peaks of the

main Karakoram range, some fifty miles away, forming

the frontier between Baltistan and Chinese Turkestan.

I consulted my map, and found that there were several

summits exceeding 25,000 feet in the direction I was
looking, and one attaining 28,265 feet, the loftiest

mountain in the world save Mount Everest. This is

K 2, as it is called in the Survey
;

it is not visible from
here, and, indeed, is so buried among huge peaks that

it is not at all easy to obtain a glimpse of it from any
point, and those who have gazed at it are very few in

number.
A glance at a good map enables one to realise what

an extraordinary region this is. Glaciers and snow-

fields are delineated as covering thousands of square

miles, the glaciers being far the largest known outside

the Arctic regions, filling valleys forty miles in length.

There are no really practicable passes across this awful

range between the Karakoram and the head of the

Hunza River.

The province of Baltistan, or Little Tibet, into which

I was now about to descend, was conquered by the

Sikhs in 1840. Before that it was ruled by the Rajah

of Skardu and a number of subordinate rajahs, whose
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descendants still preserve their nominal titles and

dignities, and, as is the case with the Gialpo of Ladak,

are held in great respect by their faithful people, who,

like all Orientals, value gentle blood.

Baltistan, lying between the Himalayas and the

ranges of the Hindoo Koosh, the Karakoram, and Tibet,

is thus hemmed in on all sides by the highest moun-
tains in the world, and in the winter months, when the

passes are closed, it is almost completely isolated. It

has, indeed, one natural outlet to the lowlands, the

valley of the Indus
;
but the route afforded by this is

far more dangerous to the traveller than the highest

pass, for that portion of the Indus Valley which lies

between this country and India is inhabited by blood-

thirsty and fanatical tribes, Mahomedans of the Suni

sect. The Baltis for the most part are of the Shiah

sect, and it is one of the pleasant customs of the

above-mentioned tribesmen to cut the throat of every

Shiah who ventures into their country, while they make
slaves of strangers who happen to be of their own creed.

These poor Baltis, robbed by the tax-farmers of their

conquerors, hunted by Kanjuti robbers to be sold as

slaves in Central Asia, dragged from their homes to do
forced labour on the dreaded Gilgit road, and murdered
by their Suni neighbours, have hitherto dragged on
but an insecure and harassed existence among their

wild hills and valleys.

But in every respect a better time is now coming
for the Baltis, as they are already beginning to realise

;

and for this they have to thank our interference in the

affairs of the Kashmir State. The Kanjutis, who sold

them as slaves, will do so no longer since Colonel

Durand’s successful expedition
;
the position we have

taken up at Gilgit has put a stop to the raids of the

Indus Valley tribes; an organised transport corps will
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now do away witli the evils of the Gilgit road begar

;

and when our Settlement Officer has extended his work
to this portion of the Maharajah’s dominions, it is to

be hoped that the poor persecuted Baltis will become
the happy and prosperous people they deserve to be.

For this is a blameless and innocent race of men.
Europeans who have travelled through their country

always speak well of and remember with kindly feel-

ings these honest, simple, cheerful, and good-natured

creatures, in whose character there is much that is

pathetically attractive.

Dwelling in a country almost as barren as Ladak,

and being polygamous Mussulmans, they are, as I have
pointed out, far poorer than their well-to-do Malthusian

neighbours. Polygamy is an expensive amusement in

all lands, and is ill-adapted to these highlands. The
signs of extreme poverty are, indeed, manifest all over

Baltistan, and there is much positive distress. Numbers
here have never known what it is to have a sufficiency

of food, do not even possess the clothing necessary to

withstand the rigours of the climate, and can be seen

shivering in bitter winter weather, with bare limbs, and
only thin rags about their bodies. It is marvellous

how they exist at all
;
but this is a sturdy race, and

the stern laws of the survival of the fittest have full

play among the population. Rajah Ram Singh, Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Maharajah’s forces, recently

travelled through Baltistan. On entering the country

he was met by a large, doleful crowd of ragged crea-

tures, all wailing, and carrying lit lanterns, though it

was broad daylight. The Rajah demanded an explana-

tion. ‘ 0 Maharajah !
’ replied the spokesman, ‘ our

land is so darkened with suffering that we have brought

lanterns, that your Highness may see how it is with us,

and relieve us.’
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The Baltis are of Mongolian stock, somewhat resem-

bling the Ladakis, but have an admixture of Aryan
blood, as there is a considerable intermarriage between

them and the Astoris, Gilgittis, and others of the so-

called Hard race. The Balti men wear skull-caps
;
the

top of the head is shaven, but the long black hair hangs

down over either cheek in wild, curling elf-locks. This

is distinctly an ugly people
;
but the women are more

comely than those in Ladak, and of fairer complexion.

Some of the piquant Balti girls, with their funny little

flat faces always wreathed in smiles, their snub noses,

and eyes twinkling with fun, can almost be described

as pretty, despite their unclassical type of feature, and
have, at any rate, the pleasing expression which a

cheerful disposition gives. Cheerfulness is the chief

characteristic of the long-suffering Balti. He is always

ready to laugh. He is the most easily-amused person

in the world. At the end of a long day’s march along

the hot Indus sands, when the wearied coolies are in-

clined to grumble or sulk, any sort of feeble joke or

encouraging remark will send them all stepping out

again with cheery good-will. You have only to look

in a good temper yourself, and your Balti followers

will be contented and amiable under the most depress-

ing circumstances.

After I had taken some photographs at the summit
of the pass I commenced the descent. The Chorbat is

an easy pass, presenting no difficulties, but it is weary
work floundering up and down its steep, soft snows. At
last we came to where the little Chorbat stream issues

from the snow-field, and followed it down declivities of

debris till we reached our camping-place, an exposed
spot in a broad glen, where some grass and alpine

flowers grew by the bank of the stream. It had been a

long day’s march, and the coolies did not come in till dusk.
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There were no huts here, but we found some wild-

looking, highland herdsmen, with their cattle. These
hardy fellows were bivouacking through the summer
on the bleak mountain-side, with but a scanty blanket

each for covering at night. There was no firewood

about, but the herdsmen had collected a quantity from
the neighbouring mountain, and were willing to sell it to

travellers. I could see that there was a little grass

growing here and there on the hillsides, which made
this appear quite a rich country after naked Ladak

;

but in most parts of the world it would be looked upon
as little better than a howling wilderness.

It was snowing and cold when camp was broken up
on July 5 ;

but after abruptly descending for a few
hours to lower altitudes, we escaped from a winter

morning into a hot summer day. This was another

long march, but it was all downhill. The glen nar-

rowed to a gorge
;
in many places the road had been

carried away by landslips, so that it was rough travel-

ling over slopes of falling boulders. It was late after-

noon when, between the crags that rose on either side

of us, we opened out the broad sandy valley of the

Shayok, backed by great precipices. At the mouth of

the ravine we came upon human habitations again for

the first time for three days, and entered the village of

Chorbat, which was to be our halting-place for the

night.

The kotwal came out to welcome me, and brought

me to a camping-ground among the apricot-trees. The
village nestles snugly between the steep mountain-side

and the sandy river-bed. I had not been at so low an

elevation as this for some time
;
so that the crops were

far more advanced than any I had yet seen. The
barley was already turning yellow, and the mulberries

were ripe. I had tasted no fresh fruit for months, and
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of late no fresh vegetables
;
but now I had come to a

land of fruit, and during my progress through Baltistan

was presented with apricots and mulberries in profu-

sion at every halting-place. Large groves of apricots

surround every hamlet in this province, and the dried

fruit is the principal export, the kabani of Baltistan

being famous in all the neighbouring regions.

This was my first Balti village, and that I had
crossed the mountains into a country very different

from Ladak was at once apparent. All the men and
children gathered together to stare politely at the sahib.

The men squatted round my tent in a ring, passing

the hookahs solemnly from one to another
;
while the

numerous half-naked and wholly naked children played

in and out of the circle, laughing, romping, and shriek-

ing after the manner of those of their years all the

world over
;
but of women not one was to be seen. I

was evidently in a Mussulman land again
;
in a Ladak

village the crowd would have been of men and un-

abashed women, with a very small sprinkling of quiet

children. On walking through the village the women
—save the wrinkled beldams—scurried away into their

homes when they saw me approach. I did not find

here open-doored houses, as in Ladak, in which there is

no attempt at privacy, and into which one can look

freely as one goes by, but passed up alleys of bare
walls, presenting no window on the road, with little

wicket-gates kept well closed—the jealous habitations

of the followers of the Prophet.

I sat for some time under the trees, enjoying the

mulberries and conversing with the villagers, before I

heard the clamorous chorus of my indefatigable coolies

descending the gorge
;
and shortly afterwards they

marched up with my baggage, cheery as ever after

their three days’ journey. The kotwal informed me
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that the road ahead was in a bad condition, and unfit

for baggage-animals, so after dismissing my Ladak
coolies I engaged others here.

The kotwal brought me the salaam of the rajah of

the district, wTho had heard of my arrival and desired

to visit me. This was a fine-looking old gentleman
with white beard, white robe, and voluminous white
turban, who came up accompanied by his munshi and
several followers. He was one of those deposed rajahs

t\
7lio, as I have said, are permitted by their Dogra
conquerors to preserve their nominal rank. He shook
his head when he heard I was going to Gilgit. He said

the road from here as far as Astor was a good one, but
that from Astor to Gilgit it was a dangerous one, with

many bad people about. As a matter of fact, the Gilgit

road is now as safe as the road from Brighton to

London
;
but the Oriental mind is slow at accepting

new facts, and this old rajah had not forgotten the

devastating raids of the men of Yasin and Chilas into

the Gilgit district and the western valleys of Baltistan.

Here, as in every village in Baltistan, men came up
to me to be treated for sores and wounds that would
not heal. I was puzzled to find so many suffering in

this way. I imagine that some of these ugly raws were

the old galls of the burdens got while doing Gilgit-

road begar.

On July 6, just as I was about to march, the lum-

badar, who had been away, appeared on the scene and
introduced himself to me. He had a good deal to say

for himself. He showed me a number of chits that had
been given him by passing sahibs, in which his virtues

were wonderfully extolled
;
one spoke of him as being

the only official in all Baltistan worth his salt. I

thought him too suspiciously good altogether, and was
prepared for an exhibition of the cloven foot. He
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accompanied me outside the village, speaking all the

while of his own extraordinary merits. When I was
leaving him I offered him a little bakshish

;
upon

which he calmly informed me that it was the dastur for

every sahib who passed through Chorbat to give him
five rupees. He had done nothing for me, so I politely

declined to follow the precedent. It is possible that

some sahib did once give him five rupees, and conse-

quently, Asiatic that he is, he looks forward to the

same sum as his prescribed due from every other sahib

who comes his way—a dastur to remain unchanged until

some more generous globe-trotter happens to present

him with ten rupees, when the higher sum will become
the dastur, and so on. But I bade farewell to this

blackmailing lumbadar who stands in wait for the

white man at the gate of the Chorbat Pass, without

having any such dealings with him as he will be in-

clined to impose on others as a precedent, and pro-

ceeded on my way.
The Shayok here appears to be of about the same

volume as the Indus where I had left it in Ladak, but
is not so furious a torrent, flowing smoothly for many
leagues at a time between its broad white sands. The
scenery is finer than in the Ladak valleys, the mountains
being of more varied outline, while the oases are more
frequent and more extensive. Now our road would
follow the hot, flat sands, the river on one side of us, the

sheer cliffs on the other
;
now we had to mount high up

the cliffs, and descend again by the usual riskj^-looking

scaffolded paths. In other places, where whole moun-
tain-spurs had fallen down to the beach, we had to

clamber across wastes of boulders.

It was here much hotter than in Ladak, and each
day’s journey brought us down to a sultrier land, until

on the sandy plains of Skardu the temperature was as
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higli as it is in India
;
but there was always ice-cold

water to drink and fruit to feast on. so I had not much
to complain of. On July 6 we passed the usual stage,

and encamped atLunkha. We were tormented during
the latter part of this day’s march by the strong wind
that blew up the valley—as it generally does here in

the afternoon— driving stinging showers of granite sand
into our faces.

On July 6 we had a long march to the village of

Kapalu. In consequence of some recent big landslips,

the lower road could not be followed, so that we had to

take a steep and difficult track, which zigzagged up the

face of the cliff, until we were several thousands of feet

above the river, and had reached the summit of the

ridge. We now crossed an undulating plateau, on
which were occasional patches of poor pasture

;
but

for the most part it was a waste of stones, where the

air was heavy with the sickly scent of boortsa, and
whose only inhabitants were black lizards. It was a

windless, sultry day, and the silent sand devils were
constantly rising round us. From this elevation I ob-

tained a grand view over the great range beyond the

Shayok
;

for I was looking up the broad valley of

Mushe, at the head of which, thirty miles off, some
magnificent peaks towered above the rolling clouds—the

glaciers filling the hollows between them—one of these

summits, Mount Masherbrum, attaining 25,676 feet.

It was late in the afternoon when, on arriving at

the edge of a high ridge, I looked down upon a most
charming landscape. Far beneath was the valley of

the Shayok, with its river winding among the sands,

and enclosed by snowy ranges. And there at my feet

lay an oasis far larger than any I had yet seen. It was
an unbroken garden of rich vegetation which bordered

the river for several miles, and which was also of con-
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siderable breadth, stretching from the river sands across

the maidan, and climbing for some way up the lower

slopes of the mountains—a succession of orchards of

apricot, cherry, walnut, and other fruit-trees
;

fields

of yellow corn, peas, and lucerne, most grateful

to eyes that had been gazing all day on sand and
stones glaring in fierce sunshine. This fair spot was
Kapalu, the richest district in Baltistan, and regarded

as a very Garden of Eden by the Balti people. Several

little hamlets are scattered through the cultivated

lands, in the principal one of which we were to halt

for the night.

My tent was pitched, as usual, in an orchard, and
soon some hundreds of villagers assembled, and sat in a

respectful semicircle in front of me. A few of these

were of the upper class, men of quite fair complexion,

and of a very different type from the others
;
they had

little of the Mongolian in their features, but were some-
thing like the modern Greeks, having the same worn,
refined faces, while ihe skull-cap, black moustache,
and long, black hair made this resemblance still more
noticeable.

Subhana came to me and announced that the two
small Bajahs of Kapalu were about to call on me

;
and

soon I perceived, through the fruit-trees, a number of

men in white robes approaching. Then all the villagers

who were squatting round my tent rose to their feet

and respectfully made way for their chiefs. I had
been told that the Rajahs were small, but was not pre-

pared to see quite such juveniles as my two visitors.

These were the two orphan sons of the late Rajah of

Kapalu, the hereditary rulers of this fertile district,

who, like the numerous other rajahs I came across in

Baltistan, are treated with as much respect by their

people as in the days when their power was absolute.
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One of these boys was a fine little fellow of ten,

clad in a snow-white robe, and with a huge white

turban almost as big as himself on his head. His

brother was a baby in arms, similarly attired, and
looking an absurd little creature in his topheavy
turban

;
he was brought to me, crowing and laughing,

in the arms of a man belonging to the Rajah’s retinue,

for his female nurse could not, of course, appear in my
presence. The baby was then induced to hand to me
a dali of ripe cherries, to the intense delight and pride

of his nurse and all the onlookers
;

his own mother
could not have displayed greater pleasure than did all

these poor people when I expressed my admiration of

their infant Rajah’s intelligence.

Then the other boy walked up, stately, quite at ease,

the little gentleman all over. He took a seat on a

cloth in front of my tent, and we conversed as well as

we could for some time. He was a very handsome
boy, of complexion fair as a European’s, with intelli-

gent, well-bred features. His family is a very ancient

one, and is considered one of the most noble in this

country. He had been told that I took photographs,

and was anxious to see some of the pictures and the

machine that produced them. He was chiefly interested

in some groups I had taken of Ladaki men and women,
but looked at them, I think, with some awe ; for he

had, no doubt, been educated to consider the Buddhists

as an abominable people, idolaters of the most accursed

sort, and powerful magicians. He was a thorough boy,

inquisitive, and eager, in a polite and dignified way, to

view all my possessions. 4 Have you anything else to

show me P ’ he would inquire of me as soon as he had

sufficiently inspected each fresh article. There was an

interchange of dalis between us—his consisting of dishes

of dried apricots, mulberries, cherries, raisins, and rice

—and then we separated.
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Having tramped the eleven rough marches from

Leh, on June 21 I had a pleasantly lazy journey for a

change by another mode of locomotion. The more
favourable route to Skardu crosses the Shayok at

Kapalu, and follows its right bank to its junction with

the Indus. We accordingly traversed the orchards

that surround the village and descended to the river.

The passage of the Shayok is effected on rafts of inflated

skins, such as have been in use from time immemorial
in the East. We found awaiting us a raft of forty goat-

skins supporting a framework of light sticks. To carry

my baggage, myself, my servant, the thirteen coolies,

and the two officials who were to do me the honour
of escorting me for a few marches, necessitated two
voyages of the raft and considerable delay.

The four men who composed the crew propelled

the raft across the broad and rushing river with long

poles, which were well enough for shoving her along in

the shallows, but were very inadequate when employed
as oars in the deeper water. It does not appear to be
the custom for the boatmen in Baltistan to employ
paddles, as it is in Kashmir and other parts where
watermanship is to some extent understood. The raft

progressed but slowly in consequence of this senseless

dastur, and by the time it had reached the opposite

bank it had been swepf nearly a mile downstream.
Having disembarked the first cargo of baggage and
coolies, the men, walking in the shallow water, towed
their raft up stream again, and then re-crossed the river

to carry the rest of us over.

The Shayok here divides itself into numerous
channels, flowing between shoals and sandy islets, and
is not much encumbered with rocks. It was a little

rough when we reached mid-stream, but not danger-
ously so, and I could see no signs of difficulties lower

s
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clown
;
I therefore suggested to tlie boatmen that they

should take me to the next stage on the raft. At first

they demurred to doing this, saying that there were
rapids ahead, and raising other objections

;
but by

promising them the enormous sum of two rupees I

over-persuaded them, and they agreed to carry me as

far as Bragar, a stage and a half below Kapalu. The
coolies were accordingly sent off by road with the

baggage, to meet me at Bragar, while I remained on
board, with my servant and the tiffin kilta, to float down
stream. The captain of the vessel explained to me that,

being the Government ferryman at Kapalu, and bound
to carry across any mails that might arrive—a rare

event—it woidcl be unlawful for him to abandon his

post
;
but that he would get out of this difficulty by

dividing his vessel into two portions, one of which he
would retain here to serve as mail-boat, while he would
despatch me with his crew on the other portion. It did

not occupy a minute to break the raft into two bits

;

it might have been disjointed into four or forty fragments

with equal ease, as it was constructed in this con-

venient fashion, and each part would have lived upon
the water and served as an independent boat, even as

each morsel of a chopped-up medusa preserves its

vitality and forms a new creature.

We kept well in the middle of the river, as a rule,

where the stream was strongest
;
and as the men had

but little control over their vessel with their bladeless

poles, she was constantly revolving, which enabled me
to admire all the scenery round without turning my
head. The goatskins leaked a good deal, as was testi-

fied to by the constant bubbling and whistling sounds

beneath us
;
but the crew stuck manfully to the pumps,

or rather to what is the duty equivalent to pumping on
a mussuck raft, and preserved us from foundering.
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The legs of the inflated goatskins pass upward be-

tween the framework of the raft, and serve as pipes, by
which the air is replenished. Our men at intervals

blew vigorously down these legs, deftly tied the orifices

up again, and thus counteracted the gradual collapsing

of the floats.

This was a great change after the dusty road.

Being carried down at a rapid rate against the breeze,

it struck our faces with the force of a fresh gale.

When in the rapids we were whirled across waves of a

considerable height, with their tops broken by the

wind, so that we were tossed about in most exhilarating

fashion, and were often partly under water, shipping

seas and being drenched by showers of spray, till I was
reminded of the seas and tidal river-mouths, the glories

of which these poor inland people knew not of. Sub-

hana, for his part, had no ambition to know more of

navigable waters
;
he held on tightly to the frail frame-

work of the raft, turned ever paler as we dashed on,

and at last experienced the qualms of sea-sickness at

an elevation of 9,000 feet above the sea.

On either side we saw the sands and rocks quiver-

ing in mirage, while columns of sand swept along the

hot coast
;
but it was pleasantly fresh on our leaping

bark. The scenery was ever rapidly changing as we
flew by. Now a magnificent rocky cape would jut out

from the mountains into the foaming breakers
;
now a

long, low promontory of green orchards would shut in

a bay of still, blue water, forming a charming fore-

ground to the bare hillsides and snowy peaks that rose

behind. Here and there I perceived on the cliffs

curious little patches of barley or grass, perched high
up on apparently inaccessible ledges—on every spot,

indeed, where soil could be collected, and to which water
could be led.
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We beached our vessel for tiffin in a sandy bay on
the left bank, close to an orchard of apricots, and halted

while our crew thoroughly blew out again the leaky

craft. Then we launched her once more, and swept
rapidly by Karku, the regulation stage, and entered

more boisterous water than we had yet seen, where
rocks rose here and there above the foam and had to

be carefully avoided. Then the village of Dowani
flashed by us

;
and at last, just before a point where

the river enters a narrow gorge and forms dangerous

rapids, into which, had we ventured, shipwreck would
have been our probable fate, our boatmen, encouraging

each other with shouts, plied their poles, and, directing

the raft out of the current, beached her on the sands of

the right bank in front of our destination, Bragar.

I paid off and discharged the mariners—who, having

broken their vessel up and divided it between them,

proceeded to carry the fragments back on their heads

by road to Kapalu—and we tramped over the sands and
pebbles to the little village, which—arriving in the un-

expected fashion we did—we took entirely by surprise.

The men stared at us with astonishment as we ap-

proached, and the women scampered away to hide

themselves. The ladies were very timid here, and I

caught but the merest glimpse of them
;
but I observed

that all wore short robes and scarlet trousers. It blew

a strong gale of wind all this night, howling among the

trees and obscuring everything with the driving clouds

of dust. So fierce were the gusts that it was not pos-

sible to pitch my tent, and I had to bivouac under the

lee of a wall.
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CHAPTER XYI

SKARDU— KATSURAH— WEATHER-BOUND AT SHIKARTHANG—THE BANNOK
LA—NANGA PARBAT— ON THE GILGIT ROAD—THE DARDS—ASTOR FORT

—

APPLEFORD’S CAMP.

The journey from Bragar to Skardu occupied us three

days. Each march brought us to a lower altitude and
to a warmer climate. We had left the barley green in

Ladak, but now found the grain all gathered in, while

the wild vegetation of the irrigated land was that of a

later season, numbers of field-orchids and other summer
flowers being in blossom here, instead of the early spring

plants we had seen in the highlands.

On July 10, after passing the junction of the Shayok
and Indus, we were carried across the broad waters of

the combined rivers on a small skin raft, which had to

make four journeys, so that the passage occupied two
hours—all for want of the paddle tabooed by dastur.

Near the village of Gol we joined the dak road from
Srinagur to Skardu, and saw once more that sign ol

civilisation, the telegraph-wire, stretching by the side

of us.

On July 11 we came to the plain of Skardu. Here
the mountains on either side of the Indus retreat, and
leave a sandy basin five miles or more in breadth, the

bed of an ancient lake, across which the river winds.
This plain is 7,250 feet above the sea. Skardu itself

stands on an alluvial plateau 150 feet above the sandy
waste, and is approached by long avenues of poplars.
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This plateau is well irrigated, and is extensively culti-

vated. Skardu, though the old capital of all Baltistan,

is not an imposing town, consisting of scattered groups
of low mud-houses, and possessing a very mean little

bazaar, where I saw, sitting at their stalls, several

foreigners to the land—insincerely-smiling Kashmiri
merchants, more offensive-looking than ever now that

I had not seen such rascal faces for some time, and had
been travelling among the ugly but honest Baltis and
Ladakis. The chief feature of Skardu is the old for-

tress, which picturesquely dominates it from a rocky
eminence.

I marched in from Gol some miles ahead of my ser-

vants and coolies, and on reaching an open space outside

the town, which is the customary camping place for

sahibs, I was surprised to see some Cabul tents pitched,

and realised that I had come once more on white men.
Here I found two Gunners on leave, who had been shoot-

ing in Baltistan nullahs. We foregathered, and after

my long, hot tramp, I enjoyed the five-o’clock tea, for

which I arrived just in time. The Naib Wazir of Skardu
now called upon us, and invited us to witness a game
of polo. We therefore adjourned to the polo-ground,

and were spectators of a most aristocratic game
;
for ail

the players were hereditary rajahs of the neighbouring

districts, good-looking fellows, rather showily dressed.

It was curious to see the two teams squatting down, in

separate rows, after the game was over, each team re-

freshing itself with its own hookah, which a small boy

carried up and down the row, handing the long mouth-

piece from one nobleman to the other.

I dined with the two English officers. As we had all

been in the wilds for some time, we had run out of

stores, but were able to supply each other’s wants to

some extent. I happened to have plenty of tea and
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sugar, which they were in lack of
;
on the other hand,

they were well supplied with tobacco, whereas I had
little left

;
so some mutually satisfactory bartering was

done.

The Indus Yalley affords the most direct route be-

tween Skardu and Gilgit
;
but the road is perhaps the

worst in all Kashmir, and it is often spoken of as being

only practicable for experienced cragsmen
;
the diffi-

culties, however, have been somewhat exaggerated, as

I discovered afterwards, Avhen returning to Kashmir by
this route.

On leaving Skardu on July 12, I followed an easier

road, which, after ascending the Indus Yalley for twenty-

four miles to the village of Katsurah, crosses the moun-
tains by the Bannok La, a high, snowy pass, and descends

on the Gilgit road near the fortress of Astor. In con-

sequence of bad weather, which delayed us at the foot

of the pass, the journey to Astor occupied nine days.

The march to Katsurah is rather a trying one : for

most of the way the traveller drags himself through the

soft sands of the Skardu plain, and in the summer the

heat and glare is intense on this desert. On July 13,

leaving the Indus, we proceeded to ascend the rugged
ravine of Shikarthang by a rough track, and encamped
near the village of Stokehun, on the bank of the tor-

rent, which here rushes through a jungle of roses and
other flowering shrubs. Close by I saw a fine cascade,

which, falling over a perpendicular cliff, disappeared in

the midst of an immense accumulation of snow, the re-

mains of an avalanche of the preceding winter, through
which it had burrowed a great tunnel.

On July 14 we continued the ascent of the ravine.

There was a good deal of wild vegetation round us
here: pines, elms, junipers, and roses grew on the hill-

side wherever they could get a hold among the crags,
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while harebells, orchids, wood anemones, and other wild

flowers carpeted the ravine-bottom. We clambered
still higher up the gorge, until we had left trees and
flowers behind us, and reached the treeless waste on
which Shikarthang, the highest village of the nullah, is

situated. This is one of the bleakest spots imaginable,

even in the Dog-days, and it makes one shiver to think

what it must be like in winter. This miserable hamlet

is in the centre of an open down at the junction of four

converging nullahs, and is exposed to all the winds of

heaven, which, concentrating in one or other of the four

gorges, or, maybe, occasionally sweeping down all of

them together, drive in icy blasts and whirlwinds among
the low stone huts of the hillmen. There is good sum-
mer pasture here, and a certain amount of grim is

grown, but the elevation is too great for fruit-trees or

other crops.

When we got into camp the clouds were rolling low

down on the surrounding mountains, and soon the wind
rose, and it commenced to sleet. It was like a wild

February day on the coast of the North Sea, whereas

in the morning we had basked in the climate of the

Algerian summer. We had to pass two days on this

wind-swept plateau, the weather being far too bad to

allow of our attempting the pass. As no supplies can

be procured on the four marches between this place

and Astor, I laid in a good stock of fowls here.

On July 16 the outlook was very dismal : each of

the four nullahs was obscured with the rolling vapours,

the sleet fell incessantly, and we only got occasional

glimpses of the mountains, as they appeared through

the rifts in the driving clouds. On July 16 there

was no improvement in the weather. Our Skardu

coolies had left us, and I had engaged Shikartliang men
to carry the baggage as far as the Gilgit road. These
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exhibited the greatest reluctance to setting out for the

pass, and explained that much fresh snow had fallen,

and that it would mean death to them to make the

attempt while so strong a wind was blowing. What-
ever the coolies were afraid of, it was not rain

;
for,

neglecting their homes, which were hard by, they sat

about our camp all day, quite happy, though exposed

to the chilly downpour and the biting wind
;
and I

noticed that the other inhabitants, likewise, did not stay

within doors, but were squatting on their flat roof-tops,

rolled in their blankets, which, as well as their clothes

and faces, were of the dirty mud-colour which prevails

all over Shikarthang. In the evening of this day things

looked even worse : the clouds descended to our level,

and enveloped us with their chilly damp, and nothing

round was visible. It rained all night, and occasion-

ally I heard, above the howling of the wind, the rum-
bling of avalanches and landslips on the neighbouring

mountains.

It seems that even the elements obey dastur in Asia
;

for on the morning of July 17, the weather being to all

appearance as unfavourable as ever, the lumbadar of

Shikarthang came up to see me, smiling, and said that

we might now start. ‘It is not the dastur here,’ he
explained, ‘ for foul weather to last for longer than

three days in summer. To-day is the third day of wind
and snow, so to-morrow will be fine. To-day you can
march to the foot of the pass, and to-morrow you can
cross the mountain in safety.’ So, putting faith in this

meteorological dastur, we set out
;
but hearing that

there was no fuel to be found beyond this place, I en-

gaged some extra men to carry up a quantity of wood,
so that there should be ample bivouac-fires for the ill-

clad coolies.

It was unpleasantly cold as we ascended the nullah

;
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but the hardy coolies tramped along over the sharp

stones and through the snowdrifts with bare feet and
legs. Some of them, too, were naked to the waist

;

they had tied up their spare rags in bundles, and were
reserving these for the pass on the morrow, where a

sufficiency of covering would be absolutely necessary

to ward off frostbite.

This night’s encampment was just under the steep

ascent leading to the col, where the stream issues from
the snow-fields and glaciers. It was a dreary spot

:

snow and bare rocks surrounded us, and there was no
vegetation, save a little rhubarb growing here and there

in sheltered nooks. The coolies plucked the stalks of this,

and ate them raw. I tried the experiment, and found
this rhubarb not nearly so acid as our English variety.

Now that we had got into camp it began to snow
hard, and we had to wait shivering an hour or so before

the somewhat tardy coolies, who had been told off to

carry the fuel from Shikarthang, arrived. In the even-

ing the clouds cleared off, and as I sat smoking by my
fire after dinner the scenery round me assumed a singu-

larly impressive appearance under the moonlight. The
snowy peaks around seemed vaster than by day, and the

fields of snow on the heights appeared to extend to an

immense distance. It was a night of frequent ava-

lanches. I would often hear a dull roar, and, on look-

ing up, perceive a great cascade of powdery snow
pouring over a high cliff-edge, to fall perpendicularly

some hundreds of feet, and then sweep down the lower

mountain-slopes, in a succession of white billows, to

the valley-bottom.

At dawn on July 18 it was snowing lightly, but the

air was still, so the lumbadar, having looked round with

a knowing air, declared that we might attack the pass,
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little thinking, unfortunate man, how soon he would
see us again. I substituted grass shoes for the am-
munition-boots in which I had been recently marching

;

the coolies also wrapped up their feet and legs with

bandages, and placed all the rags they possessed upon
their shoulders

;
while those who had them put on

coloured goggles—and we commenced the ascent.

It was a long, weary climb up the steep snow-slopes

to the summit of the col. Here I found no abrupt ridge

and sudden descent on the other side, as on the Chorbat
La, but saw before me undulating downs of snow
stretching for a long distance, with craggy peaks rising

above them here and there. I could now understand
the necessity of our two days’ halt at' Shikarthang. To
have crossed this exposed snowy waste in bad weather
would have been extremely dangerous. I looked over

the desolate white summits of successive ranges
;
but

the mighty Nanga Parbat mountain, which should be
visible from here, was unfortunately shut from my sight

by a mass of black clouds
;
though now and then,

through rifts in the vapour, I caught glimpses of distant

snows at an immense height.

I had tiffin at the summit of the pass, photographed
the desert of snow that lay before me, and then, at the

importunity of the anxious tiffin coolie, hurried on, for

there were signs of approaching bad weather. Accord-
ing to the map we were now crossing glaciers, but as

everything was deeply covered in snow, these were not

to be distinguished. As we floundered on through the

soft snow, under the perpendicular cliffs that form the

watershed, snow-cascades and small avalanches fre-

quently fell across our path. One of these last over-

took a coolie and swept him a long way down the slope,

but without doing him any injury.

At last, having crossed the white downs, we reached
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the head of a profound nullah, by which lay our way
down to the world of life again

;
and now we could see,

far beneath us, some patches of grass among the snow.

A rough descent of some thousands of feet brought us

to the issue of the stream, and then to our camping-
place, where, on the scanty soil between the great boul-

ders of a landslip, grew a little grass with some violets

and forget-me-nots in flower. Here my servant, the

tiffin coolie, and myself warmed ourselves over a small

fire of dry grass, and awaited the others with some
anxiety

;
for a strong wind had risen again, and we saw

the wreaths of dark storm-cloud rolling across the sum-
mit of the pass, while it began to snow thickly even at

our camping-place. However, all the men turned up
safely, but not until after dusk, looking weary and
miserable, some of those who had not worn goggles

suffering slightly from snow-blindness.

To my surprise, I saw among the coolies my old

friend, the lumbadar of Shikarthang, whom I had bidden

farewell to and duly presented with bakshish in the

morning. 4 What are you doing here ?
5

I inquired.

In reply he pointed sadly to two truculent-looking

sepoys of the Maharajah who were with him. It seems

that these soldiers were on their way from Skardu to

Astor, and happening to meet the lumbadar just after

I had dismissed him, they had at once impressed that

unfortunate man to act as their guide across the pass.

These military gentlemen do pretty well as they like

when journeying thus alone, with no officers to keep

them in order, extorting transport and supplies from

the peasants as they go along, and not infrequently in-

sisting on being given money as well. Of old sepoys

used to be sent tax-collecting, and realised plenty of

plunder
;
but the Settlement reforms have deprived

them of this privilege. Up till now it has been possible
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for the Kashmir State to raise mercenary troops with-

out difficulty, despite the well-known fact that the pay
of the soldiers was generally years in arrear, and that

even rations were often not forthcoming. Now that

the irregular advantages, which more than balanced

these inconveniences, have been abolished, it is obviously

necessary that the men should receive their pay as it

falls due, and Colonel Neville Chamberlain, the Mili-

tary Secretary to the Kashmir State, has energetically

taken this matter in hand. It froze hard all this night,

and in the morning I found my tent stiff as a board,

so that we had to wait till the sun had thawed it before

it could be taken down.
On July 19, after traversing some miles of boulders

and patches of hard snow, we descended into a different

climate and into a more pleasing country than any I

had seen for some time. Pine-woods and flowery pas-

tures covered the hillsides, save where some great land-

slip of debris, like an unsightly scar, clove the green

vegetation from the mountain-top to the torrent-edge.

Little tributary streams rushed down shady dells.

There was no lack of water here
;
in places reedy

swamps filled the valley-bottom, and it was indeed re-

freshing to see a nice damp morass again, after the arid

countries I had left.

This day I enjoyed an experience not easily to be
forgotten

;
for at last, at a turn in this fair valley, I

saw before me, rising above the lower ranges into the

cloudless blue sky, a huge white mass, such a mountain
as I had never beheld before : not a solitary sharp pin-

nacle this, but shaped like a hog’s back
;
a long, rolling

height sloping steeply at either end
;
a prone Titan.

The snowy domes were piled one on the other, and
flashing glaciers leagues in length streaked the furrowed
sides. This I knew could be no other than the mighty

T
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Diyamir, or Nanga Parbat (naked mountain), 26,029
feet in height, which was about twenty miles distant

from where I stood. The range of which it is the cul-

minating point forms the frontier of the Maharajah’s

territories, and also, it may be said, of the known world;

for beyond is the unexplored country of the Chilas

tribesmen, into which no stranger may venture. The
appearance of the mountain was indeed wonderful, not

to be described.

We encamped near a little hamlet where the habita-

tions were built of logs, showing that we had reached

a land of plentiful timber. Por months I had only seen

stone huts, and in Ladak it is no easy matter to pro-

cure even the wood of which to make one’s house-door.

Here I found only one inhabitant, a sinister-looking

and squint-eyed person, who gave me no favourable

impression of the Dard race, into whose country I had
now descended. He told me he was lumbadar of this

place, but could supply me with no coolies, as all his

villagers had been seized for begar on the Gilgit road.

I sent him off with my servant to another village lower

down, to collect coolies there if possible. They re-

turned after some hours, having searched the villages,

and even wandered to the pastures on the mountain-

side, but were unable to get a single man. The pea-

sants were no doubt hiding away, so as to avoid the

journey to Astor. Now that I was but one march from

it I was beginning to realise the difficulties of the Gil-

git road.

Not being able to procure fresh coolies, I suggested

to my Shikarthang men that they should accompany

me as far as Astor, instead of leaving me here, as had

been originally arranged, promising them ample bak-

shish. But no bakshish availed in this case
;
they

knelt at my feet, and implored me with tears in their
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eyes to let them go. They urged that they were sore-

footed after their three days’ march. They made all

manner of excuses, giving, indeed, every reason but the

true one—which, being wrong-headed Orientals, was the

last they would think of employing—namely, their fear

lest they should be seized at Astor and sent on the road,

probably not to return to their homes and families for

MY BALTI COOLIES COMING INTO CAMP.

months. They were naturally averse to marching into

the lion’s mouth
;
so I paid the poor wretches off, and

discharged them, on which they were effusively grateful,

and, bidding me farewell, hurried across their pass into

a safer country.

I was thus left at this inhospitable spot with twelve

coolie-loads of baggage and not a man to carry it
;
but

it was only a day’s march to Astor, so I decided to leave

my property here, in charge of my servant, and walk on

T 2
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alone the next morning, to procure transport from the

Astor authorities. The squinting lumbadar sat in front

of my tent in a friendly manner all the evening, and
smoked my tobacco with relish. But he would do
nothing for me

;
he said he had no fowls or eggs, and

could not even supply me with milk.

Indescribably beautiful as had been the aspect of

ISTanga Parbat by day, it was still more so by night.

The air was perfectly clear, and the moon shone full

upon the side of the mountain that faced me, revealing

every detail of the pure snows, the steel-blue glaciers, the

stupendous crags. The dark-shadowed chasms had an
awful appearance. It was the barrier of the unknown
world, and it might have been the wall of fairy-land

itself, so mysteriously lovely did those lifeless wastes

appear.

I set out for Astor early on July 20. It was a
pleasant walk down this fair valley, across reedy flats

thronged with doves, through pine-woods, over green

pastures, and at many a turn opening out some fresh

view of Nanga Parbat. I passed several small hamlets

of log huts, where I again tried, in vain, to engage coolies.

I met few men, but saw many women working in the

fields, who were unveiled, and did not appear terrified at

the aspect of the unbeliever, but stared boldly at him.

I was now in what is called Dardistan, among a people

of different type and dress to any I had seen before.

But the Dards who live in the vicinity of the Gilgit

road are not favourable specimens of their race : they

have been raided upon, oppressed, and enslaved for ages

;

for the most part they are miserably poor
;
their faces

have a melancholy, and often a lowering, expression

;

they have little of the cheeriness of the Balti, and are

not so patient under their misfortunes.

I do not know who is responsible for the present
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accepted signification of the terms Dard and Dardistan.

There are no people who call themselves Dards, and

there is no region known as Dardistan to its inhabitants.

Dardistan appears to be simply a convenient, but some-

what misleading, name employed by our geographers to

express a large tract inhabited by different Aryan races

of somewhat similar type. It includes the districts of

Astor and Gilgit in the Maharajah’s dominions, the little

kingdoms of Hunza and Nagar, Yasin, the independent

republics of the Indus Valley, and other countries south

of the Hindoo Koosh. On the west it is bounded by
Kafiristan, to the south by the Pushtoo-speaking races,

to the east by Kashmir.

The Dards are of Aryan race, a sturdy people,

thickly-built, of rather dark complexion, and generally

of roughly-hewn and homely features. Drew speaks of

them as a people 4 who are bold, and who, though not

caring much for human life, are not bloodthirsty
;
a

people who will meet one on even terms, without syco-

phancy or fear on the one hand, or impertinent self-

assertion on the other.’ When in happier circumstances

than are the unfortunate wretches who live near Astor,

the Dards are a cheery people, fond of dance and music.

They are braver than their neighbours, and the Hunza-
Nagars especially have established a high reputation

for valour. The dress of all the Dard men is much the

same—woollen pyjamas, woollen choga, or gown, tied in

at the waist, and a cloth cap like a long bag, which is

rolled up outwards from the bottom till it fits the head
tightly.

At last I came to where the nullah debouched upon
the broad valley of Astor—not a pleasant green vale

like the one I had been descending, but arid and
dismal-looking. The Astor, a torrent of some volume,
thundered several hundreds of feet beneath me. Beyond
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it was a liot, bare, dusty slope, with clumps of bluish

wormwood scattered over it, and I saw extending up
and down the valley along this slope what, from where
I stood, appeared to be a mere irregular scratch on the

dry earth—and I knew that I was looking at the dreary
road of slavery, the hated track to Gilgit, of which I

had heard so much
;
and even as I looked I perceived

a long string of ragged men, bending under sacks of

grain, toiling slowly down the valley, through the cloud

of dust they raised, to the north.

A mile or so up the valley, on the farther bank of

the torrent, stood the fortress of Astor, with its towered
walls crowning an eminence, steep cliffs falling away
from it on three sides. I crossed the river by a wooden
bridge, ascended the cliff by a rough path, passed

through the outer walls, and found myself among
barracks and narrow streets of mud huts. These were
crowded with Kashmir sepoys, begari coolies, trains of

mules, and dingy camp-followers. Though one of the

most important garrison towns of the State, Astor is but

a dirty, ragged, disreputable place, that one does not

care to stay in longer than one need.

I went to the post-office, and was informed that there

were no Englishmen in Astor itself, but that a gang of

navvies under Mr. Appleford, one of Spedding’s staff,

was working on the new road four miles down the

valley.

A number of begari coolies were sitting down in a

row outside the post-office, awaiting orders. Someone
in authority, to whom I explained my difficulties, at once

sent twelve of these off under a sepoy to my last night’s

camp to bring my baggage down, and I then set forth

to beg a dinner and a home from Appleford. It was a

hot four miles walk down the valley. The Gilgit road

is notorious for its sultriness in summer, despite the
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high elevation of a great portion of it
;
and some of the

marches are very trying. At last I came upon the

Pathans working with pick and shovel on the new road,

and on turning a corner saw, to my delight, for I was
getting very hungry, the white tents of the camp on a

little maidan beyond the river. I crossed the torrent by
an ancient cantilever bridge, found Appleford at home,
and was made welcome.

I now heard all the news. Spedding was in Kashmir,

and was not expected here for ten days. Colonel

Durand was not at war, as I had been informed at Leh,

but had very nearly been so. The Kanjutis had at-

tempted a raid into Kashmir territory, and had
threatened Chalt, which important frontier fortress

would have probably fallen into their hands had not

Colonel Durand promptly set out with a small body of

Kashmir troops and anticipated them.
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CHAPTER xvn
RAIDS ON THE GILGIT AND ASTOR DISTRICTS—THE GILGIT GARRISON-

NATIVE MISMANAGEMENT—THE GILGIT AGENCY—SPEDDING AND CO.’s

NEW MILITARY ROAD—DESERT CONDITION OF THE COUNTRY AND DIF-

FICULTIES OF TRANSPORT—STRATEGICAL IMPORTANCE OF GILGIT AND
CHITRAL—SPEDDING AND CO.’S STAFF AND COOLIES.

I had travelled along the great trade-route of Kashmir,
which leads to the Central Asian marts through Leh,

and I was now to follow the other great road of the

country, busier and more crowded than the first, not,

however, with merchants and their caravans, but with

moving troops and the endless trains of military trans-

port—the war road to the extreme north corner of the

regions that pay tribute to the Empress of India—that

Gilgit road, whose history so far has not been uneventful,

and of which we shall not improbably hear a great deal

more in the future.

The Gilgit Valley and the districts south of it, through

which the road from Kashmir passes, were not sub-

jugated by the Dogras without severe fighting. The
possession of this route was realised as being of the

utmost importance to Kashmir, as enabling her to hold

in check the raiding tribes that hang upon her northern

frontier
;
so that, despite the great tax upon her resources

and frequent repulses, the Maharajah’s Government
persevered in the conquest, which may be said not to

have been really completed until within the last four

years. On one occasion an entire Dogra army was cut

to pieces near Gilgit, a fortress that was ever changing

hands, to be re-lost and re-conquered again. The tribes
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of Yasin and tlie Hunza-Nagars were wont to make fre-

quent raids upon the Gilgit Valley, both before and
after the Dogra occupation, making slaves of all the

people they seized, and it is calculated that when the

Dogras first came quite 40 per cent, of the Gilgittis had
passed their lives in captivity. The Astor Valley, on
the other hand, was the more especial raiding-ground

of the Chilas tribesmen, who occupy the valley of the

Indus below Boonji, the crest of a lofty range forming

the frontier between their territory and the Astor Valley.

They were in the habit of carrying away the crops and
cattle, killing all the men, and making slaves of the

women and children. They entered the valley either at

its junction with that of the Indus, or by the Mazeno, a

high pass that crosses a shoulder of Nanga Parbat a few

miles from Astor.

In consequence of the constant raids, these valleys

were almost entirely abandoned by their inhabitants

;

so that the traveller on the Gilgit road now frequently

comes across deserted villages, the walled terraces

of bare earth and dead fruit-trees alone remaining
to show where were once the green and laboriously-

irrigated oases. The Chilas tribesmen received a severe

punishment at the hands of the Dogra troops some
years ago, and have since then not ventured to raid

into Kashmir territory. They even, to some extent,

acknowledge the suzerainty of Kashmir, paying a

nominal tribute of goats and gold-dust, and giving

hostages
;
but they are still very jealous of any strangers

visiting their country, and put to death every Shiah
they come across. They often treat the envoys of the

Maharajah with contumacy, threaten to renew their

raids, and are ever ready, should the Kashmir troops

meet with a reverse on the frontier, to fall upon the

Astor Valley and cut off the communication with Gilgit.
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The more formidable Hunza-Nagars carried on their

depredations till a much more recent date, and the field

of their operations was far more extensive. I shall have
a good deal to say concerning these people later on.

The Gilgit road up to now has been the scene of suc-

cessive raids, little wars, and troubles of various sorts.

Here one did indeed always dwell in the midst of alarms.

That the neighbouring tribes have for so many years

been able to defy the power of Kashmir is due to the

corrupt system of administration which has hitherto

prevailed in this State. It is a far cry from Gilgit to

Srinagur, twenty-two marches along a difficult and often

dangerous road lying between the capital and the

frontier outpost, so that it has been easy to hoodwink
the Durbar as to the true condition of affairs on the

borders. Thus, on occasions when it was understood

at Srinagur that several thousands of sepoys had been

marched to Gilgit, a large proportion of these had no
existence save on paper, though the officers in charge

did not fail to claim and embezzle pay and rations for

the full number. And, again, the transport of grain for

the troops, a difficult matter on the Gilgit road even

with a good organisation, afforded an easy opportunity

to certain officials for robbing the State on a large scale ;

with the result that a very insufficient supply of food

used to reach Gilgit, and that the unfortunate sepoys

stationed there were left to starve through the winter on

the smallest possible rations of grain, and that most prob-

ably damaged and unfit for food, having been bought up
cheap, while, as a natural consequence, their ranks were
woefully thinned by fatal disorders. In the godowns of

Astor I myself have seen what was called grain, but

which for the most part consisted of empty husks of

corn and the corpses of myriads of maggots that had
devoured the contents. Had this not been condemned
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by the British officers, it would probably have been

distributed in rations to the Balti coolies as quite good
enough for them, at any rate. There were also quantities

of a sort of mouldy round grain in a state of fer-

mentation, generating such heat that it threatened to

destroy the fort in which it was stored by spontaneous

combustion. It is no wonder that soldiers fed on
damaged canary-seed, as we used to call this appetising

stuff, did not always fight well.

Discontented, badly officered, badly equipped, and
utterly undisciplined, the troops of the Gilgit garrison

were quite useless from a soldier’s point of view, and
never displayed much keenness in their desultory

campaigns against the Hunza-Nagars. But the mainten-

ance of this garrison, in consequence of the dishonesty

and shameful incapacity of the servants of the State, has

ever been an excessive drain on the Kashmir treasury
;

while the unnecessary inhumanity with which the

begar has been conducted on the Gilgit road has driven

the inhabitants to desperation, compelling them to fly

from their homes, and thus still further diminishing the

scanty population left by the Chilas raids.

Great loss of life, a fearful sum of human misery, a

vast waste of the State funds, and all with no result

—

such was the history of the Gilgit garrison and the

Gilgit road up to the inauguration of the wise policy by
which the defences of Gilgit have been put into the

hands of a British Agency. The evils of the old system

are now doomed, and great improvements have already

been effected. In the place of a large, useless rabble of

Kashmir regulars, a small compact force of Kashmir
Imperial Service troops now garrisons Gilgit; and
though it is but recently that these men have
been placed under the discipline of British officers, they

already look a very serviceable body, and there is a
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remarkable contrast between tlieir appearance and that

of the slovenly State sepoys. For the future the

Kashmir State will not be so outrageously plundered
by its own servants ;

with a proper organisation and an
honest expenditure of the funds provided for the purpose
the frontier defences will, for the first time, be really

efficient. Great credit is due to Lieutenant-Colonel

Durand for initiating and so successfully carrying out
these important reforms. For the last three years he
has devoted his entire energies to this end, and has been
well supported in his efforts by the late Resident, Colonel
Parry Nisbet, and Colonel Prideaux, the present Resident,

as well as by that enlightened statesman, Rajah Amar
Singh, the President of the State Council.

The strategical road which Messrs. Spedding &
Co. are now constructing between Srinagur and Gilgit

will greatly facilitate the transport, and render the op-

pressive begar unnecessary. It is notorious, as I have
before said, that numbers of the unfortunate coolies who
are every year torn from their homes in different

parts of the State to carry loads on the old road never

return, but perish of cold or starvation by the wayside.

Most important from an Imperial point of view, the

new road will also confer a great boon on the country by
doing away with this cruel system

;
an organised trans-

port corps is being established, and beasts of burden

will now take the place of the wretched peasants.

According to the contract drawn up between Messrs.

Spedding and the Kashmir Durbar, this mountain-road,

ten feet in breadth throughout, and with a maximum
incline of one in ten, has to be completed by July 1,

1893. As a matter of fact, two-thirds of it were finished

in the course of the summer of 1891, the contractors

having displayed great zeal in hurrying the work on as

much as possible, and already troops and supplies can
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reach Gilgit in a very much shorter space of time than

before. The old road, a rough track over the moun-
tains, so narrow in the more precipitous parts that two
mules meeting cannot get by each other, is almost im-

passable for a mountain mule battery, and it is quite

the usual thing, when travelling to Gilgit, for some of

one’s baggage-animals to slip off the dangerous path,

and be lost in the torrent beneath.

No one who has not visited these inhospitable re-

gions can fully realise the difficulties which beset the

organisation of even the smallest military expedition.

The road from Kashmir to Gilgit, roughly 240 miles in

length, traverses for the most part a
.

practically desert

country
;
all supplies have to be carried up from Kash-

mir, while even the grass with which to feed the trans-

port animals has to be brought from a distance. In
summer the heat in the arid gorges is intense, and on
some of the waterless marches the bones of dead mules
are a frequent sight. The road becomes impassable in

early winter
;
for two passes have to be crossed, both

liable to sudden gales of deadly coldness, which sur-

prise and kill numbers of travellers every year. Last

autumn one of these gales, accompanied by a snow-
storm, destroyed a whole train of 300 mules, together

with their drivers, on the Kajdiangan Pass. Such dis-

asters could, to a great extent, be obviated by the

building of rest-huts at suitable places on the passes,

and the absence of these implies a criminal negligence

on the part of the Kashmir Public Works Department.
The want, however, is now being supplied.

All through the summer trains of mules, ponies,

bullocks, and coolies travel up the road, carrying a nine

months’ supply of grain and all other necessaries for

the troops
;
for not only does this desolate region supply

next to nothing itself, but, as the passes are closed by
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deep snows for two-thirds of the year, the garrison is

entirely isolated for that period, and no provisions can

be brought up from Kashmir. All communication with

the outer world is then interrupted, save for the hardy
dak wallahs, who carry the occasional mail

;
knowing,

as they do, every feature of the mountains and every

sign of the sky, they force their way on foot through the

snowy wastes, but often have to wait their opportunity

for days or weeks at the foot of a pass before they can

venture to hurry across in the intervals of fine weather.

With all their precautions many of them are lost.

The desert condition of the country bordering on
the Gilgit road is, of course, to a very large extent, due
to the abandonment of the cultivated lands by the per-

secuted inhabitants. Now that, under our supervision,

a new order of things will prevail, and the peasants will

be assured a security from all forms of oppression,

which they have never before enjoyed, it is intended to

give State assistance in the reconstruction of the irriga-

tion-canals, and to hold out every inducement to the

fugitives to return to their lands and to bring under
cultivation as great an area as possible. It is hoped

that there will be a considerable surplus production

of food-stuff's, and that the Gilgit garrison will not be

so entirely dependent as now on the countries beyond
the passes for its supplies.

The value of Gilgit to the Kashmir State, command-
ing as it does the Indus Valley and the mouth of the

Hunza Kiver, and so holding in check the unruly tribes

on either side, is obvious enough, but it is only recently

that the great strategical importance to the Empire of

this position has been fully realised. This region is

now ' attracting some attention. The Russian expedi-

tions are exploring the passes of the Hindoo Koosli on

the northern side. They have crossed that range, too,
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at several points, and trespassed into the territories of

our allies. Ianoff, for example, took his Cossacks across

the Korabaut Pass into Chitral
;
another party, under

Captain Gromchevtsky, descended from the Pamirs into

the Hunza Valley, and, if report be true, stirred up

those people against us
;
while we are ever hearing of

fresh movements and gatherings of the Czar’s forces on

our frontier.

Now, whatever position we take up with regard to

the debatable lands beyond the Hindoo Koosh, there

can be no doubt as to what our course of action should

be on the southern slope. Our influence should at

least extend up to that great mountain-range which

forms the natural frontier of India. It is necessary for

the safeguarding of our Empire that we should at any

rate hold our side of the mountain-gates
;
but unless we

looked to it, Russia would soon have both sides under

her control.

The Russians have broken all treaty regulations with

impunity so far, and, by marching their troops into the

territory of Chitral, a State under our protection, and
subsidised by the Indian Government, have deliberately

taken steps which are generally looked upon as equiva-

lent to a declaration of war. Some people in England
affect to regard such incidents as trivial

;
the natives of

these countries look upon them in a different light.

Should we submit to this trespassing of Russian troops

into States which we guarantee against foreign invasion,

the natives cannot but lose faith in us
;
they will con-

clude that Russia is the stronger Power, to which we
are afraid to offer resistance

;
and as with the Asiatic

the strongest Power is the one to be friendly with, we
must expect intrigue against us, if not more open hos-

tility, as the result of our apathy.

To argue that the natural difficulties presented by
u
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these desert mountain regions render any invasion on a

formidable scale from this quarter impracticable, is not

to the point. That small bodies of troops can cross the

Hindoo Koosh the Russians have proved, and here a

very small body indeed could prove the nucleus of far-

spreading mischief. If we neglected to keep under our

influence the tribes south of the great watershed, these

would undoubtedly place themselves on the side of the

apparently stronger Power. Led by Russian officers,

the tribesmen would fight well, and a diversion, which
we might find very serious, would thus be brought
about in the event of a war breaking out between the

two Empires. How far the defection of our present

friends would then extend it is difficult to foresee.

Such an attack could be, no doubt, repelled, provided

matters went well with us elsewhere—our Indian officers

are not afraid of the ultimate result
;
but we should be

compelled to send up to this country a considerable

force, which we could ill spare, and possibly this is the

only object the Russians hope to attain on this part of

the frontier.

Now there is little doubt that the above risks can

be obviated by the simple expedient of locking the

door on our side. A handful of British officers, such

as we have at Gilgit, can effect this, if the proper steps

are taken in time. This particular gate of the Empire
is easily held and guarded. It is chiefly a question of

inspiring the natives with a confidence in our power to

protect them. A firm policy to this end will minimise

the chances of a war, into which, however, it is so eas}r

to drift by vacillation.

Gilgit, the northernmost outpost of the Indian Em-
pire, covers all the passes over the Hindoo Koosh, from

the easternmost one, the Shimshal, to those at the head

of the Yasin River, in the west. It will be seen, on
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referring to a good map, that all these passes descend

to the valleys of the Grilgit Eiver and its tributaries.

But the possession of the Grilgit Yalley does more than

this : it affords us a direct communication through

Kashmir territory to the protected State of Chitral,

which would be otherwise removed from our influence

by the interposition of countries at present practically

closed to us. We now' guarantee the independence of

Chitral against Afghanistan, as we do that of Afghan-

istan against Russian aggression. Our friendship with

Chitral dates from the Lockhart Mission in 1886, when
these regions were fully explored. The information

that was then gathered concerning the routes and
passes was not made public

;
but French and Russian

explorers have recently gone over the same ground, so

that the facts can no longer be kept secret.

During the reign of the late Mehtar of Chitral,

a most sagacious ruler, who died a few months ago,

this State was aggrandised by the absorption of several

tribes which placed themselves under the protection of

their powerful neighbour. It is of the utmost import-

ance to us that Afghanistan does not acquire Chitral,

and, of course, it is quite as urgent that Russian influence

does not extend in this direction.

Constant relations are kept up between the Grilgit

Agency and Chitral, and we have supplied the Chitralis

with arms wherewith to defend their frontier-posts.

But the valley of Chitral should be as completely under
our control as is that of Gilgit, for it commands some
of the lowest and easiest passes across the Hindoo
Koosh, and affords a ready road to India from Bokhara
vicl Badakshan. It is known that the Russian military

authorities consider this a favourable route for the in-

vasion of India
;
it avoids the great natural difficulties

presented by the lofty and inhospitable Pamirs, and,
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moreover, there is an easy and much-used caravan road
running direct from Chitral to Peshawar vid Bajur.

The town of Chitral itself is situated at the junction

of several valleys leading to the very passes which an
invader would have to attempt, commanding them all.

We should certainly maintain an Agency here, as at

Gilgit. This has long been meditated, and the late

Mehtar himself repeatedly expressed a wish that a resi-

dent British officer should be appointed to his State.

The strategical road which will connect Gilgit with

India is all but completed. Some authorities are of

opinion that this road should be continued up the

higher Gilgit Valley, through Yasin, to Chitral. Then
we should have the key of the Hindoo Koosh, and,

what is more, by commanding the lower Chitral Valley,

be enabled to outflank a Russian army advancing from
Herat. Such arrangements might be made with the

native States on our frontier as to permit of our con-

structing still other strategical roads, and establishing

outposts where necessary.

It is unfortunate that our road to Gilgit should be

through Kashmir, across passes closed by snow for two-

thirds of the year
;
whereas there is a direct natural

route by the Indus Valley into British India, traversing

no passes, and open all the year, but which is at pre-

sent entirely closed, so far as we are concerned, by the

hostility of the Sliinaka and other tribes, who inhabit

the country between Boonji and our territory .

1

1 Since this chapter was written disturbances have broken out both in

Chitral and Chilas. A British Agency has been established in the former

country, of which our friend Nizam-ul-Mulk is now master. The
capital of Chilas is now occupied by Imperial Service troops ; and a road

will no doubt shortly be opened out through this country to India. Gilgit

will then be ten days’ nearer Abbotabad and the railway than it is

at present, while the dangerous passes of the Kashmir route will be

avoided.

The following forms part of a summary of an article in the Russian
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1 have here given but a bare outline of the advan-

tages of Gilgit to the Empire, for the subject is a large

one. The Gilgit Agency is a model of what a frontier

outpost in a friendly and protected State should be.

Colonel Durand was appointed British Agent at Gilgit

in 1889, and is assisted by a handful of English

officers—until last year there were only five of these.

While training and rendering efficient the Imperial

Service troops of the Maharajah, he has been skilfully

carrying on the political work entrusted to him, con-

ciliating neighbouring peoples, extending our influence

and firmly establishing it, and has also proved that he

is ever ready to punish with strong hand any offence on

the part of a hostile or rebellious tribe.

I halted for several days at Ap'pleford’s camp to

paper, the ‘ Svet,’ -which appeared in the ‘ Times ’ of December 9, 1892.

Comment is unnecessary :

—

‘ Adverting to the Pamir question, the “ Svet ” strongly condemns
Russian diplomacy for the Convention concluded with Lord Granville in

1872, whereby the Russian frontier in that region was formed by a line

from Lake Sari-Kul to Pandja, crossing the Pamirs in such a way as to

cut off Russia from access to the Hindu Kush. The newspaper describes

this range as the key of Great Britain’s Asiatic possessions, and points

out that if Russia commanded the passes leading to Chitral, her troops

would only have to march some 250 miles along a good route to enter

Cashmere, their entry into which country would be the signal for a for-

midable insurrection against the British throughout India. This, pursues
the “ Svet,” is the reason why Great Britain is so anxious to reach the

southern slopes of the Hindu Kush, which she intends to render impreg-
nable, and this is why Russia should take advantage of the short time left

her to preserve this key to her power, and, since it is impossible for her to

act against India by way of Afghanistan, to do so through Chitral. After

declaring that the Convention of 1872 was not a formal treaty, and that

owing to the change in the situation since it was concluded it has practi-

cally lapsed, the newspaper urges the Government to show no delay in

securing the Khanate of Wakhan, extending Russian influence to the

Hindu Kush, placing Chitral under Russian protection, and hoisting the

Russian flag on the passes before Great Britain hoists the English colours.

At the same time a military road should immediately be constructed from
Marghelan across the Pamirs, and the passes of the Hindu Kush should
be strongly fortified, so as to permit at any moment of a Russian descent

into the Chitral Valley.’
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await letters. The engineers of Messrs. Spedding &
Co/s staff were now scattered over the 240 miles
of road, each, with a gang of coolies, working on the

particular section allotted to him
;
and, to my inexpe-

rienced eye, the rapidity with which the road was
being carried across this most difficult country was
amazing. Some five thousand navvies were employed on
it, men of various countries—Afridis, Kyberis, Pesha-
waris, Kabulis, Kashmiris, Swats, Punjabis, and others.

It needed a firm hand to keep all these in order.

The Pathans, who formed the majority, were for the
most part big, handsome men

;
but some of them looked

thorough ruffians, as in fact they were—fugitives from
justice, who had been robbers and murderers in their

own land. But, with all his bloodthirstiness and general

savagery, the jovial, courageous, independent Pathan
is a more pleasing and respectable character than the

effeminate Kashmiri, mild and harmless merely because
he is so complete a coward. The Pathan is brutal, but
he is a man.

These wild aliens inspire great terror in the timorous

natives hereabouts, who are ever trumping up charges

of robbery and outrage against them, in order to obtain

compensation. If a crime of any sort is committed on
this road, it is invariably put down to the Pathans—very

unfairly so, for the Maharajah’s sepoys are far from
being beyond suspicion

;
but the Pathan is a dog with

such a very bad name that it is only natural he should

be the object of calumny. It would lead to a great-

deal of mischief were these cases settled before the

corrupt and rapacious native magistrates, who would
mulct both parties, and probably by their injustice

excite the angry Pathans to murderous riots. Spedding,

therefore, and some of the staff, have been appointed

magistrates by the Kashmir Durbar, with full powers
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to adjudicate in all disputes that may arise between

the servants and coolies of the firm and the subjects of

the Maharajah. The truculent Pathan places complete

confidence in the justice of his sahibs, and accepts their

decision, whatever it may be, without question.

High faculties for organisation are necessary to one

who would contract to make strategical roads in these

regions. The responsibilities attending such an under-

taking are great. In the first place, the transport ser-

vice is a matter for serious consideration. This country

producing nothing, Spedding & Co. have to bring up
from Kashmir all the grain and other supplies necessary

for their host of coolies. Godowns have also to be
established at various points, where the men can pur-

chase clothes and other requisites. In this particular

summer, when, in anticipation of the Hunza-Nagar ex-

pedition, all available coolies and baggage-animals were
needed to carry the supplies for the troops at Gilgit,

and when it was only after the most strenuous efforts

that a bare sufficiency of grain was brought across the

passes before they were closed for the winter by heavy
snows, it may be imagined that Spedding’s transport

was an anxious business, demanding his constant super-

vision. At one time it seemed as if it were impossible

that enough grain could cross the passes in time, and
it was feared lest the thousands of men who were about
to be shut up for eight months in this desert region

would suffer from actual famine.

The organisation of this energetic firm is certainly

very complete
;
and as Mr. Spedding has now had much

experience in the work, he can at very short notice

appear with an army of coolies and his own com-
missariat at any point in the Himalayas, or elsewhere,

where a road is urgently needed. His services are in-

valuable on any military expedition into the hills.
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CHAPTER XVHI
ON THE SLOPES OF NANGA PARBAT—MARCH TO GILGIT—ASTOR COOLIES

—

THE HATTTJ PIR—RAMGHAT—THE INDUS VALLEY—THE SHINAKA RE-
PUBLICS—HOME RULE—BOONJI—THE FLOOD OF 1840 — THE INDUS
FERRY—CHAKERKOT—A DESERTED VILLAGE.

While waiting for my letters I made some expeditions

in order to obtain a near view of Nanga Parbat and
take photographs of that white giant. On one occasion

I clambered up a precipitous mountain behind Apple-

ford’s camp, some fourteen thousand feet or so in

height, from which the view would have been magnifi-

cent were it not for a dust-haze that filled the still,

sultry air—a most disagreeable phenomenon, not, like

a cloudy, moisture-charged atmosphere, lending dis-

tance to the landscape, and producing soft and pleasing

tones, but blurring all with its monotonous ashy veil.

On another occasion, accompanied by two or three

coolies carrying bedding and provisions, I made a four

days’ most delightful trip to the glaciers that he at the

head of the nullah behind Astor. Here I found a

charming Alpine valley, with grassy slopes and forests

of pine, where, among the ferns and moss beneath the

trees, one could gather as many ripe strawberries as one

pleased. Higher up I crossed a slope of boulders and
debris on which rose and other bushes were growing.

I naturally concluded that I was walking on the solid

surface of the earth, when, to my surprise, I suddenly

came upon a great chasm, and, looking into it, saw dark

caverns opening out under me, with walls of solid ice ;
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while in places the ice had melted away, leaving the

crust of moraine above unsupported. The water
was fast dripping down from the roofs of these icy

caverns, and rocks were continually tumbling in from
above as the thaw proceeded. I now realised that 1

was walking on the top of a great glacier covered with

the debris of the mountains it had brought down with
it. I came across many others of these openings where
there had been a recent subsidence of the moraine, and
it was curious to see, far down, at the bottom of these

dim chasms, the uprooted rose-trees, still covered with

blossoms, lying among the blocks of ice and fallen

boulders. In other parts the stony crust was thin, and
crags of ice projected through it, whose gradual melt-

ing watered little surrounding gardens of grass and
Alpine flowers.

Then I fell in with a lovely blue lake, called San-

gosar, surrounded by snow-clad heights, which were
reflected on its still surface, and having only a few
dwarf birches growing on its shores. From here, after

a long and arduous climb, I reached the summit of a

snowy spur, the height of which above the sea must
have been about seventeen thousand feet, and was
rewarded by a spectacle than which it would be diffi-

cult to find a grander. Before me stood a buttress of

Nanga Parbat. My vision could travel from the depths

lying almost perpendicularly a mile beneath my feet,

up awful wastes, to a white dome at an immense height

above me, and about ten miles distant. The foot of this

scene was formed by the snow-streaked moraine, and
the little lake from which I had ascended. Above
these was a long and very steep glacier, cloven by many
crevasses, filling the hollow between two sharp project-

ing ridges of the mountain. Above the glacier were
mighty slopes of snow, wfith great pinnacles and walls
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of rock springing from them, while what appeared to

be glittering icicles of gigantic size hung over the out-

jutting ledges of the precipices. And at last, highest

of all, topping this sublime desolation, was that vast

dome of snow, rolling in soft outlines, with not a rock
appearing through the pure white, standing out against

the pale blue sky.

Occasionally an avalanche would thunder over some
cliff on to the glacier below

;
but otherwise a wonderful

stillness prevailed in this lifeless region. The gentle

downs of unsullied snow that formed the horizon ap-

peared in striking contrast to the savage ruggedness

beneath, a mysterious region stretching out calm and
solemn under the pure, thin air, in which no creature

or plant could exist.

That white horizon so near me was the limit of the

British Empire, the slopes beyond descending into the

unexplored valleys of the Indus, where dwell the

Shinaka tribesmen. Had I crossed the ridge with my
followers, the first human beings we met would in all

probability have cut our heads off.

On returning to Appleford’s camp I found that

Spedding had arrived, and was very busy superin-

tending the construction of this section of the road.

There was a disappointing message from Gilgit await-

ing me. Major Cumberland was prostrated with fever,

and our journey to the Pamirs had to be abandoned.

On August 11 Colonel Durand passed through here on
his way to Simla, and Spedding, who was compelled to

return to Kashmir, to look to that ever-worrying trans-

port and grain question, accompanied him as far as

Srinagur.

I was anxious to see Gilgit before leaving this

district, and decided now to march there. Had 1

known what would take place later on, I might have
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spared myself this trouble, and occupied my time in

shooting in pleasant nullahs or in mountaineering
;
for

I was destined to see a good deal of Gilgit, and to

make three journeys along this particularly dreary and
undelectable road.

It was not easy at this time to procure horses at

Astor, either for myself or my baggage, so I decided to

tramp it. I soon began to realise the difficulties that

beset the traveller on this military road, which was now
crowded with the trains of men and animals carrying

supplies to the frontier outpost. It was not easy to

obtain even the few coolies I required, and when some
were at last raised for me in the neighbouring village of

Los, they were very different men to the active and
cheery Baltis and Ladakis with whom I had been
travelling so many hundreds of miles hitherto. They
toiled along slowly and reluctantly, with gloomy, sulky

expressions, always lamenting and complaining when
they passed me. But the life on the Gilgit road is well

calculated to ruin the temper of the most amiable and
contented people. The natives of the Astor district

were having an especially bad time of it, the Kashmir
authorities having this year imposed an excessive share

of begar on them, so that many of the men were halt

and worn with the hard labour.

The road from Astor to Gilgit is divided into nine

marches, which I got over in six days. There are no
rest-houses, so that the traveller has to encamp at night.

Having sent my baggage on ahead, I set out on August
12, and marched to Doiun, a distance of twenty-four
miles. Spedding’s new road had not yet been com-
pleted beyond Appleford’s camp, so that I had to follow

the old native track. The new road will not only be
far more easy, but it will also shorten the distance con-
siderably

;
the construction of a gallery along the cliff-
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face opposite Appleford’s camp, for instance, will avoid

a long zigzag to the heights above.

At first I traversed a dreary country, over gravelly

downs glittering with mica, sparsely grown with ugly

wormwood bush
;
then along gorges by the river-bed

where, had it not been for frequent draughts of the

ice-cold water, the heat would have been insupportable.

DASHKIN.

The water of this torrent, like that of the Gilgit and

other streams in this region, is very discoloured by the

minute particles of mica it holds in suspension. It

does not appear that ill-consequences follow the drink-

ing of this prickly mixture. Then the road ascended,

high above the river, to cross barren, hot plateaus to

the village of Dashkin ;
beyond which it led for a time

through a pleasanter country, traversing valleys well

covered with pine-woods, and watered by many streams
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from the snows of the mountains above. At last, just

before dark, I reached a point whence I overlooked the

large valley of Doiun, where it opens out upon the

ravine of the Astor River
;
and here I perceived, much to

my joy, far below, a white spot, which I recognised as

a sahib’s tent—the present quarters of Mr. Wilkinson,

another of Spedding & Co.’s busy staff. I clambered
down the hillside, introduced myself, and was made
welcome.

The village of Doiun is higher up the valley, and
still higher is a Dogra fort containing a small garrison

—

an important position, for hard by is a pass into lawless

Chilas. I did not see my baggage or coolies this night,

and on the morrow I ascertained that they had reached

Doiun Village at eleven o’clock, and that three of them
had thrown down their loads and run away. This dis-

appearance of one’s coolies is of not infrequent occur-

rence on the Gilgit road.

Having with difficulty replaced the deserters with

three Doiun men, I set out on the afternoon of

August 13 for the next stage, Ramghat, the march
that is the most dreaded of all by the coolies, and
which is, not without reason, described in Ince’s Guide-

book as being a ghastly journey. There is not a drop
of water to be obtained on the way, and the heat is

always more intense here than on any other part of the

road. The numerous bones of dead baggage-animals

—

not long since of men likewise—lying among these

parched rocks testify to the horrors of this march.

There are two roads from Doiun to Ramghat, the

lower and the upper. I went by the first and returned

by the second, and there is little to choose between
them. Close to its junction with the Indus the Astor

torrent rushes down a narrow gorge with lofty, arid

mountains rising on either side. The mountain on the
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left bank, where not precipitous, has gigantic slopes of

debris, and boulders piled one on the other at a danger-
ously steep angle, down which landslips and showers of

rock often sweep, while large portions of the mountain-
side at times fall away. The lower road winds and
zigzags among these horrid slopes, now rising 1,000

feet, only to descend to its former level, and then
rise once more in order to avoid the frequent preci-

pices, and at last brings one to a high .spur, from which
there is a final very steep descent to Ramghat.

The upper road is easier, being carried along the

top of the mountain till it reaches a point nearly

6,000 feet above the river—the spur of Hattu Pir

—

whence one looks down on Ramghat, lying at one’s

feet far beneath, and the thin, white line of the torrent,

whose roar is scarcely audible. Seen from the Hattu
Pir the Astor gorge is appalling for its nakedness and
desolation, and the gigantic scale of its precipices. The
steep descent from the Hattu Pir to the river is by a

rough track, very bad for horses and fatiguing for men,
zigzagging down these 6,000 feet of precipices and
piled-up boulders.

The line of the new road will be somewhere be-

tween the two native roads. The engineering difficul-

ties presented here are very great, and it must be
almost impossible to construct a road that will not

be repeatedly swept away by the falling rocks
;
while

the loose mountain-side, ever ready, as it is, to slide

away, affords the least secure of foundations. It was
anticipated that there would be numerous accidents

among the navvies employed on this section of the

road while working on this perilous mountain
;
and I

heard that upwards of thirty men had been killed here

before I left the country, having been struck by falling

rocks, or precipitated into the abyss by the crumbling
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away of their foothold. Bat when the road across this

dangerous bit has been successfully finished, it will

save a vast amount of suffering to man and beast.

After the long scramble up and down these miles of

hot boulders under the fiery sun, every traveller rushes

eagerly to the torrent-bank at Bamghat, and quenches

his thirst in that delicious icy water. Bamghat itself

is a spot as ghastly as is the road that leads to it. It is

merely a little military post of caves and huts guard-

ing the two bridges—one a rope bridge, the other a

wooden cantilever bridge—which span the river. The
post is an important one, for should an enemy seize it

and destroy these bridges, all communication with

Gilgit would be cut off.

There is no vegetation at Bamghat : on all sides rise

the stupendous bare crags. The rocks here become so

heated by the sun in the daytime that I found them
almost too hot to touch for some time after the wester-

ing sun had left them in shadow. The air, heated by
the rocks, felt like the breath of a furnace. Three

times I visited Bamghat, and it was always the same.

A man might almost as well pass his life in a stokehole

as in this infernal oven of a place. I should imagine

that the unfortunate sepoys who have to live here must
develop livers like those of the similarly-treated geese

of Strasburg.

The Gilgit road has been called the Siberia of Kash-
mir. It was once the custom of the Kashmiris to con-

duct their convicts as far as this Bamghat bridge, force

them across the river, and leave them to shift for them-

selves on the farther bank, their usual fate being eithei

to starve in the desert or to fall into the hands of the

Yaghistanis, who killed them or sold them into slavery.

On crossing the bridge I felt a chilly breath on my
face like that which meets one on opening the door of
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a cellar
;
for the air for a few feet over the surface of

the river was deliciously cooled down by that icy water
fresh from the snows and glaciers

The camping-place was in a little nullah a mile or

so farther on. Luckily some of the provisions came in
;

but the coolies, with the bedding and baggage, did not

enter an appearance this night, having succumbed to

thirst and weariness, and remained by the river at Ram-
gliat. It was oppressively hot all night in this gorge :

no dew fell, though the sky was quite clear
;
the gusts

of wind that swept past occasionally still felt like the

blast of a furnace, and though I slept coatless under the

moon, I was uncomfortably warm. We purchased suf-

ficient fuel to cook our food from some sepoys who
were stationed in a little block-house that guarded this

side of the Astor River.

The next day’s march—August 14—was a waterless

one, so I started at daybreak in order to get it over

before the sun should gain full strength. A short

distance beyond the nullah in which we had bivouacked

the road enters the Indus Valley, which is broad at this

point, but narrows again into gorges both above and
below the plain of Boonji. The scenery round was
wofully barren, the Indus flowing through an undulat-

ing waste of stones, while the enclosing mountains
were destitute of vegetation.

It is here that the Indus leaves Kashmir territory

to enter the Shinaka country. The maps indicate the

course of the river from near this point to where it

emerges into British territory by dotted lines, to signify

that it has never been surveyed
;
while the word 4 un-

explored,’ so tempting to a traveller’s imagination, is

written large across the region. From here one looks

down the valley into the mysterious and forbidden

land that is so near, and from the upper Hattu Pir
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road, by which I returned, the first Ohilas village, Gor,

with its surrounding orchards, is visible.

The district of Shinaka includes the Chilas, Darel,
'

Tanger, and other valleys. The inhabitants are Dards,

and resemble the Astoris, Gilgittis, and Hunzas in dress

and appearance. One very curious feature of this dis-

trict is that the form of Government is Republican, and

that the principle of Home Rule has been carried out

to its extreme limit. Each Shinaka valley is a small

Republican State, and each village of each Republic

manages its own affairs. There is one settlement, of

twelve houses only, in this region which can boast of

being the tiniest independent State in the world. The
smallest village has its local Parliament, at which every

male above a certain age has a voice
;
for not only is

f one man one vote ’ the law here, but everyone is a

Member of Parliament. Drew gives a most interesting

account of these federations. A Village Parliament, he
tells us, manages all the internal affairs of the village

;

but questions of general policy are settled by the State

Parliament, to which each village sends its representa-

tives. If only one member of the House objects to a

proposed measure, it cannot be carried out
;
Parliament

is adjourned until the dissentient is talked over, or

possibly bribed or bullied over, to the views of the ma-
jority. Here a majority is never allowed to dictate to

a minority. Thus, if one village of a State differs from

the others, it is at liberty to carry out its own policy

;

so that occasionally one village is in alliance with one
foreign Power, while the other villages in the same
State have thrown in their fortunes with a rival Power.

As may be imagined, it is not easy for a Govern-
ment to have a strong definite foreign policy under such
a system

;
while the obstruction of the minority pre-

vents despatch in public business. It was perhaps well

x
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for us in the coming winter that the Sliinaka valleys

were not governed by despotic rajahs, like their neigh-

bours
;
for it was known that the federated tribes medi-

tated an attack on our line of communication when we
were being held in check by the Kanjutis at Nilt. The
local and general Parliaments met to discuss the ques-

tion, and no doubt a good deal of talking was done by
members, both of the war and peace parties. We heard
of Jingo meetings at which there was some very fine

blustering
; but as, according to the ancient Constitu-

tion of the land, war could not be declared until all the

peace party had been argued over by the eloquence of

the bellicose, we had turned the enemy’s position at

Nilt and subdued our foes before the federal tribesmen

had come to any decision—and then it was too late to

take action. Thus, Home Rule has its decided advan-

tages when put into practice by States hostile to us.

The Shinakas are, however, unanimous on one sub-

ject—the righteousness of cutting off the head of every

Shiah who falls into their hands
;
they are intolerant of

dissent.

Closed as this region at present is to us, the Gilgit

merchants obtain their goods from India through Chilas

by the Indus Valley route, despite the heavy tolls they

have to pay to the tribesmen, so far preferable is this

way to the Gilgit road, with its high passes and dangers.

I now followed the road across the stony plain to

Boonji. The view both up and down the Indus Valley

terminates in great snowy ranges. Looking down the

valley towards Chilas I saw Nanga Parbat, with its

leagues of snow, towering above all the lesser heights

;

while up the valley distant rugged peaks were faintly

visible—the mountains that hem in the ravines of the

Kanjuti robbers. For I was now approaching that

extreme north-west strip of Kashmir territory which
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projects into Yaghistan, or Rebel Land, as the fearful

Kashmiris term the wild countries on their frontier
;

and the traveller proceeding along this road has on

either side of him more or less unknown or hostile

tribes.

Boonji signifies fifty in the language of these parts

;

and the name, it is said, was given to this district be-

cause there were once fifty villages and considerable

cultivation in the' now desert vale of the Indus between
the mouths of the Astor and Gilgit streams. An extra-

ordinary flood in 1 840, which is a striking example of

the huge scale of the convulsions of Nature in this

region of gigantic mountains, was no doubt the primary

cause of the present desolation. Near the Hattu Pir

a whole mountain suddenly fell into the Indus, forming

a great dam across the river, and preventing all outlet.

The waters rose behind this dam for six months, flood-

ing all the plain of Boonji and the valley of the Gilgit

River, till a lake was formed thirty five miles in length,

and of great depth. At last the rising lake reached

the top of the dam, overflowed it, forced a breach, and
then, with irresistible power, the immense mass of water
opened a broad, deep channel through the opposing

mountain. The liberated Indus once more rushed down
its gorges, and the vast lake was drained in one day.

Hundreds of miles away, the great wave of the flood

overwhelmed a Sikh army that was encamped near At-
tack, and the loss of life and property all down the

valley of the Indus was beyond computation.

The Chilas raids, and subsequently the Kashmir
begar, have hitherto discouraged any attempts at again

bringing these lands under cultivation, while a large

proportion of the inhabitants fled into neighbouring
countries to escape the unceasing oppression. But now
that our active interference in the affairs of the State is
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putting a stop to the old abuses, and that the peasants,

having confidence in our will and power to see that

justice is done them, are ready to take up unoccupied
lands and cultivate them, it is to be hoped that oases of

green, irrigated fields and orchards will soon once more
be scattered over this dreary desert. Colonel Durand
is doing his utmost to promote the colonisation of all

cultivable lands on the Gilgit road, and the country, 1

imagine, will present a very different aspect in a few
years.

It was a short, easy, but very hot march to Boonji.

I had not been at so low a level as this since I had
been in Kashmir territory, for the Indus near Boonji is

only 4,400 feet above the sea. Doiun is 8,720, and the

Hattu Pir, 10,000 feet.

Boonji stands on an extensive plateau rising 250
feet above the river. This plateau is fairly well

watered, and here, undoubtedly, more land could be
brought under cultivation. The habitations are scat-

tered, and few in number, but there is a good-sized

Dogra fort, with barracks for the accommodation of a

considerable garrison. Boonji, standing as it does at

the gate of the valleys of Chilas, and commanding the

passage of the Indus, is one of the most important posi-

tions on the Gilgit road.

I reached Boonji in advance of all my followers,

and sat down under the shade of a walnut-tree to await

them. A hospitable old man brought me out some
welcome refreshment—a bowl of milk, cakes, and
bunches of grapes. A crowd of courteous natives

gathered round me, and I noticed that these men
were of more dignified bearing an,d of a finer type

than any I had of late seen. I was now on the fron-

tier of Yaghistan, and these people were probably the

descendants of bold robbers, and not of slaves.
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The view from the plateau of Boonji is very fine,

whether one looks down the hot valley into the land of

the Shinakas, dominated by Nanga Parbat’s snowy
dome, or, in the other direction, over the plain where
the Chakerkot and Gilgit rivers pour their tributary

waters into the Indus. An immense panorama extends

around one, a magnificent but melancholy waste of

sands, rocks, and distant snows, basking in the fierce

sunshine, at noon no shadows relieving the universal

glare.

At last the coolies, many of whom I had not seen

for two days, straggled into camp and my tent was
pitched. Then these miserable men came up to me,
with groans and supplications that would have been
very pitiable did not one know how much of humbug
there was in this demonstration, and begged me to

dismiss them. They must have known that, had I let

them go, they would have been probably pounced
upon by Kashmir officials, to do begar under uncom-
fortable conditions. As it was, they were carrying-

light loads, had been promised bakshish in addition to-

their pay, and had been presented with a goat, rice,

and other luxuries. Baltis would have made them-
selves very merry under such circumstances, but it was
difficult to content these Astoris. I told them I would
discharge them here provided I could find other coolies

to relieve them. The Dogra commandant, who now
came up, informed me that this was not feasible, all

available coolies having been requisitioned for the car-

riage of grain. My men had, therefore, perforce to

accompany me for the few remaining marches to

Gilgit.

They at once reconciled themselves to their fate,

and the spokesman of the queer creatures declared

that if I gave them a little tobacco to smoke this day,
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this would put them in a good temper, and they would
grumble no more. Having learnt from personal ex-

perience that nicotine does possess properties of this

nature, I complied with their request, with the result

that they were very quiet and amiable for a while.

They had no hookah with them, so contrived to make
a pipe after the most primitive fashion known to

smokers, and which prevails in wild parts of America,

as well as in Asia. A little mound of earth was piled

up, and then well patted down with the hands to make
it firm. Into this mound a stick was then thrust hori-

zontally for six inches or so. A hole was next bored
with a finger through the earth just above the inner-

most end of the stick, and this hole formed the bowl of

the pipe, and was filled with tobacco. Lastly, the stick

was gently withdrawn, leaving behind a little tunnel

that served as pipe-tube. Each coolie in turn applied

his lips to the earthy mouth of this tube, and inhaled

the grateful fumes. They had never before smoked
such tobacco as I had given them, and expressed their

high approval of it.

The next day’s march was to Chakerkot. The road

leads from the Boonji plateau down to the Indus, which
has here to be crossed by a wooden raft. The river

was now in full flood, and the breakers were tumbling

ominously in the centre. Accidents are not infre-

quent at this passage. In the previous summer, Dr.

Robertson, on his way to Kafiristan,-^pst nearly all

his baggage, and some instruments most necessary for

an explorer—which, of course, could not be replaced—

•

by the capsizing of this raft, while nineteen coolies

were drowned. A native officer, condoling with him
after the accident, exclaimed, with the indifference to

human life characteristic of his race, ‘ Ah, sahib, what

a disaster! As for the coolies, we can easily find
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you others
;
but as regards the baggage, it is another

matter.’

This passage is, of course, a position of vital import-

ance to the Gilgit garrison, and while guarded by
Boonji on one side, has the little fort of Sai on the

opposite bank. A memorable night-surprise took place

here some years ago. The Kashmir garrisons had been
driven across the Indus by the Yaghistanis, and the

latter were holding Sai in force. One dark night the

Maharajah’s troops stealthily came down from Boonji,

swam the Indus with the aid of many hundreds of in-

flated goatskins (with the loss of numbers of men, who
were numbed by the icy water and swept away), sur-

prised the enemy, captured Sai, and secured once more
the road to Gilgit—a most creditable performance

;
but

the brave Dogra soldiers will do anything that is re-

quired of them when properly led, as I myself saw
later on.

The dangers of the Boonji ferry will soon be a thing

of the past, for a suspension-bridge is being sent from
England to span the broad torrent.

We effected the passage on this occasion without
accident. I observed that the ferrymen here were
more skilled in their work than those in Baltistan, not

attempting to paddle with bare poles, but employing
broad-bladed oars and rullocks

;
which is just as well,

for at this point, were the raft carried away by the

current, it would soon reach rapids in which nothing

could live.

We landed on the sandy shores of the right bank.
As there are difficult cliffs at the junction of the Indus
and Gilgit rivers, the road ascends the Sai nullah to the

village of Chakerkot, and then crosses the intervening

range to the Gilgit Yalley. This nullah is a pleasant

spot for this generally desert region, with clear ran-
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liing water and a good deal of vegetation. Our tliis

day’s camping-place was a grassy patch on the left bank
of the little river, just opposite Chakerkot. The lum-
badar came to me across the cantilever bridge that

here spans the stream, with presents of grapes and
apricots. Chakerkot is surrounded by orchards, and
the wild vines festoon the trees.

But on our side of the river the aspect was a very

melancholy one
;

for here was one of the deserted

villages I have spoken of. It was evident that within

recent years cultivated fields had extended for some
distance up the valley, but of the former inhabitants

there was not one left. In more favoured lands the

nakedness of abandoned tillage would soon be hidden

by rank weeds and bushes
;
but it is not so here. As

the canals that tapped the streams above had been un-

tended, and allowed to fall to ruin, this land, depending

as it does so entirely on irrigation, had lapsed into

desert. Save for a narrow margin of wild growth by
the river-brink, there was no vegetable life to be seen.

Where once the maize and lucerne had gladdened the

eye, the stone walls now enclosed terraces of dry,

yellow earth. Numbers of fine walnut, peach, and

other valuable fruit-trees dotted the stony hillside, or

stood thickly together in what had once been green

orchards
;
but now all these trees were leafless, with

stark branches, dead for want of the needful moisture.

On our side of the river all had been abandoned.

Looking towards the other side, I perceived that

though a good deal of land was still under cultivation

and beautifully green, there were also sad signs of ruin

and wasted labour
;
there, too, were ranged the dreary

rows of dry terraces and the skeleton trees standing

above them, where once the irrigation-streams had
babbled down in miniature cascades, spreading fertility.
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Many of the inhabitants, I was told, had made an
exodus into Chilas. It was scarcely necessary to inquire

the cause.

My tent was pitched on a small flower-spangled plot

of grass which the river often floods, shaded by an
ancient walnut-tree, whose branches were smothered
by a luxuriant vine covered with bunches of ripe

grapes—a delicious islet of verdure amid this stony

desolation.

In the evening it began to rain, a very rare occur-

rence here. The coolies, who had before declared them-
selves unable to support the heat of the sun, now com-
plained bitterly of cold, and said they could find no
shelter. Close by was a hut made of the branches of

trees, so I asked them why they did not take up their

quarters there.
|
There are two sepoys in it ’ was the

reply. 4 We cannot go where sepoys are.’
4 Then

cross the river,’ I suggested. 4 There are plenty of

houses ?
’ 4 We dare not,’ said the spokesman. 4 Those

men are Yaghistani wallahs ! We are afraid to go into

their houses.’ So, fearing the sepoys on one side, and
the natives on the other, they had to content them-
selves with a bivouac under the trees

;
no great hard-

ship, for their clothes were not thin and the weather
was warm. The Astoris evidently regard all peoples

who dwell beyond the Indus as Yaghistanis, to be
avoided as dangerous.
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CHAPTER XIX
THE GILGIT VALLEY—GILGIT—THE KASHMIR ARMY—REGULARS—IRREGULAR

LEVIES — THE IMPERIAL SERVICE TROOPS — WORK OF THE GILGIT
AGENCY—COSSACKS ON THE PAMIRS—HUNZA ENVOYS—MARCH TO SRINA-

GUR—A PATHAN DASTUR—IDGARH—SIRDARKOTE—THE BORZIL PASS

—

MINEMERG—THE VALLEY OF GURAIS.

Prom Chakerkot to Gilgit is three stages, which can be

easily travelled by laden coolies in two days
;
but these

are not agreeable marches, leading one through a very

burnt-up country.

On leaving Chakerkot on August 15, we first

traversed the ridge dividing the valley of the Sai from

that of the Gilgit River. On reaching the summit of

this stony pass, I looked down upon the Gilgit torrent

rushing through a broad, completely barren valley, en-

closed by mountains of monotonous outline. It was a

hot tramp from here to the camping-place some miles

up the valley. Luckily the road in two places ap-

proached the torrent, so that one could slake one’s

thirst in the cold, mica-discoloured water.

I passed numbers of coolies this day carrying mili-

tary stores to Gilgit—Baltis
;
Astoris

;
and even some

poor Ladakis, who greeted me with the familiar jooly,

and were evidently suffering more than the others from

an oppressive heat such as is unknown in their high-

lands. The camping-place was a cheerless spot, a dusty

plateau high above the river, with not a blade of grass

growing near. Here stood a small stone hovel used as

a shelter by the dak wallahs, who were able to pro-

vide us with a little firewood, and who brought us
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Up the water we required from the torrent in their'

mushoks.

Blood has been freely shed along all this dreary

frontier road, and near this spot one is pointed out the

scene of a massacre of Dogra troops by treacherous

Yaghistani tribesmen.

The next day, August 17, we marched into Grilgit,

another hot and desert journey for a great portion of

POST-HOTJSES, GILGIT ROAD.

the way
;
but on nearing our destination we passed

through considerable cultivation, the villages of Minawar
and Sakwar being surrounded by orchards and maize-

fields, and presenting an appearance of prosperity rare

on this road. Doubtless their proximity to the British

Agency secures these villagers some immunity from the

oppression which prevails elsewhere. At Sakwar I

rested for tiffin, and was regaled by the people with

grapes and milk. The men were much better looking
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here than those I had seen in the Astor district, while

the girls, who were not particularly shy, but who, with
unveiled faces, peeped at the stranger from round the

corners of walls and trees, were really ver}7 pretty,

having rosy complexions, good features, and lovely eyes.

I had heard so much of the desolation of the Gilgit

district that I was much surprised, on reaching the

plateau of Jutial, and looking down on the famous
fortress, to find it surrounded by one of the largest

and best-cultivated oases I had beheld since leaving

fertile Kapalu. The mountains here recede from the

river, leaving on the right bank a broad plain, well

watered by little streams. I walked through orchards

of ripe peaches, under clusters of purple grapes, across

fields of rice, millet, maize and Indian hemp, past the

Dogra fort and barracks, and reached the British

Agency—a further surprise for me
;

for here I came
upon signs of civilisation I had not anticipated, a pretty

bungalow standing in the middle of well-kept grounds

and gardens. Here I found four of the officers of

Colonel Durand’s staff, by whom I was made welcome

:

Lieutenant Manners Smith, the military secretary, and
Lieutenants Townshend, Stewart, and Molony, the

attaches to the Agency. Here, too, was Major Cum-
berland, still suffering from the effects of fever.

On this occasion I stayed at Gilgit for three days,

and was enabled to form some idea of the excellent

work this handful of British officers had already ac-

complished in putting this, the extreme outpost of the

Empire, in a proper state of defence. A few years back a

Kashmir garrison of 6,000 men was found inadequate to

hold in check the Kanjuti tribesmen.' The Hunza-Nagar
campaign has shown what the same troops can do

since they have been taken in hand by our officers.

The Kashmir Army was supposed to consist of
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20,000 men, but numbers of these only existed on

paper. The total force now probably amounts to about

ten thousand men, and is thus composed :—First, the

regular army, recruited in India from Dogras and
Gurkhas, men who, though not so carefully selected as

the sepoys of our own regiments, are of fair material

and good fighting-stock. These are still, for the most
part, armed with muzzle-loaders—Enfields and others.

Secondly, the irregular levies that are raised in

different parts of the State. Some of these men, the

Punialis for example, are capable of being converted

into useful soldiers
;
but most of them are recruits from

the unwarlike races—Baltis, Ladakis, even Kashmiris

—

on whose prowess in fight it would not do to rely. These

irregulars are armed with matchlocks and other primi-

tive weapons, and some of them, with the native sword
and shield.

Thirdly, the Imperial Service troops, who compose
the Gilgit garrison. It will be remembered that, ac-

cording to a recently-organised scheme, the fundamental

principles of which were settled by the present Foreign

Secretary in India, Sir Mortimer Durand, some of the

important native States now place a certain portion of

their armies at the disposal of our Government for the

purposes of Imperial defence, the drilling and training

of the men being supervised by selected British officers.

The State of Kashmir supplies three regiments of

Imperial Service troops and a mule battery, in all

about two thousand men, who, like the regulars, are

Gurkhas and Dogras. They are well equipped, and are

armed with Sniders. Thanks to the energy with which
the officers of the Agency have taken them in hand, the

men now know their duties as disciplined soldiers, and
have a smart appearance, which is more than can be
said of the sepoys of the other Kashmir regiments.
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I saw that the work of these officers was no sine-

cure. Little time had they to go shikaring into the

well-stocked nullahs of the neighbourhood. While they

were drilling the garrison into shape and superintending

the grain transport at Gilgit, Captain Twigg was doing
the same work at Astor

;
and Colonel Neville Chamber-

lain was contending with the most anxious task of all,

that of hurrying all necessaries across the Borzil Pass

before it should be closed for the winter, with native

supineness and ineptitude, and often deliberate obstruc-

tion, to overcome.

There were but thirty men of our own Indian Army
at Gilgit when I was there, fine Pathans of the 20th Pun-
jab Infantry, who formed the bodyguard of the British

Agent in this remote corner of the world.

Surgeon Eoberts, the Agency doctor, whose share

of the hard work was not to come till later on, had
time to ride about the country with me and show me
the sights. On the evening of my arrival we went to

the mouth of the Kargha nullah, up which there is a

track leading into Yaghistan, to see a carving of Buddha
on the face of a rock, a sign that this country, as well

as Baltistan, had once been Buddhist. There is but one
European grave in Gilgit, that of the intrepid explorer,

Lieutenant Hayward, who was treacherously murdered
near here, by order of the King of Yasin, in 1870.

At this time various disquieting rumours were
brought down to Gilgit by native informants. It was
reported that a body of Cossacks was on the Pamirs
at a point only ten marches distant, and would probably

enter the Hunza Valley, where the rulers, while hostile

to us, were favourably disposed to the Eussians. Then
we heard that Captain Younghusband had promptly left

Kashgar for the Pamirs, to discover what was going on.

Four Hunza notables, accompanied by some eight
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or nine followers, entered Gilgit while I was there,

bringing some message from their king. These speci-

mens of the robber tribe were strongly-built men, with

bold eyes and rather jovial expressions. They all wore
the Dard caps and cloth chogas, or robes, some of the

chogas being thickly studded with little white feathers

to add to their warmth. Their long black hair hung
in knotted ringlets on either cheek.

They were most diplomatic in their talk, and prated

of the blessings of peace, which, with these people, is

generally a sign of warlike intention
;
and it was, indeed,

well-known at Gilgit that, possibly at the instigation of

the Eussians, the tribesmen had been strengthening

their defences at Nilt for two years, and making every

preparation for a fight
;
while, with all their protesta-

tions of friendship for us, they intercepted letters which
were being forwarded, at this critical period of the Rus-
sian imbroglio, from Gilgit to Captain Younghusband.

On August 20 the pleasant little party at the Gilgit

Agency broke up. Lieutenant Stewart was sent off to

the Pamirs, with four Pathan sepoys, to discover what
tricks the Russian Bear was up to, Lieutenant Manners
Smith accompanying him for some marches, in order to

make arrangements with the Puniali rajahs for keeping-

up a dak communication across the Hindoo Koosh.
Major Cumberland departed to a neighbouring nullah,

while I reluctantly turned my face south, but, seeing

that there were so many signs of disturbance in the air,

not without hopes of returning later on.

I now decided to travel the twenty-two stages to

Srinagur, replenish my kit, and await events there. I

was seven days returning to Appleford’s camp, for the

heat was now so great that one could not call upon the

coolies to double the marches. The traffic on the road
was becoming denser every day, as the long trains of

Y
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men and beasts of burden were bringing up tlie

anxiously-expected grain. On bad parts of the road,

and especially on the terrible Hattu Pir, we frequently

passed the bodies or bones of horses and mules that

had fallen by the way, to feed the vultures.

I crossed the Hattu Pir this time by the upper road,

6,000 feet of hard climbing through the suffocating air.

My tiffin coolie, lightly loaded though he was, and whom
I had allowed, contrary to my rule, to lag far behind
me, fell ill of the heat by the way. So I sat down, and
waited in vain on the top of the mountain for the cold

fowl and bottle of tea which he was carrying; ulti-

mately I had to tramp all the way to Doiun before I

could get anything to eat or drink. The view from the

Hattu Pir was very fine, but I should have enjoyed it

more had water been procurable. I saw far beneath me
the broad Indus winding for leagues, from Baltistan into

Chilas. Far away, above the lesser mountains, rose the

great snowy ranges, their lower slopes hidden in blue

haze, so that they appeared to be separated from the

earth, and I seemed to be gazing at a mountainous
archipelago floating in mid-air. The barrenness and
ruggedness of this region could be well appreciated

from here. In all directions were ruddy rocks, couloirs of

debris, stony plateaus, the cultivation of Boonji and Gor
appearing like two tiny green patches in the vast waste.

On August 25 I reached Appleford’s camp. While
travelling on these roads, to arrive at a place like

Gilgit, or enter the camp of one of Spedding & Co.’s

engineers, is much like making a port after a sea voyage.

As I came in I felt as if I had just completed a rather

rough seven days’ run from my last port, Gilgit, and
was now putting into a snug and civilised harbour,

where I was to see again the face of the white man,

and where, too, soft tack and other luxuries awaited me.
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Appleford was exercising his magisterial powers

when I arrived in camp. The predatory instincts of

the Pathans had broken out. The lumbadar of a neigh-

bouring village complained that some of the Afghans
working on that section of the road had forcibly seized

a sheep, and had stolen out of a house a valuable olive-

wood casket, twenty rupees, and a robe of honour
which Colonel Durand had presented to the owner.

Appleford ordered accusers and accused to appear

before him in the evening. It is, of course, often im-

possible to bring a matter home to the individual

offenders
;
but should it be proved that they belong to

some particular gang, the gang as a whole has to suffer

the penalty, or give up its guilty members. On this

occasion representatives of the suspected gang begged
Appleford to allow them to settle the matter among
themselves, according to their own dastur, undertaking

that the property should be found. They religiously

carried out the custom of which they spoke that

night. A deep hole was dug in the ground, and as

soon as it was quite dark every man of the gang in

turn went alone, unobserved of the others, and poured
into the hole his lapful of earth. The next morning
the villagers were instructed to search in the loose

earth, and there, indeed, they discovered the casket,

the money, the robe of honour, and the price of the

sheep, no man knowing who it was that had restored

the property.

I had now to find coolies or beasts of burden to

carry my baggage down the road. The official at Astor

whose business it was to supply transport had been
informed by someone that the last coolies he had pro-

vided for me had run away, and that unless he made a

better bandobast for me this time I might write about

him, and give him a bad name in England, for I was a
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book-wallah as well as a picture-wallah. The threat of

writing to the papers has little effect in these days with

extortionate hotel-keepers and others in Europe
;
but in

this more unsophisticated region the superstitious fears

of the potency of printing-ink still appear to exist, for

my informant told me that the awe-inspired official ex-

claimed in horror :
‘ Ah, no ! surely his Highness would

not give me a bad name in England !

’
‘ Yes, he will

do so if you anger him. He is quite that sort of man,’

was the reply. ‘Then I shall die,’ he groaned, and
forthwith he supplied me with five homeward-bound
men of the Gurais district, with their horses—an ex-

cellent bandobast.

Gurais, which is seven marches, or eighty miles,

from Astor, is a rich valley, whence come a great num-
ber of the hardy transport ponies employed on this

road. The Gurais people are a cross between the Kash-

miri and the Hard, of good physique, cheery fellows, and

the pleasantest natives to travel with on the Gilgit road.

On August 29 I left Appleford, and made a very

short march to Idgarh, a camping-ground a mile beyond
Astor, where the titular rajah of the district has his

mansion, and where the British officers on duty and
travelling sahibs, avoiding dismal Astor, are wont to

pitch their tents. Here I found one Englishman only.

Captain Twigg, who was hard at work superintending

the improvements in Astor Fort, the drilling of the

troops, and that ever-worrying grain transport. As I

arrived in camp I saw a stately Pathan of the Agency
Bodyguard putting some Imperial Service recruits

through their facings, the words of command, as in

our Indian Army, being given in English
;
they are

given in Sanscrit, I believe, in the other regiments of

the Maharajah’s service.

From Idgarh the road to the south ascends the
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Astor Valley for four marches. Each day brought me
to a higher elevation and a cooler climate. It froze at

night, and each morning my tent was stiff with ice.

The country was far less barren than between Astor

and Gilgit, and the road often crossed high spurs

covered with breezy pastures and pine-woods.

It was not an entirely solitary journey for me, for

at no less than five halting-places I found the camps of

Spedding’s engineers—one Englishman at each. My
second day’s march from'Idgarh brought me to the

village of Kurrum, where I found Mitchell, whom I

had last seen at Srinagur, working with his gang of

navvies. Mitchell had intended to travel down the

road on the following day to meet Spedding, who was
on his way north again

;
so we marched off together on

September 1.

First we traversed a great slope of loose rocks,

which was giving the road-makers a good deal of

trouble. There had once been a large wood of cedars

here, but now the trees only showed their heads above
the debris that had overwhelmed them, while some had
been crushed down or uprooted. Mitchell told me that

this rocky chaos was the result of a severe earthquake-

shock three years back, which had broken away whole
spurs of the mountain, and sent them thundering down
into the valley. Beyond this the road had been com-
pleted for some leagues, and after the tracks to which
I had been accustomed for the last few months, I felt

as if I could walk on for an indefinite time without
getting tired on so easy a way. The breadth and the

regularity of the road is curiously alarming to many of

the hill-ponies, who look upon it as a very uncanny
phenomenon. When first brought on to it, they sniff

at it suspiciously, and insist on getting off it on to the

rough hillside whenever this is feasible.
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Higher we went, over grassy, snow-streaked downs,
on which many pretty Alpine flowers were now blos-

soming, till we came to this day’s destination, Sirdar-

kote, the last camping-place at the foot of the pass.

Here, some 12,000 feet above the sea, are the roofless

ruins of an old rest-hut, standing in the middle of a

treeless, open plain, much exposed to the winds, where
there is a little pasture and shrub. Here the numerous
marmots were weirdly whistling round us, to the mad-
dening bewilderment of the dogs, as usual. As we
waited for our baggage to come up it began to hail,

snow, and blow, while the chilly mists rolled about us.

It looked and felt unpleasantly wintry
;
I could under-

stand how perilous a place this Borzil Pass might be a

little later in the year.

But this night we were comfortable enough here.

Our followers had warm clothing, and bivouacked by
the brushwood fires under the lee of the ruined hut.

Mitchell made each man a present of a seer of fine

rice, such as they had only before eaten at wedding?

and at important feasts. This caused great satisfaction,

and some of the coolies even commenced to devour it

raw, so tempting was it to them. Bice and iced water

does not appear much of a repast on which to conduct

boisterous orgies, especially when the revellers have to

sit on a bare mountain-side in frost and sleet
;

but

these easily-contented men of Gurais contrived to do
this. Warmed by the generous feast, thejT sang in loud

choruses, and made a regular rollicking night of it.

September 2 was a frosty, sunny day. After break-

fast Mitchell and myself, leaving our camp standing,

went to the top of the pass to meet Spedding. The
Borzil, 13,500 feet, is an exceedingly easy pass in

summer, but it is practically closed for the greater

part of the year, for at the summit one has to cross a
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long, exposed down for many miles, where to be over-

taken by a snowstorm or by the deadly winds that

sweep, across the gap signifies probable death to the

traveller. A large number of lives are lost here

annually, and after the snow has melted in summer
the dead bodies of men and animals are to be seen

tying by the wayside.

The new road had been completed across the pass

during the two or three weeks that it had been clear of

snow. In a few weeks it would be covered again.

From the summit the outlook was bleak, even at this

season : we looked out upon rolling, snow-streaked

pastures and stony slopes alone.

As we sat at the very top of the pass we saw a

strange sight. There stalked by us, going north, re-

gardless of the bitter wind, a gaunt, sunburnt man,
naked save for a scant loin-cloth, carrying nothing

with him, long-haired, wild and savage of eye, as if

stupefied with bhang. He apparently did not observe

any of us, and did not reply when addressed by our

Mahomedan followers, but still stalked on, as if auto-

matically, down the pass, until he was lost to sight.

We made conjectures as to what this weird creature

was doing here. He was evidently a Mussulman
fanatic—a very unusual sight on this road. Was he
bound for Chilas, to excite against us the slumbering

fanaticism of that people? We could see that he was
not a native of these regions, but had come from some
distant part of India. And so he passed on by us a

mystery, looking neither to the left nor right, but gazing

straight before him into vacancy, hurrying steadily on,

like one bent on an urgent errand.

He appeared' to us like a portent of coming war

;

and he was not the only one we came across. Some
time afterwards we met another stranger, also travelling
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north. 4 And where are you going?’ asked Mitchell
4 To Gilgit,’ he replied. 4 And what to do there ?

’ 4 1

am a sharpener of swords,’ he said, with a grim smile,

showing his white teeth.

At last Spedding rode up to us. He was accom-
panied by Mr. Johnson, C.E., of the Kashmir Public

Works Department, who was inspecting the completed
portions of the road. We returned with them to Sir-

darkote, at which high, wind-swept spot our united camp
this night presented quite an imposing appearance.

We four Englishmen dined together in Spedding’s tent,

while our followers feasted on goats’ flesh and fine rice.

On September 3 the camp broke up, my friends to

travel towards Astor, while I re-crossed the pass, and
continued my journey south to Srinagur.

For nearly all the way from here to Bandipur I

was able to travel by the new road. Gangs of coolies,

working with pick and shovel, or blasting on the cliff-

side, were to be seen on each march, while strongly-

built cantilever bridges were being constructed to re-

place the Ticket}*, often dangerous, old, native bridges.

The Borzil Pass had brought me over the same
great Western Himalayan range which I had crossed

farther east, in the spring, by the Zoji La. As I have

before explained, this range forms the barrier between

the moister and more fertile plains and valleys of

Kashmir proper and the almost rainless and arid re-

gions of Ladak, Baltistan, and Astor. No sooner did

I cross the Borzil than I perceived, even as I had done

on the Zoji La, though not here to so marked a degree,

that I was entering a different climate, where the air

was soft and the vegetation luxuriant—a land of woods
and pastures and continued cultivation, instead of

deserts and scattered oases as heretofore.

Even this, my first march beyond the pass, brought
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me into a delicious country, such as I had not seen for

many months, where all the hillsides were covered

with deep grass full of flowers—the beautiful mergs of

Kashmir
;
and my this night’s halting-place was at

Minemerg, a tiny’ village of shepherd-huts, inhabited

only in the summer, surrounded, as its name implies,

by these pleasant meadows. Here I found the camp
of Mr. Blaker, one of Spedding’s staff.

Fertile as was all the country through which I was
marching to Bandipur, it was far more difficult to

obtain supplies here than on the most desert portions

of the Gilgit road. Had I not made provision before

leaving Astor, I might have almost starved in the rich

valleys of the Borzil and Kishanganga rivers, and I

should have fared but badly had it not been for the

camps of the road-making engineers I passed on the

way—true oases, well known for their hospitality to

the sahib wandering in Kashmir.
There were numbers of wild Pathans at work on

this portion of the road, who, as elsewhere, were being
kept well in hand by the engineers, the only men they
will obey

;
for these turbulent fellows despise the

natives of the country, and will not recognise the

officials. Their sahibs they respect. But it must be
remembered that the Company selects its officers with
care, and the pluck and tact with which these half a

dozen young Englishmen control these thousands of

half-savages affords a good example of the way our
race has gone to work to create an empire.

Shortly before I arrived at Minemerg a really

serious disturbance had seemed imminent. Navvies
coming from different villages in Afghanistan had
quarrelled over the distribution of some grain. They
proposed to settle the question by fighting it out on
the maidan of Minemerg with picks and crowbars, so
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many hundred men on either side, which would no
doubt have been a most bloody and Homeric conflict,

had not the engineer stepped in and prevented it.

On September 4 I marched down the flowery vale

to the next halting-place, Bangla,’ where stood the

camp of Mr. Maynard, another of Spedding & Co.’s

hospitable staff. It was a pleasant march on Septem-

ber 5, across the green mergs, thick with scented

blossoms, blue, purple, and yellow, tossing their heads

in the fresh breeze, and through shady pine-woods, in

which the strawberries were ripe, till I reached the

junction of the Borzil stream with the Kishanganga
River, and entered the valley of Gurais, than which
even Kashmir can show few fairer spots. Meadows,
corn-fields, and orchards cover the broad bottom across

which the river winds, and which is bounded by fine

crags and gently-sloping mountains clothed with forest.

Several little villages of log huts are scattered over this

verdant land, and there is a Dogra fort commanding
the passage of the river.

I encamped in a wood of tall poplars noisy with

many crows, called Bodwan, where McCulloch, another

of the road-making staff, had his camp. My cheery

Gurais men, who had brought my baggage down from

Astor, and who had been engaged to travel with me
thus far only, now volunteered to accompany me to

Bandipur, four marches farther on
;
but they explained

that the Thanadar of Gurais, a much-dreaded official,

would impound them and their horses for begar if he

came across them. So the horses were picketed close

to my camp, to be under my protection, and the men
themselves did not venture out of the wood to visit the

neighbouring village, where were their homes and

wives, until darkness had set in.

At this period the thanadar, though it was his duty

to supply sheep and other necessaries to Spedding’s
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engineers and to officers passing through his district,

avoided doing this so far as he dared, and persistently

boycotted travellers. The villagers of Gurais were
quite willing to sell supplies, but dared not. They said

they could not do so without the permission of the

lumbadar. When the lumbadar was brought out, he
declared that the village would be heavily fined if any-

thing was sold without the sanction of the thanadar.

But when the thanadar was sought for, that great man
was never to be found. And all this fuss would be
made, perhaps, over a hen or a dozen eggs. On my next

visit to Gurais it was necessary for me to procure enough
supplies to carry me across the Borzil Pass. I found
a simple way out of my difficulty : I did not inquire

for the boycotting official, but entered a village and
seized all the fowls I needed as they ran about among
the huts. The owners protested gently, and spoke of the

thanadar. I explained that the thanadar was nothing to

me, paid the villagers well for all I had taken, and de-

parted with my loot. It was plain to see that the

people, who loved not their tyrant, were delighted with

my course of action. They had received more money
than they would have done had the officials put a

finger in the pie
;
while, as they would represent that

I had taken the fowls by force, the baffled thanadar
would be unable to fine them.

I noticed that my following had been gradually

increasing in numbers as I advanced. I had left Astor
with five men, and now saw some nine or ten working
for me in the Bodwan Wood, unloading the ponies,

preparing fires, pitching the tents, and making them-
selves generally useful. These were native travellers,

bound south like myself, who were glad to attach them-
selves to a sahib’s caravan as if they belonged to it,

thus avoiding the risk of being robbed by Pathans, or

being snapped up on the way by sepoys for begar.
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CHAPTER XX
THE RAJDIANGAN PASS—VIEW OF THE VALE OF KASHMIR—SRINAGUR

AGAIN—WAR RUMOURS—REINFORCEMENTS FOR GILGIT— RETURN TO
ASTOR—AN EARLY WINTER—CLOSING OF THE PASSES—DIFFICULTIES OF
A MOUNTAIN CAMPAIGN—COMMUNICATION INTERRUPTED—LOSS OF LIFE
ON THE PASSES—CAPTAIN YOUNGHUSBAND—ARRIVAL OF THE GUNS AND
5th GURKHAS—A BLIZZARD ON THE PASS.

On September 6 our march, was through a country

which, save for the mountainousness of it, might have
been a richly-timbered park in England. Leaving the

Kishanganga Valley, we ascended a tributary nullah to

the dak hut of Zadkusa, the camping-place at the foot

of the Rajdiangan Pass. The snows of the preceding

winter were still lying piled up by the torrent, and
there were frequent signs of the destructive avalanches

which render this portion of the Grilgit road dangerous

in the spring.

On September 7 we crossed the Rajdiangan Pass,

which, though only 11,800 feet above the sea, is even

more dreaded than the Borzil in the winter months

;

for at the top there is an extensive plateau, where the

snow lies deep for a great part of the year, and which,

like the Borzil summit, is swept by frequent violent

winds of deadly coldness, that prove fatal to men
and animals overtaken by them. It was here, in the

preceding autumn, that 300 mules and their drivers

perished on one day in a snowstorm.

After a long ascent of the steep forest-clad moun-

tain, we reached this fatal plateau, treeless, and quite
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exposed to all the winds
;
but at this season it was

uncovered of snow, and the grassy downs were afford-

ing pasture to numerous herds. This night’s camp was
near the village of Tragbal, among the woods on the

other side of the pass, and some 2,000 feet below the

summit.

The wonderful view that is obtained from this point

has been described by many travellers. The whole
Yale of Kashmir is spread beneath one like a map—

a

scene strangely stirring, for its immensity and freedom,

to one who comes suddenly upon it, after travelling for

months among the imprisoning gorges to the north-

ward. From the camp the mountains fall steeply to

the fertile plain, 4,000 feet below. There was a slight

haze in the air when I reached this spot, and as I

looked down over the woods and cliffs and gorges, I

saw what appeared to be a boundless seashore, with

vast ponds and many winding channels left by the tide,

but which was the great cultivated alluvial plain, with

its lakes and rivers. Tar away, hanging above the

vague horizon of the plain, and separated from it by
blue mists, lay what seemed to be a lone cloud, fringed

with white at the top—the snow-capped mountain-
ranges that divide Kashmir from India.

The whole Happy Valley, indeed, lay beneath me,
and I could trace my former journeys, and those yet to

come, for march after march. There lay the broad
expanse of the Woolar Lake, with its little island in the

middle, where is the ruined temple of the Serpent God,
its winding bays and far-stretching promontories; and
I could follow for leagues and leagues the sinuous

reaches of the Jhelam, and the other rivers that bring
fertility to this fat land from the surrounding mountain-
snows. No wonder the old conquerors from over the

desert northern highlands waxed enthusiastic when
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they looked down first upon the fair, well-watered vale,

and hailed it as the earthly paradise.

The view at night was of magical beauty : the

lake and the far snows gleamed in the moonlight
;
the

plain stretched out, dim and blue, as if into infinite

space. From this height it almost seemed as if I were
gazing down upon some other world

;
and there was

nothing to show that it was an inhabited plain be-

neath me save the scattered, flickering points of red

light from the fires of travellers’ camps or peasant

farms.

September 8 was my last day’s march for the

present. After descending the mountain into the hot

plain I walked along a broad high-road through the

richly-cultivated land, by farmhouses with gabled,

thatched roofs like Norman cottages, everything look-

ing strangely civilised after the northern country,

with its rough tracks, scanty vegetation, and wretched

hovels. The scenery, too, was no longer alpine and
contracted, but of gentle outlines and far horizons. On
one side ofme the Woolar Lake spread out like a great

sea, while on the other side were low, wooded hills,

which often projected in long promontories—purple in

the distance—far out into the smooth, blue water.

Near the large village of Bandipur we selected one of

the numerous passenger-doongahs that were brought up
alongside the bank, got the baggage on board, paid ofi

the cheery Gurais men, laid up provisions for the

journey—not omitting the delicious water-melons, which
are abundant in Kashmir at this season and are respon-

sible for a good deal of sickness—and then we were

poled, paddled, and towed to Srinagur, a voyage which
occupied twenty-four hours, including a short halt at

night.

First we traversed the hot, windless lake, in places
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now much overgrown with the nut-bearing singhara,

through great floating fields of which the boatmen with

difficulty forced the doongah
;
then we passed up a broad

channel between malodorous swamps, where the clouds

of midges or mosquitoes proved very troublesome, and

at sunset entered the river, which we followed through

a densely-inhabited land, large villages lining the bank
on either side. We passed some caravans of laden

camels. At present camels cannot proceed along the

Gilgit road beyond Bandipur
;
but when the new road

is completed, it is possible that they will be employed
for the grain transport.

On the morning of September 9 I saw before me
once more the familiar landmarks of the Yale of Kash-

mir—Hari Parbat and the Takht-i-Sulieman—and after

several hours’ travelling along the much-winding Jhelam
we entered the city, and were paddled up the water-

ways of the Asiatic Venice. All seemed more strange

to me now that I had come from the colourless North,

than when I had arrived here first from India and Europe.
What little civilisation I had seen lately was not of

India, but of Central Asia
;
but here a good deal of the

gorgeousness and picturesqueness of the real East was
observable. On either hand, above the ruined temples

of a still older civilisation, rose stately houses, the

domes of Hindoo fanes, the minarets of mosques. There
was a colour and a bustling life around me to which
I had long been a stranger. On the balconies and
terraces overlooking the river sat the white-faced, white-

robed pundits. The worn stone steps of the ghats, the

bridges under which we passed, the galleys which rowed
swiftly by us, all were thronged with people in white

or richly-coloured garments. It was, indeed, quite ex-

citing to come out of the wilderness into the movement,
brightness, and noise of this gay city.
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I found the Chenar Bagh crowded with the tents of

camping sahibs
;
for Srinagur was now full, the Euro-

pean society having returned from the summer station

of Gulmerg. I did not remain in the bachelors’ camp-
ing-place, but took up my residence in Spedding’s capa-

cious house-boat in the Munshi Bagh, where I found

Mr. Beech and Mr. Lennard, who had returned from
their travels in Central Asia, the latter not having been
murdered by Kanjuti robbers, as had been reported.

Here I awaited the news that would determine my
movements. Various rumours were about : the Bus-

sians were on the Pamirs
;
Cossacks had arrested British

officers on neutral territory
;
the Hunzas were preparing

to attack Gilgit, and an expedition against them was
probable. But so far there was nothing certain known.
At Srinagur people were making preparations to receive

the Viceroy, who was to visit Kashmir in a few weeks.

All this while the grain was being hurried over the

passes to Gilgit, and the resources of the officials were
being taxed to the utmost to get it across before the

first heavy snowfall. Colonel Neville Chamberlain was
unceasingly at work. Had it not been for his energy

and supervision, there would have been famine among
the frontier garrisons that winter.

At last paragraphs in the Indian papers announced
that several officers were repairing to Gilgit, and that

the garrison there was to be reinforced by 200 men of

the 5th Gurkha regiment from Abbotabad, and two
guns of the No. 4 Hazara Mountain Battery. Seeing

how difficult it was to send up a sufficient supply of

grain for the existing garrison, it was obvious that such

a force would not be despatched to Gilgit at so late a

season unless a winter campaign were anticipated. I

therefore decided to postpone my return to England

and to re-cross the passes, though to do so would possi-
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bly involve my being locked in by the snow until the

following spring.

Having obtained the necessary permission, I set out

on September 22 to retrace my steps along the twenty-

two marches of the Grilgit road. Spedding had written

to me to bring up two of his servants and a quantity

of stores, and had given me an order on his agent at

Bandipur to supply me with all the necessary animals,

so that I should have no difficulty about my transport.

I had had enough of tramping it on that dreary road,

so decided to ride all the way on this journey.

After a last dinner with Lennard on the house-boat,

I set out for Bandipur at midnight in mydoongah. We
glided gently through the water-streets of the city, by
palaces, temples, and houses looming indistinctly in the

darkness, a few lights glimmering here and there from

lattices above or from the watchmen’s lanterns in the

narrow streets. At one corner we passed a garden

hung with coloured lamps, in which people were hold-

ing revelry to the music of tomtoms and mandolines

;

but elsewhere there was no sound to be heard, save the

splashing of our boatman’s paddle—a strangely still

and peaceable departure this, through the sleeping-

capital, for the bloodshed and battle-din of the northern

frontier.

On the following morning, when on the Woolar
Lake, a tremendous storm swept down upon us from
the heights of Bajdiangan, accompanied by heavy
thunder and brilliant forked lightning. The wind
blew with such fury that, had we been in open water,

we must have been swamped by the waves
;
but the

tangled singharas effectually prevented any sea from
getting up, even as do the floating fields of kelp in the

Southern Ocean.

At Bandipur I presented Spedding’s order, and was
z
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supplied with fifteen horses. My horse-wallahs were
Gurais men again, good-natured fellows, with whom it

was a pleasure to travel.

I now began to realise that the summer was done,

and that the brief autumn season was rapidly changing

to winter. On the bleak top of Eajdiangan we passed

through freezing mists, and encountered a slight snow-

storm, accompanied by a most biting wind. On reach

ing the forests on the farther side of the pass I saw
that the foliage, which I had left green a few days back,

was now red and yellow, and that the leaves were falling

fast. The weather remained fine during our journey

to Astor : each day there was a blue sky overhead

;

but each night it froze, and each morning I woke to

find the ground covered with hoar frost. There were
but a few inches of snow on the Borzil Pass, and we
effected the passage without difficulty.

The road was now' more crov’ded than ever with

bullocks from the Punjab, horses, and coolies, either

journeying north laden with grain and military stores,

or returning for fresh burdens. The news that the 5tli

Gurkhas were coming here from India had, of course,

travelled up the road, and natives I met gravely in-

formed me that the Empress of India had sold 200 of

her sepoys and two hill-guns to the Maharajah. To
my surprise I encountered Spedding again near the

Borzil. He was yet once more marching down to

Srinagur, the anxious grain question necessitating

his stimulating presence among the dilatory contrac-

tors.

I reached the bagh of Idgarli, by Astor, on October 1,

and there found Lieutenant Manners Smith and others

of the Gilgit staff hard at work, as, too, was Blaker, of

Spedding’s staff, who had nearly completed this section

of the road.
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Here I had to wait for some time for farther news
or instructions. Each day the snow was lying lower

on the mountain-side, and one morning we woke to

find it some inches deep in our camp. It was evident

that the winter was about to set in at an exceptionally

early date this year, and matters began to look very

serious
;

for, despite all efforts, but a small portion of

the necessary grain had yet reached the granaries of

Astor. There now came a succession of heavy rains

and snowstorms on the hills
; so that we frequently

heard the booming of distant landslips and avalanches

in the narrow valley of the Astor, and the newly-made
road was swept away in several places. On October 9

news came that the Kamri Pass, over which lies the

most favourable summer route between Kashmir and
Gilgit, was completely closed, and that there were three

feet of snow on the Borzil. Por many days no grain-

coolies arrived at Astor, communication being—at least

temporarily—interrupted already.

At last, on October 13, Colonel Durand, Captain

Colin Mackenzie, of the Seaforth Highlanders, and Cap-

tain Aylmer, E.E.—two of the officers who had been

sent to Gilgit in view of the threatened disturbances

—

and Mr. Lennard, arrived at Idgarh. They had experi-

enced rough weather on the Borzil, had lost a horse,

while one of their followers had been badly frost-bitten.

On the summit of the pass they had come across a poor

woman searching distractedly for the frozen body of

her child, herself on the point of death. They put her

on a horse and brought her down to the first rest-house,

where they found her particularly brutal husband, a

Kashmiri contractor, I believe, who had hurried off to

the refuge, leaving her to die, when the storm had over-

taken his party. He expressed some regret at the loss

of his child, but when his conduct was being strongly
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commented upon by the Englishmen, he excused him-
self by saying, 4 It was wrong of me to forget the child

;

but as for the zenana, she is of little account, being but
an old woman.

We learnt that the Gurkhas were not expected at

Bandipur until the 14 th, and would be accompanied by
1,200 transport mules and 400 drivers. They would
have arrived at Astor before this had it not been for

cholera, which had broken out during the march from
Abbotabad, killing sixteen men

;
so that a long halt had

to be made before the force could enter Kashmir. This
enforced delay and the unusually early winter were
most unfortunate events. So far luck seemed to be
against Colonel Durand. The crossing of the passes

would now be attended with great danger, and not only

the troops, but the treasure-convoy, with the pay for

the Gilgit garrison, and a large quantity of grain and
other indispensable supplies, were still on the other side

of the mountains. Of grain alone a quantity equiva-

lent to 25,000 coolie-loads was necessary for the Gilgit

troops
;
and when it is borne in mind that all this had

to be carried, during the few months that the passes

were open, for twenty-two marches through a country

which, as I have explained, is incapable of supporting

men or animals, so that the coolies had to carry their

rations and the animals their fodder in addition to their

loads, and along a road which only permits of very

slow travelling in single file, some idea may be formed

of the organisation necessary to control such a traffic.

Those at home who speak of our Indian hill-campaigns

as trumpery expeditions cannot realise the difficulties

of conducting war in these regions. Moltke was wiser

when, hearing some of his officers talk in this dispa-

raging strain of the little wars of the British, he said

:

‘ You must remember, gentlemen, that the British officers
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in India do not go to the front in first-class railway

carriages.’

On the following morning the officers proceeded to

Gilgit, Captain Twigg alone remaining at Idgarh to per-

form his many onerous duties. The life of the British

officer was anything but an idle one on the Gilgit road

about this time.

We were now surrounded by snow. We received

no more news from beyond the Borzil for days, and
still no grain-convoys arrived. Some hundreds of Sped-

ding’s Pathans, who had completed their contracts and
wished to return home, were now waiting here, unable

to set out in consequence of the condition of the pass,

and had to be fed, to Blaker’s dismay, on the grain that

was intended for the men who were to remain at work
on the road near Boonji throughout the winter.

On October 21 we were again put in touch with

the outer world, and reassured as to the safety of some
more of our friends

;
for on this day Spedding, Beech,

and Mitchell arrived in camp from the south. The
Borzil had already commenced to levy its annual tribute

of life, for they had seen several men and many horses

lying dead in the snow on the pass, and the number of

victims was increasing daily.

On October 24 we had visitors from the other direc-

tion. Captain Younghusband and Lieutenant Davison
arrived from Gilgit, on their way to India. They had
crossed the Pamirs and were the bearers of startling

news. How these officers were arrested by the Russians
on neutral ground, and how Captain Ianoff and his

Cossacks trespassed not only into China and Afghan-
istan, but even crossed the Hindoo Koosh, by the Kora-
baut Pass, into the territory of Chitral, is an old story

now, and need not be retold here.

At last we heard tidings of the expected force. It
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had arrived at Bandipur, and was coming up in three

detachments. It was not till October 27 that the first

detachment, having safely crossed the Borzil in an in-

terval of fine weather, marched into Astor. For the

first time I saw the smart, merry little Gurkhas, looking

SEPOTS OF THE FIFTH GURKHA REGIMENT.

very business-like in their khakis, and in the highest

spirits at the prospect of a fight. On October 28 the

first detachment marched on and the second detach-

ment arrived, accompanied by the treasure-convoy and

the two little 7-pound guns of the Hazara Mountain
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Battery, with the Sikh gunners, the subadar-major being

a magnificent old white-bearded warrior, covered with

medals, who had fought for us through the Mutiny, and

had been fighting for us nearly ever since. The little

5th Gurkhas, too, were not wanting in medals to show
what they had done, for the 5th is a well-known fight-

ing regiment. The doctors’ mule train, with the boxes

of drugs and implements, and the ominous doolis, or

ambulance palanquins, each borne by two men, also

arrived with this detachment.

On the following day the third and last detachment

was expected, but it did not come in for some days,

and then in a pitiable condition. A blizzard had over-

taken it on the Borzil, and about 100 men, most of

whom were of the transport service, had been frost-

bitten, several losing hands and feet. Many of these

poor fellows died at Astor of tetanus and gangrene, the

usual sequelse of frostbite. The mule-drivers had been
supplied with warm clothing before leaving India, but

in their short-sighted folly had sold much of it on the

road. Captain Barrett, who was in command of the

Gurkhas, had also been frostbitten on this fatal day
while urging on the numbed and despairing men, who
would otherwise have lain down to die in the snow.

Poor Barrett lost several of his toes, and was invalided

at Gilgit for many months, the expedition thus losing

the services of a most valuable officer. It was reported

that the Borzil was now strewn with corpses, and the

campaign itself was attended with far less loss of life

and fewer horrors than were the preparations for it, a

not unusual experience in mountain warfare.

While waiting for orders at Idgarh camp I employed
most of my time in playing at golf, with Beech and
others, on the polo-ground. We taught the fine old

Bajah of Astor this game, and it was funny to hear the
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flattering exclamations of his subservient followers on
every occasion that the aged chief distinguished him-

self. The Rajah was very well disposed to all sahibs.

His backbone, as he put it, had been broken by the

recent murder of his son-in-law by the King of Hunza,
and seeing the signs of warlike preparation around him,

he was in hopes that we were about to wreak vengeance
on the cruel tyrant of the robber valley.

It was held to be of importance that our Gurkhas
and supplies should be well on their way to Gilgit

before our enemies in Chilas or Hunza should suspect

what was doing. Had they known of the coming rein-

forcements for Gilgit, they would probably have anti-

cipated us, and attacked the Kashmir garrisons
;
and,

what is more, the Russian adventurers on the Pamirs
might have taken it into their heads to lead their Cos-

sacks across the Hindoo Koosh into the Hunza Valley,

as they did once before, to be ostensibly rebuked, of

course, for their forwardness by their superior officers,

but still, no doubt, to remain in possession of those

impregnable positions, and to be rewarded with medals,

swords of honour and promotion. The secret of the

Indian Government was well kept, and even the Indian

papers at about this time spoke cursorily of this advance

of British Indian troops into Kashmir territory as the
‘ strengthening of the Agent’s Bodyguard at Gilgit.’

We on the road knew but little more, though we
shrewdly guessed a good deal. Having arrived at this

stage of the narrative, I will give a short history of the

Hunza-Nagar country, and of the causes that led to

Colonel Durand’s expedition.
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CHAPTER XXI
DESCRIPTION OF HUNZA-NAGAR—DEFENCES OF THE TALLEY—KANJUT RAIDS

ON CARAVANS—SLAVE-DEALING THE THUMS—THE MATJLAI SECT

—

RELATIONS BETWEEN HUNZA AND CHINA—RUSSIAN EXPEDITION TO THE
VALLEY—CAUSES OF COLONEL DURAND’S EXPEDITION—OUR ULTI-

MATUM—FORMER KANJUT VICTORIES—SPEDDING’S SAPPER AND MINER
CORPS.

The allied States of Hunza and Hagai-, as will be seen

on reference to the map, comprise the valleys draining

into the upper portion of the Kanjut, or Hunza River,

which flows into the Grilgit River two miles below Gil-

git Fort. This region is extremely difficult of access,

to which fact is due the impunity with which the

tribesmen have hitherto been able to carry on their

raids into the countries of their neighbours. These
valleys are buried in a gigantic mountain system con-

taining some of the highest peaks in the Himalayas,

Mount Rakaposhi, which towers above Chalt, being

25,560 feet above the sea-level, while several other

summits exceed 24,000 feet. Immense glaciers descend

into the ravines, the Nagar River itself rising in the

vastest of known glaciers, covering hundreds of square

miles.

Surrounded thus by granite precipices and huge
wastes of ice and snow, affording only a hazardous

passage during a few summer months into the neigh-

bouring countries, Hunza-Nagar has but one vulnerable

point on the southern side of the Hindoo Koosh, the

ravine of the Kanjut River
;
while the junction of that
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torrent with the Gilgit River is the one gateway of the

country assailable for an invading force. Even this

entrance is practically closed during the summer
months; for then the river, swollen by the melting

snows, becomes an unfordable and raging torrent, over-

llowing the whole bottom of the valley at many points,

so that the only way left by which one can ascend the

gorge is a rough track high upon the cliff-side, carried

along narrow ledges, and overhanging frightful preci-

pices—a road fit only for goats and cragsmen, which
could be easily held by a handful of determined men
against a large force

;
while at this season the river can

only be crossed by means of the frail twig-rope bridges,

which will support but two or three men, and can be
cut adrift with a knife in a few moments.

Such is the road into Hunza-Nagar from our side

;

but at the head of the Kanjut Valley there is a group
of comparatively easy and low passes, leading across

the Hindoo Koosh on to the Tagdambash Pamir, in

Chinese territory, which are used by the Kanjuts on
their raiding expeditions, and by one of which, a short

time since, Gromschevtsky and his Cossacks entered the

valley.

After ascending the Hunza Valley for thirty miles

from its junction with the Gilgit Valley, the fort of

Chalt is reached, the furthest outpost of the Kashmir
State in that direction. Thirty miles above Chalt are

the villages of Hunza and Nagar, the first on the right,

the second on the left bank of the river, almost facing-

each other, the respective capitals of these two little

robber States, which, despite all the trouble they have

caused, can turn out between them not many more than

5,000 fighting-men. In name they were tributary to

Kashmir, the King of Hunza paying a yearly tribute of

twenty ounces of gold-dust, two horses and two hounds,
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the King of Nagar a certain quantity of gold-dust and

two baskets of apricots. These rulers received for some
years small subsidies from the Government of India and

from the Maharajah of Kashmir. But till now both

States have been practically independent
;
for though

the Kashmir Durbar made repeated efforts to reduce

them to submission, these proved entirely unsuccessful,

and only resulted in puffing up the Hunza-Nagaris with

an implicit confidence in their own power and prowess,

and encouraging their insolent aggressiveness. On
several occasions the tribesmen have repulsed the regi-

ments of the Maharajah and attempted to invest Gilgit;

and in 1888 they captured Chalt Fort, held it for some
time, and were not driven out again without consider-

able difficulty, though no less than 6,000 Kashmir
troops were then stationed at Gilgit. The tribesmen

succeeded in carrying away the guns of the fort with

them, which were employed against us later on.

It is strange to find two rival nations existing in

one narrow ravine, occupying the opposite sides of a

torrent; but this is the case in the Kanjut Valley. The
torrent forms the frontier, and its precipitous banks,

which can only be scaled at certain points, are care-

fully guarded on either side. For thirty miles up the

valley the forts of Hunza face those of Nagar, the

defences being evidently intended as against each
other

; whereas, at the strong position which forms the

gate of their country, by Nilt and Maiun, a strong line

of fortifications faces down the valley, ready for resist-

ance to an invader from below. Hunza and Nagar,
though they were at other times almost constantly at

war with each other, always united their forces against

a foreign enemy.
These Hunza-Nagaris, generally known to their

neighbours as the Kanjutis, though this name strictly
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applies to the Hunzas alone, have for centuries been
the terror of all the people between Afghanistan and
Yarkand. Inhabiting these scarcely accessible defiles,

they have been in the habit of making frequent raids

across the Hindoo Koosh and earning their livelihood

by a well-organised brigandage, the thums, or kings

of these two little States deriving the greater portion of

their revenue from this source. So great was the

dread inspired by these robbers, that large districts

have been abandoned by their inhabitants, and land

formerly cultivated has lapsed into wilderness, under
the perpetual menace of the Kanjut raids. The most
profitable hunting-ground of the Kanjutis was the great

trade-route between Leh and Yarkand over the Kara-
koram Pass, and many a rich caravan on its way from
India to Central Asia has been waylaid and pillaged in

the neighbourhood of Sliadulah. The thums used to

maintain their regular agents at Yarkand, who gave
them notice of an expected caravan. On one memor-
able occasion a caravan of fifty laden camels and 500
laden ponies was captured. The Kashmiris and the

Chinese found themselves powerless to put a stop to

these raids, and the Kanjutis acquired a great prestige,

and were considered as quite invincible. The Hunzas,

indeed, had never known defeat before Colonel Durand’s

successful campaign.

But this wholesale brigandage, bad as it was, was
only a minor offence when put by the side of the

systematised slave-dealing in which these scourges of the

frontier have been engaged from time immemorial. All

prisoners of any commercial value—men, women, and

children—captured in these raids were driven across

the mountains, to be sold, either directly to the slave-

owners in Chinese Turkestan, or to Kirghiz dealers,

who served as middlemen in this trade. The forced
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marches across the snowy ranges that these unfortu-

nate captives were compelled to undertake, thinly clad

as they were, and provided with but a minimum of

food, caused the death of a considerable proportion;

and the abominable cruelty with which the Kanjutis

treat their prisoners has been remarked by most
travellers on the Pamirs. Numbers of the subjects of

the Maharajah of Kashmir are at this moment slaves in

Central Asia—these are for the most part poor, honest,

harmless Baltis—while entire outlying garrisons of

Kashmir sepoys have been surprised and carried off

into captivity by these daring ruffians. This intolerable

state of things has at last been put an end to once and
for all.

The rulers of these two States were, as might be
expected, ignorant and bloodthirsty scoundrels, faith-

less to their treaty obligations, and incapable of re-

specting anything but force. They were absolute

monarchs, and murdered or sold their subjects into

captivity at their own sweet will. The royal fami-

lies of Hunza and Nagar are descended from two
brothers who lived in the fifteenth century, but they

trace their ancestry further back, to a divine origin.

The Thum of Hunza, whom we were now about

to depose, for his part boasts of being the descendant

of Alexander the Great—a common claim hereabouts

—by a fairy of the Hindoo Koosh
;
certainly a very

respectable pedigree. It is said that it was a point of

etiquette in his savage Court, on certain occasions, for a

Wazir to ask in the thum’s presence, ‘ Who is the

greatest king of the East P ’ and for another flat-

terer to reply, ‘Surely the Thum of Hunza; unless,

perhaps, it be the Khan of China
;

for these with-

out doubt are the two greatest.’ This monarch has

a very high opinion of his own importance. When
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asked by Captain Younghusband why he did not visit

India, he replied haughtily, ‘ It is not customary for

great kings like myself and my ancestor Alexander to

leave their own dominions.’ Later on, however, he did

undertake a journey to foreign lands
;

for after his

stronghold had been stormed, he took to his heels and
fled to China, with a somewhat undignified speed for so

great a prince.

Patricide and fratricide may be said to be heredi-

tary failings of the royal families of Hunza and Nagar.
Safdar Ali Khan murdered his father, the Thum of

Hunza, in 1886, usurped the throne, and put two of his

brothers to a cruel death, in order to assure to himself

the sole sovereignty over his country
;
while Rajah Uzr

Khan, heir-apparent of Nagar, actuated by a similar

policy, had two of his younger brothers assassinated

in 1891, and would have also removed the others could

he have got them within his power. And so, too, acted

their forefathers before them for many generations.

Thus, the old thum who was murdered by his son

Safdar Ali, had himself succeeded to the throne by the

assassination of his father. In this instance the method
of removal was somewhat ingenious. The sister of the

heir-apparent, entertaining great affection for her

brother, sent as a New Year’s present to the aged
king a robe of honour, in which a man had died of

confluent smallpox. The gift proved as fatal as the

shirt of Nessus. These family arrangements of the

Hunza-Nagar royalties have at any rate had the advan-

tage of sparing their countries from those bloody wars

of succession so frequent in other Mussulman States.

The Hunzas and Nagars cordially hate each other.

They are of the same type of the Hard race, but the

Hunzas have the greatest reputation for courage. The
Nagars are of the Shiah sect, and do not drink wine

;
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whereas the Hunzas are of that curious sect known as

the Maulai, and are abhorred as Kafirs by stricter

Mahomedans for their wine-bibbing propensities and

their generally irreligious way of living. The Hunzas,

indeed, appear to be entirely free from any Mussulman
prejudices or bigotry. Aglia Khan, of Bombay, is the

present spiritual head of the Maulais, and is supposed

to be the descendant of the original Assassin, or Old

Man of the Mountains. The Maulais proselytise a good
deal in secret

;
an emissary of the faith will travel into

a Suni or Shiah country, work himself into the confi-

dence and affection of a man, undermine his religion

with subtle suggestions, and finally, when the time is

ripe, will confess that he is a Maulai, and make a

convert of his friend. The Maulais reject the Koran,

and have a Holy Book of their own. If a Maulai
makes due presents to his Pir or spiritual chief, and
obeys his orders, he need be

:

restrained by no other

considerations. It is not necessary for him to pray or

fast, or lead a moral life
;
he need not busy himself

about religious observances in the slightest degree.

One has no religious fanaticism to contend with when
dealing with this liberal-minded people. No one could

preach a Holy War among Maulais.

Ignorant as they have hitherto been as to our real

power in distant India, the rulers of Hunza-Nagar have
apparently regarded China as the greatest empire in

the world, and Russia the second, the poor British

Empire coming far behind either. Relations have been
carried on for ages between China and these States.

The Kanjutis often visit Yarkand, to them a magni-
ficent place, and the Thum of Hunza has a jagir, or

grant of land, near that city—a recognition of the

assistance Hunza gave to China during an insurrection

in Turkestan in 1847. The Hunzas have naturally
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been amicably disposed towards China
;

for not only
did the Chinese authorities wink at the slave-hunting

and caravan-raiding of the tribesmen, but they used
even once to pay a subsidy to the dreaded thum, and

A HUNZA RAJAH AND TRIBESMEN.

allowed him to levy toll on the Kirghiz shepherds of

the Tagdambash Pamir.

While bitterly hostile to British influence, Safdar
Ali Khan of Hunza, and Rajah Uzr Khan of Nagar

—

the latter ruling Nagar for his aged father—were
known to be well-disposed to Russia. Captain Groms-
chevtsky, who visited this region with one of his usual
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exploring parties of armed Cossacks a few summers
ago, boasts of this fact. That harmless, scientific

traveller, as we discovered later on, undoubtedly left

an impression in the valley that the Russians were

ready to help the Kanjutis against us, for after the

fighting was over, and we were on friendly terms with

our recent foes, they used frequently to tell us that

they would never have fought us had it not been for

the Russians, who had deceived them and left them
in the lurch.

About half a dozen Europeans only had thus far

visited the Kanjut Valley—Colonel Lockhart
;
Colonel

Durand, in 1889
;
Captain Gromschevtsky, and, last of

all, Captain Younghusband
;
so that there was a great

fascination in the idea that we were about to explore

the robber fastnesses.

The immediate causes of the expedition maybe sum-
marised as follows. A full report of them has been pub-
lished and presented to the Houses of Parliament.

In 1889 the Hunza-Nagar chiefs entered into a

treaty with Colonel Durand. They undertook to put
an end to the raiding on the Yarkand road, and
promised to allow properly accredited British officers

to travel through their territories when necessary. On
the other hand, the Government of India agreed to grant

small yearly allowances to both thums. It was not
long before the thums broke their engagements, and
the old disturbances commenced afresh. The Thum
of Hunza told Captain Younghusband that unless a

larger subsidy was allowed him he would resume his

caravan raids, as that was his legitimate source of in-

come
;
later on, at a critical time, he would not allow

letters to be carried through his territories to Captain
Younghusband, then on the Pamirs.

In May, 1891, Rajah Uzr Khan murdered his two
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brothers, partly because he was jealous of their friend-

ship with the British, and wrote an insolent letter to

Colonel Durand announcing what he had done. News
was now brought to Gilgit that the Kanjut raids had
recommenced, and that people had been kidnapped
near Chalt and sold into slavery. At last this defiant

attitude was changed for active hostilities, and in the

middle of May, as I had heard in Ladak, the Hunza
and Nagar chiefs gathered their fighting men and
marched upon Chalt with the intention of capturing

that fortress. Colonel Durand, having had timely in-

formation of the intention of the tribesmen, made a

forced march to Chalt with only 200 of his men and
one British officer, and reinforced the garrison. The
tribesmen, disconcerted by this prompt step, after

some hostile demonstrations, having exhausted their

supplies, withdrew to their own country.

It was, of course, impossible for Colonel Durand to

bring the insolent descendant of Alexander the Great

to reason at that time, as he only had the lately-

organised Dogra Imperial Service troops at his dis-

posal, men who had never seen real service, and could

scarcely be relied upon in the case of severe fighting.

It is only possible to manoeuvre a small body of men
in the difficult defiles of the Hunza River, and it is,

therefore, essential that that body should be composed
of soldiers of whose steadfastness there can be no doubt.

It will be seen that the position of the Gilgit garri-

sons was somewhat precarious. It was more than

probable that, in the autumn, when the closing of the

passes on the Gilgit road by snow had cut off the

possibility of reinforcements from Kashmir, the tribes-

men, elated at their immunity from punishment for

their misconduct, would renew their disturbances and
act vigorously on the offensive.
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It was to discuss this position that Colonel Durand
had been summoned to Simla, and the result was that

the 200 Gurkhas and the two hill-guns were despatched

to Gilgit, and that the Agent’s staff was strengthened

by fourteen officers.

Considering the provocation the tribesmen had
given, the terms that were now to be offered to them
were exceedingly lenient. The Indian Government
was ready to condone previous offences, and Colonel

Durand was instructed to take no punitive action un-

less it was forced upon him by further misbehaviour.

But, at the same time, no more nonsense on the part

of these turbulent petty monarchs was to be tolerated
;

and, in order to insure the safety of our garrisons for

the future, a new fort was to be erected at Chalt, while

a military road, practicable for mules, would be made
from Gilgit to Hunza and ISTagar—or beyond, should

this be deemed necessary for the defence of the Hindoo
Koosh passes. These roads were to be taken in hand
at once, and should the thums offer any opposition,

our troops would enter their country and the roads

would be made in spite of them. Such were, practi-

cally, the terms of Colonel Durand’s ultimatum.

To judge from their antecedents, the Kanjutis were
likely to offer resistance, and, in all probability, we
should find them a foe not to be despised. So far uncon-
quered, they had on several occasions inflicted defeat

on armies composed of some of the best fighting-men

in India. In 1848 Nathu Shah, the first Sikh governor

of Gilgit, attacked them, but, falling into an ambus-
cade, was slain himself, and his whole army was mas-

sacred. In 1866 a Dogra invasion was repelled, and
the army of the Maharajah fled precipitately back to

Gilgit. Then there was the capture of Chalt Fort, and
many other victorious records might be cited. That
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our force would be annihilated was evidently the idea

of all the countrymen between Astor and Gilgit, and
their dismal tales and forebodings cast a gloom over

our Kashmir servants, whose long faces were amusing
to behold.

As soon as Spedding was informed that an expe-

dition into the Kanjut Valley had been decided upon,

he volunteered to withdraw a number of his men from

the Gilgit road work and place them, together with

some of his staff, at the disposal of Colonel Durand as

a sapper and miner corps. His offer was gladly ac-

cepted.
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CHAPTER XXII

GOLF—PILGRIMS FROM MECCA—CAMP AT CHAKERKOT—ATTITUDE OF THE
NATIVES—COMMISSARIAT DIFFICULTIES — A HUNZA SPY CAUGHT—THI&

ENEMY’S PLANS—COLONEL DURAND’S FORCE— THE PUNIALI LEVY—

A

COUNTRY OF MAGICIANS—THE FAIRY DRUM.

On October 29, Beech and myself, having with some
difficulty procured horses with Ladaki drivers for our

baggage, rode off towards Gilgit. The unfortunate

third detachment was still behind, and, as we afterwards

learnt, had to halt for a week at Astor, the hospital

being full of the frostbitten men.

I had never played at golf before, and, like most
novices, had been severely attacked for the time by golfo-

mania. We took our clubs and balls with us and
established links at every halting-place on the Gilgit

road during our march to the front. As we passed

through this rocky mountain region we contemplated

and discussed the country solely from the point of view
of its golfing capacities. A spot suitable for a putting-

green would arouse more enthusiasm in us than the far

more common sight of some sublime mountain peak.

As may be imagined, it was rare indeed that we found
any comparatively flat space where the game might be
attempted. Whenever we came to a village polo-ground,

we used to impress the little boys as caddies, and their

fathers stood by smiling and wondering at our strange

pastime.

Manners Smith once took a Gilgitti servant to
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Srinagur, wlio there saw golf played for the first time.

He was overheard describing it to his friends on his

return to Gilgit. He spoke of it as a sort of very poor
polo, played without ponies. £

It is the truth I am
uttering,’ he said, to his doubting audience. ‘ It was
polo on foot

;
sahibs and memsahibs played it together

;

and when a sahib hit the ball he paced the distance to see

how far he had sent it. Polo indeed ! What polo !

’

On October 30, having ridden through Dashkin, we
overtook the second detachment of Gurkhas, the mule-

battery, and a great portion of the transport corps. We
found it difficult to get by this slowly-travelling line of

men and laden mules, which extended for several miles.

Spedding’s engineers had not carried their work so

far as this, and the old road had to be followed, only

practicable here for the passage of animals in single

file, except at a few points, of which we availed our-

selves to push ahead.

We heard mule drivers and sepoys growling at this

abominable track, from which they were able to form a

good idea of what the whole Gilgit road had been like

only a year before, and to appreciate the new military

road by which they had travelled thus far. The delays

and blocks were frequent on these last marches. The
mules were driven and dragged with difficulty over the

bad bits. Occasionally a baggage or ammunition mule
would lose its footing and tumble over the precipice.

The Gatling gun once fell into the torrent, but was

rescued ;
while one officer lost nearly all his baggage in

the Astor River. Dead mules and horses lying among
the rocks were now a more frequent sight than ever,

and the vultures had gathered in quantities for the feast

prepared for them daily.

At Doiun we found Spedding, who had preceded us,

selecting from among his navvies the two hundred men
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who were to do the road-making in the Hunza Valley.

Rejecting Kashmiris and men of other timid races, he
enlisted Afghans alone. These were all, of course, anxious

to volunteer for the front, and were keen to get a bit of

fighting. There was a considerable chance of their

having to show what they were made of while con-

structing the Hunza road. The tribesmen were likely

to attack them, probably by rolling down avalanches of

rocks upon them from the mountains above—a favourite

method of Kanjut warfare. It had, therefore, been
decided that the greater number of these 200 men
should be armed at Gilgit,-so that they might defend

themselves when necessary. Those who had been
selected were in high spirits

;
they did not know against

whom they would be asked to fight, neither did they much
care

;
they regarded fighting of any description as a big

piece of fun. 4
It must be the Russians we are going to

war with,’ they were heard to say to each other, and
they evidently relished the idea of having a brush with
the Cossack.

On November 1 we descended the frightful steep of

Hattu Pir, which was proving very fatal to mules and
ponies, and where the hideous gorged vultures were
perched upon the crags all along the track. At Ram-
ghat—hot as ever, though it was cold elsewhere—we
found that Captain Aylmer had thrown a temporary
wooden bridge across the river, the old one now being
very unsafe. A continuous stream of sepoys, coolies,

and beasts of burden, was now pouring along the dreary
road

;
and even at midnight, as we bivouacked at my

old camp in the Miskhin nullah, we saw flickering lights

moving high above us on the Hattu Pir, showing where
belated men were slowly crawling down the precipice by
torchlight to the necessary water below.

At Boonji, Captain Aylmer had just completed a
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flying bridge over the Indus to facilitate the transport

during the winter. He had slung a stout wire-rope

across the river, and a large ferry-boat travelling on this

was readily directed from one bank to the other by
steering it at the requisite angle to the current. We
accompanied Aylmer on the trial voyage of this vessel

to the other side, and she was found to be a complete

success. The Indus was now much lower than when I

had seen it in August, and there were no dangerous
breakers in the middle.

Among those who made this first passage with us

was a family travelling north, consisting of a white-

bearded patriarch, his son, the son’s wife, and their

little daughter. They were rosy-cheeked and handsome
people, of a type I had not yet seen. On enquiry I

learnt that they were natives of Badakshan, wT
lio were

returning home after a pilgrimage to Mecca. The son

said their eyes had been opened by the wonders of the

world beyond the mountains, the railway, the city of

Bombay, the sea, the steamer on which they had taken

passage. A Mussulman pilgrim can undertake an im-

mense journey, such as this was, at a very small outlay.

A few weeks before this, one of our officers met some
men of Nagar on the Borzil Pass, who were bound on
the pilgrimage to Mecca. One of these was very sor-

rowful
;

he had no money for the journey, and he

feared lest his richer companions should send him back.

On being asked what his expenses would amount to,

he replied that six rupees would take him to Mecca, as

that, he understood, was the steamer fare from Kurra-

chee
;
the Mussulmans he met by the way would supply

him with food; and he had heard that there was a

charitable Sultan at Mecca who assisted poor pilgrims

to travel back to their homes. He received his six

rupees, and marched on rejoicing.
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Beech and myself had a halt of some days at Chaker-

kot—golf-playing, of course, despite the vile ground

—

to await Sped ding. The orders came that we were to

travel very light beyond this point, as transport would
be scarce, and we should probably be only allowed a

coolie apiece to carry our bed and baggage. We
therefore decided to leave tents and spare impedimenta
here in charge of some of the servants. It was an

admirable spot for winter quarters, being well-sheltered

and capable of supplying more firewood than any other

place on this road. But later on, these plans had to be
changed, and our baggage and stores were carried

back to Boonji
;
for the rumour came that the Chilas

tribes were about to fall upon the Gfilgit road in order

to assist the Kanjutis, with whom they have an offensive

and defensive alliance of a sort.

There is an easy road from Chakerkot over the ridge

behind it into Chilas, and the invading tribesmen would
be very likely to come this way. Many of the Chakerkot
villagers, too, are allied by marriage to the Chilas people,

and would probably send them word that there was an
unprotected camp here well worth the sacking. It was
therefore evident that our property would be much
safer within the fortress of Boonji.

The natives here appeared to regard with absolute

indifference the possibility of a war breaking out in

their midst. Many of them no doubt sympathised with
the Yaghistanis, and their tales of ancient raids and
massacres so alarmed our Kashmiri servants, that these

became more despondent daily, and would have run
away had they dared. One of these tales was to the

effect that the Hunza Maulais hate all Sunis, and when-
ever they catch one roll him in cotton, bleed him to

death, and then distribute the blood-stained cotton

among themselves, to be preserved as a charm. We
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also heard that the dak runners were occasionally in-

timidated for carrying the British mails. That many
important letters and despatches were lost on the road
in the course of the next few months we all found to

our cost.

All the troops passed by us as we stayed here, and
we made the acquaintance of the fourteen additional

officers who were proceeding to Grilgit—picked men,
who had already seen service and distinguished them-
selves. I shall always look back with regret to that

winter’s campaign under the Roof of the World. The
good-fellowship of that gallant handful of Britons with

whom I lived in Hunza-Nagar, made this one of the

happiest experiences of my life.

All of us civilians on the road who were not already

in the reserve forces, now had ourselves enrolled in the

1st Punjab Yolunteers, in which corps Mitchell, of

Spedding’s Staff, was a captain. We thus took out our

shooting licenses, as some facetious person put it, and
could be legitimately made use of if necessary.

Pragments of news straggled into our camp from
Gilgit and below. We learnt that the early winter had
caused many more deaths on the snows of the Borzil

and Rajdiangan. Prom Gilgit we heard that the Hunza-
Nagars were in strong force at Nilt, had sent their

women and children into the mountains, and were evi-

dently preparing for war. According to the informa-

tion of spies, they were meditating an immediate attack

on Chalt.

Por our part we were still quite unprepared for an

advance in force from Gilgit. Nothing could be done

until our commissariat arrangements were complete.

The transport service of the contractor employed by
the Kashmir Durbar had altogether broken down. Not

a tenth of the grain required for the winter supply of
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the troops had reached Gilgit by the end of October

;

no greatcoats for the Imperial Service sepoys had yet

arrived
;
there was an insufficiency of boots

;
there was

no ghee
;
1,200 coolie-loads of necessary stores were still

lying at Bandipur beyond the passes. Matters, indeed,

looked serious, and a well-informed and bold enemy
might have made it exceedingly uncomfortable for us

about this time.

We ought, of course, to have advanced long since

;

the campaign would now have to be undertaken in mid-

winter, when to bivouac at the high elevation of Hunza,
in this rigorous climate, was likely to be attended with

great suffering and loss of life, should the season prove

severe. Our officers had done their very utmost to get

all ready in time, but it was late in the year when
Colonel Durand had received his instructions from
Simla, while the delay caused by the cholera outbreak,

the early winter, and the inefficiency of the arrange-

ments made by the Durbar, were matters beyond his

control.

On November 14, Beech and myself set out for

Gilgit with our limited baggage. As we rode off, Sped-

ding’s Indian khansamali, who was left behind to guard
our property, wished us good-luck, and smilingly said,

‘ I will have a very good tiffin ready for you when you
return from the wars.’ But the Kashmiris shook their

heads sadly
;

I do not think they expected to see us

again. We reached Gilgit in two days. The road, as

hitherto, was encumbered with transport trains, and the

natives of the scattered villages were at their wits’ end
to supply maize-straw, grass, borsa, or what other fodder

they could collect. The oasis of Minawar, so green

when I had last seen it, with the clusters of grapes

hanging from the fruit-trees round which the vines were
twining, was now leafless and of wintry aspect, and the
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dreary country looked more than ever like a hopeless

desert.

We found Gilgit presenting a very lively appear-

ance. Here all the troops were now encamped
;

the

grain-trains were flowing in
;

there was a perpetual

drilling of men, a bustle of preparation
;
the sounds of

the bugles from reveille to lights-out ever kept us in

mind that we were now really engaged in a military

expedition. Officers and men seemed to have plenty of

work on their hands, and all were in the highest spirits,

though the grain question must have still been causing

much secret anxiety to the leaders.

We learnt the latest news from Colonel Durand. A
Hunza spy had been captured, prowling on our side of

the frontier. He confessed that he had been sent to

discover with what force we were holding a very strong

position known as the Chaichar Pari, on the road be-

tween Gilgit and Chalt, a night attack on which was
contemplated by the Hunzas. This position commands
the road at a point where it is but a narrow ledge along

the face of dangerous precipices, and so perpendicular

are the cliffs falling away from it on all sides, that a

small force holding this natural fortress with resolution,

could not be dislodged without considerable difficulty

and loss of life. Once before the Kanjuts seized this

position, and, by thus isolating it, captured Chalt. The
spy also revealed another scheme of the tribesmen, by
which they hoped to surprise Chalt. A number of men
concealing their arms about their persons and carrying

loads on their backs, so that they might be taken for

coolies from Gilgit, were to march up to the unsuspect-

ing sepoys, and fall upon them when they had gained

admittance within the fort. Seeing that the Kanjutis

in dress and appearance are exactly like Astoris and
Gilgittis, and that the garrison of Chalt at that time
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was composed of Kashmir troops alone, it is not impos-

sible that they would have successfully carried out this

ingenious plan.

Colonel Durand had, however, taken measures to

anticipate the tribesmen, and the intended surprises

were not attempted. Chalt had been reinforced, and
British officers had been sent there; the Chaichar Pari

was well guarded, while posts were established at other

points between Gilgit and Chalt. We had signal stations

on conspicuous hills, and Gilgit was kept in constant

communication with the farthest outposts by the flag-

waggers. On the evening of our arrival, the signal

came that armed tribesmen had been rolling down
rocks on the road near Nomal, from the mountains

above.

On the following morning, November 16, we were
awoke by martial music, and on turning out saw 100
men of the 5th Gurkhas, under Lieutenant Boisragon

—

on whom the command of this detachment devolved
after poor Captain Barrett’s accident—and the two
7-pound guns, under Lieutenant Gorton, setting out for

Nomal, followed by a long string of Balti coolies carry-

ing the baggage. They crossed the Gilgit Eiver by a

temporary winter causeway which Captain Aylmer had
constructed—a series of stone islands connected by
planks. The sole means of communication from bank
to bank had hitherto been by a twig-rope bridge.

Aylmer proved that he was a capital engineer, and
had been well-selected for such an expedition; he was
always working away with his own hands, and by his

example making others work too, with energy and
cheeriness. If all our E.E.’s are of this sort we shall

do well, so far as this branch of the service is con-
cerned.

On this afternoon, while I was walking with Lieu-
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tenant Molony, a very brown and weather-stained

Englishman rode up, whom my companion at once re-

cognised and greeted. This was Surgeon-Major Robert-

son, who for the last fifteen months had been exploring

Kafiristan, and whose travels and strange adventures in

that mysterious region will prove deeply interesting, if

published to the world. He had but that moment come
in, and we two were the first Europeans he had spoken

to since leaving Gilgit in August, 1890. He had brought

six Kafirs with him, queer savages, who much aston-

ished the natives of these parts by their outlandish

habits and Pagan rites.

This same day Spedding’s 200 Pathans arrived,

swaggering up in a body, shouldering their picks,

shovels, and jumpers, and carrying five days’ rations of

rice, under Appleford, McCulloch, and Maynard, having

tramped from Boonji in two days. These tall, wiry

natives of Afghanistan marched in with a springy stride,

looking very business like, in splendid training after

their many months’ heavy work on the road. They had
procured a tomtom somewhere, which one of their

number beat at their head. They seemed very pleased

with themselves, like a lot of boys out for a holiday

;

excellent raw material for soldiery. But raw is hardly

the word to apply to these men, for nearly all had seen

fighting in their own tribal wars
;
many had fought

against us
;
many, too, had obviously served as sepoys

under us—deserters doubtless—for these often un-

wittingly revealed the fact that they quite understood

all the English words of command. There was but one

man with a grievance among them
;
he had been bugler

to the Ameer, and was now very put out because he

could not be supplied with a bugle.

The entire force now at Colonel Durand’s disposal

consisted of 188 men of the 5th Gurkha regiment (the
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remainder of the 200 having been frostbitten or other-

wise incapacitated); two guns of the Hazara Moun-

tain Battery ;
thirty men of the 20th Punjab Infantry

(the Agency Bodyguard)
;
three regiments of Kashmir

Imperial Service troops
;
a Kashmir Mountain Battery

;

a few sappers and miners
;
and 160 irregulars from

Punial, a semi-independent little Dard State in the

upper Gilgit Y alley, on the frontier of Yasin, who had

been armed with Snider carbines, but who also carried

their native swords and shields.

These Punialis are excellent mountaineers, and

proved of use when heights had to be crowned during

our advance. Being in appearance and dress exactly

like the Hunza-Nagars, they were provided with black

scarfs, so that they might be easily distinguished and

not be shot by mistake. Their military training had

not been extensive, having consisted, I believe, of one

day’s musketry practice at the Gilgit ranges. The
Rajah of Punial, Akbar Khan, accompanied his men.

The rajah receives a subsidy from Kashmir, in return

for which he binds himself to guard the frontier forts

of his country, and render military service in war
time.

The total force under Colonel Durand thus amounted

to about 2,000 men
;
but with these he had to garrison

Gilgit, Boonji, Astor, and hold all the posts on our

long line of communication, which for many marches,

as I have explained, was exposed to the attacks of the

Sliinaka tribes and li. d to be well-guarded. Conse-

quently, only 1,000 men could be spared for operations

beyond Chalt.

The weather was now perfect here, still, mellow and
with unclouded skies—a true St. Martin’s summer. We
were congratulating ourselves on our luck in this re-

spect, when the highest Dogra official in Gilgit shook his

B B
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head : ‘When we march, bad weather will at once come,’

said he. ‘ That badmash Hunza Thum will send it to us.’

The Hunzas are credited by all their neighbours, even

by Kashmiris of the highest education and position,

with supernatural powers. Hunza is dreaded as a city

of magicians. The thum has but to throw a bit of ox-

hide into a certain stream to raise hurricane, blinding

snow, and killing frost wherewith to confound his

enemies. On the topmost tower of Hunza castle a

magic drum is suspended in the sight of all men, which
is beaten by invisible fairy hands whenever a war in

which the thum is about to engage is destined to prove

successful to his arms. It so beat, I believe, on this

occasion
;
in which case the fairies must have either

been afraid to reveal the truth or have been sadly mis-

taken in their forecast. It is doubtful whether the

Dogras, thoroughly believing all this as they do, would
have the temerity to wage war with such necromancers,

were it not that they, too, have their own methods of

reading the future. The Maharajah himself would not

undertake a journey without consulting his astrologers

as to the lucky day on which to set out.
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SPEDDING CONSTRUCTS A TEMPORARY ROAD TO CHART—SCENERY OF THE
KANJUT VALLEY—NOMAL—GUETCH—THE CHAICHAR PARI— CHALT FORT

—

CHAPROT—MOUNT RAKAPOSHI—OUR TROOPS REACH CHALT—THE REPLY
TO COLONEL DURAND’S ULTIMATUM—THE THUM’S CORRESPONDENCE

—

THE HUNZA-NAGAR FIELD FORCE—OCCUPATION OF THE KOTAL—OUR
FORCE CROSSES THE FRONTIER.

Now that all the assailable positions between Gilgit and
our further outposts up the Kanjut Valley were well

guarded by our men, it was necessary, before Colonel

Durand could advance with the remainder of his force,

that a comparatively easy line of communication should

be established between Gilgit and Chalt. Spedding
was accordingly sent forward to construct a rough tem-

porary road, practicable for mules, with the utmost
expedition. The river being now low he would be
able to avoid the difficult cliffs in many places and
carry the winter road along the dry, boulder-encumbered

bed of the torrent, while Captain Aylmer would find

little difficulty in constructing temporary bridges across

the shrunken stream.

So, on November 17, the Pathan navvies were taken

down to the fort, and arms were distributed among them
—Sniders and Enfield muzzle-loaders. They also got

hold of a lot of old accoutrements and helped them-

selves, each man buckling about himself as many belts

and pouches as he could lay hands on. It was amusing
to observe the childish pride and excitement of these

half savages as they marched off thus equipped, pre-

B D 2
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senting a wild and ragamuffin, though also formidable,

appearance.

Beech and myself, having witnessed the above strange

scene in the fort, set out on foot together for Pilclie,

the first camping-place in theKanjut Yalley. We were
armed, in case of accidents

;
for though there was small

chance of encountering any of the enemy on this day’s

march, they were known to be on the watch on the

heights above the road in places, ready to pick off

stragglers. It would have suited them well to have
carried off a sahib into Hunza as hostage

;
so orders

were issued that no one should travel without escort

between Nomal and Chalt.

We crossed to the farther bank of the Gilgit River

by the rope bridge. This, like the other bridges in this

region, is formed of three stout ropes of plaited birch

twigs, one serving as a foot-rope, the other two as hand
ropes, slighter guy-ropes of the same material connect-

ing the former with the latter. A rope bridge cannot

be stretched taut without breaking
;
so it is always

slung slackly, forming a deep curve. Many men who
have excellent heads on a hillside are nervous on a rope

bridge, swinging dizzily as it does to every breeze, high

over the foaming torrent. But no one accustomed to

going aloft at sea finds any difficulty on one of these

;

whereas many a seaman would feel uncomfortable when
crawling along some of the so-called roads of this

country.

After following the left bank of the Gilgit River for

about two miles, we came to the jaws of the Kanjut

defile, and found ourselves amid scenery still more wild

and desolate than that of the Gilgit Yalley. Ruddy
cliffs rose on either side of us to a great height

;
the

bottom of the ravine was fairly broad, sandy, and strewn

with boulders, producing no vegetation save scattered
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alkaline and desert kerbs. The Kanjut Elver rushed

by us in dark discoloured waves, breaking into white

foam.

There was something peculiarly dreary in this gate-

way of the robber country. There were no signs of

life
;

this, indeed, bore the appearance of a debatable

land, the scene of frequent border forays, where no man
dare cultivate the soil, knowing not who may reap

what he has sown. It is thus all the way to Chalt, ex-

cept round the fort-protected village of Nomal, and
some time since the entire population of that place was
surprised and carried away into captivity. At frequent

intervals on the road we saw ruined sangas, or stone

breastworks, and other defences, showing that we were
in a country that had seen much fighting and had never

known security. We overtook our servants and bag-

gage-coolies and reached our destination long after

dark. We found no habitations at Pilche, which is

merely a camping-place were dwarf tamarisks supply

a little fuel. Here we bivouacked on the sand for the

night, as did McCulloch, Maynard, and the Pathans,

who came in some hours after us.

The next day we all marched off together to Nomal,
up to which point the road was good, having been much
improved by Colonel Durand’s sappers in the spring.

We found the river sands hereabouts to be full of

small garnets and iron pyrites
;
while in several places

the earth was yellow with sulphur. The natives manu-
facture their own powder, as the soil of the valley con-

tains saltpetre as well as sulphur
;
but they have to

depend on the outside world for the lead of which to

make their bullets. The Hunza Eiver is famous for its

gold-washings
;
and the villagers, even with their rude

appliances, extract quantities of the precious metal
from the river sands,
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At Nomal we found a good deal of cultivation and
a Dogra mud fort, on whose battlements were some sher

bachas (little tigers), cannon of native manufacture and
apparently of little service. The garrison consisted of

forty Imperial Service sepoys under a Dogra officer.

Spedding and Appleford here joined us, and the

road-making was vigorously conducted at the first pari

behind Nomal. A pari is a projecting spur of the

mountain falling sheer into the river. Between the

paris it was possible, as a rule, to carry this winter road
along the dry margin of the torrent bed

;
but at a pari

—often a perpendicular wall of very hard rock—much
blasting and gallery work was necessary before the

roughest mule track could be made. The old native

road as usual avoided these obstacles by climbing high

over the cliffs by steep scaffoldings, impassable for mules

and even difficult for men. The first spot at which the

road-makers had to work was very cheerless and chilly

;

the cliffs rose to a great height on either side, shut-

ting out the sun’s rays for all but half an hour or so at

mid-dajr.

On November 21 the first pari having been over-

come, our camp was moved on to Guetch, a horrid de-

file, such as Salvator Rosa might have painted. Here
we found a block-house and a small sepoy guard.

Houses or inhabitants there were none
;
but high above

the camp, and not visible from it, we discovered a small

ruined village of fifteen stone huts packed close to-

gether and rising one above the other like a flight of

steps to a stone fort in the centre. This had been the

village of Guetch, deserted for thirty years, we were

told
;
a wonderfully-situated place, practically unassail-

able
;
for the little terraced ledge on which it stood,

where now the gaunt dead fruit-trees alone remained

to show the former cultivation, was surrounded on all
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sides by perpendicular precipices. There was but one

narrow, difficult approach to it up the cliff side, and that

could have been broken away and rendered inaccess-

ible in a few minutes. This impregnable fastness was
situated amid the wildest scenery

;
and behind it was

an awful and seemingly impassable gorge leading steeply

up to the eternal snows. It was the sort of robber

stronghold that one’s imagination would conjure up
while reading some tale of Albanian brigands.

Beech and myself, taking some Pathans with us,

climbed up to this spot and usefully employed ourselves

in cutting down the dead trees and pulling the rafters

out of the houses, which we threw over the precipice

;

a goodly supply of fuel for our men below. From this

point we could see, on the opposite side of the Kanjut
Eiver, high up a tributary ravine, a flat space, whereon
was a village and some cultivated land. This we knew
to be Jaglot, where it was reported that 200 of the

enemy were now stationed observing our movements.
From Jaglot there is a track across the mountains,

affording a short cut to the FTagar fortress of Nilt
;
and

there is also, opposite Guetch, an easy ford across the

river
;
so we were warned to be on the look-out for

a night surprise, and Lieutenant Taylor, who was
guarding the Chaichar Pari, sent a few sepoys to pro-

tect us.

While some of Spedding’s men were cutting through
the pari near Guetch, the rest were at work on the

Chaichar, the stiffest pari of all. On seeing the old

road at this point I could readily understand how an
enemy, holding the position above, could have given
us much trouble. By pulling a few sticks out of the

scaffoldings here and there, they could have sent great

portions of the road tumbling into the river, and left

sheer walls of rock.
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The desolation of the frontier ravine was more
remarkable as we advanced

;
there was no vegetation,

there were no inhabitants, the only life being that we
brought with us in our preparations for war—the

sepoys, the road-makers, and the transport coolies

;

while the challenges of sentries, and the booming of

the blasting on the road were the most familiar sounds

at this time.

On November 23 we saw a Hunza envoy accom-
panied by a guard of Kashmir sepoys, on his way to

Gilgit, with a message from the thum to Colonel

Durand. An amusing conversation took place between
him and the Dogra major in charge of Nomal Fort, a

bit of a wag in his way. ‘ Can you tell me,’ inquired

the major, ‘ when this war of ours is going to begin?
’

4 We Hunzas are men of peace,’ replied the diplomatic

envoy
;

4 we don’t want to fight at all.’ ‘ That is very

foolish of you,’ exclaimed the major
;

4 you have made
all your bandobast for a war

;
so have we. After having

taken all this trouble we must have a fight.’
4 You

appear to be speaking wisdom,’ said the Wakil. 4 How
ridiculous we should look,’ continued the major, 4

if we
did not fight after all this palaver. Let us fight.

Besides, if you beat us, you could go farther and con-

quer all the Punjab, a rich country that, I assure you.’

The Wakil’s language was very pacific, but not so, I

believe, were the contents of the th urn’s letter he was
bearing.

An order came this day from Colonel Durand to

the effect that Spedding’s Pathans, when on the march
and in camp, should be divided into separate bodies,

each under one of Spedding’s staff, as officer
;
the object

being to avoid confusion in the event of a surprise.

Six little companies were therefore formed, of which

Beech and myself, who were now attached to Spedding’s
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staff, were each given one to command. I liad two

gangs under me, thirty-three men in all, natives of

Cabul. The contractor of one of my gangs, whose

name was Kussim Ali, was known to his companions

under the pleasant nickname of ‘ The Murderer.’ To
have earned such a distinctive title among so many cut-

throats, he must indeed have been a man with a record.

The Pathans always had their numerous belts and

pouches about them and their rifles by their sides, as

they plied pick and jumper. They could not bear to

be separated from their new toys. I think that the

men of one gang mistrusted those of another, and feared

that their weapons would be stolen if once out of their

sight. There were, doubtless, blood feuds between

some of these men, coming as they did from different

tribes in Afghanistan
;
but these quarrels were in abey-

ance while they were working on the road. Admir-

able discipline was maintained by Spedding and his

staff among these truculent outlaws, who have some
fine qualities, and whom one comes to like, despite all

their faults.

The road progressed rapidly, and we were neither

surprised by night nor attacked by avalanches of rocks

by day
;
the tribesmen observed our doings from distant

heights, but so far took no steps to oppose us.

On November 26 I pushed on to our farther out-

post, and our advanced base for the coming operations

—the fortress of Chalt. The gloomy gorge I ascended

on this day’s journey appeared—even more so than did

the country below—to be a place devoted to the God
of Battles. There was not a single peasant’s hut

;
there

was no vegetation
;
but stone breastworks were to be

seen all round, and every big rock was topped by a

miniature fort capable of holding two or three men,
affording refuge in case of surprise.
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Just below Chalt the narrow gorge suddenly
broadens out. The fortress stands on an extensive

maidan, high above the river, and is surrounded by
cultivated fields. It is square, with towers at intervals,

and within its walls there is a camping-ground for some
hundreds of men.

The Kanjut Valley is here joined by that of Chaprot,

THE KANJUT VALLEY NEAR CHALT—THE TEMPORARY BRIDGE AND THE KOTAL.

a few miles up which there is a fort and a considerable

village. Chaprot is a separate little State that has

been fought for and has changed hands several times.

The present rajah, Sekandar Khan, a fine young fellow,

who accompanied us on the campaign, is a son of the

Thum of Nagar. Two of his brothers, as I have said,

had been murdered in the previous spring by the eldest

brother, the ferocious Uzr Khan, who also threatened

the life of Sekandar. The latter consequently bears no
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good-will to his royal relatives, and was as anxious as

anyone else for the success of our arms.

Ghalt was a busy place for the next four days, our
numbers ever swelling, as troops and grain coolies

poured in in an almost constant stream. A sufficient

quantity of grain had now reached Grilgit to allow of a

forward movement
;
and, from the reports that reached

us, there was little doubt that the tribesmen had no in-

tention of acceding to Colonel Durand’s terms, and
that there was some severe fighting before us.

I ascended the heights above Chalt, in order to

obtain a view of that magnificent mountain, Rakaposhi,

which is well seen from here. Unlike Nanga Parbat,

it has one sharp, prominent peak—25,560 feet above
the sea, and nearly 20,000 above the Kanjut River

—

whose granite crags tower high over the surrounding

vast glaciers and snow-fields. Surely no military ex-

pedition ever before penetrated into so sublime a moun-
tain region as that which now lay before us.

It was Colonel Durand’s intention to cross the river

at Chalt, and advance up the valley by the Nagar or

left bank. The indefatigable Captain' Aylmer was,

therefore, employed in constructing a temporary winter

bridge across the torrent.

Two miles or so above Chalt the river is hemmed
in by precipices, so that the river bed cannot be fol-

lowed, and it would be necessary for our force to

surmount a formidable ridge known as the Kotal, some
eight or nine hundred feet in height, the summit of

which was held by the enemy. Thus there was some
chance of our first fight taking place almost within

rifle-shot of Chalt fort.

On November 27 Colonel Durand and his staff

arrived at Chalt. Dr. Robertson also came in with his

six Kafirs, great men in their own land, who were first
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to be shown our fashion of making war, and then to

be carried round India
;
so that they could return to

their country and tell their friends what they had seen

of the British llaj
;
a wise policy, which in other cases

has done much to assist the establishment of diplomatic

relations with the tribes on our frontiers.

On November 28, having taken a walk back to the

Cliaichar Pari, I met the remainder of our force

tramping up the road—first the Gurkhas
;
then the

Maharajah’s troops
;

and, lastly, the picturesque

Punialis, those hereditary defenders of the frontier,

with the tomtoms beating at their head, armed with

swords and brass-studded shields of ox-hide, like

Homeric warriors, as well as with Sniders, scampering
like cats along the difficult track, and even taking

short cuts by leaping from ledge to ledge to avoid

the zigzags. Their rajah was with them—a stout,

good-natured looking ruler, who appeared to be
popular with his people.

The Dogra General, Suram Chand, wrlio commands
the Gilgit Brigade, arrived this day with his staff.

The somewhat anomalous system under which the

Imperial Service troops are employed in the field was
now on its first trial. We had with us Dogra officers

of high rank
,
but in action, at any rate, they were

practically superseded by the British officers, generally

subalterns attached to the Kashmir regiments, who
led the men. No friction or other difficulty apparently

resulted, and it seemed to me that great tact and sense

were displayed on either side in dealing with these deli-

cate relations.

On this night we saw numerous beacon fires up the

valley and on the mountain-side beyond the river, a

sign that the tribesmen meant fighting. A strong

picket was now stationed by Aylmer’s bridge, which
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was all but completed, and which, it was expected,

would be attacked. Spedding finished the work at

the Chaichar Pari this day, and the temporary road

was thus ready. News arrived that the Hunza-Nagars
had burnt all the stacked grass between this and Nilt,

so as to prevent our obtaining fodder for our mules.

On November 30 the reply to Colonel Durand’s

ultimatum came in. It appears that the Nagaris

assembled at Nilt had half a mind to come to terms

with us, when, suddenly, there rushed over from the

Hunza fortress of Maiun, on the other side of the

river, the ferocious hereditar}^ Wazir of Hunza—Safdar

Ali’s agent in the murder of his father, the late tlium

—

who broke in upon the council, threatened to cut off

the head of anyone who ventured to speak of peace,

and, overpowering all present by the violence of his

eloquence, brought the Nagaris to throw in their lot

with the Hunzas. He insulted, maltreated, and was
about to slay Colonel Durand’s envoy, a native of

Nagar,but eventually contented himself with robbing him
of his horse and sending the man back to us on foot.

The envoy reported that the enemy had so

strengthened Nilt fort (we learnt that they had been
at work on it for two years) that they were confident

they would have no difficulty in holding it against us

until the spring, when the Russians, it wTas asserted,

had promised to come to their assistance with many
breechloading guns and a supply of ammunition, if not

with Cossacks. The written reply of the allied chief-

tains to Colonel Durand’s ultimatum stated that they

would have no roads in their territories, and boasted

of their capacity to resist us. Like the other messages

they had sent, it was couched in the most insolent

terms.

Curious Oriental imagery was employed in these
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documents. In one of his earlier letters the thum
asked why the British strayed thus into his country
‘ like camels without nose-rings.’ In another letter he
declared that he cared nothing for the womanly English,

as he hung upon the skirts of the manly Russians, and
he warned Colonel Durand that he had given orders

to his followers to bring him the Gilgit Agent’s head
on a platter. The thum was, indeed, an excellent

correspondent about this time. He used to dictate his

letters to the Court munslii, the only literary man, I

believe, in the whole of his dominions, who wrote
forcible, if unclassical, Persian. In one letter the

thum somewhat shifted his ground, and spoke of other

friends. ‘ I have been tributary to China for hundreds
of years. Trespass into China if you dare,’ he wrote

to Colonel Durand. ‘ I will withstand you, if I have to

use bullets of gold. If you venture here, be prepared

to fight three nations—Hunza, China, and Russia. We
will cut your head off, Colonel Durand, and then re-

port you to the Indian Government.’ One of the

strangest expressions employed by this scribe occurred

in a letter that had been written long since, in which
the thum demanded the evacuation of Chalt by the

Kashmir troops, as that place, he argued, belonged

properly to himself. * This fortress of Chalt,’ he
pathetically put it, ‘ is more precious to us than are

the strings of our waves’ pyjamas.’

Negotiations having thus broken down, and all

being now ready on our side, the welcome orders were

issued that we should advance across the frontier on
the following day, December 1 . As we had left the

greater portion of our little army behind to hold the

different forts and posts between Chalt and our base,

the Hunza-Nagar Field Force, as it was henceforth

called, was thus constituted :—188 men of the 5th
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Gurkhas; 28 men of the 20th Punjab Infantry; 76

men of the Hazara Mountain Battery
;

7 Bengal

Sappers and Miners
;
and 661 Imperial Service troops

(257 from the Eagu Pertab, or 1st Kashmir Infantry

Eegiment, and 404 from the Body Guard, or 2nd
Kashmir Eifles) : in all, about 1,000 regular troops.

In addition to these were the Irregulars—the Punialis

and Spedding’s Pathans. Two thousand Balti coolies

performed the bulk of the transport service. Sixteen

British officers accompanied the Field Force.

On the eve of our advance, Surgeon Eoberts gave

us each an ominous little packet to put in the pocket,

labelled ‘First Field Dressing,’ so that we might be

able to apply preliminary bandages to our own or

others’ wounds. It recalled to mind the handing

round of basins by a Channel-steamer steward before

the commencement of an unpleasant voyage.

In the Order Book of this same evening Spedding

was instructed to make a practicable road over the

Kotal on the following day, the ridge to be previously

occupied by fifty men of the Eagu Pertab regiment,

under Lieutenant Widdicombe
;
while, later on in the

day, the whole Field Force was to cross the river and
bivouac on the Nagar side.

Our baggage had been cut down considerably

before we left Chakerkot. It was here cut down
still further, one coolie only being allotted to each

officer. So the few tents and extra impedimenta that

had been brought on were now stored in Chalt Fort

;

and one had to limit oneself to one’s sleeping sack, a

spare flannel shirt, and such-like absolute necessaries,

which included, so far as Beech and myself were con-

cerned, a few golf clubs, as we intended to complete

the conquest of the country by the introduction of

that absorbing game.
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Early on the morning of December 1 Lieutenant

Widdicombe crossed the river with his fifty men under
cover of our guns, scaled the Kotal, and occupied

the ridge without encountering any resistance. As he
came up, the enemy retired. He found their stone

breastworks at the summit empty, their fires still

smouldering, and saw several men running towards

Nilt by rough tracks across the mountains. It was
evident that the Kanjuts had not held the Kotal in any
force, and had employed this strong position merely as

a post from which to observe our movements, having

no intention of defending it.

Then Spedding, his staff, and the Pathans set out.

We crossed Aylmer’s bridge, and were now over the

frontier, and had set foot on the soil of Nagar. I do
not know to how many of our young officers this day
the original idea suggested itself of calling out, ‘ Now
we have crossed the Rubicon !

’ as they sprang from

the bridge planks on to the Nagar shingle. I myself

heard two make this remark, and I was told that

several others were guilty of it.

We found it a stiff climb up the Kotal. A deter-

mined enemy above might, by the rolling down of

rocks, have made the storming of this position a very

awkward task for our men. Spedding’s Pathans set

to work with a will, and in the course of the day

carried a rough zigzag path up the precipitous slopes,

practicable for the battery mules
;
but the sort of road

that is considered good enough for an Indian Hill

Battery would rather astonish some people at home.

Our two seven-pounders were, unfortunately, of old

pattern, not screw-guns, and, therefore, not so port-

able as they might have been
;
but it was wonderful

to see these tough, sure-footed mules, scrambling over

the cliffs with their heavy loads, one carrying the
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gun, another the wheels, others with the ammunition
cases.

From the top of the Kotal, 800 feet above the river,

there is a magnificent view up the Kanjut Valley. Some
eight miles away we saw the towers of the fortress of

Kilt, which we hoped to capture on the morrow. Be-

yond it, far off, at the head of the valley, we perceived

dimly, rising above the clouds, a beautiful snowy dome
of immense height, an unknown mountain in the midst

of unknown wilds. Since the time I am writing of, the

Conway Expedition, which visited these regions last

summer, has carried on most interesting explorations

among the glaciers, snow-fields, and awful peaks that

hem in the valley of the Kanjuts.

From the Kotal we saw that the valley as far as

Nilt was bordered on both sides by great bare moun-
tains, culminating in snowy pinnacles, but that no paris

projected into the river to bar our advance. On either

side of the river extended a narrow maidan or flat,

forming a terrace between the foot of the mountains
and the top of the cliffs that hung over the river. The
maidan on our side, along which our force was to

march on the following day, was stony and barren save

for scattered wormwood scrub, until near Kilt, where
cultivation commenced. Two side-nullahs clove this

maidan, but the difficulties presented by these could

not be ascertained from the Kotal.

The sepoys gazed with interest at the distant towers

of the reputedly impregnable fortress, from which the

smoke could be seen rising, and passed rough soldiers’

jests on the chances of the morrow. We could see no
human beings in the valley beyond us, even with the

aid of glasses, though, doubtlessly, keen eyes were
watching us from the crags above.

But on looking back we could see life in plenty
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The whole force of 1,000 soldiers and 2,000 coolies

was slowly streaming down the cliffs by Chalt, then

across the bridge in single file to the camping-place

beneath us, where a zereba was being thrown up.

At sunset the numerous bivouac fires below had a

cheery look, and, having done our work, we descended

the Kotal and found our way to the space allotted to

us within the zereba, where our welcome dinner was
ready.

The mules, which were fastened up close to us,

favoured us with a tremendous concert during our meal,

and all around was an orderly bustle of preparation for

the night. We read the Order Book to see what our

duties would be on the morrow, and turned into our

sacks to sleep, the 200 Pathans snoring round us. And
so ended the first day of the campaign.
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Long before daybreak on December 2 there was a

bustle within the zereba, fires were lit, and coffee was
prepared. At five the bugles sounded the reveille,

and shortly afterwards, it being still dark, we fell into

our positions and marched towards the Kotal through

the frosty air.

Spedding’s men came after the main body in the

line of march
;
but twenty of his picked Pathans, under

Appleford, accompanied Captain Aylmer and his seven

sappers, and marched with the advance guard of fifty

Gurkhas, to clear away the obstructions on the road, in

front of the force.

The day broke before we reached the steeper por-

tion of the Kotal, and here the ascent in single file

for our 3,000 soldiers and coolies, and I know not how
many mules, was, of course, a very tedious undertaking.

For us who were behind, this portion of the march was
pretty well as dangerous as being in action

;
for every

now and again some battery or ambulance mule would
make a false step, dislodging rocks which, gathering

others on the way, would come rolling down upon us

and had to be nimbly dodged. The Pathans were well-

accustomed to this game and appeared rather to like it.

c c 2
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The descent on the farther side of the Kotal was
steep and difficult, and when the troops had reached
the maidan below they were halted for a short time,

while the Pathans improved the track so that the

battery mules could get by. By this time it was broad
daylight

;
the weather was lovely, with not a cloud in

the pale blue sky
;
a splendid day for a fight, as some

of the youngsters said. As we looked down from the

Kotal summit our little force massed below had a

peculiarly insignificant appearance, a tiny patch set in

the midst of this gigantic landscape. From here, too,

we could now see through our glasses numbers of men
hurrying about in the fields near Kilt, as if they were
driving the cattle within the fort.

At last the march was resumed, now in line of

columns, across the stony plain, until we came to the

first of the side nullahs I have mentioned. This nullah

clove the maidan like a gigantic trench, a chasm with

perpendicular walls of conglomerate some hundreds of

feet in height. The very narrow track ran steeply down
one side and up the other. A sanga commanded the

further side, but was not held by the enemy, though
this was a formidable position

;
but the Kanjuts had

broken away the path in places, so that there was no

way of getting by until our sappers and navvies had
been at work for some time.

As soon as Aylmer and Appleford had made the

track practicable, the force crossed
;
but not without

one accident at least, which happened just in front of

me as I commenced the descent. An ammunition mule
made a false step, and rolled over the precipice to the

bottom of the nullah, bringing down with him an

avalanche of large rocks, which scattered men and
mules, and caused terrible confusion. Cases of ammu-
nition and shells were thundering down the cliff. The
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mule that caused the mischief was, of course, killed

instantaneously by his fall; but, strangely enough,

though there must have been some cuts and hard

knocks received, there was no other serious damage
done

Then we crossed an easy maidan for awhile, until

we came to the second nullah, another frightful place,

the track across which had also been broken away,

and which, like the first, was undefended. In fact, we
now saw no trace of the enemy, the whole country had
been deserted before our advance, and the stacked

grass had all been burnt, as our spies had reported.

Here again there was a long delay while the road was
being repaired. Our advance, I need scarcely say,

was being conducted with all due precautions, and
there was no chance of our falling into an ambuscade,
a method of attack at which the Kanjuts are known to

be clever. A party of Gurkhas and the Punialis, under
Lieutenant Manners Smith, crowned the heights as we
moved on, and having found a way to scramble round
these nullahs, held the farther sides of them while the

sappers and Pathans cleared a rough way with pick,

shovel, and gunpowder, as rapidly as possible. The
sound of the blasting appeared at last to stir up the

enemy, and we could hear the beating of their tom-
toms and their shoutings in the distant forts.

Once across the second nullah and on the maidan
beyond, the road presented no more difficulties, and we
soon reached the cultivated terraces of Hilt, across

which the force advanced in quarter columns. All

was now absolutely quiet again, not a human being
was to be seen

;
and, even when we were close up to

the fort itself, there was nothing to show that it was
occupied, save the flags waving on the walls and the

smoke rising from the fires within.
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The strip of cultivated land along which we were
now marching is narrowed considerably, a little dis-

tance below Nilt, by a projecting spur of the moun-
tain, which covers the fort and makes it even impossible

to see it until one has rounded the foot of the spur and
is almost under the walls, at a distance of about two
hundred yards. Thus, though the towers of the for-

tress had been visible to us in the morning from the

distant Kotal, they were afterwards hidden from us,

and we saw nothing more of Nilt until we suddenly

opened it out on turning this comer.
The position will be better understood on referring

to the illustration which represents Nilt as seen from
Maiun, on the opposite bank of the Kanjut Eiver. That
river is in the foreground of the picture, while, hang-

ing on the precipitous edge of the tributary Nilt

nullah, and at the end of the rnaidan I have described,

stands the fortress itself.

Nilt is, indeed, a very formidable place. As is the

case in all Kanjut villages, the villagers live within the

fort, which is a very rabbit-warren of strongly-built

stone houses, two or three storeys high in places, with

narrow alleys between, the whole enclosed within a

great wall, carefully built of stones, and strengthened

with massive timbers. This wall is fifteen feet to twenty

feet in height, and is twelve feet thick in most places,

with large square towers at intervals. The flat roofs of

this fortified village are covered with stones, and are

so well constructed that they were proof against our

shell when dropped upon them, while guns of very

much heavier calibre than ours would have failed to

make any impression on the great wall, the loopholes

of which, again, are very small, and offered little mark
to our riflemen. The garrison of Nilt was, indeed,

practically secure from any ordinary mode of attack.
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Another wall, about eight feet high, and also loopholed

for musketry, surrounds the main wall, and from here

the ground falls away precipitously on all sides, save at

one point, where is the narrow approach to the chief

gate. A steep watercourse serves as a trench to that

side of the fort which faced us as we approached, and

here the enemy had placed a strong abattis of branches

to oppose us. In all their preparations the Kanjuts

exhibited considerable foresight and skill, and there

can be no doubt that they had with them leaders of no

mean military ability.

And now it will t>e understood that our men had no
light task before them, for it was absolutely necessary

to capture this strongly defended place, which the

thum had flattered himself he could hold against us for

a year and more, in the course of a few hours.

It was a question of effecting this or retiring. The
difficulties of the road had so delayed us that it was now
past one o’clock

;
and since we had set out from our

camping-place, seven hours before, we had come across

no water by the way. The men had by now doubtless

consumed the contents of their bottles
;
and we dis-

covered, as had been anticipated, that the enemy had
cut off the artificial canal which, tapping the stream of

the Hilt nullah, irrigates these cultivated terraces. The
bed of the river was an absolutely untenable position,

so that we could not rely upon that for our water-

supply. In short, Hilt had to be captured before our
men could satisf}r their thirst.

Admirably had Colonel Durand made his arrange-

ments for this attack, which was well considered, wisely

bold, and well calculated to inspire a wholesome terror

in an enemy who are stubborn enough behind stone
walls, but to whom the style of fighting they were to

witness this afternoon was an entirely new experience.
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Not being required with my Patlians for the time,

I hurried up to the troops, and no sooner had I turned

the projecting spur of the mountain which I have men-
tioned, and beheld, to my surprise—for I little thought

it was so near—the walls and towers of Nilt right in

front of me, than there suddenly burst out a loud

rattling of musketry, and I realized that the fighting

had commenced in earnest. The Kanjuts were the

first to open fire on us from their loopholes, and then

the 5th Gurkhas, who led the attack, under Lieutenants

Boisragon and Badcock, and who bore the brunt of

this day’s fighting, advanced quickly across the broken
ground, section after section, making short rushes and,

availing themselves of what cover there was, opened a

brisk fire at short range on the loopholes of the fort

and on the defenders whenever they showed themselves

above the parapets, which was not often. The Kanjuts

had judiciously cut down all the fruit-trees in the vicinity

of the fort, so that they should not afford us cover.

JSTilt is commanded by a height, on which we after-

wards had our block-house and ridge-picket, indicated

in the illustration. We could not get our guns up this

steep place on this day
;
but the Punialis swarmed up,

crowned this position, and fired down upon the de-

fenders of the fort, who were, however, so completely

under cover in their well-roofed buildings that it is

doubtful whether any were hit. In the meanwhile

Captain Colin Mackenzie, Captain Twigg, and Lieu-

tenant Manners Smith, with a handful of the 20th

Punjab Infantry, having accompanied the Punialis up

the hill, descended it on the farther side to the trench

of the fort itself, where they audaciously fired into the

loopholes at a few yards’ range, and, later on, did great

execution among the Kanjuts who were escaping from

the back of the fort into the Kilt nullah.
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Seeing Captain Bradshaw with a body of Kashmir
sepoys on a bluff at the edge of the river-cliff, and not

much more than 150 yards from the fort—an admirable

spot from which to command a view of the proceed-

ings—I joined him. To this place soon came up Lieu-

tenant Molony with some dozen of the 20th Punjab
Infantry and the Gatling gun, which he quickly

brought into position, and directed showers of bullets

on the loopholes opposite to us. The Gatling, as I

believe is the habit of this machine when carried on
active service, jammed frequently. Shortly afterwards

Lieutenant Gorton, with his two seven-pounders, also

took up a position on this bluff. It is, I believe, an

almost unexampled proceeding for guns to come into

action at so short a range
;
but, as I have explained,

the configuration of the ground necessitated this. It

would have occupied the best part of six months to

seize such a place as Kilt had our officers felt bound
to follow the hard-and-fast rules of warfare. So,

despite Cocker, at this short range, and quite exposed
to the musketry fire of the enemy, which was at once
directed on this spot, the guns opened fire on the fort

with shrapnel and shell.

This was rather a warm corner. The bullets were
whistling about our ears, and within a few minutes one
poor fellow was mortally wounded while standing by
me, and several others were hit. Molony himself had
a marvellous escape. As he stooped to lay the Gatling,

a bullet passed through the middle of his helmet, cut-

ting the top of his head, but only slightly, so that he
did not report himself as wounded.

The enemy’s fire was very well directed, and it is

certain that they had excellent marksmen amongst
them, even at long ranges, as we afterwards dis-

covered. They had many arms of precision—Russian
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Berdan rifles, Martini-Henrys, Sniders, Winchesters,

and Spencers, in addition to their long home-made
matchlocks—and they knew how to use them. Our
loss in the course of this assault would have been ex-

ceedingly heavy had it not been for one fortunate

circumstance. The Kanjuts had erred on the side of

caution, and had made their loopholes so small that

though they effectually protected their bodies, they

hampered their fire considerably
;

and, indeed, from
some of the loopholes a musket could only be directed

on a certain spot, the range of which had, no doubt,

been previously ascertained. The loopholes, again,

were limited in number, and thus the enemy’s fire was,

luckily, of a somewhat intermittent nature.

We were thus engaged for nearly an hour, the men
within the fort being so well sheltered that it is doubt-

ful whether more than two or three of them had been
hit, whereas on our side there had been numerous
casualties. Our two guns appeared to produce no
practical effect, even when brought to bear on the

towers, which are not nearly so strongly constructed

as the wall. However, some of the more timid of the

garrison soon began to escape from the fort by the

gate at the back of it, one man at a time scrambling

down to the river-bed from rock to rock. We picked

off several of these from our bluff.

The best marksmen among the enemy had been

told off to fire at the British officers, of whom there

could not have been one who did not have some
narrow escape on this day. For instance, Lieutenant

Williams was shot through the helmet, and Lieutenant

Boisragon’s revolver was struck by a bullet as he was

about to fire it during the final struggle within the

fortress. One curious incident occurred. The old

Sikh subadar-major had given the word for Ho. 1
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gun to fire. No report followed, but the gunner

laughed. A bullet had cut the lanyard in two just

as he was about to pull it.

The two guns did not remain long on the bluff, but

were moved across the maidan to another equally ex-

posed position.

Spedding, who had accompanied Colonel Durand
throughout the day as galloper, shortly after this came
across the maidan to the bluff. He was the bearer of

the bad news that Colonel Durand had just been

severely wounded. Spedding had received an order

to take his Pathans up to the height which the

Punialis were holding, as they would be useful in

cutting off the retreat of the enemy. So we collected

our men and scrambled up the steep hillside as fast

as we could go, the Pathans greatly pleased at the

chance of doing a bit of fighting on their own account,

instead of standing by as idle spectators.

While we were still climbing we heard a tremen-

dous explosion sounding above the din of guns and
musketry, and perceived volumes of smoke rising high

into the air. We put this down to the blowing-up of

one of the powder magazines in the fort, or to the

bursting of the enemy’s big sher bacha. We attained

the ridge, rushed over it, and came to the dip where
the Punialis were, and from here suddenly looked right

down into the heart of the fort, the flat roofs and
alleys being spread out beneath us like a map.

And now a fascinating spectacle met our eyes. In

the narrow lanes there was a confusion of men, scarcely

distinguishable for the dust and smoke
;

but in a

moment we realised that fighting was going on within

the fort itself—that our sepoys had forced their way
into it

;
and then, as the atmosphere cleared somewhat,

we saw that the Kanjut stronghold was won.
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There appeared to be but a handful of the little

Gurkhas within the fort
;
but it was certainly theirs.

It was evident that the force below, outside the walls,

did not at once realise what had happened, and the fort

was shelled and the loopholes were fired at for some
little time after our sepoys had effected an entrance.

But the tidings soon spread, and we heard our men
below raising lusty cheer upon cheer, in which we joined

with what breath we had left in us after our hard climb.

We now saw our men pouring into the fort, while

the defenders were rushing out of the gates at the back
to escape beyond the nullah, many to be shot ere they

got far. We did not rest a moment on the ridge, but

clambered down with our Pathans to the fort, the men
only stopping now and then to fire at the fugitives—with

little effect, for it is no easy matter to hit a running

man—while we, in our turn, were being fired at with

similarly small results from the numerous breastworks,

filled with Kanjut marksmen, that lined the opposite

side of the ISTilt nullah.

The whole stirring story of the taking of ISTilt we did

not learn for some hours later. In fact, I believe our

entire force—with the exception of the handful of gallant

men who did the deed—was in the dark as to what had
happened. I will now explain how Nilt was stormed.

Any other method of attacking so strong a place

being evidently unavailing, Colonel Durand just before

he was wounded had given the order that the fort

should be taken by assault. How this was done will

long be remembered as one of the most gallant things

recorded in Indian warfare. Captain Aylmer, as our

engineer, was now instructed to blow up the main gate

of the fort, so as to admit the storming-party. This

gate, the only assailable one, did not face the direction

from which our force had advanced, but was on the
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side of the fort which is under the mountain, and was
difficult of approach.

First our guns and rifles opened a very heavy fire

upon the fort, under cover of which 100 of the 5th

Gurkhas, led by Lieutenants Boisragon and Badcock,

made a rush at the outer wall, and began to cut their

way through the abattis with their kukris, the garrison

the while firing steadily into them. A small opening

having thus been made, the three officers, closely fol-

lowed by about half a dozen men, pushed their way
through it. They then made for the wooden gate of

the outer wall, which they soon hacked to pieces.

They now found themselves in front of the main wall,

and while his companions fired into the loopholes—the

officers using their revolvers—Captain Aylmer, accom-
panied by his Pathan orderly, rushed forward to the

foot of the main gate, which was strongly built, and had
been barricaded within with stones in anticipation of

our coming. The enemy now concentrated their fire

upon this gallant little band, and it is marvellous that

any escaped death. Captain Aylmer placed his slabs

of gun-cotton at the foot of the gate, packed them with

stones, and ignited the fuse, all the while being exposed
to the fire from the towers which flanked the gate, as

well as from some loopholes in the gate itself. He was
shot in the leg from so short a distance that his clothes

and flesh were burnt by the gunpowder. He and his

orderly then followed the wall of the fort to a safe dis-

tance, and stood there awaiting the explosion. Bui-

there came no explosion, for the fuse was a faulty one,

so Captain Aylmer had once more to face an almost
certain death. He returned to the gate, readjusted

the fuse, cut it with his knife, lit a match after two or

three attempts, and re-ignited the fuse. While doing
this he received another wound, his hand being terribly
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crushed by a stone that was thrown from the battle-

ments.

This time a terrific explosion followed, and at once,

before even the dust had cleared or the stones had
ceased dropping from the crumbling wall, the three

British officers, with the six men at their back, clam-

bered through the breach and were within Mlt Fort.

Enveloped in dense smoke and dust, their comrades,

who had been cutting their way through the abattis,

could not find the breach
;
indeed, they did not realise

that one had been effected and that their officers were
within the gates

;
so for many minutes that little hand-

ful of gallant Englishmen and Gurkhas was engaged in

a hand-to-hand fight with the garrison in the narrow
alley leading from the gate. Havings gained this posi-

tion, they held it resolutely, but soon two were killed

and most of them were wounded, and it was obvious

that not one of them would be left alive unless they were
soon supported. Accordingly Lieutenant Boisragon

went outside the gate once more to find his men, and
thus exposed himself not only to the fire of the enemy
at the loopholes, but to that of our own covering party.

In a very short time he was back again, at the head of

a number of little Gurkhas eager to avenge the com-
rades they had lost. The Gurkhas poured into the

narrow alleys of the fort and fought as they always do
fight. The Kanjuts defended themselves like fanatical

dervishes at first, but soon lost heart before the fierce

attack. While this was going on a fire was still kept

up from the loopholes on our supports, the detachment

of the Ragu Pertab Regiment (Imperial Service), which
now came up, led by Lieutenant Townshend. The fort

was soon swarming with our men, who hunted the

Kanjuts through the intricate alleys and holes. The
Wazir of Nagar himself was killed, but the principal

leaders escaped, as did most of the garrison, who, avail-
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ing themselves of their knowledge of the maze which
was their home, found their way to a small gate open-

ing on to a steep nullah behind the fort.

Thus was Nilt Fort taken after a daring rush which,

perhaps, has not had its equal since Umbeyla. As is

so often the case, the boldest course of action here

proved to be the safest : our total loss was only six

killed and twenty-seven wounded, a number which
would have been much exceeded had what some might
consider a more prudent course of action been adopted.

The loss of the enemy was uncertain
;

but it was
estimated that over eighty were killed in the course of

the action. Of the gallant handful of men who followed

the three officers through the breach, two were killed

and nearly all were wounded. Lieutenant Badcock was
severely wounded, and Captain Aylmer received no
fewer than three severe wounds,which may be considered

as a very lucky escape when it is remembered what he
did. Captain Aylmer and Lieutenant Boisragon have
both been decorated with the Victoria Cross, which they

so thoroughly deserved, while Lieutenant Badcock, who
in the opinion of his brother-officers had also earned

that highest reward of valour, received the Distinguished

Service Order.

Many of our men, lying down at the edge of the

cliff above the Nilt nullah, now attempted to pick off the

fugitives, who were bolting from cover to cover like

rabbits to the distant forts
;
while the enemy’s marks-

men, who still held all the sangas beyond the nullah, tired

at us occasionally, and their sher bachas—roughly-con-

structed cannon, some of which, however, were heavier

than our seven-pounders—propelled shot and shell at us

from seemingly inaccessible ledges high up the mountain-

sides. This desultory interchange of fire went on till

sunset, producing a good deal of noise and little else.

D D
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It had been intended by Colonel Durand that a
portion of our force should make a dash across the Nilt

nullah and carry the sangas beyond as soon as Nilt Fort
had fallen, and before the enemy had recovered from
their confusion. But Captain Bradshaw, on whom the

command devolved after Colonel Durand was wounded,
found that the Kanjuts had taken steps to render this

plan impracticable, the road across the precipitous

ravine having been broken away.

The road up the valley after leaving Nilt zigzagged

down our side of the Nilt nullah, and up the other side

to a strongly-built sanga, through the middle of which
it passed by a narrow gateway. This gateway the

Kanjuts had barricaded with stones, and the approach
to it was little better than a sheer precipice. This sanga

I will always speak of as the enemy’s ‘ lower sanga,’ the

name by which it was known to us. It stood at a much
lower level than Nilt Fort. It had a long, loopholed

wall facing us, about ten feet in height and of great

thickness, and a stout roof of timber covered with large,

flat stones, but, like most of these sangas, it was open
and unprotected at the back. It was garrisoned, as we
afterwards discovered, by about 100 men, and gave

us, as I shall show, far more trouble than any other of

the enemy’s defences. Its position is indicated in the

illustration facing page 390.

After the fort had fallen Gorton brought up his two
guns to the edge of the cliff and proceeded to drop shot

and shell on to the roof of this little wasp’s nest. Some
of the shot appeared to pierce the roof, and the defenders

began to bolt, many of them to be shot down by our

riflemen. At last the sanga seemed to be empty of men,
and we were congratulating ourselves that on the

morrow, after Spedding had repaired the road, we should

be able to make a forward movement and pass through
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this breastwork without encountering any opposition,

save from the fortifications on the heights above or the

forts on the plain beyond, which could be easily turned

did we once establish a footing on the farther side of the

nullah. In this impression, which, I imagine, was shared

by most of us, we were grievously mistaken
;
we did not

yet understand how stubborn and skilled in the defence of

their positions are the tribesmen of the Kanjut Valley

.

PRISONER IN NILT FORT, CAPTURED GUN, AND DOGRA SEPOYS.

Shortly after • descending from the ridge I passed

through the breach and entered the captured fortress.

Across the ruined gateway lay the dead body of a

Gurkha, one of Boisragon’s gallant handful, and close to

him was the corpse of Mahomet Shah, Wazir of Nagar,

and one of the enemy’s best leaders, who had been shot

by Badcock as the storming-party rushed in. Many
dead Kanjuts were lying in the narrow alleys and behind
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the loopholes of the walls
;
and though most of the

garrison had escaped, there were several tribesmen still

hiding away in the numerous dark holes and crannies of

this curious place. The whole labyrinth of lanes was
full of our sepoys, who were busy hunting up these men,
and a shout was raised whenever another poor wretch
was dragged out into the light. The Gurkhas, exas-

perated at the sight of their dead comrades, were like

little tigers : their faces had lost all the jolly expression

habitual to them
;
their savage passions were up, and,

had they been allowed, they would doubtless have
avenged their friends by cutting the throat of every

Kanjut they could catch with their murderous kukris.

The Pathans and Dogras would have been no more
merciful. But all these were disciplined troops, and the

three or four officers who were within the fort effectually

prevented outrage of any description
;
the sepoys were

soon drawn up outside the fort, and all was order and
quiet routine again after the momentary excitement that

naturally followed the successful assault.

One woman only was found in the fort, the others,

as usual in time of war, having been removed to the

mountains. Her husband was among the killed, and, I

believe, had been a man of some importance. I saw
the poor creature weeping and lamenting on a house-

top, with two sepoys guarding her. The Punialis and
Hunzas intermarry a good deal, and it turned out that

both the brother and uncle of this woman were with

Eajah Akbar Khan’s contingent; so these men under-

took the care of her, and sent her to the house of some
relative in their own valley.

As I was wandering through the streets I suddenly

came across Aylmer, covered with blood, staggering

along on the arm of one of his men, but jolly as ever

despite his three ugly wounds, and he gave me a cheery
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greeting. When he set out for that gateway he must
have known that he was going to meet an almost certain

death. His gallant deed produced a great impression

in both camps, and he was spoken of by the natives as

the bahadur sahib. The Puniali rajah who, from the

ridge above, witnessed the assault on the gate, raised

his hands and cried out, 4 This is the fighting of giants,

not of men.’

NILT FORT IN JANUARY, 1892, AFTER THE TOWERS HAD BEEN BLOWN UP.

Our surgeons, doctors Roberts and Luard, had plenty

of work on their hands this evening. We heard that

Colonel Durand’s wound was a very severe one
;
he had

been. hit in the groin by a jezail bullet, and at first it

was feared that his injuries would prove fatal. This
bullet, when extracted, was found to be a garnet en-

closed in lead. There were sacks full of similar bullets

within the fort. The cliff-sides here are studded with
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hard garnets of convenient size and shape
;
so the tribes-

men, by employing them thus in their projectiles, econo-

mise the lead, with which they are not too well provided.

On rummaging the fort we found a considerable

quantity of grain and ghee stored in granaries and
buried under some of the chambers. The question of

our supplies was still a cause of much anxiety, so this

was a very welcome find. We captured a sher bacha
in Nilt, and took nine prisoners. We discovered a
quantity of native matchlocks, swords, shields, and

% gunpowder, also some of the bows of ibex horn, which
of old were the war-weapons of the tribesmen, but are

now only employed in the chase. We found ammuni-
tion for Winchester, Berdan, Martini-Henry, Snider, and
other rifles ; but the defenders had succeeded in carry-

ing all their rifles away with them. So intricate is the

arrangement of chambers and cellars within the fort walls,

that for three weeks fresh discoveries were made almost

daily, andseveralvaluable caches ofgrainwere unearthed.

In the course of this day I occasionally came across

Dr. Robertson’s six Kafirs, who were generally huddled

up in a group under cover, apparently stupefied. This

sort of fighting was quite new to them. The stalking

of an enemy until one can stab him unawares with a

dagger is the Kafir’s idea of warfare, and very clever

and daring he is at it.

A small garrison was left to guard the fort, but the

greater portion of the force encamped at about half a

mile from it, among the cultivated fields of the maidan.

The broken irrigation-canal was repaired, and we were

then well supplied with water from the Nilt stream.

We saw the flickering fires of the enemy’s pickets scat-

tered all over the mountain-side beyond Nilt
;
but slier

bachas and muskets became silent at sunset, and we
had a quiet night’s rest in camp after the exciting day.
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CHAPTER XXY
THE FIGHT OF DECEMBER 3—WE ARE REPULSED WITH LOSS—ROAD-MAKING

UNDER DIFFICULTIES—DETERMINED STAND OF THE KAN.TUTS—AN EIGH-
TEEN DAYS’ CHECK—DESCRIPTION OF THE ENEMY’S LINE OF DEFENCE

—

LIST OF OFFICERS WITH FIELD FORCE—HUMOURS OF THE CAMPAIGN

—

VIGILANCE OF THE ENEMY—WORK OF SPEDDING’S ENGINEERS.

We were up at dawn on December 3. We understood

that Spedding’s Pathans were to make a road across

the Hilt nullah, under cover of the guns, and that the

whole force was to then advance and attack the large

Nagar fortress of Thol, and the other defences on the

maidan ahead. So it was proposed
;
but the programme

was not carried out, and as we were this day distinctly

repulsed with loss, I think the enemy can fairly claim

the skirmish I am about to describe as a victory to

their account.

There is a small flat space of ground between the

walls of Nilt fort and the edge of the cliff over the Nilt

nullah. It was here that the guns were to take up
their position and cover the road-makers. Prom this

point the road descends a little gully for some distance

before zigzagging down the exposed face of the cliff.

I set out with some others of Spedding’s staff, and the

Pathans selected for this work, not long after daybreak

;

and we came upon this flat space of ground at the same
time that Gorton’s two guns and a guard of the 5th

Gurkhas appeared on the scene. No sooner were we
all collected together, somewhat crowded up, on this

narrow place, none of us, I imagine, having any idea of
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danger, than suddenly, from a dozen or more rifles in

the breastworks opposite to us, not more than eighty

yards distant, a volley was poured into the thick

of us
;
and then the whole hillside was covered with

the ominous flashes and wreaths of white smoke, as the

Kanjut marksmen, with jezails and Winchesters, opened
a steady, well-directed fire upon us, which would have
proved fatal to a large proportion of our men in a very
short time had not the order at once been given to retire

from this deadly corner, an order which was obeyed
with considerable alacrity.

There was little confusion considering the circum-

stances. The terrified mules that had broken loose

and were plunging about in the midst of us were got

together, and the guns were carried off
;

while the

Pathans, and many of the sepoys, took refuge at the

mouth of the little gully I have mentioned. In the

very short space of time during which we were exposed

to the enemy’s fire we had three men killed and five

wounded, Lieutenant Gorton himself receiving a severe

wound. Some of the battery mules were also hit.

Mitchell, who was in command of the Pathan road-

makers, now carried out his instructions, and set his

men to work in the gully, the side of which protected

us from the enemy’s fire—though even here one sepoy

was killed, probably by a bullet that had ricocheted.

At last a rough track was cleared down to the mouth
of the gully, where it opens out on to the face of the

cliff. Here the Kanjuts were ready for us
;

for no
sooner did we attempt to turn the last protecting

corner, than bullet after bullet from a sanga, not more
than seventy yards off, flattened itself against the rocks.

Mitchell himself was hit in the chest by a jezail bullet,

which, luckily striking him over the pocket in which

he was carrying one of the thick little packets of first
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field dressings that Dr. Roberts had served out, did not

penetrate. He was not disabled, and did not appear

to be hurt. It was not till some days afterwards that

he discovered one of his ribs had been broken by the

impact.

The Pathans were perfectly cool under fire, and
would have continued their work cheerfully round this

dangerous corner, despite the Kanjut marksmen; but

our loss would necessarily have been very heavy, so

Mitchell withdrew them, and despatched me to the fort

to explain matters to Captain Bradshaw and ask for

orders.

One’s progress from point to point on this day, and
on many days afterwards, was rather like that of a

rabbit bolting from cover to cover when fowling-

pieces are about. Thus, to go between this gully-head

and the fort, I had to cross the open space which the

enemy had so effectually cleared with their rifles an
hour or so before. It must have been grand sport for

the Kanjut marksmen, who invariably gave each one of

us a volley as he hurried by. There were also some ex-

posed corners in the fort itself, and on the road between
the fort and the camp, which we soon came to know,
and across which we used to travel as if bent on some
extremely urgent business. There were some less

dangerous places, again, only exposed to the fire of dis-

tant sangas, by which we walked in a somewhat more
dignified manner, though without loitering. Day after

day each of us was individually fired at but never
hit, and one began to realize what a very small per-

centage of bullets really have their billets.

On hearing my report, Captain Bradshaw gave
orders that the road-making in the gully should be dis-

continued
;
so Spedding withdrew his men, and they

were employed in opening a new road between fort
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and camp, which would be more under cover than the

existing one.

It was now obvious that the Kanjuts, having aban-
doned to us without a blow all the country below Nilt,

were about to make a very determined stand here.

Under cover of the darkness they had crowded the

lower sanga and their other defences beyond the nullah

with their marksmen, and had been busily employed
the whole night in so strengthening these rough breast-

works with timbers and stones, that from this day we
found our seven-pounders produced practically no
effect whatever upon them—every sanga was quite

bomb-proof.

That the tribesmen should have returned in the

night to that lower sanga, right under the fort as it

was, with the intention of holding ic against us by day-

light, after the tremendous shelling we had given it on
the previous evening, showed us that our foemen were
anything but destitute of pluck. They were evidently

not discouraged by the fall of Nilt
;
and, indeed, we

afterwards discovered that it had been quite a question

with them whether they should attempt to hold it

against us at all
;
some of the leaders having been in

favour of destroying this fort, and relying solely on

the stronger positions beyond the nullah. It was
Mahomet Shah who overruled this opinion, and insisted

that Nilt was impregnable
;
as it indeed might have

been had we not Aylmers and guncotton. The plucky

old Wazir of ISTagar fell a victim to his own theory
;
he

died fighting, and it was over his corpse, stretched

across the gateway, that our men entered the fort.

Before carrying this narrative further, it will be

well to explain the nature of the extraordinary position

which now confronted us, than which it would be

difficult to imagine a stronger, and before which,
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despite all our efforts, we had now to remain for eigh-

teen days
;
a check which, as will be easily understood,

was attended with serious danger
;
for the hostile tribes

of the Indus Valley, encouraged by our failure, were
actually preparing to fall upon Boonji, while the Kan-
juts themselves were about to act on the offensive, and
attack our long line of communication. Seeing how
small our available force was, and how we were cut off

by the snow-covered passes from all possibility of rein-

forcement until the following summer, it is quite pos-

sible that a disaster would have occurred had the enemy
been able to hold us in check much longer.

The bird’s-eye view, in conjunction with the illus-

trations of Mlt and Maiun, will render the following

description intelligible.

The Kanjut Valley, between the bases of the moun-
tains, is here about fifteen hundred yards wide. On
the Mlt side of the river, the precipitous tributary

Mlt nullah, descending from the glaciers of Mount
Rakaposhi, barred our advance

;
the opposite side of

this nullah was defended by numerous sangas and sher

bachas, the enemy’s defences, indeed, extending up the

mountain-side to the edge of the deeply crevassed

glacier.

On the other side of the Kanjut River, another

tributary nullah, equally precipitous, and with its

farther side defended by the cliff-encompassed fortress

of Maiun, also formed a seemingly insuperable obstacle.

Here, too, the sangas lined the cliffs from the glaciers

to the river bed.

On the Nagar side of the river, beyond the Mlt
nullah, a well-cultivated flat extends along the foot of

the mountains, and falls in precipitous cliffs, some hun-
dreds of feet in height, towards the river bed. On this

plateau stood the large, square fortress of Thol, with
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four towers on each of its sides, surrounded by a deep
moat, and a strongly fortified ziarat or shrine, both
within 2,000 yards of Nilt.

We found that the enemy had spared no pains to

make it impossible for us to turn this position by
crossing either of these two nullahs. They had broken
away what roads there had been and left walls of rock
in their place

;
and where the slopes of the cliffs were

not so steep as to be inaccessible, they had turned the

watercourses over the edge of them, so that, as it was
now freezing hard in the valley, smooth ramparts of

solid ice were quickly formed.

Such a position as this is surely unexampled even

in Himalayan warfare. From the glaciers to the river

bed we were faced by these impregnable cliffs, lined

with marksmen, and easily defended by what is so far

more terrifying to men than any rifle fire, the avalanche

of rocks, only requiring the displacing of a single stone

to start it from above.

Again, an advance up the river bed would have

been attended with a fearful loss of life; continuous

lines of sangas ran along the cliffs on either side of the

river for miles, ready to receive us with their raking

cross-fire, while the river bed itself was encumbered
with boulders, so that progress along it could but be

slow
;
and, in one place at least, a formidable breast-

work extended right across the beach.

It is estimated that some 4,000 men were holding

this wonderful position, a line of defence extending

from the glaciers of Eakaposhi to the glaciers at the

head of the Maiun nullah. It was a most vigilant

enemy,- too, that we had to deal with. The Kanjuts

seemed to read our thoughts, for some of our most

secretly-planned night attacks were anticipated by
them.

' They were always ready at the threatened point

;
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showers of rock would sweep down the hillsides, and
large fire-balls of resinous wood would be rolled down
the nullahs, their blaze disclosing the presence of our

men and making a rapid retreat necessary.

The problem—no easy one—before our leaders, was
how to turn this strong natural position with as little

loss as possible, for we could ill afford to waste men.
About forty men had already been killed or incapa-

citated by wounds
;
of our British combatant officers

five were now hors de combat, and only twelve were left

to us. A few more days like December 2, and there

would not be an officer to lead the troops.

The. following were the officers now with the Field

Force. Colonel Durand had been our Political Officer

as well as our Commander. After he was wounded,
Captain L. J. E. Bradshaw, 35th Bengal Infantry, suc-

ceeded to the command, while Surgeon-Major Eobert-
son was entrusted with the political duties. Captain
E. H. Twigg, 12th Bengal Infantry, was Deputy-Assist-

ant Adjutant-General to the Force. Captain C. J.

Mackenzie, Seaforth Highlanders, aide-de-camp to His.

Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, was Deputy-As-
sistant Quartermaster-General. Of the three officers of

the 5th Gurkhas, Lieutenant G. H. Boisragon was now
alone left, so Lieutenant J. Manners Smith, formerly of

the same regiment, was attached to that gallant little

corps. Lieutenant C. A. Molony, Eoyal Artillery., took
.charge of the mountain battery in place of Lieutenant
E. St. G. Gorton, wounded. Lieutenant C. V. F. Towns
hend, Central India Horse, Lieutenant F. Duncan, 23rd
Bengal Infantry, and Lieutenant G. T. Widdicombe, 9th
Bengal Infantry, were attached to the Eagu Pertab
Eegiment of the Imperial Service troops

;
while Lieu-

tenant J. McD. Baird, 24th Bengal Infantry, and Lieu-
tenant F. H. Taylor, 3rd Sikh Infantry, were attached
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to the Bodyguard Regiment of the same force. Captain
W. H. M. Stewart commanded the detachment of the

20th Punjab Infantry, and superintended the transport

service. Two good officers had to be spared from the

front to guard our long line of communication, Captain

Kembell remaining at Boonji, in view of a Chilas raid

;

while Lieutenant C. S. Williams, 43rd Bengal Infantry,

after the fight at Nilt, was given the command of our
advanced base at Chalt, and acted as Commissariat
officer.

So that the remaining officers might be relieved of

the heavy work now thrown upon them, the civilians in

camp were invited to volunteer to undertake outpost

and other duties. We were all, of course, verj'
- glad to

do this, and were forthwith placed upon the roster as

officers. Lennard had already been attached to the

guns, having had experience of that branch of the ser-

vice. Beech was made Provost-Marshal. I was attached

to the Ragu Pertab Regiment. Spedding was appointed

Chief Engineer to the Porce, with the local rank of

Captain, and Appleford was Assistant-Engineer. Blaker,

of Spedding’s staff, was not with us at the front, but

was made commander of Ramghat, near which place he

was superintending the construction of the road.

All idea of taking the enemy’s defences by assault

on this day was at last reluctantly abandoned. Several

officers had examined the approaches to the lower sanga

from as close as it was possible to venture, and all

brought back the same report as to the apparent

absence of any practicable track up the opposite cliff.

I was myself sent to inspect a lower path by which the

enemy had fled on the previous evening, and found that

it had been broken away in the night.

I crawled down a small gully, in which several of

the enemy’s dead were lying, and availing myself of the
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cover of rock and brushwood, worked my way along

the cliff till I could plainly distinguish the details of the

position I had been sent to reconnoitre. The sharp

eyes of the marksmen in the sangas soon detected me,
and a couple of bullets whistled uncomfortably near my
head. The tribesmen were ever on the look-out for us.

Appleford this day made a path to the ridge which
had been crowned by the Punialis, and as soon as it was
completed Molony took the two guns up and opened
fire on some sangas on the opposite side of the Nilt

nullah, which had been rendering themselves parti-

cularly objectionable to us. A body of Eagu Pertabs

who accompanied the guns also exchanged rifle-shots

with the garrisons of the sangas, while the sher bachas,

still higher up the mountain, added their quota to the

din. It was strange to see this little artillery duel high

above us on the seemingly inaccessible skjr-line. Our
shot and shell produced little effect on these sangas, for

they were of great strength, like all the others along

this line of defence. Occasionally Molony would turn

his attention to the fortresses on the maidan below him,

and send his shell over our heads into the heart of

Maiun, or into Thol or the Ziarat. The Kanjuts soon
discovered how to dodge our fire. They used to remain
secure in the corners of their alleys till a shell had
burst, and then rush out to scramble for the shrapnel

bullets
;
for though powder was plentiful they had but

little lead. Stones were sometimes fired from their sher

bachas, which made a peculiar humming noise as they

passed overhead, very distinguishable from that of

shot.

For the eighteen days we remained here the Kan-
juts and ourselves were always firing at each other from
our respective sides of the nullah. Our guns and rifles

at any rate compelled the enemy to keep within their

E E
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fortified villages by daylight. On the other hand, their

marksmen made it unadvisable for any of us to show
his head above the parapets of Nilt Fort. They had
men among them who evidently knew how to use the

Martini-Henry or Berdan at long range. The Hunza
general himself was wont to station himself all day at

the summit of the Ziarat Tower, with a long telescope

and a Berdan rifle, spying and shooting at us. Now and
then a sher bacha would drop a shot into the middle of

our camp. There was one very bold Kanjut who
crossed the Maiun nullah one day, took up a position

on the farther side of the river, just opposite to our

camp, and made most excellent practice with a Berdan,

until he suddenly disappeared on a shell from Molony’s

gun bursting over him
;
so it was conjectured that he

had been killed.

A campaign always has its humours, and these were
not wanting here. To be perpetually under fire was
little to the taste of some of our baboos, whose com-
plaints on this subject were sometimes very amusing.

One day a commissariat baboo came up, with clasped

hands, to the commanding officer. ‘ Ah, sir !
’ he cried

in his queer English, ‘ I indeed think this is no good
place for the commissariat. Many cartridges are flying

overhead. I have, of course, no fear for myself, but I

dread lest the lead spoil our ata (meal), of which we
have not too much.’ This same thoughtful gentleman,

when we were about to serve out the grain captured in

Nilt Fort, begged us to proceed with due caution :
‘ The

enemy may have poisoned this grain,’ said he. ‘ Taste

it not yet, sirs
;
but first give some to our Balti coolies,

and watch if they thrive on it.’

Another baboo conceived the idea that he was a

great military genius, and he was always devising and

propounding to anyone who would lend ear to him
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some ingenious plan for circumventing the Kanjuts and
capturing their positions. These schemes were invari-

ably of blood-curdling atrocity and treachery. Unscru-

pulous cunning was his favourite weapon. Here is one
of his precious suggestions. 4 Let us parley with the

enemy and pretend we wish to treat of peace. Let a

sahib and six or seven Punialis go over to the big lower

sanga to talk to the enemy. Then while the Punialis,

who, of course, must not be in the secret, are still talk-

ing with the garrison and diverting their attention, the

sahib will insert gun-cotton and a lit fuse into the wall,

and retire with careless slowness, as if nothing was up
and he were merely strolling to and fro during the talk.

Then enemy and Punialis and fort will blow up, our

sepoys will rush on, and the thing is done.’ This strate-

gist, it will be seen, did not stick at trifles. In his

military ardour he had studied all the books he could

pick up that taught the soldier his duties. Later on
we took upwards of a hundred prisoners, and grain

being scarce with us, it was a question what we should

do with them. Our friend was at once ready with one

of his ghastly suggestions. 4 Why not tie these vaga-

bonds up in a bunch,’ he said, 4 and slay them with

shrapnel shell? I have carefully looked through the

book, and I can find no regulation that forbids us to

adopt this plan.’

Early on the morning of December 4 I was sent up
with eighty Dogras to relieve Lieutenant Taylor on the

ridge, and do picket duty there for twenty-four hours.

Prom this height one commanded a fine view up the

valley, and over the whole of the enemy’s positions, and
could recognise at a glance the enormous strength of

this formidable line of defence, this so far impregnable

gateway of the robber defile, in front of which the cap-

ture of Nilt had now left us.

E E 2
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The Panialis were also up here, holding a series of

outposts which extended up the mountain-side, from
the ridge picket to the snows and glaciers above.

The enemy had a line of sangas and pickets all

along their edge of the nullah, and at night I saw their

fires at the very summit of the mountain spur that

. overhung the glacier.

This nullah appeared to be practically impassable
;

the side that faced us was a precipitous cliff some twelve

hundred feet in height, and Manners Smith, an expe-

rienced mountaineer, who on this day explored the head
of the nullah, reported that it could not be turned by
troops, as the glaciers were very steep and cloven by
broad crevasses.

Appleford came up to the ridge with some Pathans

while I was there, to construct a blockhouse for the

picket and a breastwork to protect the two guns. The
enemy opened fire at them from the sangas opposite at

400 yards range, but our rifles soon silenced them
;
and

Molony, who afterwards brought up his guns, pounded
away at their stone walls, knocking the roofs about

their heads now and again
;
but whatever damage he in-

flicted in the day was always repaired in the night
;
the

sangas were ever being strengthened, and dawn would
often disclose to us new defences which the energetic

tribesmen had throwm up under cover of the darkness.

While I was on duty on the ridge this night, I heard

avalanches of rocks rolling down the opposite cliff-side

at frequent intervals. It was evident, therefore, that

the Kanjuts were under the impression we should at-

tempt an assault from the bed of the nullah, and that

some possible, though difficult, way existed, by wdiich

their position could be scaled hereabouts. Every effort

was made on our side to discover where this assailable

point wras.
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We were engaged in playing an interesting game
with the enemy during these eighteen days, a game in

which the tribesmen appeared to have all the luck for

awhile, though we must have harassed them a good
deal by our unceasing attempts to break through their

line of defence, now at one point, now at another, so

that they never knew where to expect us next. We
felt our way carefully, conducting reconnaissances to

find out the weak points in their position, while feints

and attempted night surprises followed each other.

That these failed one after another, and that we never

caught the enemy napping, was possibly due to the fact

of there being so many relations of the Kanjuts in our

camp. There may have been a little treachery, and I

am under the impression that the tribesmen were kept

pretty well informed as to our doings.

Spedding and his men had plenty to do at this time,

under fire more often than not
;
and it was somewhat

unusual for any of the engineers to have a good night’s

rest
;
for much of the work, such as the construction

of a gun bastion in the fort facing the enemy’s lower

sangas, and the throwing up of sandbag breastworks
in the very bed of the Nilt nullah, could only be carried

on under cover of the night, and wras even then attended

with considerable risk. Spedding was assisted by
Appleford, McCulloch, and Aylmer. Mitchell had been
sent back to that important position on our line of com-
munication, the Kotal, to construct a block-house there

and hold it with fifty of the Pathans. Great credit is

due to these young engineers, and it should be recog-

nised that they contributed to no small extent to the

success of this expedition.
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CHAPTER XXVI
RECONNAISSANCES—THE ABORTIVE ATTACK OF DECEMBER 8—A NOISY NIGHT

—A LETTER FROM THE THUM—FOOTBALL UNDER FIRE—ANOTHER FRUS-

TRATED ATTACK ON DECEMBER 12—A HALF-HOUR’S TRUCE—NAGDU’S

DISCOVERY—DEPARTURE OF SPEDDING’S PATHANS.

Hay after day we woke to the noise of firing, which

continued from dawn to dark, and occasionally through-

out the night as well. So, on December 6, all the

wounded men were carried away from this perpetual

din to the quiet of Chalt Fort.

As there seemed small chance of an immediate for-

ward movement, steps were taken to make our men as

comfortable as possible in camp. The tents which had

been left behind at Chalt were brought up
;
and very

welcome they were, for it was chilly weather for a

bivouac. Our sepoys put up some snug little huts of

stones and branches of trees, and securely intrenched

the camp. The enemy, seeing all these preparations,

must have come to the conclusion that we were very

deliberate people, in no hurry to advance, and were

going into winter quarters.

The life was not monotonous, for each day brought

its own little excitement. Our officers made frequent

reconnaissances. Lieutenant Baird, on one dark night,

descended into the Nilt nullah and clambered along the

cliff right under the enemy’s lower sanga, to discover

the exact condition of the broken track. Captain Colin

Mackenzie and others made a reconnaissance up the

river-bed by daylight
;
but the marksmen at the Ziarat
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prevented this from being carried far. The Pathans of the

20th Punjab Infantry—by the way, the only Mahome-
dan troops we had with us—had no respect for this holy

shrine, and did not scruple to fire into it
;
indeed, I

think they took a malicious pleasure in doing so
;

for,

strictly orthodox Sunis as they were, they loathed these

Shiahs and Maulai schismatics, especially the latter,who,
they declared, were worse Kafirs than the unbelieving

savages Dr. Eobertson had brought from Kafiristan.

The result of these reconnaissances was a decision

of Captain Bradshaw to make another attempt at forcing

the enemy’s position, at the lower end of the Nilt nullah,

on the morning of December 8. At daybreak we were
to open a tremendous fire, both from Nilt Port and from
the ridge, on the enemy’s breastworks beyond the

ravine, so as to cover Spedding and his men while they

rapidly made the road across the nullah practicable for

our troops.

On the evening of December 7 I was sent with a

strong body of 5th Gurkhas and Eagu Pertabs to relieve

the ridge picket, and was instructed to silence any of

the enemy’s sangas opposite me that should open fire

on our storming-party and road-makers on the morrow.
The enemy’s lower sangas were at the same time to be
dealt with by our marksmen and our two seven-pounder
guns from the fort. It was arranged that as soon as

the road had been opened out and all was ready for

the advance, Molony was to signal to me with a flag from
the gun bastion, and that then, leaving the Eagu Per-

tabs and Punialis to keep up the fire into the opposite

sangas, I was to bring the Gurkhas down to the fort

(as they would be required to guard the guns during
the advance) and join the Eagu Pertab regiment, to

which I was attached, and which, under Lieutenant
Townshend’s command, was to attack the Ziarat and the
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sangas near it, while the rest of the force was to assault

Thol Fort.

Such was the programme
;
and as I clambered up

the hill to the ridge, I thought that the following day
promised to be a sufficiently exciting one for us all.

I found that the ridge blockhouse had now been
completed, and though it had no roof, it afforded a

welcome shelter against the cold wind that used to make
a bivouac on this exposed hillside somewhat uncom-
fortable.

In the middle of the night, which was very black,

just as I was about to set out on visiting-rounds, and
all having been quite still so far, a fearful din suddenly

broke out below, which for a moment led me to think

that the enemy had attempted a night surprise on our
camp. Tomtoms were loudly beaten

;
men were shout-

ing in Thol, the Ziarat, and in Maiun
;
a heavy and un-

ceasing fire was opened in every direction from sher

bachas and muskets
;
while avalanche after avalanche

of rocks thundered down the side of the nullah facing

the picket.

On walking to the edge of the cliff, whence I could

command a view of the situation, I saw by the flashes

of fire that pierced the darkness below that the greater

part of this tremendous demonstration came from the

enemy’s lower sangas, the defenders of which, at inter-

vals, rolled large fireballs of resinous wood down the

hillside, which fitfully illuminated the bottom of the

nullah. It was as if the Kanjuts were repelling an at-

tack on our side, or had engaged in this wild firing in

some sudden panic of apprehension. But I could not

arrive at any certain conclusion as to what was going

on. From where I stood it was a curious and fascinat-

ing spectacle. So dark was it that I appeared to be

looking down into some bottomless black gulf, for
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nothing was to be seen save the momentary flashes of

flame—as from invisible combatants in mid-space—and
the phantom-like, faintly-gleaming wreaths of smoke

;

for it was only when the blazing fireballs were set roll-

ing that one could distinguish anything of the solid earth.

The firing and rock-rolling were carried on through

the night with little intermission. At dawn I looked

down from the ridge and saw that our two seven-

pounders were shelling the lower sanga, and that the

whole of the little gully in which Spedding’s men had
commenced to make a road on the morning of the 3rd,

was packed with sepoys—Gurkhas and Eagu Pertabs

—

sitting as close as they could together. This led me to

suppose that Spedding was working out of sight lower

down, and that the advance would soon be made.

The enemy on the opposite ridge now opened fire

both on my picket and on the fort below
;

so, in accord-

ance with the orders I had received, I set my men to

fire volleys at the loopholes of these sangas in order to

silence them.

It was a bitterly cold morning, and we were glad

when the sun rose to give us a little warmth. The air

was very clear and the snows of Eakaposhi were not

veiled by mists, as they had been for days, but gleamed
in unsullied whiteness, towering in solemn peace above
this noisy valley, where the men were so busy killing

each other, or, to speak more accurately, trying to do
so

;
for so far we were only firing at each other from

behind our respective stone walls, and this is not a very
sanguinary business..

Hour after hour passed by, and still the signal I was
anxiously looking out for did not appear on the gun-
bastion. The firing became intermittent, at last ceased
altogether on both sides, and a complete silence followed.

Our sepoys, several hundreds strong, were still crouch-
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ing motionless in the gully
;
but no other men, friends

or foes, were anywhere visible.

We waited thus, shivering in the freezing air on the

ridge, until the afternoon, when Captain Stewart came
up with some sepoys to relieve me, and I was at last

able to obtain information as to the meaning of the

mysterious doings below.

The men I saw in the gully were to have led the

attack, and were provided with scaling-ladders for the

assault of the enemy’s lower sanga. They had been
placed in the gully, under cover of the night, ready to

push forward as soon as a track had been opened below.

It was clear that information of our preparations had
been carried over to Maiun by spies in our camp, and
from Maiun forwarded to the sangas of the Nilt nullah.

The enemy, no doubt under the impression that our

attack was to be made by night, had strongly reinforced

these sangas, and had proceeded to oppose the passage

of the nullah by the firing and rock-rolling I had heard.

They had thus anticipated us, and to such an extent

had they strengthened the sangas at this point that our

guns had this morning proved quite ineffectual to silence

them. It was obvious that the projected advance would
be attended by heavy losses, and that our already too

small body of British officers would be still further re-

duced. Under these circumstances Captain Bradshaw
abandoned his intention, and the attack was postponed

until the conditions should be more favourable.

Between the top of the gully and the fort extended

that open flat, exposed to the raking fire of several

sangas, from which we had been repulsed with loss on
December 3. Our sepoys could not be taken back in

broad daylight across that fatal place without something

approaching to a massacre ensuing
;
and they conse-

quently had to remain some fourteen hours altogether
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in this freezing hollow, to which the sun’s rays could

not penetrate, before they were able to silently creep

away in the darkness.

The next day, December 9, some men were observed

upon the opposite bank of the Kanjut Eiver, upon whom
our sepoys opened fire, until it became evident that

these people had no hostile intention, but wished to

communicate with us. One of our officers accordingly

walked down to the river-bank, and made signs to them
that they could come on with safety. All firing ceased

on both sides, and one of the men swam across the

river on a muslioh, and was escorted to our head-

quarters.

He brought a letter from the Thum of Hunza, which
stated that His Majesty was quite prepared to make
peace, but that he would not accede to our demands
as expressed in Colonel Durand’s ultimatum, and was as

determined as ever to have no roads made through his

country. He pointed out that the capture of Nilt was
but a small affair, of which we had no cause to boast,

and had been more or less anticipated by his generals
;

but that we must know that it would be impossible for

us to advance any farther, so impregnable were his de-

fences. The envoy carried back our Political Officer’s

reply, in which the thum was informed that it was use-

less for him to send us letters unless he was prepared
to do as the Government of India had ordered. Half
an hour after the envoy had left our camp hostilities

were renewed, and an exceptionally lively little artillery

and rifle fire was exchanged, as if to make up for the

time wasted in the futile truce.

The cold increased daily, and the steep mountain
behind us so shut us in that the sun’s rays could only

reach our camp for about half an hour a day. The
snow came ever lower down the hillsides

;
but, luckily,
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so far, none fell in the valley
;

the thum’s enchant-

ments had not yet sent us any bad weather.

This long check in the face of the enemy, and our

repeated failures to turn their position, did not exercise

such a depressing effect upon the troops as might have

been expected, and the men seemed cheery enough.

There was a good deal of work to do, and amusements
were found to occupy spare time. Footballs had been
brought from Gilgit, and now sepoys and officers used

to play together every afternoon. The Gurkhas were
very fond of the game, and threw themselves into it

with great energy and boisterous laughter, evidently

enjoying themselves thoroughly. It was funny to see

one of these little men kick the ball. His sturdy leg

would never bend in the least, but he would jerk it up
quite straight from the hip, as if there were no joint in

his knee. The enemy either looked upon football as

some dangerous magic rite, or objected to our enjoying

ourselves, for whenever the game commenced they

would drum on their tomtoms, and open fire upon the

football-ground from the numerous slier bachas that

were posted on the mountains. It was an original ex-

perience to play football under an artillery fire
;
but the

sher bachas made such very bad practice that our

players and spectators paid not the slightest attention

to them. We had an opportunity once of retaliating

on these would-be sport-spoilers. Some men began to

play at polo on a maidan beyond Thol, under the im-

pression that they were out of range
;
but our marks-

men with Martini-Henrys at the loopholes of Nilt showed
them that they were mistaken, and made the players

scurry away. Now that it was freezing hard we formed

slides, and used to ‘ keep the pot boiling ’ to keep our

circulation up. Beech and myself would occasionally

make an attempt to establish golf-links, but we dis-
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covered that the ground was hopelessly bad. We con-

structed an amphitheatre, one side of which was guaran-

teed to be bullet-proof, and here, round a huge fire, the

officers would sometimes sit at night to enjoy a jolly

smoking-concert, for we had plenty of musical talent in

the camp, and no less than two banjoists.

Each night our engineers were at work at the bottom
of the Nilt nullah building sangas, the most advanced
of which was in the torrent-bed, right under the enemy’s

lower sanga. From the shelter of these it was possible

for us to closely inspect the river-cliffs for a way to

surmount them, an examination which could not other-

wise have been conducted by daylight under the enemy’s

fire. And not only did these sangas form posts of ob-

servation, but our industry in pushing forward breast-

work beyond breastwork at this point puzzled and

alarmed the enemy, made them concentrate their

forces here, and distracted their attention from those

other portions of their long line of defence which
our scouts were diligently exploring in hopes of dis-

covering the weak spot. There is little doubt that our

final assault occurred where it was least expected by
the enemy, else our losses would have been very

heavy. To the uninitiated our proceedings at this

time must have appeared mysterious, and even object-

less. As a matter of fact, the game was being cleverly

played.

On December 12a force crossed the river by night

and attempted to surprise Maiun
;
but the Kanjuts were

on the alert, and the difficulties met with were so great

that our men had to return without a shot having been
fired.

On December 13 it was my turn to be in charge of

the river-bed picket. To reach this one had to crawl

along the precipices beneath Nilt Fort, somewhat to the
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risk of one’s neck
;
for this picket could only be relieved

under cover of the darkness. By daylight the marks-
men in the enemy’s lower sangas could have easily

picked off every man of us as we descended the crags

in front of them.

It was 3 a.m. when I set out through the darkness

with twenty Gurkhas. I heard a good deal of firing in

the direction I was going, as if the enemy were attacking

the picket. Isolated as it was, the Kanjuts might have
cut off this outpost without difficulty had they set

themselves about it. After climbing along the steep

rocky ledges for some way, we came to a long, vertical

cleft in the cliff, and at the bottom of this I found the

sanga which we were to occupy. It was made of sand-

bags, and there was only room in it for seven men
standing or sitting in a cramped position, an unpleasant

place to pass a day and night in in this bitter weather.

I left the bulk of my men in a sheltered corner at the

top of the cleft, and held the sanga with six sepoys.

When I arrived I found Lieutenant Duncan with

some Sappers and Miners constructing another sanga

in the bed of the Nilt nullah. This one was never com-
pleted, for it was recognised that it would be too risky

to leave a handful of men in so exposed a place. Sanga-

making in the nullah was a somewhat perilous business.

Duncan and his men had frequently to abandon the

work, and hurry for shelter to the cliff
;

for at short

intervals the enemy rolled down their fireballs, lit up
the scene, and opened a tremendous fire upon the party.

After several interruptions of this sort Duncan had to

leave the sanga unfinished and set out for the fort

shortly before dawn.
Then all became quiet, and my six men and myself

had to sit patiently in this cramped position until it

was our turn to be relieved. At daybreak I had break-
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fast to warm myself up—cold tea and meat I had
brought with me, both partly frozen. Wishing to sur-

vey my surroundings, I raised my head above the sand-

bags for a moment
;
but a bullet that whizzed by me

from the lower sanga and flattened itself on the rock

behind abated my curiosity, and I contented myself with

such observation as was possible through the loopholes.

The hours went by without incident until some time

in the afternoon, when I heard a shouting in the

enemy’s sangas, as if they were holding communication
with men at a distance. Next, from the cliff on our

side of the nullah, I heard a voice calling, ‘ Khabardar !

khabardar ! ’ (Have a care
;
be on your guard !), as if

one of our men were endeavouring to warn us of an
approaching danger. We stood ready, not knowing
what was about to happen, and I half-expected to be
attacked by a body1

of the enemy from round the corner

of the nullah, when suddenly a man appeared, standing

on the crags above us, in whom I recognised one of

Spedding’s Pathans. He clambered down to us, and
delivered some written instructions to me. In these I

was informed that a half-hour’s truce had been arranged

to give the enemy an opportunity of burying their

numerous dead, who were scattered all over the side of

the nullah, and that I was therefore not to allow my
men to fire during that period.

We took advantage of this suspension of hostilities

to step out of the confined sanga, and stretch our legs

a bit on the sands of the river-bed. The Kanjuts

observed the truce faithfully, and did not open fire

upon us
;
the defenders of their near sangas did not

venture to show themselves, but I perceived that the

walls of Maiun were crowded with people. Not having
a watch with me, and not having any idea when the

stipulated half-hour was supposed to commence and
F F
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when it would be over, I did not allow my men to stay

outside many minutes. Besides, to promenade thus

within seventy yards of so many of the enemy’s rifles

might prove too strong a temptation for some of them,

so we soon retired once more to the security of our
uncomfortable little breastwork.

I saw nothing of the burial-party, and afterwards

learnt that the object of the truce had fallen through.

Through the Puniali interpreters we had informed the

enemy that they could carry off their dead without

fear of molestation. The Kanjuts replied that they

would do so by night. To this we objected. We
could not have the tribesmen prowling about the nullah

in the darkness, when they might have attempted to

seize our river-bed sanga, or been up to some other

mischief. So they were told that they must carry off

their dead by daylight, or not at all. ‘ Then keep our

dead ’ came back the enemy’s message. ‘ Throw them
into the river if you like. Dead men are of no use to

us.’ They were evidently suspicious of our motives,

and imagined that we were enticing them to come out

of their sangas by daylight, and so disclose to us the

paths by which they could be reached.

During the few minutes that I was outside the sanga
I had a good look at the position opposite, but could

see nothing like a feasible track. The easiest ascent

appeared to be by the Ziarat
;
but it was here that the

ingenious enemy had directed the watercourse over the

cliff, and produced an unassailable slope of ice. Shortly

after dusk another messenger came down to me with

instructions that I should bring my men back to camp,
as no picket would be stationed in the nullah that night.

In fact, this little sanga was never afterwards held

by us.

Still we remained day after day before these
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seemingly impregnable heights
;
but there were never

wanting men to volunteer for the dangerous service of

exploring the precipices by night to find a road. The
sepoys of the Kashmir Bodyguard Regiment especially

distinguished themselves at this work. A plucky

Dogra in that regiment, named Nagdu, was engaged

night after night in these reconnaissances, and, as I

shall show, much of the credit for our victory of

December 20 is due to this man’s perseverance and
heroism.

He was a skilled cragsman, and it was his idea that

it would be possible to scale the high cliffs where they

faced our blockhouse on the ridge. He suggested that

he should take with him twelve good men accustomed
to hill-climbing, and make the attempt on a dark night.

He would himself go first, and lower a rope when
necessary to assist the others. On reaching the sum-
mit they would surprise the little sanga that stood at

the cliff-edge, and by holding it would prevent the

enemy from rolling down rocks on our troops, who,
according to his plan, were to ascend by the same route

on the following dawn and carry the whole position.

It was a bold design, and it appeared to be practic-

able
;
so the brave Nagdu was allowed to try what he

could do. One dark night he and a party of men of

his regiment noiselessly ascended the Nilt nullah. But
the watchful—or well-informed—Kanjuts were aware
of the presence of our sepoys, and they had not gone
far before the alarm was given. First a gun was fired

as signal in the enemy’s lower sanga, and at once a loud
shout was carried up the mountain-side from sanga to

sanga, the tomtoms beat, the fireballs and rock ava-

lanches plunged down the precipices, and fire was
opened from a hundred rifles and jezails. Nagdu and
his men had to shelter themselves behind a rock for a
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time, and then to seize what opportunities they could
to creep from cover to cover back to the fort. On the

following day it was observed that two new sangas had
arisen in the night just over the portion of the cliff

that Nagdu had proposed to scale.

This did not discourage the indomitable Nagdu,
who tried again and again, and at last his perseverance

was rewarded. He succeeded in climbing alone, un
observed, to the foot of the enemy’s sangas

;
and now,

having satisfied himself that the thing could be done, he
returned, and promptly thought out the outline of the

scheme of attack which was afterwards adopted with

success. Nagdu is a quiet, simple-looking young fellow,

to whom no one at first sight would attribute the pos-

session of many brains
;
but he proved himself to be

an excellent soldier, as full of resource as he was brave.

His portrait will be found on page 452. Of the two
sepoys in the picture, he is the tall one on the left.

From information which we received later on, it

appeared that this prolonged check in the face of the

enemy, disagreeable as it was to us, was not without

its advantages. Had we crossed the nullah on the 2nd
or 3rd we should probably have encountered resolute

resistance at the other strong natural positions between

Nilt and Hunza, in which case there would have been

heavy losses on both sides
;
and as our British officers

would have had to do the leading at each assault, we
should have had few left by the time we reached the

Hunza capital. The tribesmen had been told that we
intended to kill them all, and that it was therefore best

for them to fight to the bitter end. But they now had
time to realize the humane manner in which we treated

the prisoners, and began to understand that if they

laid down their arms they would receive no harm at

our hands. They consequently were not so determined
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as they had been to prolong the resistance
;
they be-

came anxious to return to the cultivation of their

neglected fields, for it was now the season at which the

crops are sown in the valley
;
dissensions, too, began to

rise in their midst, for there was a strong party hostile

to the Hunza thum, and friendly to the exiled princes

of the royal family. So at last, when the thum fled

the country and deserted his subjects, these were dis-

posed to come to terms with us. The deliberation with

which we proceeded must also have astonished and
dismayed the tribesmen, who had never before had ex-

perience of a properly organised expedition. The
Kashmir armies which had previously invaded the

valley had never been able to keep the field for more
than a week or so

;
no arrangements for commissariat

having been made for a longer period, the troops had
to return or starve. But now the Kanjuts saw the

almost daily trains of grain and ammunition coming
into our camp from Gilgit, and realized that there was
small chance of our retiring.

The check, however, had lasted quite long enough,

and was beginning to be attended with danger. Our
spies informed us that the Kanjut captains were making
arrangements to seize the Chaichar Pari and cut off

our convoys of grain
;
while the numerous little village

republics of the Shinaka valleys had at last, after the

meeting of many tiny Parliaments, come to one mind,
and, despite paralysing Home Eule and the small-pox,

which was also raging in their midst, were rapidly

mobilising their forces to attack us.

The road that had been opened out by our engineers

between Gilgit and Chalt was, as I have explained,

merely temporary, and the bridges that had been thrown
across the Gilgit and Hunza rivers would be swept away
by the swollen waters as soon as the mountain snows
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commenced to melt. It was, of course, of extreme im-

portance that our communication should not be inter-

rupted at the termination of the winter ; so Spedding
was employed for some days in making arrangements
for the construction of a permanent bridge at Chalt

—the most indispensable work of all, for the Kanjut
River becomes an unfordable torrent in the spring.

On December 15 Spedding returned to Nilt. He
had an interview with our Political Officer and others

at headquarters, and the position was talked over.

Spedding was told that it would be necessary for him
to take his Pathans back to the Gilgit road, as the grain

question was now causing great anxiety, and it would
be difficult, if not impossible, to feed his men any longer.

Their services, moreover, were not now needed at Nilt

itself, whereas there was a great deal of most important

work for them to finish on the road below. Spedding was
also led to understand that there was very little chance

indeed of our force making any further advance this

winter. The very fact of his Pathans being sent away
seemed to point to the same conclusion.

Spedding only remained a few hours with us, and
then rode back to Chalt, whither he was followed the

next morning by his staff of engineers and his Pathans.

I was very sorry to part with my friends, who themselves

would have been most loth to go had they the slight-

est idea that there was a possibility of further fighting.

Spedding had volunteered to place himself and his

men at the disposal of the Government for the purposes

of this expedition. Their work had been most arduous,

their conduct under fire and their discipline had been

admirable. It would be difficult, I imagine, to mention

an instance, since the Mutiny days, of such splendid

service rendered by civilians in time of war. Spedding,

with his talent for organisation and his great experience
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in the transport ancl the feeding of large bodies of men
in a desert country hundreds of miles from the base,

was an invaluable aid to Colonel Durand. This good
work was done in a patriotic spirit, not for pecuniary

remuneration,but at a considerable cost to Speddinghim-
self. Such men deserve well of their country, and the

IndianGovernment ought to be especially grateful to him.

It was funny to observe the face of my Kashmiri
servant, Subhana, on the morning of the 16th. Through
the door of the little tent which I shared with Beech,

as I lay in bed, I saw him gaily packing up my baggage,
under the impression that I was going back with the

rest. He was laughing and joking, in the highest spirits

at the prospect of escaping from the perils and alarms

of war so uncongenial to his Kashmir soul. I did not

interrupt him for a few minutes, and then I gently called

him. The poor fellow stood smiling in front of me.
‘ Do not pack up my things,’ I said

;

‘ I am not going

away.’ ‘ Hot going away, your Excellency !
’ he cried,

and his face fell with consternation. I am afraid that

we took a malicious delight in watching this sudden
revulsion of spirits. There were no more smiles and
jokes for Subhana that morning. His happier fellow-

servants, who were returning to peaceful lands, bade
him be of good cheer, and plied him with the usual

cheap philosophy. ‘ As a good Mussulman,’ they said,
4 you must be resigned to your fate. It is Kismet

;
it

is not right to grieve about it. He whose fate it is to

live, lives. He whose fate it is to die by the sword, dies

by the sword,’ which was all very well for them, setting

out, as they were, for the security of the Yale of Kash-
mir, but was poor consolation for the unhappy Subhana.

Our little mess having now broken up, I was kindly
invited to join the head-quarters mess for the rest of

the campaign.
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CHAPTER XXVII
THE FIGHT OF DECEMBER 20—THE STORMING-PARTY—THE CLIFF SCALED
—CAPTURE OF THE FOUR SANGAS—THE ENEMY’S POSITION TURNED

—

FLIGHT OF THE GARRISONS—BEHAVIOUR OF THE IMPERIAL SERVICE
TROOPS—ANOTHER V.C.

Still our little force remained in front of the great

gorge, reconnaissances, feints, and attempted night sur-

prises following each other, until at last, as was certain

to be the reward of such patient but determined trying,

the day came when an admirably-designed plan of

attack was carried out, and proved entirely successful.

Nagdu, as I have said, had scaled the cliffs by
night, and demonstrated the practicability of the ascent

so far as he himself was concerned
;
but so difficult was

the way he had discovered, that it was held to be im-

possible to take a body of troops up these precipices in

the dark. It was therefore proposed that the sangas

should be stormed in broad daylight, under cover of a

heavy fire from the ridge on our side of the nullah.

Nagdu himself suggested this plan to our Political

Officer when describing what he had ascertained of the

nature of the ground. He said that the cliff fell away
so steeply from the sangas that the defenders could not

possibly see what was going on below, unless they came
out of their cover and looked over the edge, and this

our marksmen should be able to prevent them doing.

A careful examination of the position through glasses

from our blockhouse on the ridge completed the infor-

mation that Nagdu had brought. The accessibility of
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this portion of the cliff having been thus determined, it

was obviously important that we should make our attack

without delay, else the enemy, as they had invariably

done hitherto, would get wind of our intention, and
take steps to frustrate it.

At this time Captain Bradshaw happened to be at

Gilgit, having been compelled to ride there in order to

consult with Colonel Durand on the troublesome subject

of supplies and other matters
;
the command therefore

devolved on Captain Colin Mackenzie, who carried the

above plan into execution.

Complete secrecy was observed, and the spies in our

camp had no suspicion of what was about to happen.

On the afternoon of December 19 I was called aside, and
told that on that night Lieutenant Manners Smith and
Lieutenant Taylor, with 100 men of the Kashmir Body-
guard Begiment, fifty of whom were Gurkhas, the other

fifty Dogras, all hill-men and accustomed to clamber
over difficult precipices, were to set out for the bottom
of the Nilt nullah, with the object of ascending its bed
till they came to the foot of the cliff at the point where
it was intended to scale it, and there remain hidden
until daylight, when our sharpshooters would line the

ridge above and cover their advance. I was informed
that I had been put in command of the detachment of

the 20th Punjab Infantry, and that with these Pathans,

the best marksmen in our force, it would be my duty
on the morrow to silence one of the four sangas that

were to be assaulted. I was instructed to take up a

Martini-Henry that had belonged to one of our dead
Gurkhas, and do my share of firing at the opposite

loopholes, for anyone who could shoot straight would
be of use on this occasion.

The moon rose at ten o’clock this night, so it was
necessary that the storming-party should reach their
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hiding-place in the nullah before that hour. While
we were in the middle of our dinner at the headquarters
mess, it being seven o’clock, Lieutenant Manners Smith
left us

;
the little force under his command was paraded,

and then noiselessly marched off under cover of the

darkness. The men took with them their greatcoats,

blankets, and cooked rations. Manners Smith has, as

I have said, earned a reputation as a most intrepid

cragsman among the mountaineers of the Gilgit district.

No better officer than he could have been chosen to lead

men up that rocky wall.

It was calculated that the best part of two hours
would be occupied by the storming-party in reaching

the hiding-place in the nullah
;
so it may be imagined

how anxiously we others, sitting in the mess-tent,

listened for every sound, knowing that not only might
this attempt prove unsuccessful should the enemy
detect the presence of our men in the nullah, but that

a fearful havoc would not improbably be wrought
amongst the latter by the deadly rock-avalanclies from

the sangas.

One hour had passed quietly, when suddenly there

arose a loud noise of cheering and beating of tomtoms
from the fortress of Maiun. We held our breath to

listen, but no sound of firing or of falling rocks fol-

lowed
;

all was still as ever in the Nilt nullah. This

was very reassuring
;

for it was evident this was no
alarm that the Maiun men had raised, but that, on the

contrary, they were off their guard, and were engaging

in one of the periodical orgies with which they were

wont to keep their spirits up, while the noise of their

festivity would probably distract the attention of the

men garrisoning the sangas above the Nilt nullah. From
our point of view the men of Maiun could not have

chosen a more opportune night for their tcimasha.
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Two hours and more had passed since the two
British officers and their one hundred men had left us,

and still there was no sound in the nullah. All was
well

;
the enemy had neither observed nor heard our

men as they crept up under their defences. We went
to bed that night relieved of our apprehensions and hope-

ful for the morrow. It seemed as if our luck had in-

deed turned at last.

Before daybreak on the 20th the covering-party

paraded, ascended the ridge, and took up a position near

our blockhouse, facing the four sangas that were to be
stormed. We had 135 rifles, all selected shots, viz. fifty

rifles of the 5th Gurkhas under Lieutenant Boisragon,

twenty- five rifles of the 20th Punjab Infantry under

myself, thirty rifles of the Ragu Pertab Regiment under
Lieutenant Townshend, and thirty rifles of the Body-
guard Regiment under Lieutenant Baird. Lieutenant

Molony was also here with the two seven-pounders.

Lieutenant Widdicombe was left in charge of Mlt Port,

all the loopholes of which were lined with rifles, so as

to prevent the enemy from sending up any reinforce-

ments from the lower sangas to those above.

A reference to the illustration facing page 390 will

clear the description of this day’s fight. Our position

by the blockhouse is shown on one side of the nullah

;

the enemy’s particular four sangas that were the object

of our attack are also indicated on the other side. These
sangas stood on the edge of the cliff, above the only part

where it was not absolutely inaccessible. It was from
these that the enemy used to roll down rocks so frequently

at night that a regular shoot had been worn away, appear-
ing like a light streak against the dark cliff. The
storming-party was concealed at the bottom of the

nullah, between these two positions. The cliff that had to

be scaled by our men was 1,200 feet or more in height.
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When we came on the ridge in the freezing mist of

dawn the men on picket duty there, having no idea of

what was intended, looked somewhat astonished to see

so many of our officers and men appear. The men of

the covering-party, lying down, lined the edge of the

cliff on our side, and Captain Colin Mackenzie gave the

order to commence firing. We were divided into four

parties, each of which now opened a steady indepen-

dent fire on one particular sanga. We paid no attention

to the other numerous sangas which were scattered

over the opposite mountains, though they fired at us

occasionally
;
for they were not so situated as to be

able to offer any opposition to our storming-party

while it was scaling the cliff. We concentrated all our

fire on the four dangerous sangas, the distance between
which and ourselves was between four and five hundred
yards

;
at this range the fire of our sharpshooters was

so accurate that the return fire soon slackened, and then

ceased altogether. It was evident that in the face of

such a shower of lead as we were directing upon them
no man dared stand behind his musket at a loophole,

still less come out of cover to hurl down rocks. Our
two guns were also busy throwing shot and shrapnel

on the four doomed breastworks.

Captain Colin Mackenzie—who, by the way, had a

narrow escape, a bullet glancing off some portion of

his accoutrements—had brought us up to the ridge

before there was sufficient light to disclose our advance

to the defenders of the forts below. But now, as day-

light broadened, the Kanjuts could see us from Maiun,

and beat their tomtoms loudly when they heard the

heavy firing, realizing that something beyond the ordi-

nary was taking place. But so far the enemy had no

suspicion of the presence of our storming-party in the

nullah bed.
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It was certainly an extraordinary scene for a fight.

From our ridge we looked down the crags on the far-

stretching landscape of theKanjut Valley, with its wind-

ing, rushing river, its belts of terraced cultivation, and

its numerous fortified villages that lay beneath the

stupendous cliffs
;
while, high above the lesser moun-

tains that enclose the valley, the snowy summits of the

Hindoo Koosh rose into the cloudless sky. Scarce had
the first faint wreaths of smoke from the morning fires

begun to rise above the houses than all the parapets

and roofs of the towered fortresses below—Maiun, Thol,

and the Ziarat—were crowded with spectators, anxiously

watching the decisive action that was being fought on
the mountain skyline high above them

;
while from

every sanga and rough sher bacha battery all along the

enemy’s line of defences, from the mountains on one

side of the Kanjut Eiver to those on the other, the tribes-

men looked on in their hundreds, awaiting the result.

Lieutenant Manners Smith had been instructed not

to commence his ascent until we had carried on this

fire for half an hour. Accordingly, after the specified

time had elapsed, he with his fifty Gurkhas began to

clamber up the steep rocks, Lieutenant Taylor follow-

ing with the fifty Dogras. There were 1,200 feet of

hard climbing before them
;
and from our ridge we

could see the little stream of men gradually winding
up, now turning to the right, now to the left, now going

down again for a little way when some insurmountable

obstacle presented itself, to try again at some other

point, presenting very much the appearance of a scat-

tered line of ants picking their way up a rugged wall.

At last Manners Smith, who had been scrambling
up, active as a cat, ahead of his men, attained a point

some 800 feet above the nullah-bed
;
and here he met

with a check. After a thorough trial, it was obvious
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to him, and still more so to us who could see the whole
situation from our ridge, that the precipice above him
was absolutely inaccessible

;
it was therefore now ne-

cessary for him and his men to turn round and retrace

their steps down to the nullah-bed.

Nearly two hours had thus been wasted. Looking
on with some dismay, we began to fear lest this should

prove yet another of our failures. But though this

check had caused considerable delay, the attack was
by no means to be abandoned yet. Lieutenant Manners
Smith is not a man to be easily discouraged

;
he was

determined to accomplish the scaling of the cliff some-

where, and he now flag-signalled to Captain Colin

Mackenzie that he would make another attempt a little

lower down the nullah
;

this he accordingly did, as soon

as he had got his scattered party together again.

He now hit upon an easier route, probably the one

Nagdu had originally taken in the night. As we fired

over his head at the now silenced sangas, we saw him
start from this fresh point and clamber higher and
higher, till he and a handful of the more active and
venturesome sepoys who immediately followed him
were within sixty yards of one of the four sangas on
the edge of the cliff.

It was, happily, not until this moment that the enemy
had any idea that a party of sepoys was scaling the

heights. The Maiun people first detected our men, and
shouted a warning across the river, which was carried

up the mountain-side from sanga to sanga until the

men holding the four sangas with which we were imme-
diately concerned realized that their position was being

stormed, and that unless they bestirred themselves to

make a resolute defence our sepoys would be amongst
them, and their retreat would be cut off. Bocks were

now thrown over the sanga walls, and showers of
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stones poured down tlie cliff. Happily, by this time

most of the gallant little party had passed the points

most exposed to this deadly method of defence, and the

rocks either swept down the steep shoots to the left of

our men, or bounded harmlessly over their heads. Seve-

ral men, however, were more or less seriously wounded.
Lieutenant Taylor himself was knocked down by a rock,

but luckily received no injuries of any account.

The two British officers manoeuvred their men ad-

mirably, watching their opportunities, working their

way from point to point, with cool judgment, between
the avalanches, and slowly gaining the heights foot by
foot. It was a fearful thing to watch from our side.

A little lack of caution or an unlucky accident might
have so easily led to scores of our men being swept off

the face of the cliff during this perilous ascent. We
poured in a fiercer fire than ever to silence the sangas

;

but we could not prevent the defenders from throwing

rocks from the inside of their breastworks, which, dis-

lodging others, produced dangerous cataracts of stones.

Still our men pushed pluckily on up the steep

slopes under the sangas; while the Kanjuts became
desperate, knowing that there was no hope for them
should the sepoys once attain the summit. Some of

the enemy exhibited great bravery, boldly standing out

in the open and rolling down the ready-piled up rocks

as fast as they were able, until they were shot down by
the marksmen on our side of the ridge.

At last—and it was a moment of intense suspense for

the onlookers—we saw Lieutenant Manners Smith make
a sudden dash forward, reach the foot of the first sanga,

clamber round to the right of it, and step on to the

flat ground beside it. A few sepoys were close at his

heels, and then the men, having got to the back of the

sanga, the rifles of the storming-party were for the

G G
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first time brought into play. A few shots in rapid

succession, a rush through the opening behind with

bayonets and kukris, Lieutenant Manners Smith him-

self pistolling the first man, and the sanga was ours,

those of the garrison who were not killed within being

shot as they fled down the hillside by our marksmen
on the ridge, and from the battlements of Nilt Fort.

More men having now rejoined Lieutenant Manners
Smith, the other three sangas were rapidly cleared in

the same way, Nagdu, bold as ever, rushing into one
sanga, and fighting the defenders single-handed. The
position being now secure, Lieutenant Maimers Smith
collected his men, and a short halt was called until the

remaining Gurkhas and the Dogras under Lieutenant

Taylor had come up. Then, dividing into parties, the

sepoys attacked and carried the numerous sangas which
studded the hillside, firing their roofs as they emptied
each one. Some of our men swarmed high up the

mountain-side, captured the slier bachas posted there,

and rolled them down the precipices.

A determined resistance was offered by some of the

enemy’s marksmen, who fought to the death and asked

no quarter
;
but seeing how desperate was their situa-

tion, between the storming-party on one side and our

rifles on the ridge, the Kanjuts became flurried, their

fire was unsteady, and the casualties on our side

amounted only to four men wounded. Then the tribes-

men lost heart and began to bolt precipitately from
their defences

;
at least a hundred of them were shot

down as they attempted to escape, and many of those

who succeeded in getting away from the ridge were

picked off by our riflemen in the fort.

And now the tomtoms that had been beating in the

distance became silent, and suddenly we saw a strange

sight beneath us, which made our men raise cheer upon
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cheer. The garrisons of the enemy’s fortresses, realiz-

ing that we had effectively turned this position, on

whose impregnability they had relied, that we had
outflanked them, and that their retreat would be

speedily cut off did they remain where they were, were
seized with panic, and we looked down upon long

streams of men hurrying up the valley on both sides

of the river, the defenders of Maiun, Thol, and the

Ziarat, hundreds upon hundreds of Kanjuts, racing up
to Hunza and Nagar for their lives, and abandoning to

us all the country within sight. Many horsemen, too,

were galloping up the valley, evidently notables
;
and

among them, as we afterwards learnt, were the leaders

of the Kanjut forces, their general, the Wazir Dadu,
and the infamous Uzr Khan of ISTagar.

These terror-stricken people were not able to get

away so fast as they would have liked
;
for just beyond

Maiun the mountain falls precipitously into the river,

and for some distance the path is very narrow and dif-

ficult. Here the hurrying fugitives were checked by a

tremendous block of humanity. We were surprised to

see what large garrisons these forts had contained. Our
guns shelled the flying tribesmen, but with little effect

from this distance.

The attack had thus proved a complete success. As
one of our officers remarked, one might see many a

bigger fight than this was, but never a prettier one.

The whole affair was very cleverly planned and con-

ducted ;
while the dash with which the Kashmir sepoys,

under their two British officers, rushed the sangas, evi-

dently demoralised the bulk of the Kanjuts who held

them
;
and to this must be attributed the extraordi-

nary disparity between our casualties and those of the

enemy.
The 5th Gurkhas had gallantly borne the brunt of
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the first day’s fight. It had now been the turn of the

men of the Kashmir Bodyguard Regiment to prove

of what stuff they were made
;
and they certainly ac-

quitted themselves admirably in this assault, which was

A DOGRA AND A GURKHA SEPOY OF THE KASHMIR BODYGUARD REGIMENT

calculated to try the nerve of the staunchest soldiers

that ever fought. It was grand to see the way they

followed the two British lieutenants on this desperate

venture. The Imperial Service troops distinguished

themselves in this, the first campaign in which they
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have been employed, and have shown that, when
properly led, they can be fully relied upon for the

defence of our frontier.

In recognition of the gallantry he displayed while

leading this attack, the Queen has conferred the Vic-

toria Cross on Manners Smith. Thus, though this

was but one of our little wars, no less than three of

our officers won that coveted decoration, while another

was appointed to the Distinguished Service Order. But
this was a war of forlorn hopes. In an expedition such

as this, when a handful of men is sent into a remote
and difficult region to drive a well-armed foe, greatly

superior in numbers, out of almost impregnable posi-

tions, it is only by such feats of individual heroism

that victory is attained with so little loss of life. A
show of indecision on our part before Nilt, a lack of

fearless boldness in the hour of attack, would have led

to far heavier losses on both sides and possible disaster

on ours.
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CHAPTER XXVIII

ADVANCE OF OUR FORCE—PRISONERS TAKEN TO CHALT—SUBMISSION OF
NAGAR—FLIGHT OF THE THUM OF HUNZA—SUBMISSION OF HUNZA

—

OCCUPATION OF NAGAR.

It was about midday when we ceased firing from the

ridge, and, led by our commander, we relieved our feel-

ings with three ringing cheers. And now we had more
work before us

;
for Captain Colin Mackenzie did not

neglect the maxim which teaches that a flying foe

should be followed up. It was not his intention to

give the Kanjuts the opportunity to organise another

stand. They were now 4 on the run,’ and they were to

be most energetically kept 4 on the run ’ by our troops,

until their complete submission had been effected.

The guns and marksmen were now withdrawn from
the ridge, and fell back on the camp. We had time to

breakfast before the force was formed up and a general

advance ordered.

It was about two o’clock when we reached the fort

and proceeded to cross the foot of the Nilt nullah in

order to effect a junction with Lieutenants Manners-

Smith and Taylor, who had in the meanwhile been
leading their men down the mountain-side to the river-

bank, clearing the sangas before them as they went.

Lieutenant Townshend led our advance-guard of Ragu
Pertabs

;
then came the detachment of the 20th Punjab

Infantry, and then the 5th Gurkhas.

Our Sappers and Miners were opening out a path
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between the fort and the enemy’s lower sanga
;
but it

was not yet practicable for mules, so Molony and his

guns had to remain at Nilt until late in the evening,

when the work was completed, and the battery was
able to proceed.

The force now defiled down the steep path into the

ravine which had given us so much trouble for the last

eighteen days. We had to step over a number of bodies

of the Kanjuts who had been killed in the action of

the 2nd
;
the slaughter of the fugitives on that day had

evidently been greater than we had supposed. All this

while we heard firing on the hills above us, where
desperate men, like wild beasts at bay, stuck to their

sangas and shot at our men, until they themselves were
bayoneted.

The path, after zigzagging up the precipitous farther

side of the nullah, passes, as I have explained, under a

gateway, through the centre of the enemy’s large lower

sanga. This gateway had been filled up with a barri-

cade of stones eight feet thick, which had to be removed
before our men could get by.

The sanga was known to be still full of the enemy’s
sharpshooters, from whom resistance was anticipated

;

but, as we came up, those loopholes from which for

eighteen days a fire of dangerous precision had always
been opened on any one of us who ventured to show
himself within sight of them, remained quite silent. Our
riflemen in Nilt Fort had made it impossible for the de-

fenders to take to flight, and they now found themselves

completely cut off. They had ceased all firing for some
time

;
so it was supposed that they were ready to sur-

render, and by signs and shouts our willingness to give

quarter was communicated to them. Then Lieutenant

Townshend cut his way through the abattis at the foot

of the sanga, and clambered up the wall on to the roof.
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The Kanjuts made Tigris of submission, and helped him
with their hands to descend into their works, where he
found himself in the midst of ninety-two of the enemy.
He ordered them to lay down their arms, and they at

once obeyed him.

Lieutenant Manners Smith had by this time brought
some of his men down the mountain-side to the back of

the sanga, which was thus surrounded by our men.
These ninety-two were picked marksmen, fine-looking

fellows most of them. They prayed for quarter by
grovelling on the ground and eating grass, to indicate

that they were no longer fighting-men, but as mere
beasts of the field.

Our Sappers and Miners now made an opening
through the stone barricade that blocked the gateway,

our force ascended the steep cliff, and slowly defiled

through the sanga. We found its walls, and roof to be
of immense strength

;
it looked as if it could have defied

our little seven-pounders for ever.

The prisoners were sitting down in a long row out-

side, looking very disconsolate, poor wretches. Their

arms were piled up in the sanga, a somewhat motley

collection. Every man had been armed with a sword
and shield, and a gun of some sort. We found a good
many rifles, principally Sniders, cases of ammunition
from our Government arsenal at Dum Dum—how did

they get here P—and a large quantity of matchlocks,

some of them handsome and well-finished weapons.

The Ragu Pertabs now marched across the culti-

vated maidan to Thol, clearing out the Ziarat and
sangas on the way. In some of these little breastworks

of stones and tree-branches a few Kanjuts still held out

obstinately, and twenty-two were shot or bayoneted,

while others asked for and were granted quarter. As
soon as a sanga was taken its roof was fired, and columns
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of smoke were to be seen rising in all directions on the

plain and on the mountain-sides.

In the meanwhile the Punialis crossed the river,

occupied the abandoned fortress of Maiun, and then pro-

ceeded along the Hunza bank, having instructions to

destroy the enemy’s defences as they went. The main
body of our force was now pushed on to the Nagar for-

tress of Pisan, some seven miles off, where a deep nullah

formed one of the enemy’s strongest positions, which it

was advisable for us to seize before the Kanjuts should

have time to recover from their panic and make another

stand. Our troops encountered no resistance, found
Pisan deserted, and encamped there for the night.

Captain Cohn Mackenzie was determined to follow

up the enemy to the Hunza and Nagar capitals as

rapidly as was possible, and the forced march of the

following day was a most creditable performance, when
it is considered that this is possibly the most difficult

country that has ever been traversed by troops, the

rugged track up the valley beyond Nilt winding high
up the precipitous mountain-side in places, crossing

wearisome slopes of boulders, the couloirs of glaciers

and frozen streams, and being generally as fatiguing a

road as it is possible to imagine. The baggage, of

course, could not keep up with the troops, and was,

indeed, separated from them for two days, while the

country had to be relied upon to supply food.

It was well for me that I had been marching for

half a year, and was in good training, for while the

troops were enjoying their well-earned repose I was set

to travel two stages in the course of this night. One
hundred and eighteen prisoners had been taken in the

lower sanga and in the neighbouring defences. As we
could not well feed or guard these men here, it was
decided to send them at once to Gilgit

;
so while our
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force was advancing to Pisan, I was ordered to escort

them as far as Chalt with my detachment of the 20th
Punjab Infantry, and then overtake the main body
without delay. This meant for me, as it turned out, a

journey of forty-five miles—a forced march with a

vengeance over such a rough country as this.

I had my prisoners searched and disarmed, sent

some who were wounded into Nilt Fort, and had the

remaining 114 lashed together in couples by the wrists

with the rope matches of their jezails. I was unable
to recross the nullah for a considerable time, as the

long, slow stream of Balti baggage-coolies was now
advancing and blocking up the narrow path.

It was dusk before we got away from Nilt Fort, and
then my melancholy train of captives was formed into

a long line, and marched two-and-two down the valley,

the twenty-four sepoys of the escort guarding them
with loaded rifles and fixed bayonets. It soon became
very dark, and looking behind I could see the blaze of

many burning sangas, while there was a glow in the

sky to show that there were some more extensive con-

flagrations higher up the valley. The Thum of Hunza,
as I afterwards learnt, had set fire to village after vil-

lage as he fled up the valley with his followers, destroy-

ing the winter food-supplies and other property of his

own subjects, who had fought too gallantly for such a

miscreant. There was still to be heard the sound of

occasional firing on the hills, where resolute Kanjuts

were dying game in their sangas.

There was, as I knew, a chance of the enemy
making a last, determined stand at the capital of Hunza.
a very strong position

;
so I was anxious to be back

with the force as quickly as possible, fearing lest I

should miss the storming of the Ilium’s great castle, a

wonderful place from all accounts, full of the spoils of
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a hundred pillaged caravans. But it was not possible

to push along fast on this dark night, the crossing of

the two defiles and of the Kotal ridge beyond proving

especially difficult. I was ever tripping over the

boulders I could not see, or jarring myself by suddenly

dropping with all my weight into an unexpected hollow,

making the journey a far more fatiguing one than it

would have been by day.

On the Kotal and at the bridge across the Kanjut
River we were challenged by the pickets stationed

there, and the sepoys were delighted to hear the stir-

ring news I brought. It was ten o’clock when we
reached Ohalt Fort. Lieutenant Williams, now in com-
mand at Chalt, and Wilkinson and Maynard, of Sped-

ding’s staff, who had been left here to construct the

permanent bridge, turned out of bed, anxious to hear

the story of the day’s doings. Sekandar Khan was
also here, beside himself with joy at the defeat of his

bloodthirsty relatives.

I gave orders that we should set out from Chalt

when the moon had risen sufficiently to afford us good
light to find our way

;
and in the meanwhile we snatched

a few hours’ sleep. At 3 a.m. we were off again, and
retraced our steps for the eight miles or so to Nilt,

which we reached shortly after daybreak.

Here I found Lieutenant Widdicombe in charge of

the fort. He told me the force was to have left Pisan

at dawn, and would probably accomplish the double

march to Nagar before night. It was seven miles from
Nilt to Pisan, and another twenty-one miles from Pisan

to Nagar
;

so I saw that I had little time to rest if I

was to overtake the force this day.

I left my Pathans to follow me at a more leisurely

pace under their native officer, and proceeded alone.

It was a most interesting day’s journey
;
but I was too
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fatigued to appreciate this as I toiled along. As I

crossed the nullah, the signs of war were visible around
me : dead men were lying on the frozen ground, and
from the blackened roofs of Maiun and Thol rose dense
volumes of smoke

;
every now and again there would

be an explosion, and some fortress-tower would come
tumbling down. I walked on and saw no natives; the

whole country appeared to be abandoned.
I passed smouldering village after village, each a

group of flat-roofed stone houses crowded together, and
surrounded by lofty walls, with towers at intervals, and
deep moats, like some city of mediseval Europe. These
fortresses were much more solidly built than any of

the Dogra forts I had seen in Kashmir ; the houses, too,

were well constructed, and had some pretensions to

comfort; while extensive terraces of irrigated fields,

beautifully tended, showed that the Hunza-Nagaris are

industrious agriculturists as well as bold robbers. The
whole country, indeed, presented an appearance of

prosperity and civilisation that took me by surprise,

and compared very favourably with those poverty-

stricken regions of the Kashmir State in which I had
been recently travelling. But the valley is much over-

populated, and the supply of grain is so insufficient

that during some of the summer months the people are

compelled to subsist on apricots and other fruit alone,

the harvest being stored for winter use.

After passing Thol I came to Gulmit Fort, then to

Pisan, outside which the ashes of bivouac-fires and the

bones of goats that were strewn about showed where
our force had encamped on the previous night. Pisan,

its roof-trees still burning—the thum’s malicious handi-

work—looked woefully desolate. Not a human being

was in sight
;
but a number of shaggy goats, sheep, and

fowls were wandering about, disconsolately bleating
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and cackling among the ruins, evidently astonished

and dismayed at the strange revolution that had
occurred i'n their little world.

The scenery of the valley became more magnificent

as I advanced. I passed the most picturesque forts

perched on awful crags, such strongholds as Dore would
have drawn to illustrate some mediaeval legend. Great

glaciers were visible at the head of every wild defile,

and in one place a glacier descended right into tin?

river, so that one had to walk for some distance over

the ice and couloirs.

At last I overtook the Balti baggage-coolies slowly

struggling along under their loads, but apparently very

happy
;

for they, as well as the sepoys, had feasted

royally on the previous night off the enemy’s goats and
sheep at Pisan

;
and a Balti, a wonderfully good-tem-

pered creature at all times, is quite boisterously cheery,

despite any amount of fatigue or hardship, when his

stomach is full of meat. With them was a baggage-
guard of Kashmir sepoys

;
and I also passed a party of

5th Gurkhas, who had been crowning the heights above
Pisan during the night. But there were no British

officers in charge of these, and I could not ascertain

from the men how far ahead our main body was. It

was evident that our energetic commander, leaving

baggage and supplies behind, was hurrying up the

valley as fast as his men c@uld march, and it was very
unlikely that I should come up with the force until I

reached their night’s camping-place, wherever that

might be.

I only saw one British officer this day—Bradshaw,
who overtook me, having hurried up from Gilgit with-

out resting. He had picked up a horse by the way,
and would have shared it with me

;
but knowing how

anxious he must have been to rejoin the force, I would
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not hear of this, so he rode on. He was able to give

me a stick of chocolate and a little whisky, the most
delicious meal I think I ever had.

I passed all the sepoys, coolies, straggling camp-
followers, and weary baboos, and found myself alone in

the enemy’s country. It was fatiguing work toiling up
and down the precipitous paris of the defile, but I still

tramped along, in the hopes of at last catching sight of

our flying force
;
but though I could sometimes com-

mand a view of the road ahead of me for miles, I saw
nothing of it.

I noticed that all the Nagar defences now faced the

river-cliff, which was lined with sangas
;

so, too, was it

on the Hunza side of the river, these two close neigh-

bours, as I have explained, waging frequent war on
each other when not allied against invaders from with-

out.

I now came across crowds of natives, women and
children as well as men, driving the cattle back from
the mountains, to which they had been taken for safety,

to the villages in the valley—a proof that peace had
been restored in Nagar, if not in Hunza, and that the

people had great confidence in us. They came up to

me with demonstrations of friendship, and explained as

well as they could that the ruler of Nagar had sur-

rendered to our Political Officer, and that there was to

be no more fighting on their side of the river. The
poor people seemed delighted at the treatment they

had received at the hands of their victors, and the

security from all molestation which had been promised
them. They brought me apples, which, with iced water,

was my sole nourishment until the following day
;
and

not a bad diet either is this to work on.

The Nagaris struck me as a particularly pleasant

people, and there was an honest look in their rosy
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faces. Many of the women were distinctly pretty. It

seemed strange to be thus marching alone through the

midst of a tribe that had been fighting hard with us

but a few hours before, and, after doing our best to

kill each other one day, to be thus on the most ami-

cable terms the next. There are no other Eastern

countries that I know of, and I should say there are

few in Europe, where one could venture on such an

experiment as this
;
but I was, indeed, perfectly safe

with our recent enemies, and it must be allowed that

these tribesmen never exhibited the slightest treachery

in their dealings with us. They fought well; they

faithfully observed truces
;
and, as soon as they had

come to the conclusion that they had had fighting

enough, they most philosophically accepted the posi-

tion, and to all appearance bore us no ill-will. That
they have committed acts of atrocious treachery is

well known
;
but I suppose they were wise enough to

realize the policy of conciliating us by their excellent

conduct on this occasion.

However it may have been, I was allowed to travel

thus almost from one end to the other of the Nagar
State unmolested. Looking across the river, I saw that

the Hunza villages—of which there was one every two
or three miles—were, like those of Nagar, enclosed

within strong, towered walls. There were but very few
houses among the fields, it being the custom for the

cultivators in both these insecure States to retire to the

protection of their fortifications every night. All the

flat steps of soil which lay between the foot of the

mountains and the edge of the river-cliff were under
cultivation. Arid and bare as were the mountain-sides,

the peasantry had utilized every glacier stream to make
a fruitful land beneath. There were large orchards
of peaches, apricots, apples, and mulberries, while the
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vines festooned all the other trees. In the spring this

must be a lovely valley indeed, the blossoming fruit-

trees and the green fields below contrasting wonder-
fully with the mountainous wastes and terrific peaks
above. On entering the Kanjut Valley by the desert

defiles below Nomal the traveller would never imagine
that the ascent could lead him to so pleasant a region.

Though there was peace in Nagar, this did not
appear to be the case yet in Hunza

;
the whole country

seemed deserted, and the refugees were not flocking
back with their cattle from the high nullahs, as they
were doing on this side.

I tramped on, still seeing no signs of our force,

until sunset, when it became difficult to find the right

track along the cliffs. Arriving at last before a forti-

fied village, with great towers looming through the

darkness, I passed through the gate and came upon a

group of tribesmen sitting in the gallery of a house
and engaged in a discussion, no doubt upon the poli-

tical situation. They not unnaturally appeared very
surprised to see me. I contrived to explain to them
that I required a man to guide me to the place where
our force was encamped, and a young fellow was at

once sent with me.

We proceeded along the narrow paths, abysses

whose depths the eye could not gauge in the darkness

yawning beneath our feet. Three more villages were
passed, and at each one the guide was changed.

We crossed some deep nullahs, and then came to a

bit of road worse than any I had yet experienced on
the way. The high cliffs above shut out what little

light there was in the heavens, and I found it impossible

to see where I was placing my feet. I stumbled over

boulders, and on one or two occasions nearly tumbled
off the narrow ledges. To go on in this pitch-blackness
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over such ground was not only very risky but fearfully

fatiguing ; so I at last decided to wait until the moon
rose before continuing my journey.

We had turned off from the Hunza Yalley, and were
ascending a side-nullah

;
but whether this was the

ravine of the Nagar River, on which the city of Nagar
stands, I was unable to ascertain from my guide, who
could not speak a word of Hindustani. I sat down on

a ledge of rock and made him sit close by me. Amiable

so far as I had found the tribesmen, I of course could

not be certain that treachery was not intended
;
so I

conveyed to the Nagari by signs that he must not

venture to move away from my side, as I should make
him pay the penalty of his disobedience with the

weapons I had with me.

We had to remain at this cheerless spot for about

three hours before the moon rose. It was freezing very

hard, and a biting, though light, breeze was blowing

over the rocks. Our breath froze, and depended in

large icicles from our moustaches. I had no great-coat

with me, and my companion, who was much more thinly

clothed than I was, shivered and groaned with cold, and
his teeth chattered incessantly.

At last I heard footsteps and voices, and two men
came down the path. I startled them a good deal by
challenging them out of the darkness

;
but when they

discovered that I was a sahib they were at once re-

assured. They said they were carrying letters to

Hunza. The Nagaris, they explained, were now the

friends of the British. As for the Hunzas, they thought
their attitude was still doubtful.

The moon rose, and, shining brightly through the

frosty sky, clearly disclosed the path
; so I set off again

with my guide, and after about an hour’s walk, on sud-

denly turning a corner of the cliff I saw the square

H ii
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towers of a large castle rising before me, lit up by the
flickering glare of numerous camp-fires which were
burning at the foot of the walls. ‘ Nagar ’ said my
guide

;
and glad indeed I was to learn that I had at last

reached the capital of the little State and rejoined our
force.

Very welcome to me was the challenge of the senti-

nels. I passed through the camp, where the weary
sepoys were sleeping round their fires, and asked my
way to the officers’ quarters. I found all my friends

together in one of the chambers of the castle, lying on
grass and wormwood scrub round a little fire that was
burning in the middle of the mud floor. They had no
baggage or blankets, and had not dined that day. They
were very pleased to see me, but could give me nothing

to eat
;

so I lay down and slept soundly, rather ex-

hausted after my exertions.

But before turning in I heard a resume of the news.

The troops had left Pisan at dawn, and had made a

forced march to Nagar, which they had reached at

about six in the evening. During their advance they

had fired volleys at any Hunzas who ventured to show
themselves on the other side of the river. Early in the

day messages had come from Zafar Khan, the Thum of

Nagar, who was anxious to come to terms. He awaited

our force at the village of Pike, had an interview with

our Political Officer, and submitted unconditionally.

When our force was close to Nagar letters arrived

from Hunza stating that the people of that State were
also ready to submit. Their Thum, his general, Wazir
Dadu, and a number of followers had fled the country,

and were hurrying up the valley to cross the passes of

the Hindoo Koosh and take refuge on the Tagdambash
Pamir, m Chinese territory. The letters also informed

our Political Officer that the tribesmen had sent a party
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of armed men to pursue these fugitives, the Hunzas
being anxious to prove their friendship to us by deliver-

ing their tyrant, for whom they evidently bore little

affection, into our hands.

It therefore appeared as if all opposition had come
to an end

;
but it had been decided that our troops

should cross the river and occupy the fortress of Hunza
as early as possible on the following morning, before

the Thum’s party should regain the ascendency, or the

tribesmen, changing their minds, should attempt any
treachery.

The keen mountain air here is very appetizing, and

I had had but little food for two days
;
so hunger drove

me forth at dawn on December 22, and I set out to

forage with two of the officers. On the previous night

the chief men of Nagar, making lying excuses, had
supplied a very insufficient quantity of ata to our

troops
;
but large stores of food being now discovered

in the castle, the natives were compelled to be more
generous, and all our men breakfasted well. None of

our servants having yet come up, we procured some
ata cakes and lumps of cooked meat from the Gurkhas,

which we ate with our fingers with great relish and

washed down with iced water.

While exploring the castle, rather an imposing

building, we came upon the Thum of Nagar, wandering

aimlessly through the chambers, a weak and bewildered-

looking old gentleman, who has little voice in the govern-

ment of his country. It had never been his wish to

resist us ;
but he had been terrified into doing so by

his blustering neighbour, the Thum of Hunza, and by
his own villainous son and heir, the fratricide, Uzr

Khan.

11 H 2
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It was not considered necessary to leave any troops in

occupation of Nagar; there was very little chance of

our having further trouble on that side of the river.

The Thum was therefore informed that all the weapons
in his country must be collected and delivered to us

within a certain time, and at 10 a.m. our force evacu-

ated the town and marched five miles back down the

valley to Samaya, a village on the Nagar bank of the

Kanjut River, and exactly opposite to the capital of the

Hunza State. Here we found encamped those of our

troops who did not form part of the main body during

the forced march from Pisan
;
here, too, were our ser-

vants and some of the commissariat, while the baggage-

coolies and camp-followers were gradually coming in.

Fourteen men of influential families now arrived

from Hunza to remain with us as hostages, and so to

be responsible with their lives for the safety of the

small body of sepoys that was to be sent across the

river to occupy the Castle of Hunza.

Samaya is situated on a cliff some 600 feet above

the river, and the view from here of the Kanjut fortress

on the other side is exceedingly fine. Terraces above

terraces of orchards and fields, broken here and there

by abrupt cliffs, slope steeply up from the river-bed to
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the Hunza capital, wliicli stands high on the mountain-

side—a wall-surrounded city, covering a dome-shaped

hill, and so forming a pyramid of buildings rising in

steps to the imposing castle of the Hunza monarchs,

which crowns the summit. Behind the town yawns
the dark mouth of a narrow gorge hemmed in by
precipices of immense height—an awful chasm in the

mountains, at the head of which are glaciers of glittering

green ice and stupendous snowy peaks.

This massive fortress, which has been for hundreds

of years the secure stronghold of the robber kings,

inviolate until that day, stands thus boldly out, set in

the midst of a sublime landscape. It would be difficult

in the world to find a situation more magnificent
;
but

on looking from Samaya one does not even notice at

first the distant Hunza capital—dwarfed as it is by the

gigantic scale of the surrounding scenery, it appears

merely as some insignificant mole-hill.

The Hunzas are a thorough people, and were now as

energetically zealous in rendering us assistance as they

had been in fighting us a day or two before. A party

of tribesmen in the course of a few hours threw a capital

temporary bridge across the Kanjut river to facilitate

the passage of our troops
;
and as soon as it was ready

Captain Twigg, Lieutenant Boisragon, and 100 men of

the 5th Gurkhas were sent from Samaya to occupy
Hunza Castle.

I obtained permission to go with them, and, taking

Hunza guides to show us the road, we set out. All

proper precautions to ensure us against surprise were
observed. The tribesmen, notorious as they are for

treacherous tricks, might have been leading us into a

trap by a pretended submission. The ground below
Hunza was admirably adapted for an ambuscade, and
to have weakened our little force by cutting off 100 of
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our Gurkha detachment would have been a fine coup
for the Kanjuts, who some years back, as we knew, had
entrapped and massacred a whole Dogra army by a

stratagem of this sort.

The two guns were brought into position on the cliff

at Samaya to cover our advance
;
the troops were kept

ready to come to our support if we were attacked, and
our ascent of the opposite hills was watched with some
anxiety from the camp, until it was seen that we had
safely attained the fortress and commanded the position.

We descended the cliff to the river, crossed the new-
made bridge, and stood on Hunza territory. We ad-

vanced with caution, twelve Gurkhas forming our ad-

vance-guard. We slowly mounted from terrace to

terrace, the path being narrow, rugged, and steep,

generally with high stone walls on either side—an

awkward trap to be caught in should the enemy think

fit to attack us. We saw no women or children—

a

somewhat suspicious circumstance
;
but the men came

out in crowds to meet us, and we must have been sur-

rounded by a dozen times our number. These citizens

of Hunza were well clothed in warm chogas
;

their

black ringlets were tied in knots on either side, and
some were of quite fair complexion, with rosy cheeks.

Theywere certainly fine, sturdy-looking men, with frank,

fearless mien. The features of many of them were

finely chiselled. The strength of their chins and the

determined but rather cruel expression of their mouths
was noticeable, and we were struck by the frequency

with which the type of the Napoleonic countenance was
repeated among them.

They had a rather more truculent air than the

Nagaris. They are, indeed, supposed to be the most

warlike of the two peoples, and it is they who carried

on the greater part of the caravan-raiding and slave-
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hunting in the valleys of the Hindoo Koosh. On the

other hand, they have submitted to a far more oppres-

sive form of tyranny than that which prevailed in

Nagar, their thums grinding them down with heavy
taxation, killing them out of mere wantonness, selling

them into slavery, stealing their wives and daughters.

When they realized that we were going to treat them
with clemency they professed—and most probably in

all honesty—to welcome us as their deliverers from this

state of things. They spoke with loathing of their

fugitive tyrant, who had dragged them from their homes
and compelled them to fight against their own wishes,

only to desert them at last, in a cowardly fashion very

unbecoming in a monarch who claims descent from the

mighty Alexander.

We reflected that if these men can bear themselves

so stoutly when fighting against their will, it would be
interesting to see what they would do when their heart

was in the game.
The terraced cultivated land we were ascending to

the castle stretches for seven miles up and down the

valley, and is about two miles in breadth. Several

fortified villages are scattered over it. Three or four

deputations of natives came down to meet us. They
awaited us on the open spaces, and received us with

much salaaming and offerings of cliapatis and ghee in

signification of their submission. One of these depu-
tations was weird to behold : it consisted entirely of

elders, very old men with bowed backs, and long

beards which should have been grey, but which had
all been dyed scarlet.

The notables tried hard to dissuade us from enter-

ing the castle, explaining that it was very dirty, full of

the fugitive thum’s lumber, and that they had swept out
and garnished a much nicer house for us in the town
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below, the mansion of some wazir or other big man
who had accompanied the monarch in his flight.

These arguments naturally only served to make us
the more keen to occupy the castle, and thither we in-

sisted on being taken. We passed through the alleys

of the town, and entered the gate of the thum’s strong-

hold. We found it to be a curious, rambling old place,

some five storeys high, well-built of sun-dried mud,
stones, and timber. At the top were overhanging gal-

leries of tastefully-carved wood Some of the rooms
were capacious and comfortable, but most of them
were merely dark little cells. A ladder placed in the

middle of the floor of a room, and passing through a

square hole in the ceiling, afforded access from one
storey to the next.

The Gurkhas were assigned certain rooms for their

quarters, sentries were stationed, and we entered into

possession of the thum’s castle, signifying the fact from
a broad platform at the summit by flag-signals to the

officers at Samaya.
The view from the castle towers is superb, especi-

ally when one looks down the valley
;
for nearly the

whole mass of Rakaposlii is visible, and the eye can
follow the slopes of the mighty mountain right up
from the glaciers that descend low down between the

pine-woods and rocky ridges, past the immense undu-

lating snow-fields, to the high, culminating peak of all.

The valley here, being broad and running east and
west, is exposed to the sun’s rays for the greater part

of the day; and though Hunza is 8,400 feet above the

sea, we found it much warmer here than in our cheer-

less camp at Nilt, where we enjoyed less than an hour’s

sunshine a day. The descriptions of this country,

gathered I suppose from native information, appear

to have exaggerated the rigours of the climate. For
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instance, we were led to expect nine feet of snow at

Hunza at this season, and a far greater depth higher

up the valley. June, July, and August were reported

to be the only mild months
;
while for the rest of the

year there was said to be perpetual wind and cold.

Twigg, Boisragon, and myself took up our quarters

in the most comfortable chamber we could find, which
we soon discovered to have been the apartment of the

ladies belonging to the thum’s harem. It was sur-

rounded by a low, broad, wooden divan, on which our

bedding was laid. Pillars of carved wood rose from the

edge of the divan to the carved beams of the roof,

blackened by the smoke of ages. There were several

cupboards and niches in the walls. Grass and rushes

were now strewed for us on the mud floor, and on the

divan beneath our blankets. A fire was lit in the open
fireplace at one end of the floor, the smoke escaping

through a square hole in the roof. Save for the Ori-

ental pattern of the wooden carvings it was just such a

hall, I imagine, as King Canute might have lived in.

We found in this zenana many little feminine be-

longings that the poor creatures who had been dragged
away by the flying thum, to suffer frightful hardships

on the snowy wastes of the wintry Pamirs, had left

behind them. There were a number of little workboxes
and caskets of Chinese manufacture, containing cotton

and needles from Manchester and Birmingham, arti-

ficial flowers, scissors, and bits of unfinished needle-

work. We also came across tooth-powder, boxes of

rouge, pots of pomade and cosmetics
;

all these from
St. Petersburg shops. There were parasols too, scraps

of silk, old robes and scarves, and other things of little

value that women who had to pack up and fly in haste

would be likely to leave. There were not wanting
signs, too, of the children who had lived here : rough
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baby-drawings in charcoal on the walls, playthings of

various sorts, little wooden toy sher bachas and jezails, to

teach the young idea how to shoot. Two handsome and
very tame cats roamed up and down the zenana, mewing
iu dismay at the disappearance of all their friends.

We enjoyed this night a dinner of most unwonted
luxury, and for the first time for many months we
tasted beef. Very good beef, too, is that of the sturdy

buffalo-like cattle of these highlands. I have explained

that to eat the flesh of the sacred ox is a most heinous

crime in Kashmir under the Hindoo raj, and until

quite recently was punishable with death. But now
that we were beyond the frontier and among a beef-

eating people we could do in Hunza as Hunza does.

Not only are these Kanjuts beef-eaters, but being,

as I have said, of the very easy-going Maulai sect of

Mahomedanism, they are also wine-bibbers
;
and I ac-

cordingly expressed my desire to sample the thuni’s

special vintages. The thum, we were informed, never

drinks water by any chance, wine and spirit—when
he can get this last—being his only beverages.

When Captain Gromchevtsky was in Hunza with

his Cossacks he produced some vodka, of which the

thum partook so freely one night that he was very

unwell on the following morning. Gromchevtsky was
suspected of having poisoned the monarch, and a wazir

was sent to him to ask for an antidote. ‘ But I am no
doctor,’ urged the Bussian. ‘ You gave our khan the

stuff that made him ill,’ said the wazir. ‘You must
now make him well again. If he dies, you and your
men will be held responsible.’

The Hunza wine is not kept beyond a year, and is

stored underground in earthen jars. Some of it was
brought to me in a large gourd. It looked like weak cold

tea with milk in it, and was not unpalatable, though
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sourish, tasting like Norman cider of the rough sort, and
containing, I should say, about the same percentage of

alcohol. For the benefit of travellers, I may mention
that the vintage of Baltit is the best. The thum has a

cellar in the fort there, wherein we discovered some jars

of a wine held in high estimation by Hunza connoisseurs.

Not only was wine and beef brought to us, but we
were kept supplied with excellent flour, milk, apples,

pears, and walnuts; so we came to the conclusion that

we had found a very Capua in Hunza. Our Gurkhas
were provided with plenty of their favourite goat’s flesh,

and they appeared to appreciate the native wine. I

may here mention that the animals in this high valley

have been well furnished by Nature to withstand the

inclemency of the climate : sheep, oxen, and goats have
all very long hair, under which is a short, soft, silky

wool, much used in the manufacture of Pashmina.

We had little time for exploring the castle on this

day, and having completed our sybaiSc supper, we
enjoyed a delicious night’s rest in this comfortable

zenana after our late fatigues.

We were up betimes on December 23, and proceeded

to rummage all the nooks and corners of the deserted

palace. We had heard that the treasures of many a

pillaged caravan, and the results of many a raid were
stored here, so the search was an exciting one.

The tribesmen had been informed that, provided

they gave up their arms, their property would be re-

spected by us, and that they would be paid back in kind

in the spring for the cattle, grain, and other supplies

which were requisitioned by our forces subsequently

to their submission
;
but the possessions of the fugitive

thum were declared to be forfeited, so we set to work to

collect together all the valuables that were to be found

in the place, individual looting being of course forbidden.

X I
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As a matter of fact, few articles of any worth were
discovered

;
these were afterwards sold by auction at

Gilgit, and the proceeds were divided among the sepoys

who had taken part in the campaign. We were in-

formed that the thum had made all his preparations

for flight long before his defeat at Nilt, and having

impressed some hundreds of men as coolies, had carried
off the bulk of his wealth with him across the Hindoo
Koosh. It is also more than probable that his subjects
had not neglected the splendid opportunity for appro-
priating the remainder of their monarch’s personal pro-
perty during the interval between his departure and
our occupation of the castle.

Still, they had not taken all, and we raked to-

gether a curious and miscellaneous collection of odds
and ends scattered about and secreted away in the
various chambers and cellars.
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To begin with the arms, of which we found a con-

siderable quantity : there were Martini-Henry, Win-
chester, Spencer, Snider, Enfield, and Berdan rifles, with

cases of Dum Dum and Russian ammunition. There

were also some sporting-rifles, Express and others, shot-

guns of French and Russian manufacture, swordsticks,

and Belgian revolvers. There were handsome jezails,

talwars and shields of native workmanship, flags, tom-

toms, and war drums
;
but we were not able to identify

the famous fairy drum that had falsely foretold our

defeat at the hands of the Kanjuts. The most interest-

ing of our finds were some weighty antique suits of

chain armour, such as mediaeval knights might have
worn in Europe. Of native gunpowder there were
considerable stores.

One of the sher bachas here was quite an imposing

piece of artillery, weighing as much as our two seven-

pounders put together. It has a characteristic history.

Some years back a Chinese armourer from Yarkand
came to Hunza and offered to cast so powerful a cannon
for the defence of the thum’s stronghold as to enable

him to defy the world. The thum took him at his

word, decreed a compulsory collection of all the brazen
and copper cooking-pots and other vessels in the neigh-

bourhood of the capital, and of this metal the big gun
was forthwith made. The like of it had never before

been seen in these highlands. The thum was delighted

with it, graciously complimented the Yarkander on the

excellence of his handiwork, and showed his sincere

appreciation of his services by having him immediately
decapitated, jealous lest this unique workman should
betake himself to Nagar, Gilgit, or even to England,
and construct similar ordnance for those rival Powers.

Next we collected a variety of articles, some of which
had no doubt been sent to the thum as presents from
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Kashmir, China, and Russia
;
others had probably been

looted from the caravans of Central Asia
;
while how

some of the things we found had got here it was indeed

difficult to conjecture. For instance, there was an
European armchair, apparently of English manufacture,

and two large mirrors with gaudy frames of flashing

glass prisms, the sort of ornaments one would expect

to see in some shady French brasserie. The following

were some of our discoveries :—Several good telescopes

and field-glasses
;
brazen lamps of elegant design

;
a

large musical box from Paris
;
papier-mache writing-

desks and workboxes
;
a coloured portrait of His Im-

perial Majesty the Czar, and another of the Czarevitch
;

a quantity of Russian prints and of old Dutch engravings

in a portfolio
;
some packing-cases full of cheap look-

ing-glasses—caravan loot probably
;
an extraordinary

walking-stick, which could be pulled to pieces and con-

verted into two knives, two forks, two spoons, and a

corkscrew
;
a great many brazen bowls, ewers, and jars

from Yarkand
;
Russian samovars

;
some China plates

and cups of apparently good quality—there were, un-

fortunately, no judges of porcelain among us.

Of stores there were ample supplies, which proved
of great use to us

:
granaries overflowing with grain

;

sugar, both loaf and candied
;
walnuts

;
dried apricots

and mulberries
;

chillies
;
lucifer matches and candles

from Russia, and several liqueur bottles, by the way,
from the same country, all empty.

We scarcely anticipated that the most valuable loot

to be found in the robber king’s stronghold would take

a literary form, but so it was. Though I believe the

monarch cannot himself read, his library was extensive

and interesting. There were in it many beautifully

bound and illuminated Korans, and curious Hindoo
books and manuscripts, some evidently of great age.
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There were the works of the Persian poets, and a book
which one of our baboos recognised as being a copy of

a famous Persian universal history—the ‘ Khilasset el

Akhbar ’ of Khondimir, I believe, in which the thum
might have read the doings of his ancestor, Alexander.

This volume contained a number of well-painted pictures

of battles, very realistic in their horrors.

There were masses of correspondence in Persian,

letters from our Agent at Grilgit, from Kashmir, Russian

and Chinese authorities. The illiterate thum must
have made an unfortunate choice in his secretary, who,
to judge from what we saw, is a very unmethodical

person, and sadly neglectful of his duties. The greater

portion of the letters addressed to the thum, some of

which dated several years back, had never even been
opened, and were scattered about all over the palace in

corners of floors and disused cupboards.

Perchance this cunning munshi considered this

calm indifference to the communications of neighbour-

ing Powers to be the most diplomatic method of con-

ducting the Foreign Secretaryship of the monarchy.
Here, too, were the unopened letters which had been
sent from Gilgit to Captain Younghusband during the

imbroglio with the Russians on the Pamirs in the spring,

and which the thum had intercepted.

I may mention that we came across some bottles

of quicksilver and a little gold amalgam, a sample, no
doubt, of the results of washing the sands of the Kanjut
River.

Our quarters began to present quite a high-art

appearance, for we arranged the copper vessels,

weapons, old china, and the more valuable spoil, round
the walls of the zenana. It looked quite the old

baronial hall when lit up by night with the Russian
candles we had appropriated.
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Our exploration had been very complete, and I

think but little escaped us. We were just about to

abandon the search when a discovery was made that

raised our highest anticipations : it seemed as if we had
at last hit upon the secret treasure-room of the thurn,

and were about to feast our eyes on a very Ali Baba’s

cave of stolen riches. But having had some disap-

pointing previous experiences of hunting for pirate

treasure, I dared not feel over-sanguine.

Somebody’s keen eye perceived that a space in one
of the towers remained unaccounted for, showing that

there must exist some secret chamber which had no
windows, and the door of which had been walled up.

This was very exciting. After probing about and
knocking the mud plaster off the walls in several

places, we at last discovered the artfully-concealed

door, which our Gurkhas soon battered in, and then

we found ourselves peering into the pitchy blackness

of the mysterious vault. A candle was lit and we
entered. The first glance did not dispel our hopes, but

on the contrary rather reassured us. Banners and
cliain-armour hung from the roof-beams, and all round
the walls were ranged in order large, strong, wooden
chests, and sacks of. canvas or leather. The first chest

was carefully opened, and was found to be full to the

brim—with gunpowder. One by one we examined all

the others, with a like result. The sacks for their part

contained garnet bullets.

So we had discovered no treasure-room, and this

was evidently only the principal powder-magazine of

the country. We came out laughing at our frustrated

hopes, and had the door barricaded again, in case of

accidents
;
for there was enough powder in this maga-

zine to have brought the whole castle tumbling down
upon the town below on the application of a spark.
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On December 24 the rest of our force came over from
Samaya, and as there was not sufficient accommodation
in the castle, encamped on the polo-ground below.

Dr. Robertson had ascertained that Safdar Ali and
Uzr Khan had been accompanied in their flight by
some four hundred men, who had carried with them, not

only the treasures of Hunza, but all the best rifles, and
that it was their intention to cross the Killik Pass, at

the head of the Hunza Yalley, and proceed to Tash-

kurghan, in Chinese Turkestan.

As it was desirable that these runaway princes

should be captured, and prevented from causing further

trouble later on, it was decided that a party of a

hundred men of the Kashmir Bodyguard Regiment,
under Lieutenants Baidr and Molonv, and accompanied
by Lieutenant Manners Smith as Political Officer, should

set out for the foot of the Killik Pass on Christmas-day,

with the object of overtaking the thum’s party if

possible, and also to report on the road, impress the

remote villages with a military display, and effect the

disarmament of that portion of the country.

I was anxious to see all I could of this interesting

and little-known region, so asked permission to join the

flying column, and this was willingly granted.
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There are several fortified villages between Hunza
and Misgar, the highest inhabited place in the valley,

so we were to dispense with tents, and even with com-
missariat, taking only a few stores, and rely on the

country ahead to supply both food and shelter. Misgar,

our destination, is six marches (about sixty miles) from
Hunza

;
not far beyond is the Killik Pass, on whose

slopes the Kanjut Eiver has its source, flowing from here

for 125 miles to its junction with the Gilgit Eiver.

So on the morning of Christmas-day we left behind

us the luxury of the royal palace for a fortnight’s

journey in the bleak high valley. We gathered from
the descriptions that we should find this a very rough
road. There were several high and difficult paris to

cross, the freezing river had to be forded as many as

twelve times in one day, and there was at least one

broad glacier to be traversed.

As one ascends the valley beyond Hunza the

country assumes a more dreary aspect, what cultiva-

tion there is becomes scanty and dwarfed, and each

march takes one into a more rigorous climate. An
elevation is soon reached at which fruit will not ripen

;

there are no pleasant orchards, as in the lower valley, and
gaunt poplars are the only trees around the villages.

It is only at certain points, where passage along the

cliffs would be otherwise absolutely impossible for the

best cragsmen, that any steps have been taken to open
a road, and then it is but the narrowest scaffolding

thrown from ledge to ledge. One comes upon position

after position of immense natural strength in this gorge,

where the dangerous and only path passes under stout

sangas, which could be held by a handful of men against

a host. Even as the Kanjuts had left the approaches

to their valley below Hilt as difficult of access as

possible, so had they done here, at the outlet of their
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country on to the Pamirs, rendering it almost impossible

for an enemy to invade them from either direction. On
the other hand, the road between Nilt and Nagar is

comparatively in excellent condition, and in places great

labour has been expended upon it.

Our first day’s march took us past the villages of

Altit and Mahomedabad, and then across a long, high

pari to the camping-place on the sands by the river.

This night we had to bivouac (for the fort and village

of Atabad were perched high above us) on a rocky
summit, away from the road. But a messenger had
been sent ahead to apprise the chief man of Atabad of

our coming, and forty of the villagers were awaiting us

by the river with the goats, meal, ghee, and firewood

we had requisitioned for our force.

The ghee here, like all that was given to us in the

valley, was of the consistence of cheese, had a most un-

pleasant odour, and, according to our ideas, it did not

improve the flavour of food that was cooked with it.

The older this so-called clarified butter is, the more is

it to the taste of these highlanders. They bury it in

holes in the ground, and it is often kept there for gene-

rations before it is used, one hundred years being quite

an ordinary age for Hunza ghee. These people like

their butter to be stale and their wine to be new, and
would no doubt consider us coarse barbarians were they

aware of our exactly opposite preferences. The men of

Atabad supplied our sepoys with a very fine old brand
of ghee, capital stufl to keep the cold out. It was
exhumed in balls of about ten pounds weight each,

packed in leaves and grass.

This looked a desolate place to pass our Christmas-

night in. There was no vegetation around us
;
from

the stony river-bed the precipitous, barren mountains
rose high on either side of the gorge

;
the air was raw,
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to say tlie least of it, and the Kanjut torrent, rapid as

it is, was frozen over in places, and rushed along under
a roof of thick ice.

But the natives had brought down plenty of fire-

wood for all, so a dozen and more camp-fires were soon

blazing away. We four Englishmen, sitting round our

own Yule logs, well rolled-up in our sheepskin coats

and blankets, with the flaps of our Balaclava caps over

our ears, enjoyed a capital dinner, and, indeed, had one

of the jolliest Christmas evenings possible.

We had not forgotten to bring some stores with us

for this occasion, and were provided with a fine quarter

of Hunza beef
;
indeed, most of the orthodox delicacies

of the season figured in our menu, which was as fol-

lows :

—

Ox-cheek soup (tinned), roast beef, tinned plum
pudding, chapatis.

We drank whisky and goat’s milk for dinner, and
mulled Hunza wine—a somewhat queer form of grog

—

with our pipes afterwards.

We had to dispense with vegetables during this

little expedition—no hardship this in wintry weather

—

but always procured as much beef, milk, and chapatis

as we required from the natives, so we fared very well.

Dr. Robertson had annexed the States of Hunza and

Nagar pending the decision of the Government of India

as to their disposal
;
so we congratulated ourselves on

having our Christmas dinner on what was, at least

temporarily, British territory— a rather rough and

desert sample of the Empire, it is true, but still British

—

so we felt quite at home.
On December 26, turning out from under our

blankets into a bitterly cold morning, we resumed our

thum-stalking, and accomplished the next stage to

Gulmit. This was a trying march across a howling
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wilderness, over frightful paris, up and down steep

staircases and scaffoldings. We met several natives

who were returning to their homes after having been

impressed by the thum to carry his property to the

KiLLik. They told us that he was five marches ahead

of us, so there was small hope of our coming up with

him, unless bad weather prevented him from attempt-

GULHIT FORT AN1> KANJOT TRIBESMEN.

mg the pass, in which case we had him in a trap. One
of these men, on being asked in what direction the

thum intended to go, replied that he was about to cross

the Bam-i-Dunya (the Persian for 4 Eoof of the WT
orld ’),

the first time any of us had heard the Pamirs thus de-

signated by a native.

At last we saw before us the towered fortress of

Gulmit, surrounded by cultivated fields
;
so we halted

till all our men had come up, and marched in proper
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order to the gate of the fort. A number of men came
out to greet us, bearing presents of chapatis, apples,

and ghee. They had prepared our quarters for us.

There was ample room for all in the fort, and to us four

Englishmen a comfortable chamber was assigned in the

house of a fugitive wazir, having the usual surround-

ing divan and carved columns. The fire was in the

middle of the mud floor, the universal fashion here, and
very trying, too, to unaccustomed eyes

;
for the greater

portion of the smoke does not escape through the square

hole in the roof, but rolls about the room to torment one.

Meal, goats, and ghee were requisitioned for our men,
and the natives, in order to supply us with firewood,

proceeded to pull down the upper storeys of the fort-

ress towers, which were partly constructed of stout

beams. ‘ For now that this country is yours,’ they

said, ‘ we have no need of forts. We shall have no
more fighting

;
you will always protect us.’ Consider-

ing that these were British subjects of only a few hours'

standing, they had grasped the situation very com-
pletely. They appeared to think that the new regime

would in many ways be greatly to their advantage.

They realized that they themselves would be subject to no
more oppression

;
but they scarcely approved of our cur-

tailment of their prescriptive right to oppress others, and
thought it hard that they would no longer be at liberty

to support their families by practising the gentlemanly

professions of caravan-raiding and man-stealing.

At each village we went through the chief men
were called up and informed that they were now the

subjects of the Angresi Sarkar. We had a Hunza guide

and interpreter with us, one Abdullah, a cheery, shrewd

old rascal, who was a great character in his way. He
was a born orator, and used to make long harangues

to the tribesmen on their new rights and obligations as
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British citizens. Abdullah had the intelligence to dis-

cover that one way to an Englishman’s heart is by his

stomach, especially when he is campaigning
; so this

wise man used to hurry ahead when we approached a

village, advise the inhabitants as to what delicacies in

the way of food were best calculated to conciliate the

conquerors, and see to the immediate preparation of

the same.

The chapatis of fine flour which were presented to

us at each village were the best I had ever tasted. We
heard that the fair ladies of the zenana had made these

for us. It appears that there were many women in

these forts
;
but we never saw a single one, and did not

even catch a glimpse of a dark, inquisitive eye peeping

through a lattice. The Hunzas do not keep their

women in purdah
,
so this concealment was unusual.

This distrust, which passed away when they had seen

more of us, was no doubt due to the wild reports spread

by the first fugitives who had come up the valley after

the storming of Nilt
;
they declared that we were kill-

ing all the men we found, and sending all the women
and children to London, where they were to be sold as

slaves. The people in the remotest regions of the

Hindoo Koosh have heard of London, just as they have
heard of Alexander the Great, and know about as much
of either. Many of these tribesmen imagine London to

be a big fortified village, something like Hunza, and
several days’ march beyond Gilgit.

On December 27 we made a rather easy march

—

encountering no bad paris, but having to cross the

couloirs of two glaciers—to Passu, another small but
densely-populated rabbit-warren of a fort.

The people here, having recovered from their panic,

had returned to their ordinary avocations, and received

us in a friendly manner. As the religious prejudices
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which limit our intercourse with most other Mahome-
dan races do not exist in this Maulai country, we
were quickly enabled to acquire some insight into the

character and habits of these new British subjects.

We found the Hunzas to be a jovial people, fond of

boisterous merry-making over the flowing bowl, and
possessed of a sense of humour rare among Asiatics.

That strict Mussulmans consider these the vilest of

Kafirs is not to be wondered at
;

for apparently the

Hunzas are not only free from fanaticism, but are

devoid of all religious sentiment whatever. They leave

the care of their souls entirely in the hands of their

spiritual masters, much in the same way as do the

Buddhists of Ladak, and, like these, they deny the exist-

ence of a heaven or hell, and believe in re-incarnation.

At Passu, as elsewhere, the tribesmen stated that the

Russians had advised them to resist us, and after having
promised to lend them assistance, had left them in the

lurch. If this be so—and there is little doubt that it is

so—the over-zealous agents ofRussia have kindly played

into our hands, for the story of her faithlessness will be
carried throughout all these regions. The Afghans

have not forgotten how the Russians deserted them in

similar fashion at Cabul
;
and there is no doubt that our

rivals are earning for themselves a reputation for

untruthfulness and deceitful dealing among the natives

on both sides of the Hindoo Koosh. Some of our

travellers in Turkestan can tell interesting tales in

evidence of this.

We found that the men of Passu and of other

villages higher up the valley were somewhat anxious to

ascertain whether they would still retain their ancient

privileges beyond the Hindoo Koosh. It appears that

the Chinese, for the last 200 years, have given the

Kanjuts pasturage rights on the Tagdambash Pamir,
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and tlie Khirgiz nomads, who also graze their cattle

there, have paid a regular toll to the thum.

The inhabitants of Passu discussed the recent war

with us in a cheery way
;
they spoke of it as if it were

some sort of tamasha, a merry little game that had been

quite worth the playing. What tickled them immensely

was the fact that by far the greater portion of the men

KANJUT VALLEY NEAR PASSU.

who had been killed on their side had been Nagaris.
‘ The Nagaris did not want to fight,’ said they, ‘but our

chiefs made them do so
;
and

}
ret, lo ! we Hunzas have

escaped with very little loss, while hundreds of those

other foolish fellows were shot.’

In the frequent neighbourly little wars between the

Hunzas and Nagaris, the former have invariably come
off best. But when the two States are allied against a

common foe, the shrewd Hunzas so contrive matters that
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the Nagaris shall bear the brunt of the fighting, and
that the standing crops or winter stores of Nagar shall

suffer most from a foreign foray. Once before the

Hunzas quietly sat down on one side of the river at

Maiun, and watched the Nagaris fight their battles

against the Kashmir forces on the Nilt shore. The
Hunzas evidently regard the Nagaris as an inferior

people, to be put upon on every occasion. For instance,

when we first occupied Hunza Castle the head-men
there had the impudence to suggest that the Nagaris

should be requisitioned to provide all the supplies for

our troops in Hunza, as well as for those in Nagar, and
that the Hunzas should escape scot-free from all the

consequences of their rising. They would, no doubt,

gladly have crossed the river and looted the grain of

their allies for us had we suggested it.

I am afraid that the Hunzas, though a pleasant

people to travel among now that they have been
brought under subjection, are great rascals

;
but hypo-

crisy, at any rate, is not one of their faults. They are

quite frankly unprincipled, will unblusliingly confess to

acts of abominable treacherjq cruelty, and dishonesty

;

while there is a refreshing bonhomie in their wicked-

ness that reminds one of the amiable villainy of the

immortal Count Fosco. These hereditary robbers of

the frontier are not even loyal to each other, and have
no scruples in betraying and plundering their own
friends and relations on occasion. We now began to

understand how it was that the men of the upper valley

were so well disposed to us, and accepted their defeat

with such cheery resignation. We observed that

within every fort the stones were sprinkled with fresh

blood, and that the remains of recently-slaughtered

cattle were lying on the ground. The thum and his

companions in flight had left behind them large herds
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and stores of grain, to which the tribesmen were now
obviously helping themselves very liberally, and were

living a life of unwonted luxury, feasting on unlimited

beef and choice meal. They were amicably dividing

among themselves all the possessions of the runaways.

It is no wonder that they bore us no ill-will for

having carried war into their valley
;
defeat had proved

a blessing to them, while victory would have brought

them no advantages. The supplies we requisitioned at

each village were furnished from the property of the

unfortunate runaways. Most of these men left the thum
later on, and returned to their pillaged homes, and no
doubt when they inquired about their missing cattle

and grain, their fellow-villagers plausibly explained

that our sepoys had eaten the lot, maintaining a dis-

creet silence as to the far greater share of the good
things they themselves had enjoyed.

We found it impossible to procure quarters for our

Kashmir troops in Passu Port. The blood and entrails

of the cows on which the Hunzas had been feasting

were strewn on the floor of every building
;
the Hindoo

sepoys, horrified at a sight so repugnant to their reli-

gious feelings, would not stay in a place defiled by the

blood of a sacred creature, and so the poor fellows were
obliged to bivouac outside, despite the extreme cold.

But the upper storeys of the fortress towers were pulled

down, and the beams supplied them with an abundance
of firewood.

December 28 was a miserable day : the sky was
overcast, and a wind of deadly chilliness howled among
the rocks, driving clouds of freezing dust before it.

The country we marched through was bare of any
vegetation—a chaos of rock and ice and snow alone.

The mountains were of extraordinary steepness, and
terminated in sharp pinnacles. A short distance

JL K
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beyond Passu we liad to cross a large glacier that

descended to the river-bed, picking our way for two
miles among boulders of green ice. No description

would enable one to realise the awful desolation of the

upper Kanjut Valley in mid-winter.

Many of those who, of their own free will or by
compulsion, had accompanied the Thum of Hunza in

his flight, had now deserted him, and were returning

to their homes in Hunza and Nagar. On this day we
passed three parties of these refugees. One was escort-

ing back two handsome, rosy-cheeked little boys, who
from their dress and high-bred features evidently be-

longed to a family of distinction. "We found they were
the children of Humayun, who had been Wazir of

Hunza during the reign of the late Thum, Ghazan Khan,
the father of the gentleman we were now stalking.

Safdar Ali, it will be remembered, succeeded to the

throne after murdering his father
;
he then proceeded

to expel the Wazir Humayun from the country, and
appropriated his wife. The two boys remained with

their mother, while Humayun fled to Chitral and be-

came a firm ally of ours. He is described as a man
possessed of excellent qualities. It was known that he

had many friends in Hunza, and that a large party in

that country was ready to follow him. As such a man
would be of service to us, he had been recalled from

Chitral by our Resident
;
and his two boys, hearing of

this, had left Safdar Ali and their mother, to rejoin

their father. The little lads appeared very glad to see

us, realizing that they had now got quite safely out of

the tyrant’s clutches. It is somewhat strange that he

let them go. In one of his fits of rage he might have

murdered them to revenge himself on their father, whom
he hated

;
or he might have kept them with him as

hostages. At the time I write this the exiled Humayun
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is once more in possession of Iris estates, and is Wazir

of Hunza ;
while Safdar Ali, who had so wronged him,

is a friendless wanderer on the wastes of Turkestan..

Our destination this day was the little -village of

Khaibar, a miserable place at the mouth of a grand

gorge. The streams were here completely frozen up,

so that, in addition to other supplies, baskets of ice had

to be requisitioned, and melted in the cooking-pots to

produce the water we required.

Here we met another refugee prince who had escaped

the thum. This was Khusru Khan, who accompanied

us during the remainder of this expedition. He is a

bright boy of sixteen, and is closely related to both the

royal houses of Hunza and Nagar. The Hunza Thum’s

sister was his mother, and the Thum of Nagar’s son,

Muhammad Khan, was his father. Uzr Khan had

expelled Muhammad Khan from Nagar, and was there-

fore, of course, suspicious of the son, and hated the

young Khusru. It was perhaps well for Khusru that

he had placed himself in our hands
;
for his uncle, the

heir-apparent of Nagar, would have probably added

his name to the roll of the relations he had murdered.

Khusru Khan was once a hostage at Gilgit, and was
greeted as an old friend by some of our officers.

Twelve of our sepoys, who were ill or sore-footed,

were left at Khaibar to await our return, and on

December 29 the rest of us marched up the valley to

the village of Girclia. It was a bleak, sunless day, and
the grey clouds were low down on the desolate moun-
tain-slopes. We had to cross to the left bank of the

Kanjut Kiver in order to avoid an inaccessible pari.

There was an old rope bridge, by which some of us

passed over, but it was very frail, and the few remain-

ing strands of the foot rope began to give way one by one

under even a single man’s weight. Therefore most of
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the sepoys and all the Balti coolies had to ford the freez-

ing stream, at this point broad and about three feet deep.

Fires were lit on the farther bank, at which the men
could dry their clothes and warm themselves before pro-

ceeding—an indispensable precaution in this weather.

It began to snow lightly as we advanced. We had,

so far, been lucky in our weather. Had the snow fallen

in earnest it would have made the narrow ledges of

rock by which we had to cross the paris very dam
gerous

;
while we should certainly have had some cases

of frostbite had a strong wind arisen.

At Gircha we as usual experienced no difficulty in

obtaining supplies, while we annexed thirty sheep and

a quantity of grain belonging to the thum.

The march of December 30 was our last and most

arduous one. The paris on this stage are high and
difficult, while the Kanjut Kiver has to be crossed

several times by deep and difficult fords. Under these

circumstances we took only twenty-five sepoys on with

us, leaving the rest of the column at Gircha.

With a cold, grey sky above us, we slowly toiled

along through the gloomiest land imaginable. We had

now attained a considerable elevation, and the tempera-

ture was very low, probably considerably below zero,

but we had no thermometer with us to inform us how
cold it was.

On this march huge pari after pari projects into the

river with high, perpendicular cliffs. Consequently the

road—it seems absurd to apply such a term to these

Kanjut routes—is ever ascending and descending, the

traveller having to scramble as best he can from crevice

to crevice along the face of the precipices. Looked at

from below, much of the way appears quite impassable

for any creature, and it is, indeed, in places difficult

even for hill-men.

In the summer, when the torrent, swollen by the
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melting snows, is unfordable, this dangerous track is

the only one
;
but in the winter it is possible, though not

particularly easy, to follow the river-bed on horseback,

and avoid the paris by frequently fording the torrent.

The upper road, like so many in this region, is much
exposed to falling rocks, and a poor Balti who had been
sent after us from Hunza with stores had one leg com-
pletely cut off by a large stone.

Manners Smith, Molony, Baird, and myself, having

found three horses at Gircha, followed the lower route,

and forded the river at twelve different points in the

course of the day. The river was frozen over for a

short distance from the banks, though open in the

centre, and the ice was in that doubtful condition when
it would bear a horse’s weight at one step and break

away under him at the next
;
so that the animals would

not face the passage without much forcible persuasion.

The Kanjut Biver is so discoloured that it is impossible

to see what the bottom is like, and the horses, after

alternately slipping over and floundering through the ice,

tumbled about among the hidden boulders, occasionally

falling into holes and drenching their riders. In a few
places, where the torrent was deep, they were swept off

their feet and had to take to swimming.
We soon began to present a curious appearance.

The horses were covered with ice. From their shaggy
coats and stomachs depended icicles, which grew larger

after each ford, until they were some two feet in length,

and clashed together at every movement. All our lower
extremities, too, were encased in ice, while our frozen

breath hung in masses of ice from our moustaches.
We were glad when we had accomplished our twelfth

ford, and saw before us the towers of Misgar, our
destination. The sepoys and coolies had followed the
weary track across the mountains

;
but they, too, had to

ford the river at least once.
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CHAPTER XXXI
MISGAR— LITTLE GUHJAL—AN INDIAN ULTIMA THULE—A HUNZA MERRY-

MAKING—THE KANJUT SWORD-DANCE—A HUNZA PANTOMIME—DISARMA-
MENT OF THE TRIBESMEN.

Misgar is a poor little settlement, but is surrounded
by a towered wall. It is the last inhabited spot of the

Kanjut Valley, and is 10,200 feet above the sea. This

curious robber valley, populated by an Aryan race

which thrusts itself thus, like a narrow wedge, into the

region of the Mongolians, practically terminates here.

The traveller, on proceeding beyond Misgar, will en-

counter oidy the Khirgiz nomads and other peoples

of Tartar tj^pe.

Our occupation of Misgar with our twenty-five

sepoys now made this the extreme point to which British

influence has extended into Central Asia. If the

countries beyond are as cheerless as that which now
surrounded us, they would be scarcely worth influencing

one way or the other, were it not that this is one of the

gates of our Indian Empire, and we cannot again allow

the soldiers of that Power, in which to put any faith is

suicidal folly, to pass through here and stir up the

populations against us.

Here there are no trees or other vegetation save a

little poor grass in places. The scenery is not even

interesting. There are no grand peaks or cliffs; the

bare mountains, of no great height, slope gently to the

valley. The Hindoo Koosli at this point loses all its
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usual rugged sublimity, and the passes that lead from
here on to the Tagdambash Pamir wind over stony

downs, and are remarkably easy.

Thus, the Killik Pass hard by, about 15,000 feet, was
still open and practicable for horses, and it remains so

throughout the winter, save in exceptionally rigorous

seasons. The road over this pass into China is un-

doubtedly less difficult and dangerous in winter than is

the road we had left behind us leading across the Borzil

and Tragbal passes into Kashmir. The snowfall is much
heavier, and occurs at a considerably earlier date on
the southern ranges than on the Hindoo Koosh. It is

probable, now that merchants need no longer fear the

Kanjut robbers, that the road up this valley, across the

Tagdambash Pamir to Yarkand, may become a great

caravan route between India and Central Asia, and sup-

plant the longer and more difficult road by way of Leh
and the Karakoram. But a good deal of blasting will

first have to be carried on among the Kanjut paris, and
the Indus Valley below Boonji must be open to us.

The higher portion of the Kanjut Valley, extending

from near Gulmit to the passes of the Hindoo Koosh, is

generally known as Little Guhjal. This district was
colonised two centuries ago by refugees from the Afghan
country of Wakkan. At Misgar especially one notices

that the majority of the inhabitants are of a different

type to that of the Hunza Dards, and here they still

speak the Wakki language instead of the Burishki dia-

lect of the Kanjuts. Yearly every man we met in Mis-

gar also understood Persian.

On December 31 we took a holiday, and saw the

old year out at this cheerless Indian Ultima Thule.

Our expedition up the valley, though successful in

its other objects, had proved a failure so far as our
thum-stalking was concerned. This we had antici-
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pated, for the monarch had got too long a start of us

;

and now that we were at the foot of the Pamirs we
could follow him no farther, our orders of course pre-

venting us from crossing the passes into Chinese terri-

tory. A Russian officer under like circumstances would
have had a freer hand, and would have troubled him-

self little as to whose lands he was trespassing over

when in full chase of his quarry.

On this day Lieutenant Townshend joined us with

five sepoys, having left at Gircha the rest of the small

party with which he had marched from Hunza. He
had been sent to penetrate some tributary nullahs of

the Kanjut, to carry on the same work which had em-
ployed us in the main valley—the reconnoitring of the

country and the disarmament of the natives.

It being Hew Year’s Eve we got up a tamasha after

supper. Several fires, forming a large circle, were lit

outside in the clear frosty air, and we all—officers,

sepoys, Baltis, and natives, the latter far outnumbering
our party—sat round in a ring as spectators, while in

the centre the Hunzas gave us an entertainment of a

most interesting character.

For fourteen centuries, it is said, have these tribes

men lived as they do now, unchanging in manners or

dress. The singing, dancing, and music of this evening’s

nautch were all traditional, and a thousand years ago a

Hunza merry-making would have doubtless been little

different from this one.

In this country women never dance, so men only

took part in this performance. It is the custom here

for every big man to maintain his band of musicians,

which accompanies him when he makes a journey.

Later on we requisitioned the thum’s own orchestra for

our nautches
;
but on this occasion we had to satisfy our-

selves with the band of one of the fugitive wazirs, consist-
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ing of kettle-drums, tomtoms, mandolines, and strange

wind instruments bearing some resemblance to clarionets.

These Kanjut musicians are really excellent in their

way : the melodies, barbaric and in the minor key, are

often singularly impressive
;
and the songs are not the

melancholy lamentations of a subject and oppressed

race, but the spirited war-chants of a conquering

people, in which the bard triumphantly celebrates old

fights, successful forays, and the raids on caravans of

treasure
;
while to the furious beating of tomtoms all

the tribesmen round clap their hands and energetically

join, with flashing eyes, in the savagely exultant chorus,

—the sort of thing to quicken the pulses of men and
excite in them the lust of battle.

Various native dances, mostly graceful and stately,

but sometimes fiercely energetic, filled up the intervals

between the songs. Now one man alone, now two or

four, would step into the ring and engage in the pleas-

ing figures, which were entirely different from those of

the tiresome nautches of most Oriental countries.

There were some dances furious as those of hemp-in-

toxicated dervishes, when the drums and tomtoms
would keep up a tremendous rolling, while the tribes-

men shouted and clapped their hands to excite the

dancers to still more frantic efforts.

We discovered that this was the very band that

used to play in Maiun Fort during the campaign.
When last we had heard these men raise this din of

shouting and tomtoming, it was to inflame the tribes-

men with warlike ardour and excite them to slaughter

us ;
and yet, here we were having a merry smoking-

concert in the company of these late enemies, now fel-

low British subjects, and their head-men were sitting

by us, showing a due appreciation of the cheroots and
hot whisky-and-water we provided.
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On looking at the wild, jovial, bold-eyed men around
us, it was difficult to realize that these were Asiatics at

all. The Hunzas are much like what one imagines the

Northern Europeans to have been in the old savage
days. Such hearty ruffians, careless of human life,

cruel, fond of rough conviviality, must the Scotch
Highlanders or Norse freebooters have been

;
and, in-

deed, many of these tribesmen, if dressed appropriately,

could easily pass as weather-beaten fishermen of the

Baltic or crofters of the Western Highlands. These
Dards, with their strong, rugged features, stand quite

apart from all other races of Asia. They claim descent

from the armies of Alexander the Great; but, however
that may be, their origin is somewhat of a mystery, and
there is much interesting work to be done here by
philologist and ethnologist.

It is the fashion in this country for men of the

highest rank—even for the thums themselves—to excel in

the dance. Thus, on this night Khusru Khan stepped into

the circle and exhibited his skill; then Rajah Sekandar
Khan and his faithful henchman and Prime Minister gave
us a Hunza sword-dance. Each had sword and shield,

and to warlike music they represented the various phases

of a hand-to-hand combat with the traditional weapons
of the Kanjuts. It was a most spirited performance. At
times, when they pressed each other, they whirled their

flashing blades, sharpened for war, with wonderful rapid-

ity and accuracy, slashing away in what seemed alarm-

ing proximity to each other’s ears.

Other natives engaged in sword-dances. Occasion-

ally several men, following each other, each brandishing

a sword in either hand, would rush round the circle with

savage shouts and gestures, as if falling on an enemy,

while the tomtoms rolled incessantly—a mostpicturesque

spectacle, as seen b}r the flickering and uncertain light of
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the fires. In some of these dances a man would fall as

if wounded, and would cut furiously about him in all

directions with his two swords, as he rolled in the dust

in his death agony, to keep his enemies at bay.

The Hunzas were the chief performers, but our own
men took some share in the tamasha. Two Pathan
sepoys who were with us danced the exciting sword-

dance of the Afghans. Some Gurkhas of the Kashmir
Regiment gave us some weird songs and dances of their

own country, and even the Balti coolies were called

upon to contribute to the evening’s amusement. These
last-mentioned poor fellows, who during this expedition

had enjoyed their daily fill of the flesh of sheep or goats

—an unique experience for them—were getting fatter

and more cheery every day, and they now took the

greatest pleasure in dancing to us the measures of

Baltistan, their innocent, ugly faces beaming with smiles.

Once we had started them dancing it was difficult to

stop them, each coolie being eager to exhibit his skill.

The dances of the harmless Baltis had nothing savouring

of war in them, neither were they intended to be funny

;

but they were indeed ludicrous in the extreme, and
convulsed the spectators with laughter. They daintily

held up their ragged skirts on either side, as a ballet-

girl does, and pirouetted and skipped around the circle

with marvellous agility.

On our way back down the valley we had a similar

smoking-concert at nearly every night’s halting-place,

the Hunzas, pleased to find that we appreciated their

attempts to amuse us, getting up the best tamashas they
could for our benefit. At one fort the performance
was varied with a pantomime which was really funny,

and in which the Hunzas showed that they had a keen
sense of the humorous. It was true pantomime : not
a word was spoken, and the actors in clever dumb-show
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gave a burlesque version of a day’s ibex stalking. First

there danced into the ring with ridiculous antics two
huge ibex. Each was made up of a stick framework
covered with cloths, two real ibex horns surmounting
the head. Two men under the framework, their bodies

concealed by it, supplied the quadruped with its proper
number of legs. The animals having completed their

pas de deux, had a butting-match, and then proceeded
to graze quietly. Two sportsmen now crawled cauti-

ously on, one evidently intended for a sahib, the other

for his native shikaree. A boy on all-fours, got up as

a comic and irrepressible dog of uncertain breed, ac-

companied them. The shikaree, lying behind a rock,

scanned the whole horizon earnestly. Suddenly he
started. Was that an ibex grazing on that far hillside

yonder ? (some four paces oil*). He shaded his eyes with

his hand, straining his sight, but was unable to make
sure

;
so, creeping up to the musicians, he took a

clarionet from one of them, and applying his eye to it

as if it were a telescope, he turned it in the direction of

the ibex. He gave a low chuckle of satisfaction, put

down the telescope, and with exultant smile signified

by gestures to the sahib that there was the most magni-

ficent ibex possible on the opposite mountain. He
spread out his arms to indicate the extraordinary span

of the horns from tip to tip. The sahib expressed

doubt, and in capital pantomime informed his attendant

that he was guilty of gross exaggeration. The shikaree

appeared hurt, handed the telescope to his master, and

pointed out to him the direction in which he should

look. The sahib then perceived the phenomenal beast,

and opened his mouth in wonderment. ‘ I told you so,’

nodded the shikaree. The stalking now commenced.
The sahib seized his rifle, a sepoy’s Snider, and wriggled

over the ground on his stomach, in a snake-like fashion
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no sahib could imitate, until he was within easy range

—

two inches—of the larger ibex. He took deliberate aim,

and pulled the trigger. He was evidently an indifferent

rifle-shot, for the ibex, though considerably startled,

was not touched, but scampered away, and surveyed the

subsequent proceedings from a safe distance. Next
came a most natural bit of business, which showed
that the Kanjuts are keen observers of the ways of

men. The angry and disappointed sahib walked back
and kicked his shikaree. ‘ So like a sahib, that,’ was
the remark of one of us. But the other ibex had not

yet taken alarm, so the sahib wriggled along once

more, made sure of his success this time by placing the

muzzle of his rifle against the animal’s heart, and the

click of the trigger was followed by the fall of the huge
creature, which, with a wild shriek (from both of the

men beneath), collapsed into an indistinguishable heap
upon the ground. Then followed the exultation of the

sahib
;
flattering smiles of the shikaree, who put out his

hand for bakshish from his master, and received it;

and great delight of the comic dog, who, wagging his

tail vigorously, proceeded to devour the ibex until he
was whipped off.

The Hunza campaign over, I now bethought myseli

how I was to get home without delay. It is possible

for small bodies of men to cross the Himalayas in mid-
winter, though so far as the transport of troops or

supplies is concerned the passes are closed until the

end of May, or sometimes later.

Spedding and Beech had already started for

Srinagur, but instead of following the Kashmir road
across the Borzil Pass, they had taken a circuitous

route by the Indus Valley to Skardu, and thence to the

Leh road and across the Zoji La. By going this way
they would encounter only one pass, and that a com-

l L
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paratively easy one, instead of the two dangerous
passes on the other road

;
while they would have little

difficulty in obtaining supplies and transport, an almost

impossible matter on the military road.

I decided to follow their example, more especially

as by doing so I should visit a good deal of country that

was new to me, and penetrate those wonderful gorges of

the Indus above Boonji of which I had heard so much.
The distance from Misgar to Srinagur by this route is

500 miles, or forty-eight marches
;
and Rawal Pindi,

my nearest railway-station in India, was 700 miles off.

Much of the road is very difficult, and quite impassable

for horses : I was certain to find many marches under deep
snow, while the cold would be intense, so that I had any-

thing but a comfortable journey to look forward to.

On January 2 the flying column set out on its re-

turn march to Hunza, which we reached after six days’

scaling of paris, clambering over glaciers, and wading
across rivers. Ours was a curious-looking force now •

the men’s clothing had suffered a good deal after a cam-
paign in so rough a country

;
boots, too, were falling to

pieces, and were replaced by bandages
;
but the ragged

uniforms were at times gaily bedecked with icicles,

which rattled merrily as the sepoys marched along.

When we ascended the valley Manners Smith had
ordered the head-men to collect the arms in their several

districts, and these were now awaiting us, piled up, in

each fortress. Our Balti coolies were laden with bundles

of weapons, and we arrived at Gilgit with an interesting

collection. We confiscated a number of ancient match-

locks, swords, and shields, but we found ver}r few rifles.

Several jingals of Chinese make were delivered to us

—

heavy wall-guns with rough, wooden stocks, firing bullets

of the size of large chestnuts. Some of the curious shirts

of mail were also brought to us, and we carried back
with us a quantity of the tlium’s cattle and grain.
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We reached Hunzaon January 6. Six hundred men
of the Imperial Service regiments were now left to

occupy Hunza and Nagar, Lieutenant Townshend being

appointed Military Governor, and the rest of the force

marched to Gilgit on January 7.

A dak arrived at Hunza before we started, but
when we went up to receive our expected letters from
home, it was explained to us that this was the Chinese,

and not the Indian mail. A postal service of a sort

between Yarkand and Gilgit, by way of the Killik, had
thus already been opened. The thum had not per-

mitted letters to be carried through his country, but

now the first letter that had come by the new route in-

formed us that the fugitive monarch was in sore straits :

his followers were rapidly deserting him, the Chinese

had not received him with open arms, as he had expected

they would, and the men who still remained with him
had been divided into three parties, otherwise they

could not have obtained a sufficiency of food on those

desolate table-lands.

To show their loyalty to us the Hunzas now volun-

teered to carry the big cannon of Hunza Castle, which
had been manufactured by the unfortunate Yarkander,

to Gilgit, as a trophy for the Agency. It was dis-

mounted, and 150 natives—three gangs of fifty relieving

each other—actually succeeded in dragging this pon-

derous piece of artillery over the rough track to Gilgit

in little over a week. Four other captured sher bachas
were also brought in.

Our troops, followed by the Baltis laden with cap-

tured weapons and flags, made a triumphant entry into

Gilgit on January 11. Crowds of natives were collected

on the maidan to welcome the victorious army, and the

band of Alidad Khan, Kajah of Gilgit, played stirring

music in honour of our having overthrown that prince’s
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father
;
for Alidad is the son of old Zafar Ali, the Thum of

Nagar. Colonel Durand, we were glad to find, was suffi-

ciently recovered to ride out and meet us, and the other

wounded officers were also in a fair way of recovery.

When I left Gilgit it was not known what measures

the Indian Government would take for the future con-

trol of the Hunza-Nagar States. Since then it has

been decided to place Nazim Khan, half-brother to

Safdar Ali, on the throne of Hunza, and to reinstate

old Zafar Khan, who had fought us against his will, in

Nagar. Zafar Khan’s murderous son, Uzr Khan, who
had escaped across the Killik, was arrested by the

Chinese authorities, and was brought to Gilgit by an

escort of Chinese soldiers. I do not think he will be

let loose to work further mischief
;
the state prison of

Hari Parbat, in Srinagur, will probably be his residence

for the future. Many of the refugee tribesmen have

now returned to their homes, the Chinese having dis-

armed them and conducted them across the frontier.

But the deposed thum, Safdar Ali, is still beyond the

Hindoo Koosh.

The two States now recognise the Empress of India

as their suzerain. Their country is open to us
;
but,

provided that they remain loyal to the paramount

Power, and abstain from slave-dealing and brigandage,

the tribesmen will be permitted to manage their own
affairs. This appears to be a most satisfactory arrange-

ment for both parties, and our prestige on this fron-

tier will gain as much by our unexpected clemency as

by the success of our arms.

Thus were the operations in Hunza-Nagar brought to

a close. The greatest credit is due to Colonel Durand,

who so skilfully planned this expedition
;
to his officers,

who conducted it so ably
;
and to the gallant sepoys,

who fought so well under leaders worthy of them.
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CHAPTER XXXII

FROM GILGIT TO RAWAL PINDI—A TROOP OF KINGS—THE INDUS VALLEY
ABOVE BOONJI—SEVEN MARCHES IN SNOW—THE ZOJI LA IN WINTER

—

RAWAL PINDI AND HOME.

My long journey from Gilgit to Rawal Pindi, instead of

being the dull and wearisome one I had anticipated,

proved to be exceedingly interesting, and quite unique

in some respects. I was, indeed, in luck’s way, for

Doctor Robertson, his services as Political Officer being

no longer needed now that the campaign had termi-

nated, was also travelling to India, and I was enabled to

join his party.

The natives of our remote dependencies, of States

allied to us, and even of countries with which we at

present have no political relations, are often taken on a
tour through India in order that they may realize the

civilisation, the wealth, and the military strength of our
Empire, and on their return to their homes be able to

spread a report of what they have experienced.

This wise policy of the Indian Government was
pursued on this occasion, and Doctor Robertson was
instructed to bring to India as guests of the Viceroy,

not only the six Kafirs who had accompanied him from
Kafiristan, but some leading men of the hill-tribes who
occupy the countries round Gilgit. It was certainly an
aristocratic party, and included a few descendants of

Alexander the Great, as well as other men of ancient

family. We had with us two young princes of the
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royal houses of Hunza and Nagar, Sekandar Khan and
Khusru Khan

;
other notables of the two States we

had just brought under subjection, and several of their

followers
;
and also Akbar Khan, Eajah of Punial, with

some Punialis—in all about fifty men, who were to

proceed to Calcutta, ‘.personally conducted’ by Doctor
Eobertson, and pay their salaams to the Viceroy.

The long journey across the Himalayas with these

half-savage hillmen, whom we always used to speak of

as Eobertson’s kings, was a curious and instructive

one, many humorous incidents occurring by the way.
As one would expect in a travelling party of rival

kings, there was a good deal of jealousy and bickering

now and then
;
and the order of precedence, which

was intimately connected with the commissariat, was a

troublesome business. Each chief drew all the rations

for his own party; but the amount he required de-

pended upon his own particular rank, and not upon
the number of mouths he had to feed. Thus, a rajah

with only two followers expected more goats and ghee
than an inferior rajah who had a dozen men with him.

To have apportioned to one a half-pound too much or

too little of salt or sugar would have been to ignore

the delicate distinctions of rank between the rulers, a

slight that would have caused much heart-burning.

But it was impossible to entirely humour the caprices

of these haughty village kings, for supplies were often

too scarce to be wasted in observance of strict etiquette.

The party consisted entirely of fine young men,

sturdy mountaineers full of energy, who got up a

tamasha at every opportunity on the march
;
and the

athletic Punialis and Hunzas, who had so recently

been trying to cut each other’s throats, now engaged in

rivalry at polo whenever horses were procurable. They
all behaved excellently as a rule, and thoroughly en-
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joyed their tour
;
but occasionally the hare-brained

young kings, full of high spirits as they were, required

a little looking after. Eobertson is not only a ven-

turesome explorer and a clever Political Officer, but he

makes an admirable travelling tutor to youthful princes

—parental in manner, not too severe, but maintaining

due discipline.

The six Kafirs had weird ways, and as we marched
through Baltistan they puzzled and terrified the timid

natives of that country. The Kafir idolaters are looked

upon with superstitious dread by their neighbours, and
the Baltis believe that they are cannibals. One of the

Kafirs, a boy of sixteen, who had picked up a little

Hindustani, heard of this, and on entering a village it

was a standing joke with him—to the huge amusement
of his companions—to walk seriously up to the fattest

Balti he could see—the lumbadar if possible—poke him
with his finger as a butcher would a calf, and say,

‘ This one seems well fed
;
he will do for our supper.’

As often as not the Balti, to judge from his scared ex-

pression, took the proposition quite seriously at first,

and turned pleadingly to the sahib for protection. The
religious belief of these heathen Kafirs appears to be
curiously assimilative. They claimed the Gurkhas as

co-religionists, because they killed their goats with some-
what similar rites

;
they also thought that the creed of

sahibs must be the same as their own, because they too

had no prejudices concerning what they ate or drank
;
and

before they reachedRawal Pindi they exhibited aninclina-
tion to adopt Mahomedanism,and used to go off the road
to pay their salaams to Mussulman saints and hermits.

It took us some days to get all ready for the start,

and the kings, of course, had first to put the affairs of

their several States in order, and appoint regents to

rule for them in their absence.
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We set out on January 23
, and it was with regret

that I left Gilgit and all the capital fellows there. In
addition to the Viceroy’s guests, we had with us two
Pathan sepoys returning to India on leave, and four

servants. On the bad parts of the road we sometimes
had as many as 175 coolies to carry the baggage and
supplies

;
so our party was rather a large one to

attempt the Himalayan passes in winter.

I have already had so much to say on mountain
journeys that I will give but a brief outline of this

one. First we followed the Gilgit Eiver, by the left

bank, to its junction with the Indus, and then ascended

the valley of the latter river to Skardu. It is 162 miles

by this route from Gilgit to Skardu, and the road has
the reputation of being the worst in Kashmir territory,

so much so that it is spoken of as being only practi-

cable for experienced cragsmen, and the descriptions

one reads of it are enough to make one’s hair stand on
end. The reality is not quite so bad

;
but I should not

have liked to attempt some portions of this road on my
first arrival in this country. Nine months’ scrambling

among the Himalayas had naturally increased my con-

fidence on a hillside.

The Indus here rushes between stupendous defiles,

and for leagues at a time one sees nothing but almost

perpendicular crags between the foaming water and

the sky. The ever-recurring ascents and descents,

sometimes of several thousands of feet, are very trying.

In places one scales the cliff by rough ladders, by
clambering up the trunks of trees standing up on end,

from ledge to higher ledge, or with the assistance of

pegs stuck here and there in little crevices in the rock.

On one march a pari is avoided by an ascent to the

height of 10,250 feet above the sea.

The weather was mild for the first few marches

;
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but as we advanced higher up the valley it became
colder

;
and when we reached the great sandy plain of

Skardu, which I had last seen glowing under the fierce

summer sun, it was covered in snow.

At Skardu we provided ourselves with leg-wraps,

socks, and gloves of putto and sheepskin, sufficient for

the whole party, so as to be well prepared to meet the

great cold in front of us. We heard that Spedding and
Beech had safely crossed the Zoji La some time back, and
before anysnow to speak ofhad fallen; but since thenthere
had been a heavy fall, and the pass was in a dangerous

condition, the snow, even at Dras, being five feet deep.

From Skardu we proceeded by what is the usual

winter road to Srinagur, the summer one being over

the plateau of Deosai. We continued the ascent of

the Indus Yalley for six marches above Skardu—the

road often vile—and then went up the tributary Suru
nullah to its junction with the Dras stream. This

brought us on to the Leh road, and from here to Srina-

gur I retraced my route of the previous spring. We
had now attained a considerable height, and the cold

became more severe at each stage. On leaving the

village of Gangani we had to traverse seven marches
deeply covered in snow.

On February 13 we reached the serai of Dras,

standing out dark against a world of snow. The snow
was now falling steadily, and the cold was more intense

than any I had ever experienced before. It would
have been interesting to have had a thermometer with

us. The weather-wise Thanadar of Dras, who had
assisted Bower and myself across the pass in May, told

us that all communication had been cut off, even for

the dak, for two weeks, that the snow had been falling

heavily for days, and that therefore all the tracks had
been obliterated.
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From here there was a four days’ march over a
snowy wilderness before us, on which no supplies were
obtainable

;
and as with our large following we should

soon have eaten up Dras, and consumed all the fuel

there, it was absolutely necessary that we should push
on at the very earliest opportunity. I need scarcely

say that all arrangements for our journey had been
made before we left Gilgit. Instructions had been sent

ahead of us to the officials on the road to collect

supplies, and Captain Trench, the acting Resident in

Srinagur, was despatching a large party of coolies with
all necessaries to meet us in the Sind Valley. But still

our position was an anxious one should the bad weather
continue, and it looked as if we should have to take our
choice between the risks of famine and frostbite.

We had to remain at Dras during February 14, the

snow still falling too heavily to allow of a start, and
small quantities of fuel were served out. The aspect of

the country round, the hard sky, the intensity of the

cold, the stillness of the freezing air, impressed the

imagination with an image of eternal and hopeless winter

—so absolute a winter that one could not bring oneself

to realize that it would ever yield to any summer sun,

that it could ever be anything else than winter in this

frightful place.

But at dawn on February 15 there was an improve-

ment in the weather, so, after wrapping legs and hands
well up in sheepskins, and putting on snow-glasses, we
pushed on to the rest-house of Matayun. As I have
explained in my description of the Leh road, the ap-

proach to the Zoji La from this side is by an almost

imperceptible ascent
;
the traveller is practically on the

summit of the pass for two marches, crossing bleak

snowy downs and plateaus, often swept by fierce winds

which are as fatal as those of the Rajdiangan.
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We safely reached the rest-house of Matayun, and
passed the night there. As good-luck would have it,

the weather was favourable on the following morning,

so we set out to face the pass.

The descent on the southern side is as abrupt as

the ascent from the north is gradual. The winter road
is down a steep gully blocked up with enormous masses

of snow, which I have already described
;
and here

there is a sudden drop of quite 2,000 feet. There was
some appearance of bad weather in the sky, and our
anxious guides hurried us on all day, permitting no
halt of any duration. Just as we reached the edge of

the plateau, and were about to commence the descent

of the nullah, a strong wind suddenly sprung up, whirl-

ing clouds of frozen snow, like spray, into the air. It

was well that it had not overtaken us before, for tired

men could not long have contended with this icy blast,

and we had been dragging ourselves through deep,

soft snow for nearly ten hours.

An extraordinary stampede now took place. The
coolies, knowing their danger, literally threw themselves

down the almost precipitous snow slopes of the nullah,

tumbling over each other, leaping, sliding, and rolling,

hurrying for shelter to the bottom, far below, in any way
they could, and as quickly as they could, almost regard-

less in their panic of the crevasses that opened out at

the foot of the nullah into the torrent rushing under the

piled-up snow. One man did fall through, but was
hauled out at once, and we were soon all sitting safely

round the fires in the rest-huts of Baltal, miserable holes

that appeared very cheerful and comfortable to us now,
and we cared no longer for the wind that howled
outside.

It was a great relief to have got our large party

here in safety; all anxiety was over now, the dreaded
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mountain had been crossed, there were no more diffi-

culties ahead, and it was all easy-going from Baltal to

London.
The Durbar sent a number of horses to meet us near

Sonamerg
;
so that we were all mounted for the rest of

the journey, and baggage-animals took the place of

coolies.

The passage of the great mountain-range had brought
us suddenly from the dreary northern deserts and an
Arctic winter into the sweet Sind Valley. We rode
through the soft air of the Kashmir spring-tide, crocus

and other flowers blossoming at our feet, the fruit-trees

budding in the orchards, the hills on either side of us,

where not covered with fine pine-woods, green with

young grass—a land where all, indeed, but the spirit of

man was divine
;
for now around us once more were the

false-smiling, jabbering Kashmiris, clad in their women’s
robes, looking contemptible wretches by the side of our
manly Kanjuts and Punialis.

The practical-minded hillmen looked with gloating

eyes at the rich vale they were descending. They had
never seen the like in their mountains, and their mouths
watered at the unlimited capacity of the country for the

feeding of cattle and goats.

Many of the tribesmen rode well
;
but some had

little or no experience of the saddle, and often, as we
were cantering along, a riderless horse would be seen to

break away from our troop, showing us that yet another

king had tumbled off. The Kafirs were constantly

being thrown, and appeared to enjoy it. In the whole
of Kafiristan, it seems, there is but one horse, which was
presented to a Kafir chieftain by the Melitar of Chitral.

It is considered a most valuable piece of property, and is

much admired, but is never ridden, and wanders about

the hillsides with the sheep and goats, living as it likes.
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We rather astonished the citizens of Srinagur as we
rode in a body into the capital, the kings having

donned their most gorgeous raiment for the occasion.

The tribesmen marvelled much at the thronged bazaars,

the palaces, castles, mosques and temples, and the broad

river crowded with boats and barges.

Their next excitement was the passage of the great

Woolar Lake in doongahs. Several of them were sea-

sick
;
and the Kafirs, who had never seen a boat before,

seemed rather scared, and did not take nearly so readily

to navigation as to horsemanship.

But it was when we had passed Murree, and looked

down from the southernmost mountain-spur on the far-

stretching, sunlit plains of India, that the hillmen

expressed their greatest astonishment. Some of them
had never before left their country, had lived all their

lives between the narrow horizons of the Himalayan
gorges, and so immense a landscape as this was a
revelation to them.

But while the Dards were enthusiastic in their enjoy-

ment of their new experiences, and took an intelligent

interest in all they saw, the Kafirs, like most savages,

looked with a stupid indifference at the marvels round
them. Once, indeed, I saw them excited by an incident

which opened their eyes to what appeared to them a

most extraordinary and unnatural state of things. We
were descending the Murree road, when a Kafir hap-

pened to remark that he was feeling hungry. Robertson
bought him some chapatis at a wayside shop. The Kafir

saw the money change hands. ‘ How is this P ’ he in-

quired in surprise. ‘Ho you have to pay for food in

this country ? ’ Robertson replied in the affirmative.

‘ What a country !
’ cried the Kafir in amazement. Then,

after pondering awhile, he continued doubtfully, ‘ Sup-
posing a man had no money in this country, he might
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starve.’ On being told that this was quite possible,

he shook with uncontrollable laughter. It was the

best joke he had ever heard. He then explained this

ridiculous system to his companions, and they roared

in chorus.

On February 28 we reached Eawal Pindi, and on
the same day I bade farewell to Dr. Robertson and his

kings, who had months of wonderful experiences before

them—trains, the ocean steamers, and the splendours of

Indian cities—and travelled back to London as fast as

Indian railways and the P. and 0 vessels could

take me.
Thus ended nearly a year’s pleasant wanderings up

and down the reahn of the Maharajah Pertab Sing, in

which I had lived in the midst of several interesting

races—fantastic Ladakis, harmless Baltis, manly Dards,

gallant Gurkha, Dogra, Pathan, and Sikh soldiery. And
I was also fortunate enough to acquire the friendship of

many of those soldiers and civilians of our own race

who in the Far East maintain the glory of our Empire,

working bravely and loyally. There one seems to live

in a purer atmosphere, and old-fashioned patriotism

takes the place of parochial-politics squabbling. It is

in Asia, perhaps, that one realizes best what Great

Britain is, and there one sees the pick of her sons living

the larger and nobler life that men should live.
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Them. With a Map and 59 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo.
, as. boards, as. 6d. cloth.

Von Hohnel.—Discovery of Lakes
Rudolf AND Stefanie : A Narrative of

1
Count Samuel Teleki’s Exploring

I

and Hunting Expedition in Eastern
Equatorial Africa in 1887 and 1888. By
Lieutenant Ludwig von Hohnel.
With 179 Illustrations and 5 Maps. 2
vols. 8vo., 42s.

Whishaw.—Out of Doors in Tsar-
land

;
a Record of the Seeings and

Doings of a Wanderer in Russia. By
,

Fred. J. Whishaw. Cr. 8vo., 7s. 6d.
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Sport and Pastime.
THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.

Edited by the Duke of Beaufort, K.i

ARCHERY. By C. J. Longman and
Col. H. Walrond. With Contribu-

tions by Miss Legh and Viscount
Dillon. With 198 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., ioj. 6d.

ATHLETICS AND FOOTBALL. By
Montague Shearman. With 51
Illlustrations. Crown 8vo., 10s. 6d.

BIG GAME SHOOTING. By C. Phil-
lifps-Wolley, F. C. Selous, St.

George Littledale, &c. With 150
Illustrations. 2 vols., ioj. 6d. each.

BOATING. By W. B. Woodgate. With
an Introduction by the Rev. Edmond
Warre, D.D.

,
and a Chapter on ‘ Row-

ing at Eton,’ by R. Harvey Mason.
With49 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., ioj. 6d.

COURSING AND FALCONRY. By
Harding Cox and the Hon. Gerald
Lascelles. With 76 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. , 10s. 6d.

CRICKET. By A. G. Steel and the Hon.
R. H. Lyttelton. With Contribu-

tions by Andrew Lang, R. A. H. Mit-
chell, W. G. Grace, and F. Gale.
With 64 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

CYCLING. By Viscount Bury (Earl

of Albemarle), K.C.M.G., and G.
Lacy Hillier. With 89 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo.
,

ioj. 6d.

DRIVING. By the Duke of Beaufort.
With 65 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., ioj. 6d.

FENCING, BOXING. AND WREST-
LING. By Walter H. Pollock, F.

C. Grove. C. Prevost, E. B. Mitchell,
and Walter Armstrong. With 42
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

, ioj. 6d.
'

FISHING. By H. Cholmondeley-Pen-
nell. With Contributions by the
Marquis of Exeter, Henry R.
Francis, Major John P. Traherne,
G. Christopher’ Davies, R. B. Mar-
ston, &c. -

Vol. I. Salmon, Trout, and Grayling.
With 158 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

ioj. 6d.

Vol. II. Pike and other Coarse Fish.

With 133 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

ioj. 6d.

GOLF. By Horace G. Hutchinson,
the Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, M.P.,
SirW. G. Simpson, Bart., Lord Well-
wood, H. S. C. Everard, Andrew
Lang, and other Writers. With 89
illlustrations. Crown 8vo., ioj. 6d.

5., assisted by Alfred E. T. Watson.
HUNTING. By the Duke of Beaufort,
K.G., and Mowbray Morris. With
Contributions by the Earl of Suf-
folk and Berkshire, Rev. E. W. L.
Davies, Digby Collins, and Alfred
E. T. AVatson. With S3 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo.
, ioj. 6d.

MOUNTAINEERING. By C. T. Dent,
Sir F. Pollock, Bart. ,

W. M. Conway,
Douglas Freshfield, C. E. Ma-
thews, &c. With 108 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo.
,
10s. 6d.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHASING.
By the Earl of Suffolk and Berk-
shire, W. G. Craven, Arthur
Coventry, &c. With 48 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., ioj. 6d.

RIDING AND POLO. By Captain
Robert Weir, J. Moray Brown, the
Duke of Beaufort, K.G., the Earl
of Suffolk and Berkshire, &c. With
59 Illustrations. Cr. 3vo.

,
10s. 6d.

SHOOTING. By Lord Walsingham and
Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwey, Bart.

With Contributions by Lord Lovat,
Lord C. L. Kerr, the Hon. G. Las-
celles, and A. J. Stuart-Wortley.
Vol. I. Field and Covert. With 105

Illustrations. Crown 3vo., 10s . 6d.

Vol. II. Moor and Marsh. With 65
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 1or. 6d.

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOGA-
NING, AND'OTHER ICE SPORTS.
By J. M. Heathcote, C. G. Tebbutt,
T. Maxwell Witham, the Rev. John
Kerr, Ormond Hake, and Colonel
Buck With 284 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 1or. 6d.

SWIMMING. By Archibald Sinclair
and William Henry. With 1x9 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo.
, ioj. 6d.

TENNIS, LAWN TENNIS, RAC-
QUETS, AND FIVES. By J. M. and
C. G. Heathcote, E. O. Pleydell-
Bouverie and A. C. Ainger. With
Contributions by the Hon. A. Lyttel-
ton, W. C. Marshall, Miss L. Dod,
&c. With 79 Illustrations. C.8vo., ioj. 6d.

YACHTING.
Vol. I. Cruising, Construction, Racing,

Rules,Fitting-Out, &c. BySir Edward
Sullivan, Bart., Lord Brassey,
K.C.B., C. E. Seth-Smith, C.B., &c.
With 1 14 Illust. Cr. 8vo.

,
ioj. 6d.

Vol. II. Yacht Clubs. Yachting in

America and the Colonies
,
Yacht Rac-

ing, &c. By R. T. Pritchett, the
Earl of Onslow, G.C.M.G., &c„
With 195 Illus. Crown 8vc.

, ioj. 6d.
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Sport and Pastime—continued.
Fur and Feather Series.

Edited by A. I

THE PARTRIDGE. Natural History,
by the Rev. H. A. Macpherson

;

Shooting, by A. J. Stuart-Wortley ;

Cookery, by George Saintsbury.
With n full-page Illustrations and
Vignette by A. Thorburn, A. J.
Stuart-Wortley, and C. Whymper,
and 15 Diagrams in the Text by A. J.
Stuart-Wortley. Crown 8vo.

,
5s.

WILDFOWL. By the Hon. John Scott-
Montagu, M. P.

,
&c. Illustrated by A.

J. Stuart Wortley, A. Thorburn,
and others. [In preparation.

T. Watson.
THE GROUSE. Natural History by the-

Rev. H. A. Macpherson; Shooting,
by A. J. Stuart-Wortley

; Cookery,
by George Saintsbury. With 13
Illustrations by J. Stuart-Wortley
and A. Thorburn, and various Dia-
grams in the Text. Crown 8vo., 5s.

THE HARE AND THE RABBIT. By
the Hon. Gerald Lascelles, &c.

[In preparation.
THE PHEASANT. By A. J. Stuart-
Wortley, the Rev. H . A. Macpherson
and A. J. Innes Shand.

[In preparation.

Campbell-Walker.—The Correct
Card : or, How to Play at Whist

; a
Whist Catechism. By Major A. Camp-
bell-Walker, F.R.G.S. Fcp. 8vo.,

as. 6d.

DEAD SHOT ITHE): or, Sportsman’s
Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on
the Use of the Gun, with Rudimentary
and Finishing Lessons on the Art of
Shooting Game of all kinds, also

Game Driving, Wild-Fowl and Pigeon
Shooting, Dog Breaking, etc. By
Marksman. Crown 8vo., 10s. 6d.

Falkener.—Games, Ancient and Ori-
|

ENTAL, AND HOW TO PLAY THEM.
By Edward Falkener. With nume-
rous Photographs, Diagrams, &c. 8vo.,

2if.

Ford.—The Theory and Practice of
Archery. By Horace Ford. New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Re-
written by W. Butt, M.A. With a Pre-

face by C. J. Longman, M.A. 8vo., 141.

Fowle r.—Recollections of Old
|

Country Life, Social, Political, Sport-

1

ing, and Agricultural. By J. K. Fowler
(“ Rusticus '’), formerly of Aylesbury.
With Portrait and 10 Illustrations. 8vo.,

icw. 6d.

Francis.—A Book on Angling: or,

Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every
|

Branch
;
including full Illustrated List I

of Salmon Flies. By Francis Francis.
With Portrait and Coloured Plates. Cr.

8vo., 15^.

Hawker.—The Diary of Colonel
Peter Hawkf.r, author of ‘‘Instruc-

tions to Young Sportsmen ”. With an
Introduction by Sir Ralph Payne-
Gai.lwey, Bart. 2 vols. 8vo.. 02s.

Longma n.—Chess Openings. By
Fred. W. Longman. Fcp. 8vo.

, 2s. 6d.
Maskelyne.—Sharps and Flats: a
Complete Revelation of the Secrets of
Cheating at Games of Chance and Skill.

By John Nevil Maskelyne, of the
Egyptian Hall. With 62 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Payne-G-allwey.— Works by Sir
Ralph Payne-Gallwey Bart.
Letters to Young Shooters (First

Series). On tne Choice and Use of a
Gun. With 41 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,

7s. 6d.

Lettersto Young Shooters. (Second
Series). On the Production, Preserva-
tion, and KillingofGame. With Direc-
tions in Shooting Wood-Pigeons and
Breaking-in Retrievers. With a Por-
trait of the Author, and 103 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 12s. 6d.
Pole.—The Theory of the Modern
Scientific Game of Whist. By W.
Pole, F.R.S. Fcp. 8vo., 21. 6d.

Proctor.—Works by R. A. Proctor.
How to Play Whist : with the.
Laws and Etiquette of Whist.
Crown 8vo.

,
3L 6d.

Home Whist : an Easy Guide to Cor-
rect Play. i6mo., ir.

Ronalds.—The Fly-Fisher’s Ento-
mology. By Alfred Ronalds. With
coloured Representations of the Natural
and Artificial Insect. With 20 Coloured
Plates. 8vo., 145.Wilcoeks. The Sea Fisherman : Com-
prising the Chief Methods of Hook and
Line Fishing in the British and other
Seas, and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and
Boating. By J. C.Wilcocks. Illustrated.

Crown 8vo.
, 6s.
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Yeterinary Medicine, &c.

Steel.—Works by John Henry Steel,

A Treatise on the Diseases of the
Dog. 88 Illustrations. 8vo., ior. 6d.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
the Ox. With 119 Illustrations.

8vo., 15A
A Treatise on the Diseases of the
Sheep. With 100 Illustrations. 8vo,.

12s.

SPitzwygram.-Horses and Stables.
By Major-General Sir F. Fitzwygram,
Bart. With 56 pages of Illustrations.

8vo., 2s. 6d. net.

“ Stonehenge.”-THE Dog in Health
and Disease. By “Stonehenge".
With 84 Wood Engravings. Square
crown 8vo:

,
ys. 6d.

Youatt.—Works by WILLIAM YOUATT.

The Horse/. Revised and Enlarged
by W. Watson, M.R.C.V.S. Wood-
cuts. 8vo.

,
7s. 6d.

The Dog. Revised and Enlarged.
Woodcuts. 8vo., 6s.

Mental, Moral, and Political Philosophy.
LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, ETC.

Abbott—

T

he Elements of Logic. By
T. K. Abbott, B.D. i2mo., 3s.

Aristotle.—Works by.

The Politics : G. Bekker’s Greek Text
of Books I., III., IV. (VII.), with an
English Translation by W. E. Bol-
land, M.A.

;
and short Introductory

Essays by A. Lang, M.A. Crown
8vo.

,
7s. 6d.

The Politics : Introductory Essays.

By Andrew Lang (from Bolland and
Lang’s * Politics’). Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

The Ethics: Greek Text, Illustrated

with Essay and Notes. By SirAlex-
ander Grant, Bart. 2 vols. 8vo.,

32s.

The Nicomacbean Ethics : Newly
Translated into English. By Robert
Williams. Crown 8vo.

,
7s. 6d.

An Introduction to Aristotle’s
Ethics. Book; I. -IV. (Book X. c.

vi.-ix. in an Appendix.) With a con-
tinuous Analysis and Notes. By the

Rev. E. Moore, I).D. Cr. 8vo.,ios.6d.

Gaeon—Works by Francis Bacon.
Complete Works. Edited by R. L.
Ellis, J. Spedding, and D. D.
Heath. 7 vols. 8vo.

, ^3 135. 6d.
Letters and Life, including all his

occasional Works. Edited by James
Spedding. 7 vols. 8vo., ^4 4?.

The Essays: with Annotations. By
- Richard Whate-y, D.D. 8vo.

1or. 6d.
The Essays. With Introduction, Notes,

and Index. By E. a. Abbott. D.D.
2 vols. Fcp. 8vo.

, 6r The Text and
Index only, without Introduction and
Notes, in One Volune. Fcp. 8vo.,

ss. 6d-

Bain.—Works by Alexander Bain,
LL.D.

Mental Science. Crown 8vo. , 6s. 6d.

Moral Science. Crown 8vo., 41. 6d.

The two works as above can be had in one
volumer price 10s. 6d.

Senses and the Intellect. 8vo.
, 154

Emotions and the Will. 8vo.
, 155.

Logic, Deductive and Inductive.
Part I., 4f. Part II., 6s. 6d.

Practical Essays. Crown 8vo., 3s.

Bray.—Works by Charles Bray.

The Philosophy of Necessity: or
Law in Mind as in Matter, Cr. 8vo.

, y.
The Education of the Feelings : a
Moral System for Schools. Crown
8vo., 2s. 6d.

Bray.—Elements of Morality, in.

Easy Lessons for Home and School
Teaching. By Mrs. Charles Bray.
Cr. 8vo., ir. 6d.

Crozier.—Civilisation and Pro-
gress. By John Beattie Crozier,
M.D. With New Preface, more fully

-

explaining the nature of the New Orga-
non used in the solution of its problems
8vo., 14s.

Davidson—The Logic of Defini-
tion, Explained and Applied. By-
William L. Davidson, M.A. Crown
8vo., 6s.

Green.—The Works of Thomas Hill,
Green. Edited by R. L. Nettleship.
Vols. I. and II. Philosophical Works,.

8vo.
, i6j. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index to.

the three Volumes, and Memoir. 8vo.

,

2 if.
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy—continued.
Hearn.—The Aryan Household : its

|

Structure and its Development. An
Introduction to Comparative Jurispru-

dence. By W. Edward Hearn.
8vo., 16s.

Hodgson.—Works by Shadworth H.
Hodgson.

Time and Space : a Metaphysical
Essay. 8vo., i6r.

The Theory of Practice : an Ethical
Inquiry. 2 vols. 8vo.

, 24s.

The Philosophy of Reflection. 2
vols. 8vo., 21s.

Hume.—The Philosophical Works
of David Hume. Edited by T. H.
Green and T. H. Grose. 4 vols. 8vo.

,

56A Or separately. Essays. 2 vols.

28s. Treatise of Human Nature. 2
vols. 2&f.

Johnstone.—A Short Introduction
to the Study of Logic. By Lau-
rence Johnstone. With Questions.
Cr. 8vo. , 2s. 6d.

Jones.—An Introduction to Gene-
ral Logic. By E. E. Constance
Jones. Cr. 8vo., 4*. 6d.

Justinian.—The Institutes of Jus-
tinian : Latin Text, chiefly that of
Huschke, with English Introduction,
Translation, Notes, and Summary. By
Thomas C. Sandars, M.A. 8vo. i8r.

Kant.—Works by Immanuel Kant.
Critique of Practical Reason, and
Other Works on the Theory of
Ethics. Translated byT. K. Abbott,
B.D. With Memoir. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Introduction to Logic, and his
Essay on the Mistaken Subtilty
of the Four Figures. Translated
by T. K. Abbott, and with Notes by
S. T. Coleridge. 8vo., 6s.

Xillick.—

H

andbook to Mill's Sys-
tem of Logic. By Rev. A. H. Kil-
lick, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Dadd.—Works by George Turnbull
Ladd.

Elements of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8vo., 21s.

Outlines of Physiological Psy-
chology. A Text-Book of Mental
Science for Academies and Colleges.

6vo. , 12s.

Ladd.—Works by G. T. Ladd.—cont.
Psychology, Descriptive and Ex-
planatory : a Treatise of the Pheno-
mena, Laws, and Development of

Human Mental Life. 8vo., 21s.

Lewes.—The Historyof Philosophy,
from Thales to Comte. By George
Henry Lewes. 2 vols. 8vo., 321.

Max Muller.—Works by F. MaxMCl-
LER.

The Science of Thought. 8vo.
,
211.

Three Introductory Lectures on
the Science of Thought. 8vo.,

2s. 6d.

MilL—Analysis of the Phenomena
of the Human Mind. By James
Mill. 2 vols. 8vo., 28r.

Mill.—Works by John Stuart Mill.

A System of Logic. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

On Liberty. Cr. 8vo., is. 4d.

On Representative Government.
Crown 8vo. , 2s.

Utilitarianism. 8vo
, y.

Examination of Sir William
Hamilton’s Philosophy. 8vo.

,
16s.

Nature, the Utility of Religion,
and Theism. Three Essays. 8vo., y.

Monek.—Introduction to Logic.
By W. H. S. Monck Crown 8vo., y.

Sidgwiek.—Distinction : and the
Criticism of Belief. By Alfred Sidg-
WICK. Crown 8vo.

,
6s.

Stock.—Deductive Logic. By St.
George Stock, fcp. 8vo.

,
3*. 6d.

Sully.—Works by /ames Sully.

The Human Mind: a Text-book of

Psychology. 2Vols. 8vo., 21 s.

Outlines of Psichology. 8vo.
,
gs.

The Teacher’! Handbook of Psy-
chology. Ccwn 8vo.

, 51.

Swinburne.—Ficture Logic : an
Attempt to Popularise the Science of
Reasoning. ByAlfred James Swin-
burne, M.A. With 23 Woodcuts.
Post 8vo., y.
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy—continued.

Thomson.—Outlines Of the Neces-
sary Laws of Thought: a Treatise

on Pure and Applied Logic. By Wil-
liam Thomson, D.D., formerly Lord
Archbishop of York. Post 8vo., 6s.

Webb.—

T

he Veil of Isis : a Series of

Essays on Idealism. By T. E. Webb.
8vo., xor. 6d.

Whately.—Works by R. Whately,
D.D.
Bacon’s Essays. With Annotation.
By R. Whately. Svo., ios. 6d.

Elements of Logic. Cr. 8vo.
,
4s. 6d.

Elements of Rhetoric. Cr. 8vo.,

4s. 6d.
Lessons on Reasoning. Fcp. 8vo.,

is. 6i.

Zeller.—Works by Dr. Edward Zel-
ler, Professor in the University of

Berlin.

The Stoics, Epicureans, and Scep-
tics. Translated by the Rev. O. J.

REICHEL, M.A. Crown 8vo., 151.

Outlines of the History of Greek
Philosophy. Translated by Sarah
F. Alleyne and Evelyn Abbott.
Crown 8vo. , ror. 6d.

Plato and the Older Academy.
Translated by Sarah F. Alleyne
and Alfred Goodwin, B. A. Crown
8vo., i8r.

Socratesandthe SocraticSchools.
Translated by the Rev. O. J. Reichel,
M.A. Crown 8vo., 10s. 6d.

MANUALS OF CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY.
(Stonyhurst Series.

)

A Manual of Political Economy.
By C. S. Devas, M.A. Cr. 8vo., 6s. 6d.

First Principles of Knowledge. By
John Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 5s.

General Metaphysics. ByJohn Rick-
aby, S.J. Crown 8vo., $s.

Logic. By Richard F. Clarke, S.J.

Crown 8vo., 5s.

Moral Philosophy (Ethics and Natu-
ral Law). By Joseph Rickaby, S.J.

Crown 8vo., 5s.

Natural Theology. By Bernard
Boedder, S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Psychology. By Michael Maher,
S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6ci.

History and Science of Language, &c.

Davidson.—Leadingand Important
English Words: Explained and Ex-
emplified. By "Villiam L. David-
son, M.A. Fcp. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Farrar.—Language and Languages.
By F. W. Farrar, D.D., F.R.S., Cr.

Svo., 6s.

Graham.—English Synonyms, Classi-

fied and Explainei : with Practical

Exercises. By G. 7 . Graham. Fcp.
Svo., 6s.

Max Miiller.—Wcrks by F. Max
MtlLLER.
The Science of Language, Founded
on Lectures delive-ed at the Royal
Institution in 1861 aid 1863. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo., 21s.

Biographies of Wdrds, and the
Home of the Aryas. Crown 8vo.

,

71. 6d.

Max Muller.—Works by F. Max
Muller

—

continued.

Three Lectures on the Science
of Language, and its Place in
General Education, delivered at

Oxford, 1889. Crown 8vo., 3s.

Roget.— Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases. Classified and
Arranged so as to Facilitate the Ex-
pression of Ideas and assist in Literary

Composition. By Peter Mark Roget,
M. D.

,
F. R. S. Recomposed throughout,

enlarged and improved, partly from the

Author’s Notes, and with a full Index,

by the Author’s Son, John Lewis
Roget. Crown 8vo., xor. 6d.

Whately.—English Synonyms. By
E. Jane Whately. Fcp. 8vo., 3s.
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Political Economy and Economics.
Ashley.—English Economic History
and Theory. By W. J. Ashley,
M.A. Crown 8vo., Part I., cs. Part
II., ios. 6d.

Bagehot.— Economic Studies. By
Walter Bagehot. 8vo., ios. 6d.

Barnett.—Practicable Socialism :

Essays on Social Reform. By the Rev.
S. A. and Mrs. Barnett. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Brassey.—Papers and Addresses on
Work and Wages. By Lord Brassey.
Edited by J. Potter, and with Intro-
duction by George Howell, M.P.
Crown 8vo.

,
5s.

Devas.—A Manual of Political
Economy. By C. S. Devas, M.A
Crown 8vo.

,
6s. 6d. {ManualsofCatholic

Philosophy.

)

Dowell.—A History of Taxation
and Taxes in England, from the
Earliest Times to the Year 1885. By
Stephen Dowell (4 vols. 8vo.

)
Vols.

I. and II. The History of Taxation,
2 is. Vols. III. and IV. The History of
Taxes, 21s.

Jordan.—The Standard of Value.
By William Leighton Jordan. 8vo.,

6s.

Leslie.—Essays in Political Econ-
omy. By T. E. Cliffe Leslie. 8vo. ,

lor. 6d.

Macleod.—Works by Henry Dunning
Macleod, M.A.
Bimetallism. 8vo„ 5.1. net.

The Elements of Banking. Crown
8vo.

, y. 6d.

The Theory and Practice of Bank-
ing. Vol. I. 8vo.

,
i2r. Vol. II. 14J.

The Theory of Credit. 8vo. VoL
I. 1or. net. Vol. II., Part I.,10r.net.

Vol. II. Part II., lor. 6d.

Mill—Political Economy. By John
Stuart Mill.

Popular Edition. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo.
,

30.-.

Shirres.—An Analysis of the Ideas
of Economics. By L. P. Shirres,
B. A.

, sometime FinanceUnder-Secretary
of the Government of Bengal. Crown
8vo., 6r.

Symes.—Political Economy : a Short
Text-book of Political Economy. With
Problems for Solution, and Hints for
Supplementary Reading. By Prof. J. E.
Symes, M.A., of University College,
Nottingham. Crown 8vo.

,
as. 6d.

Toynbee.—Lectures on the In-
dustrial Revolution of the 18th
Century in England. By Arnold
Toynbee. With a Memoir of the
Author by B. Jowett. 8m., ior. 6d.

Web b.—The History of Trade
Unionism. By Sidney tnd Beatrice
Webb. With Map and fiil Bibliography
of the Subject. 8vo., i8>.

Wilson.—Works by A. J. Wilson.
Chiefly reprinted from The Investors'
Review.

Practical Hints to Small In-
vestors. Crown 8m., ir.

PlainAdvice aboutLife Insurance.
Crown 8vo. , ir.

Wolff.—People’s Banks: a Record ol

Social and Econonic Success. By
Henry W. Wolff. 8vo.

,
7s. 6

d

.

Evolution, Anthropology, &c.
Clodd.—Works by Edward Clodd.
The Story of Creation : a Plain Ac-
count of Evolution. With 77 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo.
,
31. 6d.

A Primer of Evolution: being a
Popular Abridged Edition of ‘The
Story of Creation’. With Illust.

Fcp. 8vo., ir. 6d. [In the Press.

Huth.—

T

he Marriage of near Kin,
considered with Respect to the Law of
Nations, the Result of Experience, and
the Teachings of Biology. By Alfred
Henry Huth. Royal 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Lang—Custom and Myth: Studies
of Early Usage and Belief. By Andrew
Lang, M.A. With 15 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 31. 6d.

Lubbock.—The Origin of Civilisa-
tion and the Prinitive Condition of
Man. By SirJ. Lubbock, Bart., M.P.
With s Plates and2o Illustrations in the
Text. 8vo. i8r.

Romanes.—Worls by George John
Romanes, M.A.,LL.D., F.R.S.

Darwin, and Aoer Darwin: an Ex-
position of tie Darwinian Theory,
and a Discusson on Post-Darwinian
Questions. Pirt I. The Darwinian
Theory. Wih Portrait of Darwir.
and 125 Illustations. Crown 8vo.,

ios. 6d.

An Examination of Weismannism.
Crown 8vo.

, 6;.
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Classical Literature and Translations, &c.

Abbott.—Hellenica. A Collection of

Essays on Greek Poetry, Philosophy,
History, and Religion. Edited by
Evelyn Abbott, M.A., LL.D. 8vo.,

16a
53schylus.—Eumenides of Aeschy-
lus. With Metrical English Translation.

By J. F. Davies. 8vo.
,

ys.

Aristophanes.—The Acharnians of
Aristophanes, translated into English
Verse. By R. Y. Tyrrell. Crown
8vo., is.

'Becker.—Works by Professor Becker.
Gallus : or, Roman Scenes in the Time

of Augustus. Illustrated. Post 8vo.,

js. 6d.
Charicles : or, Illustrations of the

Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
Illustrated. Post 8vo.

, 7s. 6d.

Cicero.—Cicero’s Correspondence.
By R. Y. Tyrrell. Vols. I., II., III.

8vo., each 121. Vol. IV., 151.

’Parnell.—Greek Lyric Poetry: a
Complete Collection of the Surviving

Passages from the Greek Song-Writing.
Arranged with Prefatory Articles, In-

troductory Matter and Commentary. By
George S. Farnell, M.A. With 5
Plates. 8vo. , 16s.

Harrison.—Myths of the Odyssey
in Art and Literature. By Jane
E. Harrison. Illustrated with Out-
line Drawings. 8vo.

,
i8a

Jjang.—Homer and the Epic. By
Andrew Lang. Crown 8vo.

, 9s. net.

.Haekail.—Select Epigrams from
the Greek Anthology. By J. W.
Mackail, Fellow of Balliol College,

Oxford. Edited with a Revised Text,

Introduction, Translation, and Notes.

8vo., 16s.

Plato.—Parmenides of Plato, Text,
with Introduction, Analysis, &c. By T.
Maguire. 8vo.

, 7s. 6d.

Rich.—A Dictionary of Roman and
Greek Antiquities. By A. Rich,
B.A. With 2000 Woodcuts. Crown
8vo., js. 6d.

Sophocles.—Translated into English
Verse. By Robert Whitelaw, M.A.

,

Assistant Master in Rugby School : late

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Crown 8vo., 8a 6d.

Theocritus.—The Idylls of Theo-
critus. Translated into English Verse.

By James Henry Hallard, M.A.
Oxon. Fcp. 4to., 6s. 6d.

Tyrrell.—

T

ranslations into Greek
and Latin Verse. Edited by R. Y.

Tyrrell. 8vo., 6a

Virgil.—The^Eneid ofVirgil. Trans-

lated into English Verse by John Con-
ington. Crown 8vo., 6a

The Poems of Virgil. Translated

into English Prose by John Coning-
ton. Crown 8vo., 6a

The AIneid of Virgil, freely translated

into English Blank Verse. By W. J.

Thornhill. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

The tEneid of Virgil. Books I. to

VI. Translated into English Verse

by James Rhoades. Crown 8vo.,

S*-

Wilkins.—

T

he Growth of the Hom-
eric Poems. By G. Wilkins. Svo. 6s.

Poetry and
AlLingham.—Works by William
Allingham.

Irish Songs and Poems. With Fron-
tispiece of the Waterfall of Asaroe.

Fcp. 8vo., 6a

Laurence Bloomfield. With Por-

trait of the Author. Fcp. 8vo., 3A 6d.

Flower Pieces; Day and Night
Songs

;
Ballads. With 2 Designs

by D. G. Rossetti. Fcp. Svo.
,
6s.

;

large paper edition, 12s.

the Drama.
Life and Phantasy : with Frontis-

piece by Sir J. E. Millais, Bart.,

and Design by Arthur Hughes.
Fcp. 8vo., 6a

;
large paper edition, 12A

Thought and Word, and Ashby
Manor : a Play. With Portrait of the

Author (1865), and four Theatrical

Scenes drawn by Mr. Allingham. Fcp.

8vo., 6a ;
large paper edition, 121.

Blackberries. Imperial i6mo., 6a

Sets of the above 6 vols. may be had in

uniform half-parchment binding, price jar.
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Poetry and the Drama—continued.

Armstrong. —Works by G. F. Savage -

Armstrong.
Poems : Lyrical and Dramatic. Fcp.

8vo., 6s.

King Saul. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part I.) Fcp. 8vo. sr.

King David. (The Tragedy of Israel,

Part II.) Fcp. 8vo.
,
6s.

King Solomon. (The Tragedy of
Israel, Part III.) Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Ugone: a Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

A Garland from Greece: Poems.
Fcp. 8vo.

,
ys, 6d.

Stories of Wicklow: Poems. Fcp.
8vo., ys. 6d.

Mephistopheles in Broadcloth: a
Satire. Fcp. 8vo.

, 4s.

One in the Infinite: a Poem. Cr.

8vo., ys. 6d.

Armstrong.—The Poetical Works
of Edmund J. Armstrong. Fcp.
8vo., 5s.

Arnold.—Works by Sir EdwinArnold,
K.C.I.E., Author of ‘The Light of

Asia,’ &c.

The Light of the World : or, the

Great Consummation. A Poem.
Crown 8vo., ys. 6d. net.

Presentation Edition. With 14 Illus-

trations by W. Holman Hunt.
4to., 20s. net.

Potiphar’s Wife, and other Poems.
Crown 8vo., 5$. net.

Adzuma : or, the Japanese Wife. A
Play. Crown 8vo. , 6s. 6d. net.

Boll.—Chamber Comedies: a Collec-

tion of Plays and Monologues for the

Drawing Room. By Mrs. Hugh
Bell. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Bjbrnsen.

—

Works by Bjornstjerne
Bjornsen.
Pastor Sang : a Play. Translated by
William Wilson. Cr. 8vo., 5*.

A Gauntlet: a Drama. Translated
into English by Osman Edwards.
With Portrait of the Author. Crown
8vo., 5J.

Cochrane.—The Kestrel's Nest,
and other Verses. By Alfred Coch-
rane. Fcp. 8vo.

,
3-r. 6d.

Dante.—La Commedia di Dante. A
New Text, carefully revised with the

aid of the most recent Editions and
Collations. Small 8vo. , 6*

Goethe.
Faust, Part I., the German Text, with

Introduction and Notes. By Albert
M. Selss, Ph.D., M.A. Cr. 8vo., 51.

Faust. Translated, with Notes. By
T. E. Webb. 8vo., i is. 6d.

Ingelow.—Works by Jean Ingelow.

Poetical Works. 2vols. Fcp. 8vo.,

12s.

Lyrical and Other Poems. Selected
from the Writings of Jean Ingelow
Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

;
cloth plain, 3J.

cloth gilt.

Kendall.—Songs from Dreamland.
By May Kendall. Fcp. 8vo., 5s. net.

Lang.—Works by Andrew Lang.

Ban and Arrive Ban. A Rally of

Fugitive Rhymes. Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

net.

Grass of Parnassus. Fcp. 8vo.

.

2s. 6d. net.

Ballads of Books. Edited by
Andrew Lang. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

The Blue Poetry Book. Edited by
Andrew Lang. With 12 Plates and
88 Illustrations in the Text by H. J.

Ford and Lancelot Speed. Crown
8vo.

,
6s.

Special Edition, printed on Indian
paper. With Notes, but without
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., ys. 6d.

Lecky.—Poems. By W. E. H. Lecky
Fcp. 8vo., 5.L

Leyton.—Works by Frank Leyton.

The Shadows of the Lake, and
other Poems. Crown 8vo., ys. 6d.
Cheap Edition. Crown 8vo.

,
3*. 6d.

Skeleton Leaves: Poems. Crown
8vo.

, 6s.

Lytton.—Works by The Earl of
Lytton (Owen Meredith).

Marah. Fcp. 8vo. , 6s. 6d.
King Poppy: a Fantasia. With 1

Plate and Design on Title-Page by
Sir Ed. Burne-Jones, A. R. A. Crown
8vo., 10s. 6d.

The Wanderer. Cr. 8vo. , ior. 6i.

Lucile. Crown 8vo., ior. 6d.
Selected Poems. Cr. 8vo., 10s . 6d.
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Poetry and the Drama

—

continued.

Macaulay.—Lays of Ancient Rome,
&c. By Lord Macaulay.

Illustrated by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to.,

jos. 6d.

Bijou Edition.

i8mo. ,
2s. 6d.

,

gilt top.

Popular Edition.

Fcp. 4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin. Crown
8vo., 2s- 6d.

Annotated Edition. Fcp. 8vo., ir.

sewed, is. 6d. cloth.

Wesbit.—Lays and Legends. By E. i

Nesbit (Mrs. Hubert .Bland). First
j

Series. Crown 8vo., 3J. 6d. Second
Series, with Portrait. Crown 8vo., sr.

?iatt.—Works by Sarah Piatt.

Poems. With portrait of the Author.
2 vols. Crown 8vo., xos.

An Enchanted Castle, and other
Poems : Pictures, Portraits and People
in Ireland. Crown 8vo.

,
3.1. 6d.

Piatt.—Works by John James Piatt.
Idyls and Lyrics of the Ohio
Valley. Crown 8vo.

, sr.

Little New World Idyls. Cr. 8vo..

5*

Rhoades.—Teresa and Other
Poems. By James Rhoades. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6d.

Riley.—Works by James Whitcomb
Riley.

Old Fashioned Roses : Poems.
i2mo.

, $s.

Poems Here at Home. Fcap. 8vo.,
6s. net.

Roberts. — Songs of the Common
Day, and Aye : an Ode for the Shelley
Centenary. By Charles G. D.
Roberts. Crown 8vo.

,

31-. 6d.

Shakespeare.—Bowdler’s Family
Shakespeare- With 36 Woodcuts.
1 vol. 8vo., 14J. Or in 6 vols. Fcp.
8vo., 21 s.

The Shakespeare Birthday Book.
By Mary F. Dunbar. 32010. ,

is. 6d.
Drawing-Room Edition, with Photo-
graphs. Fcp. 8vo.

,
jos. 6d.

Sturgis.—A Book of Song. By Julian
Sturgis. i6mo., 5s.

Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.

Anstey.—Works by F. Anstey, Author
of ‘ Vice Versa

The Black Poodle, and other Stories.
!

Crown 8vo.
, 2s. boards, 2s. 6d. cloth.

Voces Populi. Reprinted from
! Punch ’. First Series. With 20
Illustrations by J. Bernard Part-
ridge. Cr. 8vo.

, Jr. 6d.

The Travelling Companions. Re-
printed from ‘ Punch '. With 25 Illus-

trations by J. Bernard Partridge.
Post 4to.

,
5*.

The Man from Blankley’s : a Story
in Scenes, and other Sketches. With
24 Illustrations by J. Bernard Part-
ridge. Fcp. 4to., 6s.

Astor—AJourney inOtherWorlds.
a Romance of the Future. By John
Jacob Astor. With 10 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 6s.

[Baker.—By the Western Sea. By

J

James Baker, Author of ‘ John Westa-

I

cott '. Crown 8vo.
,
3J. 6d.

Beaeonsfleld.—Works by the Earl of
Beaconsfield.

Novels and Tales. Cheap Edition.
Complete in 11 vols. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.
each.

Vivian Grey.
j

Henrietta Temple.
TheYoungDuke,&c.

|

Venetia. Tancred.
Alroy, lxion, &c.

|

Coningsby. Sybil.
Contarini Fleming, Lothair. Endymion.

&c.

Novels and Tales. The Hughenderc
Edition. With 2 Portraits and 11
Vignettes. 11 vols. Cr. 8vo., 42s.

Clegg.—David’s Loom : a Story of
Rochdale life in the early years of the
Nineteenth Century. By John Traf-
ford Clegg. Crown 8vo. 6s.
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Works of Fiction, Humour. &c.—continued.

Deland.—Works by Margaret De-
land, Author of ‘John Ward’.

The Story of a Child.. Cr. 8vo., 5*.

Mr. Tommy Dove, and other Stories.

Crown 8vo.
,
6s.

Bougall.—Works by L. Dougall.
Beggars All. Crown 8vo., 3L 6d.

What Necessity Knows. Crown
8vo., 6s.

Doyle.—Works by A. Conan Doyle.

MicahClarke: a Tale ofMonmouth’s
Rebellion. With Frontispiece and
Vignette. Cr. 8vo., 3.1. 6d.

The Captain of the Polestar, an;'

other Tales. Cr. 8vo.
,
3s. 6d.

The Refugees : a Tale of Two Con
tinents. Cr. 8vo.

, 6r.

Farrar.—Darkness and Dawn : or

Scenes in the Days' of Nero. An His-
toric Tale. By Archdeacon Farrar
Cr. 8vo., 7s . 6d.

Forster.—Major Joshua. By Francis
Forster. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Froude.—The Two Chiefs of Dun
boy : an Irish Romance of the Las:

Century. ByJ. A, Froude. Cr. 8vo.

.

3r. 6d.

G-ilkes. — The Thing That Hati
Been : or, a Young Mar.’s Mistake. B
A. H. Gilkes, M.A., Master of Dulwic:

College. Author of ' Boys and Masters
Crown 8vo. , 6r.

Haggard.—Works by H. Rider Hac-
gasd.

She. With 32 Illustrations by M
Greiffenhagen and C. H. M.
Kerr. Cr. 8vo., 3*. 6d.

Allan Quatermain. With 31 Illus-

trations by C. H. M. Kerr. Cr.

8vo., 3s. 6d.

Maiwa’s Revenge; or, The War of

the Little Hand. Cr. 8vo.
,
is. boards,

is. 6d. cloth.

Colonel Quaritch, V.C. Cr. 8vo.

,

3s. 6d.

Cleopatra. With 29 Full-page Illus-

trations by M. Greiffenhagen and
R. Caton Woodville. Cr. 8vo.,

3s . 6d.

Beatrice. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Haggard.—Works by H. Rider Hag-
gard

—

continued.

Eric Brighteyes. With 17 Plates
and 34 Illustrations in the Text by
Lancelot Speed. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

NadA THE Lily. With 23 Illustra-

tions by C. H . M. Kerr . Cr. 8vo.
,
6j.

Montezuma’s Daughter. With 24
Illustrations by M. Greiffenhagen.
Cr. 8vo.,6j.

Allan's Wife. With 34 Illustrations

by M. Grieffenhagen and C. H. M.
Kerr. Crown 8vo., 3*. 6d.

The Witch’s Head. With 16 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 3J. 6d.

Mr. Meeson’s Will. With 16 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Dawn. With if Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 31. 6d.

Haggard and Lang.—The World’s
Desire. By H. Rider Haggard and
Andrew Lang. With 27 Illustrations

by M. Greiffenhagen. Cr. 8vo.
,
3*. 6d.

Harte.— In the Carquinez Woods,
and other Stories. By Bret Harte..
Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Hornnng.—The Unbidden Guest
By E. W. Hornung. Crown 8vo.

,
6s

Lyall.—Works by Edna Lyall, Author
of ‘Donovan,’ &c.

The Autobiography of a Slander.
Fcp. 8vo., is. sewed.

Presentation Edition. With 20 Illus-

trations by Lancelot Speed. Cr.
8vo. , 2s. 6d. net.

Doreen : The Story of a Singer. Cr.

8vo., 6s. \ln November

.

Melville.—Works by G. J. Whyte
Melville.

The Gladiators.
j

Holmby House.
The Interpreter. Kate Coventry.

Good for Nothing. Digby Grand.
The Queen’s Maries. I General Bounce.

Cr. 8vo., is. 6d. each.

Olipliant.—Works by Mrs. Oliphant.

Madam. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.

In Trust. Cr. 8vo.
,
is. 6d.

Parr.—Can this be Love? By Mrs.

Parr, Author of ‘ Dorothy Fox ’. Q -

8vo., 6s.
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Works of Fiction, Humour, &c.

—

continued.

TRUE, A, .RELATIONPayn.—Works by James Payn.
The Luck of the Darrells. Cr.

8vo., ij. 6d.

Thicker than Water. Cr. 8vo.,

is. 6d.

Phillipps-Wolley.—Snap : a Legend
of the Lone Mountain. By C. Phil-
lipps-Wolley. With 13 Illustrations

by H. G. Willink. Cr. 8vo., 3*. 64.

Sewell.—Works by Elizabeth M.
Sewell.
A Glimpse ofthe World. Amy Herbert.
Laneton Parsonage. Cleve Hall.

Margaret Percival. Gertrude.

Katharine Ashton. Home Life.

The Earl’s Daughter. After Life.

The Experience of Life. Ursula. Ivors.

Cr. 8vo., is. 6d. each, cloth plain, as. 6d.

each cloth extra, gilt edges.

OF THE
Travels and Perilous Adven-
tures of Mathew Dudgeon, Gentle-
man : Wherein is truly set down the
Manner of his Taking, the Long Time
of his Slavery in Algiers, and Means of
his Delivery. Written by Himself, and
now for the first time printed Cr. 8vo., 5s.

Walford.—Works by L. B. Walford.
Mr. Smith : a Part of his Life. Crown

8vo.
,
2s. 6d.

The Baby's Grandmother. Crown
8vo., 2 j. 6d

Cousins. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Troublesome Daughters.
8vo., 2s. 6d.

Pauline. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Dick Netherby. Crown 8vo„
The History of a Week.
Sun o c

Crown

,
2s. 6d.
Crown

Stevenson.—Works by Robert Louis
Stevenson.
Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde. Fcp. 8vo., is. sewed.
is. 6d. cloth.

The Dynamiter. Fcp. 8vo. , is. sewed,

is. 6d. cloth.

Stevenson and Osbourne.—The
Wrong Box. By Robert Louis Ste-
venson and Lloyd Osbourne. Cr.

8vo., 31. 6d.

Suttner.—Lay Down Your Arms
Die WaffenNseder

:

The Autobiography
of Martha Tilling. By Bertha von
Suttner. Translated by T. PIolmes.
Cr. 8vo., u. 6d.

Trollope.—Works by Anthony Trol-
lope.
The Warden. Cr. 8vo., ir. 6d.
Barchester Towers. Cr. 8vo.

,
ir. 6d.

OVU. 25. oa.
A Stiff-necked Generation. Crown

8vo. as. 6d.

Nan, and other Stories. Crown 8vo.

2s. 6d.

The Mischief of Monica. Crown
8vo.

,
as. 6d.

The One Good Guest. Crown 8vo.

2s. 6d.
‘ Ploughed, ’ and other Stories. Crown

8vo'.
,
6s.

The Matchmaker. 3 Vols. Crown
8vo.

West.—Half-Hours with the Mil-
lionaires : Showing how much harder
it is to spend a million than to make it.

Edited by B. B. West. Cr. 8vo.
,
6s.

Weyman.—Works by S. J. Weyman.
The House of the Wolf. Crowu

8vo., 31. 6d.
A Gentleman of France. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).

Butler.—Our Household Insects.
|

Hartwig.—Works by Dr.

An Account of the Insect-Pests found
j

in Dwelling-Houses. By Edward A.
Butler, B.A., B.Sc. (Lond. ). With
113 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

, 6s.

Furneaux.—Works by W. Furneaux,
F.R.G.S.
The Outdoor World ; or, The Young

Collector’s Handbook. With 18

Plates, 16 of which are coloured,

and S49 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Butterflies and Moths (British).

With 12 coloured Plates and a large

number of Illustrations in the Text.

10s. 6d. net. [/» the Press.

George
Hartwig.
The Sea and its Living Wonders.
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts.
8vo., 7s. net.

The Tropical World. With 8 Plates.

and 172 Woodcuts. 8vo.
, 7s. net.

The Polar World. With 3 Maps, 8
Plates and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo.

,
7s.

net.

The Subterranean World. With
3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. 8vo.

,
7s.

net.

The Aerial World. With Map, 8
Plates and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo., 7s.

net.
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Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).

Hartwig.—Works by Dr. George
Hartwig—continued.

Heroes of the Polar World. 19
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s.

Wonders of the Tropical Forests.
40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

, 2s.

Workers under the Ground. 29
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

, 2s.

Marvels Over our Heads. 29 Il-

lustrations. Crown 8vo., as.

Sea Monsters and Sea Birds. 75
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., as. 6d.

Denizens of the Deep. 117 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., as. 6d.

Volcanoes and Earthquakes. 30
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., as. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Tropics. 66
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Helmlioltz.—Popular Lectures on
Scientific Subjects. By Hermann
von Helmholtz. With 68 Woodcuts.
2 vols. Crown 8vo.

,
3.5. 6d. each.

Proctor.—Works by Richard A.
Proctor.

Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.

3 vols. Crown 8vo.
,
51. each.

Chance and Luck: a Discussion of

the Laws of Luck, Coincidence,
Wagers, Lotteries and the Fallacies

of Gambling, &c. Cr. 8vo.
,

as.

boards, as. 6d. cloth.

Rough Ways made Smooth. Fami-
liar Essays on Scientific Subjects.

Silver Library Edition. Crown 8vo.,

3s. 6d.

Pleasant Ways in Science. Cr.

8vo., 5.S. Silver Library Edition.

Crown 8vo.
,

3.?. 6d.

The Great Pyramid, Observatory,
Tomb and Temple. With Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Nature Studies. By R. A. Proctor,
Grant Allen, A. Wilson, T.

Foster and E. Clodd. Crown
8vo., 5s. Silver Library Edition.

Crown 8vo.
, 3s. 6d.

Leisure Readings. By R. A. Proc-
tor. E. Clodd, A. Wilson, T.
Foster, and A. C. Ranyard. Cr.

-8vo.. «.

Stanley.—A Familiar History of
Birds. By E. Stanley, D.D., for-

merly Bishop of Norwich. With Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., 3L 6d.

Wood.—Works by the Rev. J. G. Wood.

Homes without Hands : a Descrip-
tion of the Habitation of Animals,
classed according to the Principle of
Construction. With 140 Illustrations.

8vo.
,
7s. net.

Insects at Home : a Popular Account
of British Insects, their Structure,
Habits and Transformations. With
700 Illustrations. 8vo., 7s. net.

Insects Abroad : a Popular Account
of Foreign Insects, their Structure,
Habits and Transformations. With
600 Illustrations. 8vo.

,
7s. net.

Bible Animals: a Description of
every Living Creature mentioned in

the Scriptures. With 112 Illustra-

tions. 8vo., 7s. net.

Petland Revisited. With 33 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., 31. 6d.

Out of Doors; a Selection of Origi-

nal Articles on Practical Natural
History. With 11 Illustrations. Cr.
8vo.

,
31. 6d.

Strange Dwellings: a Description
of the Habitations of Animals,
abridged from ‘ Homes without
Hands'. With 60 Illustrations. Cr.
8vo.

,
3L 6d.

Bird Life of the Bible. 32 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Wonderful Nests. 30 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 3.J. 6d.

Homes under the Ground. 28 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo.
,
31. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Bible. 29
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3L 6d.

Domestic Animals of the Bible. 23
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 31. 6d.

The Branch Builders. 28 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo., as. 6d.

Social Habitations and Parasitic
Nests. 18 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,

as
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Works of

Maunder’s (Samuel) Treasuries.

Biographical Treasury. With Sup-
plement brought down to 1889. By
Rev. James Wood. Fcp. Svo., 65.

Treasury of Natural History : or,

Popular Dictionary of Zoology. With
900 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. , 6a

Treasury of Geography, Physical,

Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp.
8vo.

,
6a

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge. By. the Rev. J. Ayre, M.A.
With s Maps, 15 Plates, and 300
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo., 6a

Historical Treasury : Outlines of
Universal History, Separate Histories

of all Nations. Fcp. 8vo.
,
6a

Treasury of Knowledge and
"Library of Reference. Com-
prising an English Dictionary and
Grammar, Universal Gazeteer, Classi-

' cal Dictionary, Chronology, Law
Dictionary, &c. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Reference.

Maunder’s (Samuel) Treasuries—continued.

Scientific and Literary Treasury,
Fcp. 8vo., 6a

The Treasury of Botany. Edited
; by J. Lindley, F.R.S., and T.
Moore, F.L.S. With 274 Wood-
cuts and 20 Steel Plates. 2 vols.

Fcp. 8V0., I2A

3Roget.-THESAURi;s ofEnglishWords
and Phrases. Classified and Ar-
ranged so as to Facilitate the Expression
of Ideas and assist in Literary Com-
position. By Peter Mark Roget,
M.D., F.R.S. Recomposed through-
out, enlarged and improved, partly

from the Author’s Notes, and with a
full Index, by the Author’s Son, JOHN
Lewis Roget. Crown 8vb.', ioa 6d.

Willieh.—

P

opular Tables for giving
information for ascertaining the value of
Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Pro-
perty, the Public Funds, &c. By
Charles M. Willich. Edited by H.
Bence Jones. Crown 8vo,, ioa 6d.

Children’s Books.

Crake.—Works by Rev. A. D. Crake.

, Edwy the Fair
;
or, the First Chro-

’ hide of ZEscendune. Crown 8vo.,

2A 6d.

AlegarTHE Dane: or,the Second Chro-
nicle of ZEscendune. Cr. 8vo., 2A 6d.

The Rival Heirs: being the Third
• and Last Chronicle of ZEscendune.

j
Cr. 8vo., 25. 6d.

The House of Walderne. A Tale
of the Cloister and the Forest in the
Days of the Barons’ Wars. Crown
8vo., 25. 6d.

Brian Eitz-Count. A Story of Wal-
lingford Castle and Dorchester Abbey.
Cr. 8vo., 25. 6d.

Ingelow.—Very Youwg, and Quite
Another Story. Two Stories. By
Jean Ingelow. Crown 8vo.

,
25. 6d.

Xiang.—Works editedbyAndrew Lang.
‘The Blue Fairy Book. With 8

Plates and 130 Illustrations in the
Text by H. J. Ford and G. P.

Jacomb Hood. Crown 8vo.
,
65.

Lang.—Works edited byAndrew Lang
'

—continued.

The Red Fairy Book. With 4 Plates
and 96 Illustrations in the Text by' H.

J. Ford and Lancelot Speed.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Green Fairy Book, With n
Plates and 88 Illustrations in the Text
by H. J. Ford and L. Bogle. Cr.

8vo., 65.

The Yellow Fairy Book. With 100.

Illustrations. By H. J. Ford. Crown
8vo.„ 65.

The Blue Poetry Book. With 12-

Plates and 88 Illustrations in the Text
by H. J. Ford and Lancelot Speed.
Crown 8vo., 65.

The Blue Poetry Book. School
Edition, without Illustrations. Fcp.
8vo., 25. 6d.

The True Story Book. With 8 Plates

and 58 Illustrations in the Text, by
H. J. Ford, Lucien Davis, C. H.
M. Kerr, Lancelot Speed, and
Lockhart Bogle. Crown 8vo.

,
bs.
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Children’s Books—continued.

Meade.—Works by L. T. Meade.
Daddy’s Boy. Illustrated. Crown

8vo., 3-t. 6d.
Df.b and the Duchess. Illustrated.

Crown 8vo., 3s . 6d.

Molesworth.—Works by Mrs. Moles-
worth.
Silverthorns. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo., 5s.

Molesworth.—Works by Mrs. Moles-
WORTH.

—

continued.

The Palace in the Garden. Illus-

trated. Crown 8vo., 5*.

Neighbours. Illus. Crown 8vo., 2s . 6d.

Stevenson.—A Child’s Garden of
Verses. By Robert Louis Stevenson.
Small fcp. 8vo., 5!.

Longmans’ Series of Books for Girls.

Crown 8vo., price 2s. 6d. each

Atelier (The) Du Lys : or an Art I

Student in the Reign of Terror.

By the same Author.

Mademoiselle Mori : a Tale of

Modem Rome.

That Child. Illustrated by Gordon
Browne.

Under a Cloud.
The Fiddler of Lugau. With Illus-

trations by W. Ralston.

A Child of the Revolution. With
j

Illustrations by C. J. Staniland.
j

Hester's Venture.
In the Olden Time : a Tale of the

j

Peasant War in Germany.

The_ Younger Sister.

Atherstone Priory. By L. N. Comyn.

The Third Miss St. Quentin. By
Mrs. Molesworth.

The Story of a Spring Morning, &c.
By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated.

Neighbours. By Mrs. Molesworth.
Illustrated.

Very Young; and Quite Another
Story. Two Stories. By Jean Inge-
low.

Keith Deramore. By the Author of
‘ Miss Molly ’.

Sidney. By Margaret Deland.

Last Words to Girls on Life at
School and After School. By
Mrs. W. Grey.

The Silver Library.
Crown 8vo. y. (

Arnold’s (Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands.
With 71 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Baker’s (Sir S. W.) Eight Years in

Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations, y. 6d.
Baker’s (Sir S. V/.) Ride and Hound in

Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations. 31. 6d.
Baring-Gould’s (Rev. S.) Curious Myths

of the Middle Ages. 3s. 6d.

Baring-Gould’s (Rev. S.) Origin and
Development of Religious Belief. 2

vols. y . 6d. each.

Brassey’s (Lady) A Voyage in the ‘ Sun-
beam ’. With 66 Illustrations. 3*. 6d.

Ciodd’s (E.) Story of Creation : a Plain
Account of Evolution. With 77 Illus-

trations. 3J. 6d.
Conybeare (Rev. W. J.) and Howson’s
(Very Rev. J. S.) Life and Epistles of

St. Paul. 46 Illustrations. 3.1. 6d.
Bougall’s (L.) Beggars All; a Novel.

3*. 6d.

each Volume.
Doyle’s (A. Conan) Mlcah Clarke : a Tale

of Monmouth's Rebellion. 31. 6d.
Doyle’s (A. Conan) The Captain of the

Polestar, and other Tales, y. 6d.

Froude’s (J. A.) Short Studies on Great
Subjects. 4 vols. 3L 6d. each.

Froude’s ( J. A.) Caesar : a Sketch. 35. 6d.
Froude’s (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle: a

History of his Life.

1795-1835. 2 vols. 7i.

1834-1881. 2 vols. 7s.

Froude’s (J. A.l The Two Chiefs of Dun-
boy : an Irian Romance of the Last
Century. 3*. 6d.

Froude’s (J. A.) The History of England,
from the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat
of the Spanish Armada. 12 vols.

3*. 6d. each.

Gleig’s (Rev. G. R.) Life of the Duke of
Wellington. With Portrait, y. 6d.
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The Silver Library—continued.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Sha : A History of
Adventure. 32 Illustrations. 3.5. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Allan Quatermaln.
With 20 Illustrations. 3L 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Colonel Cuaritch,
V.C. : a Tale of Country Life. 3r.

6d.

Haggard’s (H. S.) Cleopatra. With 29
Full-page Illustrations. 3J. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes.
With 51 Illustrations. 3L 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Beatrice. 3s. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Allan’s Wife. With
34 Illustrations. 31. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. S.) The Witch’s Head.
With Illustrations. 3*. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Mr. Meeson’s Will.

With Illustrations. 3-r. 6d.

Haggard’s (H. R.) Dawn. With 16 Illus-

trations. 3r. 6d.
Haggard’s (H. R.) and Lang’s (A.) The
World’s Desire. With 27 Illustrations.

3-r. 6d.

Harte’s (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods,
and other Stories. 3J. 6d.

Helmholtz’s (Hermann von) Popular
Lectures on Scientific Subjects.
With 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 35. 6d.
each.

Howitt’s (W.) Visits to Remarkable
Places. 80 Illustrations. 3*. 6d.

Jefferies’ (R.) The Story of My Heart:
My Autobiography. With Portrait.

3s. 6d.
Jefferies’ (R.) Field and Hedgerow. Last

Essays of. With Portrait. 3*. 6d.
Jefferies’ (R.) Red Deer. With 17

Illustrations by J. Charlton and H.
Tunaly. 35. 6d.

Jefferies’ (R.) Wood Magic: a Fable.
With Frontispiece and Vignette by E.
V. B. 3s. 6d.

Jefferies’ (R.) The Toilers of the Field.

With Portrait from the Bust in Salis-

bury Cathedral. 3-r. 6d.
Knight’s (E. F.) The Cruise of the

‘ Alerte’ : the Narrative of a Search for

Treasure on the Desert Island of

Trinidad. With 2 Maps and 23
Illustrations. 31. 6d.

Lang’s (A.) Custom and Myth: Studies
of Early Usage and Belief. 3.5. 6d.

Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbuck’s (W. J.)

B.C. 1887,
A Ramble in British

Columbia. With Maps and 75 Illustra-

tions. 3s. 6d.

Macaulay’s (Lord) Essays and Lays of

Ancient Rome. With Portrait and
Illuitrations. 3.?. 6d.

Macleed (H. D.) The Elements of Bank-
ing. 3L 6d.

Marshman’s (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock. 31. 6d.

Max Muller’s (F.) India, what can it

teach us? 3s. 6d.

Max Mailer’s (F.) Introduction to the
Science of Religion. 3s. 6d.

Kerivale’s (Dean) History of the Roman*,
under the Empire. 8 vols. 3L 6d. ea

Mill’s (J. S.) Political Economy. 35. 6d

Mill’s (J. S.) System of Logic. 3L 6d.

Milner’s (Geo.) Country Pleasures. 3.;. 6d.

Phillipps-Wolley’s (C.) Snap : a Legend'
of the Lone Mountain. With 13
Illustrations. 3J. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us.
Essays on the Moon and Planets,

Metors and Comets, the Sun and
Coloured Pairs of Suns. 31. pd.

Proctor’s (R. A.) The Expanse of Heaven.
Essays on the Wonders of the Firma-
ment. 3s. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Other Worlds than
Curs. 3J. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Rough Ways made
Smooth. 3s. 6d.

Proctor’s (R. A.) Pleasant VJays in

Science. 31. 6d.
'

Proctor’s (R. A.) Myths and Marvels
of Astronomy. 3L 6d.

Proftor’s (R. A.) Nature Studies. 3. . 6d.

Rossetti’s (Maria F.) A Shadow of B ante

:

being an Essay towards studying Him-
self, his World and his Pilgrim-
age. With Frontispiece by Dante
Gabriel Rossetti. 3*. 6d.

Smith’s (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the
Carthaginians. 31. 6d.

Stanley’s (Bishop) Familiar History of
Birds. 160 Illustrations. 31. 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louis)and Osbourne’s
(Lloyd) The Wrong Box. 31. 6d.

Weyman’s (Stanley J.) The House of

the Wolf: a Romance. 31. 6d.
Wood’s (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited.
With 33 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Wood’s (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings.
With 60 Illustrations. 3*. 6d.

Wood’s (Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors, n
Illustrations. 3L 6d.
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Cookery, Domestic Management, &c.

Acton.—

M

odern Cookery. By Eliza
Acton. With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp.
8vo., 4J. 6d.

Bull.—Works by Thomas Bull; M.D.
Hints to Mothers on the Manage-
MENTOF THEIR HEALTH DURINGTHE
Period of Pregnancy. Fcp. 8vo.,

is. 6d.
The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Disease.
Fcp. 8vo.

,
is. 6d.

De Salis.—Works by Mrs. De Salis.
Cakes and Confections X La Mode.

Fcp. 8vo., is. bd.

Dogs- a Manual for Amateurs. Fcp.
8vo.,

Dressed Game and Poultry a la
Mode. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.

Dressed Vegetables a la Mode.
Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.

Drinks X la Mode. Fcp. 8vo., ir. 6ii.

Entries a la Mode. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.

Floral Decorations. Suggestions
and Descriptions. Fcp. 8vo., is. bd.

National Viands. Fcp. 8vo.

[In the Press.

New-laid Eggs : Hints for Amateur
Poultry Rearers. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.

Oysters X la Mode. Fcp. 8vo. , is. bd.

De Sails.—Works by Mrs. De Salis—
continued.
Puddings and Pastry X la Mode.

Fcp. 8vo.,
v
u. 6d.

Savouries X la Mode. Fcp. 8vo.

is. 6d.
Soups and Dressed Fish X la Mode.

Fcp. 8vo., is. bd.
Sweets and Supper Dishes X
Mode. Fcp. 8vo., ir. 6d.

Tempting Dishes for Small In
'

comes. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.
Wrinkles and Notions for Every

j

Household. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.

j

Lear.—Maigre Cookery. By H
j

Sidney Lear. i6mo. ( 2s.

j

Poole.—Cookery for the Diabi

j

By W. H. and Mrs. Poole. Wiu]
Preface by Dr. Pavy. Fcp. 8vo., as.Walker.—AH andbookfor Mother

s

being Simple Hints to Women on the
Management of their Health during
Pregnancy and Confinement, together

with Plain Directions as to the Care of

Infants. By Jane H.Walker.L.R.C.P.
and L.M., L.R.C.S. and M.D. (Brux.).

Cr. 8vo., 2i. 6d.
West.—The Mother’s Manual op
Children’s Diseases. By Charles
West, M.D. Fcp. 8vo., as. 6d.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.

Allingham.—Varieties in Prose.
By W.illiam Allingham. 3 vols. Cr.

8vo, 1 8.1. (Vols. 1 and 2, Rambles, by
Patricius Walker. Vol. 3, Irish

Sketches, etc.)

Armstrong.—Essays and Sketches.
By Edmund J. Armstrong. Fcp.
8vo

,
5-r.

Bagehot.—Literary Studies. By
Walter Bagehot. 2 vols. 8vo., 281.

Baring-G-ould.—Curious Myths of
the Middle Ages. By Rev. S.

Baring-Gould. Crown 8vo., 31. 6d.

8 a 1 1 y e.— Pictures in Prose of
Nature, Wild Sport, and Humble
Life. By Aubyn Trevor Battye,
B.A. Crown 8vo. , 6s .

Baynes.—Shakespeare Studies, and
Other Essays. By the late Thomas
Spencer Baynes, LL.B., LL.D.
With a biographical Preface by Prof.

Lewis Campbell. Crown 8vo.
,
7s. 6d.

Boyd (‘A. K. H. B.’)—Works bj

A. K. H. Boyd, D.D., LL.D.
And sec MISCELLANEOUS THEOLO-
GICAL WORKS, p. 24.

Autumn Holidays of a Country
Parson. Crown 8vo., 3L 6d.

Commonplace Philosopher. Crown
8vo., y. 6d.

Critical Essays of a Country
Parson. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

East Coast Days and Memories.
Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Landscapes, Churches and Mora-
lities. Crown 8vo.

,
y. 6d.

Leisure Hours in Town. Crown
8vo., 31. bd.

Lessons ofMiddle Age. Cr.8vo.,3s. bd.

Our Little Life. Two Series. Cr.

8vo.
,
3s. 6d. each.

Our HomelyComedy: andTragedy
Crown 8vo.

,
31. bd.

Recreations of a Country Parson
Three Series. Cr. 8vo., 31. bd. each

Also First Series. Popular Ed. 8vo., bd.










